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PREFACE TO THE NEW EDITTON

Nearly ten years have passed since I began to lecture
on the history of Chinese fiction, and this brief outline
was first printed seven years ago. Since then much rescarch has been done in this fleld and new discoveries
have cleared up certain points which were obscure. For
(,xample, the discovery by Professor Shionoya Akushi of
tl're mutilated Yuan dynasty edition of lllustrated Vernacular ?oles and Feng Meng-lung's three collections
o[ popular stories, as well as his researches on these, are
ol major signiflcance in the history of Chinese fiction;
and the contention of some Chinese scholars that there
should be separate histories for the flction of different
peliods is a sound one. A11 this means that my brief
outline should now be outdated; but since no new hisl,ories have yet been written, there are still readers for
lhese notes. For a new edition, this book should by rights
be revised, but since I started moving from place to place
I have given up literary studies, and have nothing but a
vague recollection of what I wrote in the past. So I
simply made a few changes in Chapters 14, 15 and 21,
l<eeping the other chapters unchanged as I have no new
l,heories regarding them. Since great vessels take years
lo produce, this earthenware pot of mine still serves some
l)urpose; but though this fact has prolonged the Iife of
my book, I am disheartened by this dearth of new writing.

In a melancholy mood I have gone through these proofs,
hoping that better scholars will soon produce a more authoritative book.

Lu Hsun
Night of November 25,

PREFACE
1930

There has never been a history of Chinese fiction, if we
cxcept the accounts in the histories of Chinese literature

written by foreigners. Recently certain summaries have
in Chinese works too, but the space devoted to
Iiction is usually less than one-tenth of the whole. Hence'
we still lack a detailed account of the development of

appeared

Chinese fiction.

Though this book is concerned entirely with flction,
it is nothing but a rough outline. I wrote it because
three years ago, happening to give some lectures on this
subject and fearing that my defects as a speaker might
make it hard for my hearers to understand, I jotted down
Lhis outline and had it duplicated for my students. Then,
in order not to give the copyist too much trouble, I compressed it by using the classical language, ornitting certain
cxamples but keeping the main outline which I have been
using ever since.
These notes are flnally being printed because they have
been duplicated so many times and given those in charge
so much trouble that printing appears to be more
cconomicaL

During the preparation of this copy for the press, four
or' five friends have lent me reference books or helped
me with proofreading; indeed, for the last three years

they have proved consistently helpful. I would like to
thank them here.
Lu Hsun
Night of October 7, 7923, Peking

1. THE HISTORIANS'

ACCOUNTS AND
EVALUATIONS OF FICTION

Hsiao-shuo,l the name for fiction, was first used by
Chuang Tzuz who spoke of "winning honour and renown
by means of hsiao-sh,uo." All he meant by this expression, as a matter of fact, was chit-chat of no great consequence. So here the term has a different connotation
from that acquired later. Huan Tan3 said: ,,The writers
of hsiao-shuo string together odd sayings and parables
to make short tales which contain matters of use for
daily life." This seems closer to our understanding oI
Iiction. But Yao'sa questioning of Confucius in Chuang
Tzu and the account in Huai Nan Tzus of how the giant
Kung Kung made the earth quake were considered as
"worthless hsiao-sh.uo." In these cases the term meant
legends and fables having no basis in historical fact and
counter to the Confucian tradition. Later there were
many theories which we need not go into here; but we
may as well see what the historians had to say about
r

Literally "small-talk."
of the Warring States period who lived in the
fourth or third century B.C.
3A scholar of the first century A.D.
4A legendary sage king believed to have lived
about 2000 B.C.
He and Confucius lived centuries apart.
5A philosophical work by the prot6g6s of prince
Liu An who
lived during the second and first century B.C.
2A philosopher

4

hsiao-shuo, since literary criticism has always been one
function of Chinese historians.
In the Chin dynasty books were burned in order to
keep the people ignorant. \,Vhen the Han dynasty was
established, records were collected anci copyists hired by
the state, while the emperors Cheng Ti and Ai Ti ordered
Liu Hsiang and his son Liu Hsinl to edit the books in the
irnperial library;and Liu Hsin, having made a summary,
pr"esented his Seuen Sumtnari,es. This work is lost now,
but Pan Ku's Ilon Dynasty HistorE preserved its main
contents in the section on literature. The third part of
this gives a brief account of the works of non-Confucian
philosophers up to that time and ten s,cho,ols are recorded,
of which Pan Ku says: "Nine are worth reading," but
works of hsiao-shuo were excluded; however he app,ended
the names of these fifteen works in the end.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7"
B.
9.
10.
11.

The SaEings of Yi Yin in twenty-seven books
The SaEings of Yu Tzu in nineteen books
Records of Chou in seventy-six books
Ching Shi.h Tzu in fifty-seven books

Shih Kuang in six books
Wu Cheng Tzu in eleven books
Sung Tzu in eighteen books
Tien Yi in three books
The Sayings of the Yellou.t Emperor in forty books
IVotes on the Sacrifice to Heauen qnd Eqrth in
eighteen books
A.duiser Jao's Writings in twenty-five books

t Han dynasty scholars

in the latter part of the first century

B.C.

3

13. Shou's Account oJ the Chou DynastE in

seven

books

14. Yu Chu's Chou Dynastyt Tales in g43 books
15. Miscella,Leous Writings in 139 books
In all, this totals

1,380 books.

The hsiao- shuo wri+,.ers succeeded those officers of
the Chou dynasty whose task it was to collect the gossip of the streets. Confucius said: "Even by-ways are
worth exploring. But if we go too far we may be
bogged down." Gentlemen do not undertake this
themselves, but neither do they dismiss such talk aItogether. They have the sayings of the common people
collectted and kept, as some of them may prove useful.
This was at least the opinion of country rustics.
By the Liang dynasty (505-556) Ching Shih. Tzu alone

of these fifteen works was 1eft, and this book was lost
too by teh Sui dynasty. Judging by Pan Ku's comments,
however, most of these titles were later works attributed
to some ancient men, or anecdo,tes about ancient history.
The first category bore some resemblance to early philosophic writings except that they were inferior, while the
second resembled historical records, only they were less
reliable.
During the flrst half of the seventl-r century the ofIicial Sui DynastLy History was compiled by Changsun
Wu-chi and other Tang dyn,asty scholars. The bibliographical section was written by Wei Cheng, who based
it on the record by Hsun Hsu of the Tsin dynasty, dividing books into four categories:

1. Confucian classics
2. Historical records

4

5

3. Philosophical writings
4. Mis'cellaneous works
Hstqo-shuo are included under philosophical writings.
All the works in this section except the Story of Prince
Tan oJ Yen date from the Tsin dynasty and include records of sayings as well as descriptions of various arts and
games; while the definition of h,sina-shuo is based on that
in the Han Dynasty History:
Hsio.o-shuo were

the talk of the streets. Thus the

Tso Chuanr quotes chair-bearers' chants while the Book
of Songsz praises the ruler who consulted rustics. In
days of old when a sage was on the throne, the official

historians wrote records, blind minstrels made songs,
artisans recited admonitions, ministers gave advice,
gentlemen discoursed and the common people gossiped. Clappers sounded in early spring as a search
was m.ade f,or folk songs, whiie officers on tours of
inspectio,ns understood local customs from the popular
songs; and if mistakes had been made these were rectifled. AII the talk of the streets and highways was recorded. Officers at court took charge of 1oca1 records
and prohibitions, while the officers in charge of civil
affairs reported local sayings and customs. Thus Confucius said: "Even by-ways are worth exploring. But
if we go too far we may be bogged down."
In the flrst half of the tenth century, Liu Hsu and
others drew up the bibliographical section of the Tang
Dgnasty History based on the Record oJ Books Ancient
1 A commentary on lhe Spri,ng and Autum,n Annals by Isochiu
Ming, who was probably contemporary with Confucius.
2

A coltrection of songs compiled in the Chou dynasty.

and Moderzu by Wu Chingl and others, shortening it by
cutting out the preface and notes. So we flnd no comments on bcoks in the official Tang history. The hsiqoshzo listed here differ little from those enumerated in
the Strz Dynasty History; but works no longer extant are
omitted, while Chang Hua's2 Records of Strange Thi,ngs,
formerly classifled as miscellaneous writings, is added.
In the middle of the eleventh century, Tseng KungIiang and other Sung dynasty scholars were ordered to
edit the Netn Tang Dynasty Hi,story, and Ouyang Hsiu
wrote the bibliographical section. His list of hsiao-shuo
includes many additional works from the third to the
sixth century: fifteen accounts of ghosts and fairies in
115 books frorn Chang Hua's Tctles oJ Maruels and Tai
Tso's Discerning t'h"e Muruels down to Wu Chun's More
Tales of Chi Hsi"eh; as well as nine works in seventy
books on divine retribution from Wang Yen-hsiu's ?ales
of Diuine Retrtbuti,on to Hou Pai's Storie s Exempl"ifEing
Maruels. These works had previously been included in
the section on historical works together with the biographies of local elders, hermits, filial sons, loyal officers
and famous women. But from this time onwards these
accounts of the supernatural were considered as fiction
and ceased to be classed as history. Other works of the
Tang dynasty added to the list of hstq.o-shuo were moral
admonitions like Li Shu's Aduice to ME Son, compendiums of knowledge like Liu Hsiao-sun's Ori,gin of
Things, Li Fu's Corrections oJ Mistakes or Lu Yu's
Book oJ Tea. Thus this category became more diversified. When the Sung DEnasty HistorE was compiled
1.A. Tang dynasty scholar of the eighth century.
2A Tsin dynasty scholar. See Chapter !,

6

7

in the Yuan dynasty the

same tradition was followed.
though the connotation of hsiao-shuo became even more
all-embracing.
Hu Ying-Iin1 of the Ming dynasty, judging the hs,iooshuo genre too indefinite, subdivided hsiao-shuo as
follows:
1. Records of marvels
2. Prose romances

3. Anecdotes
4. IVliscellaneous notes
5. Res,earches
6. Moral admonitions
During the reign of Chien Lung

(1736-1795)

of

. . When we investigate the different types of hsta.osl1qo, we find three groups: miscellaneous records,
records of marvels, and anecdotes. Since the Tang
and Sung dynasties there has been a great deal of
literature of this sort. Though much of it is idle gossip
or foolish superstition, intermingled with this are quite
a number of useful pieces of knowledge, research and
mo.ral teaching. Pan Ku tells us that the hsiao-shuo
writers were successors o,f the Chou dynasty officers
who collected information, and a corxnent in the HarL
DEnasty Hi,story s,ays that the task of these o,fficers
was to help the r-uler to understand country ways and
1

A

See Chapter

scholar of the early seventeenth century.
22.

works should not be thrust aside as useless or spurious.
We have selected only the better examples which serve
to broaden knowledge, rejecting vulgar and extravagant
writings which simply confuse people.

[Ie

goes on

1.

the
Ching dynasty, when a general survey was made of the
catalogue of books in the Imperial Manuscript Library
under the dire,ction of Chi Yun,2 hsi,ao-shuo were divided
into three main groups. But Chi Yun's views were based
on earlier records:

2

morals. Evidently this was the ancient system for
assembling miscellaneous information; hence these

to list three categories of hsiao-shuo:

Miscellaneous writings
The Western Capital Miscellany in six books
New Anecdotes o! Sociul Talk in three books,
etc.

2.

.).

of Marvels
The Book oJ Mountains and Seos in eighteen books
The Trauels of King Mu in six books
The Baok oJ Supernatural Things in one book
Records of Spirits in twenty books
More Tales oJ Chi, Hsi,eh in one book, etc.
Anecdotes
Records of Strange Things in ten books
Accounts oJ Maruels in two books
The Yuyang Mi,scellanq in twenty books
Sequel to the Yuyang Miscellany in ten books,

Records

etc.

If we compare this with Hu Ying-Iin's categories, we
can see that there were actually two main groups: miscellaneous anecdotes and tales of marvels; but here those
tales which are more complete are classified as records
of marvels, the briefer and more miscellaneous are
described as anecdotes. Prose romances are not included,
neither are miscellaneous sayings, short studies and
moral admonitions. From this time on, the hsiao-shuo

I

I

genre seems to be more clearly defined. Since this was
the first time works like The Book of Meuntains and Seas
and The Trquels of King Mu had been classed as hsiaoshuo, the following explanation was given: ,,Works like
The Trauels oJ K:Lng Mu were formerly classified as

biographies

But in fact those tales are

sheer

fantasy, not to be compared with the Lost Records of
Chou.
If we count them as authentic history,
the concept of history becomes confused and the
rules of history are broken. We have therefore put them
down as hsr.ao-shuo, which seems rnore logical. We hope
readers will not condemn us for altering time-honoured
categories in this way." Since then, historical legends
have been classed under hsiao-sh,uo as tales of marvels,
and the section on history contains no more legendary
accounts.

The Sung dynasty story-tellers' scripts and the yuan
and Ming novels have always been popular with the
common people and very numerous, but they were never
Iisted in official histories. Only Wang Chi and Kao Ju
of the Ming dynasty in their bibliographies, Hsu Wen
Hsien Tung Kao (Sequel to Studies in Ancient Br,bliographies) and Pqi Chuan Shu Cttih (Hund"red" Ri,uers Bibh,ographical .A/otes), mention the Romnnce of t1,e Three
Ki,ngdoms and the Shui Hw Chuan. Chien Tseng at the
beginning of the Ching dynasty in his bibliography, yeh
Shih YucLn Sltu Mu, mentions three popular romances including the Romance of the Three Ki,ngdoms, and sixteen Sung dynasty tales including Mother Lamp-Wick.
Romance of the Three Kingdoms and Shui Hu Chusn
were considered as proper writings because they were
printed by the censorate of the Ming government in the
sixteenth century, and that was why they were included

in Ming bibliographies; but subsequently they were
omitted again. And Chien Tseng included those novels
in his Iist simply because he was a collector who valued
old editions of these works
not because he appreciated
their true value and deliberately
broke the old convenlions. The historians' point of view has remained unchanged from the Han dynasty to the present day; and
as bibliography is after all a branch of historical science,
we cannot expect bibliographers to break their own rules-

1t

imagination at work and can hardly be the invention of
primitive man.

2. MYTHS AND

LEGENDS

Tales of marvels were first recorded according to
Chuang Tzu by Chi Hsieh and according to Lieh Tzu by
Yi Chien, but these are unsubstantiated legends. Though
the Han Dynasty Hi.story attributes their origin to the
Chou dynasty officers who collected folk legends, these
men were collectors only, not authors. Ta1es which
were "the talk of the streets', arose among the people
and were not created by any single writer. In China,
just as elsewhere, they must have sprung out of myths
and legends.
When primitive men observed natural phenomena
and changes which could not be accomplished by any
human power, they made up stories to explain them,
and these explanations became myths. Myths usually
centred round a group of gods: men described these gods
and their feats and came to worship them, singing hymns
in praise of their divine power and making offerings in
their shrines. And so, as time went by, culture developed. For myths were not only the beginning of
religion and art but the fountain-head of lj,terature.
Though mythology gave birth to literature, poets were
its greatest enemies; for when they made songs or stories
they naturally touched things up tiII very litile of the
original myth was left" In fact, while it was the poets
who preserved and developed myths, they were also the
ones to change and weaken them too. For example, our
existing myth about the creation shows a rather ad.vanced

Heaven and earth were commingled like an egg in
the midst of which Pan Ku was born and he lived for
eighteen thousand years. Then heaven and earth split
asunder: the pure and bright element became heaven,
the impure and dark element earth, while Pan Ku
within underwent nine transformations in one day,
turning into a god in heaven and a saint on earth.
Heaven grew ten feet higher every day, earth grew
ten feet thicker every day, and Pan Ku grew ten feet
taller every day. So it went for eighteen thousand
years, tiLl heaven was exceedingly high, earth exceedingly thick, and Pan Ku exceedingly tall Then came
the three divine emperors.
(A quotation from Hsu Cheng's
AncLent Clwonology, now lost)

Heaven and earth are matter too, but there were
deficiencies. So in ancient times Nu-kua melted
coloured stones to fiII out these deficiencies and cut
off the feet of a giant turtle to prop up the four extremities of the earth. Later Kung Kung contended
against Chuan-hsu for the mastery and in his rage
crashed into Mount Puchou, breaking the pillars of
heaven and earth's foundations. Then heaven tilted
down on the northwest, and the sun, moon and stars
al1 go that way. The earth has a gap in the southeast,
and thither all the streams and rivers f1ow.
(Lreh Tzu)

As myths developed, the central figures became increasingly human till the myths turned into legends.
The chief figures of legends had semi-divine attributes
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or were ancient heroes with outstanding intelligence

skill, braver than all ordinary men. They

ancl

j

received
i:!
I

In the time of King yao ten suns appe,ared in the
sky, scorching the crops and killing trees and plants.
Then there was a famine in the lanrl, and o".rturr..
wild boars, huge serpents ancl other monsters began
to prey upon the people. yao or.clered }-i . . to shoot
down the ten suns and hiil thc centaurs.
Then
all the people r.eioiced and made yao their sovereign.
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Yi had an elixir given him l:y the eueen Mol,her
of the West. I{uan Ngo stole it and went up to the
moon. (A note by Kao yu says: ,,Huan Ngo was yi,s
wife. Yi asked the Queen Mother of the West for an
elixir, but belore he co,uld take it his wife stole it and

became immortal, fJying
of the moon.)
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In ancient times Yao killecl Kun at Feather Mountain. Kun's spirit changed into a yellow dragon anrl
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(Tso Chuan)
Shun's father, ordering him to climb up and repair
the roof of the gtanary, set fire to it below. But Shun
came down safe anrl sound, carrying two straw hats.
Then his lather ordered him to dig a well, which he
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A Ming dynasiy account of the legeird "Chang
()oes to thc Moon"

Ngo
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did. But he made an opening at the bottom by which
he escaped again.

(Ssuma Chien's Historical Records)

No collections of myths and legends have yet been
made in China, but these tales can be found scattered
in ancient books, and there are many in The Book of
Mountains qnd Seas. Our existing edition, in eighteen
books, records strange phenomena and deities o,f the
mountains and rivers, as well as the sacrifices to them.
It is wrong to attribute the authorship to Yu and yi,l
equally wrong to claim that the work was written as a
commentary for the Chu poems.2 The use of rice in
shamanist sacrifices is mentioned, and probably this work
'was meant for an'cient shamans; but later legends were
added. in the Chin and Han dynasties,. The best known
and most quoted of all the myths in it. are those about
Mount Kunlun and the Queen Mother of the West.
Mount Kunlun is the l,ower capital of the Heavenly
Emperor. It is guarded by Lu Wu, a deity having a
tiger's body, nine taiIs, a human face and tiger's cl,aws.
He has sway over the nine regions o,f heaven and paradise.

("The Western Mountains")
In Jade Mountain lives the Queen Mother of the
West. This deity bears resemblance to a mortal but
has a leopard's tail, tiger's teeth, a shri11 voice and
matted hair, on which she wears a tiara. She controls
the furies and avenging spirits of heaven.
("The Western Mountains',)
l Ancient legendary king and ninister.
Foems of the Kingdom oJ CI-tu, some were attributed to the
great poet Chu Yuan,
2

L*

Kunlun is eight hundred Ii square, hundreds of
thousands of feet high. On its summit grows a tree
forty feet in height which five men can barely span.
There are nine wells with jade balustrades and nine
gates guarded by the beast Kai Ming. Here a1l the
'deities live, on an eight-sided cliff by the Red Stream
which Yi alone can ascend.
("The Western Regions Within the Seas")
The Queen Mother of the West wears a tiara and
has a stool. In the south are three blue birds which
fetch food for her from north of Kunlun.
("The Northern Regions Within the Seas")
In the Great Wilderness is a mountain called Fengchu Jade Gate, where the sun and moon go down. This
is a holy mountain. Ten witches go up and down
there, and there grow all manner of herbs.

("The Western

Regions

of the Great Wilderness")
South of the Western Sea by the Shifting Sands,
behind the Red Stream and before the Black Stream.
is a great mountain called Kunlun. Here lives a deity

with a human face, tiger's form and white tail. Beneath
him is the water on which nothing floats, beyond is
the flaming mountain where a1l things are burned. A
creature wearing a tiara, with tiger's teeth and
leopard's tail, inhabits a cavern there. This is the
Queen Mother of the West. Here is great abundance

of alI

things.

("The Western Regions
of the Great Wilderness")

In A.D. 279, during the Tsin dynasty, Pu Chun of the
principality of Chi opened the tomb of King Hsiang of
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Wei and found records written on bamboo strips: Th.e
Trauels of King Mu in five books and nineteen other
books. Today The Trauels of King Mu exists in six
books: the first five describe how King Mu of Chou went
l.o the west on a chariot drawn by eight fine lrorses, while
the last deals with the death and funeral of Lady Sheng,
but this was originally a separate work. Though the
Queen Mother of the West is mentioned here too, she
does not have such a monstrous appearance but is more
like a human sovereign.
On chia-tzu day the king called on the Queen Mother
of the West, presenting her with white and black jade,
a hundred lengths of coloured silk and three hundred
of white. The Queen Mother bowed and accepted
these gifts. On gt-chou, day the king invited her to
a feast at Jade Pool, and the Queen Mother sang this
song for him:
"The white clouds in the sky float out from the mountains;
The way is long, hills and rivers lie between us;
If you do not die, you may come back again.,,

The king made reply:

"I must return to my eastern realm to govern the men of Hsia.
When all our people are at peace I shall look to see you again.
Three years from now I shall come back to your country.,,
Then the king rode to Yen Mountain, inscribed a
record on the rocks there and planted ash trees, naming the place Queen Mother Mount.
(Book 3)
There was a tiger in the bushes, and the king was
about to pass by. A guard narned Kao pen-jung
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asked permission to catch the tiger alive, and having
done this presented it to the king. The king ordered
a cage to be made and kept it in the east forest. That
place was named Tiger's Cage. The king gave Kao
ten teams of horses and a grand sacrifice, and Kao
bowed his thanks.
(Book 5)

According to Ying Shao of the Han dynasty, the Records of Chou was the base of Yu Chu'sl tales. OnIy
four books in the existing text of the Lost R.ecords of
Chou abound in descriptive detail like a work oI fiction.
Among the wr:itings on bamboo strips discovered in the
Tsin dynasty were eleven books of miscellaneous works
on divination, dreams and supernatural happenings; but
all these have been lost. A few quotations only have
been preserved in the Sung dynasty Tai-ping Imperial
Encgclopaedia. A Tsin dynasty stone inscription in Chi
County about the Patriarch Lu Wang2 is based on the
Records of Chou and speaks of dreams and divination
in the manner of fiction. Possibly Yu Chu's tales were
based on similar writings. Lacking proof, however, we
cannot say for certain.
When Duke Ching of Chi set out to conquer the state

of Sung and reached Chuling, he saw in a dream a

short man who greeted him.
Yen Tzu asked him: "What was he like. sir?,,

1A story writer of the time of Emperor Wu Ti of the
dynasty.

Han

2chiang Shang, believed to have helped King Wu of Chou to
gverthrow the Shang dynasty.

The duke said: "He was very short, with a longer
body than his Iegs. He spoke angrily and often
lowered his head."

Yen Tzu said: "That must have been Yi Yin. He
was broad and short, with a longer trunk than his
legs. He was ruddy and bearded and often lowered
his head, talking in gruff tones."
The duke said: "That's the man."
Yen Tzu said: "He is angry on account of your expedition. You had better not go on."
So the duke gave up his campaign.
(Tai-ping lm,perial Encyclopaed.i,a, Book 378)
King Wen dreamed that he saw the Heavenly Emperor in dark robes standing at Linghu tr'ord.
The god said: "I give you Wang."
King Wen bowed and so did Lu Wang, standing behind him, who was later styled the Patriarch. The
same night that King Wen had this dream, Lu W'ang
dreamed it also. Some time later King Wen met Lu
Wang and asked him: "Is your name Wang?"
He ans'uvered: "Yes, it is."
King Wen said: "Your face looks familiar."
Lu Wang repeated to him all that had passed, giving
him the exact year', month and day, and explaining:
"That js ho-w Your Majesty saw me."
Ki-ng Wen exclaimed; "True, true!"
He returned to his palace with Lu Wang and made
him his minister.
(From the Tsin dynasty inscripfion on the Patriarch Lu Wang)

1B

There were also historical works which contained
of Prince Tan of yen written
probably before the Han dynasty, the Hi,storE of the
Ki.ngs oJ Shu by Yang Hsiung of the Han dynasty,
Anno,ls of Wu and Yueh by Chao yeh and Lost Record,s
of Yueh by Yuan Kang and Wu ping of the end of the
Han dynasty. The poems of Chu yuanl also abound
legends, such as the Story

in myths and legends, especially ,,The Riddles.,, The poet
asks: What virtue has the moon that it dies and is born
again? Why is there a toad in the moon? What were
the labours of Kun? What did yu accomplish? Why
did the giant grow angry and make the earth falt in the

their feathers?
The Han dynasty commentator
Wang Yi says: "After Chu yuan was sent into exile,

wandering through hills and marshlands he saw temples
built to past kings and ministers where the walls had
paintings of deities and spirits of hills and streams, de_
picting strange tales of ancient sages and monsters
so he wrote this poem on the wall, putting riddles to
Heaven." Evidently such legends were not only com_
monly told but used as subjects for the decoration of
temples. This tradition was handed down to the Han
dynasty. Even today in Han tombs we can see stone
bas-reliefs representing deities, monsters, sages and
famous figures. After the bamboo writings were dis_
rThe great poet of the kingdom of Chu
in the fourth century B.C.
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covered in the Tsin dynasty, Kuo Pul wrote a commentary fo,r The Trauels of King Mu as well as fot The Book
of Mountains and Seos and appended short summaries.
Chiang Kuan2 after him did the same. So it seems that
after the Tsin dynasty these ancient legends were still
popular. But China has never.had monumental works
putting alI these myths and legends together, as in the
Greek epics. In our literature myths and legends serve
merely as allusions and embellishments in poetry or
prose. They left their mark, too, on later fiction.
It seems likeIy that Chinese myths remained separate
fragments for the following reasons: First, the early
dwellers in the Yellow River Valley were not an imaginative people; and since their life was hard and they devoted most of their energy to practical matters without
indulging in ftights of fancy, they did not combine all
the old legends into one great epic. Secondly, Confucius
appeared with his practical common-sense teaching about
the way to cultivate individual morality, regulate the
family, rule the state and bring peace to the world.
Since he disapproved of talk of the supernatural, the oId
myths were not quoted by Confucian scholars, and
instead of undergoing further development many of them

were

1ost.

But a more fundamental reason was probably

absence of a strict division between gods and

the

ghosts. In

the earliest times though there was apparently some iine
of demarcation between the deities of heaven and earth
and the ghosts of dead men, yet ghosts could become
deities too. Since men and gods intermingled in this
1A scholar of the

first half of the fourth century.
2A scholar of the second half of the fourth century'
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manner, the early religion was never fully developed,
and as more new legends appeared the old ones died out,
and the new legends lacked lustre. Here are two examples of the way in which new gods were constantly
created, and three showing that though the old gods
might change their form and names there was no real
development of myths and legends.
Chiang Tzu-wen, a citizen of Kuangling, was fond
of drink and women, a thorough profligate. He
boasted that because his bones were dark he urould
become a god after his death. At the end. of the Han
dynasty, when he was tribune of Moling, he chased
a brigand to Mount Chung. When Chiang was about
to tie him up, the brigand struck him on the temple
and killed him. During the reign of Sun Chuan of
Wu, some of Chiang's former officers saw him on the

Chiang's spirit said: ,,I shail be the
tutelary god here to bring happiness to the people.

road.

TeIl them

serious

Lc-r buitd a slrrine i-or me if they want to avert
trouble-" That sumrner there was a great out-

break of plague and mo,,ed by fear many worshipped

hirrl in

secret.

of Spitits)
There is a goddess called Tzu Ku. Tradition has it
(Records

that she was once a concubine but she was so ill-treated

by the wife, who made her do all the dirtiest work,
that on the fifteenth of the first month she killed herself. So on this day every year effigies are made of
her, and at night folk stand by the privy or pigsty to
welcome her spirit.
When the one holding the
effigy finds it grow heavier, that means her spirit has
corne. Then the man becomes possessed. T'hey set

out wine and fruit as sacrifice, while he shows approval and moves incessantly, giving portents concerning the raising of silkworms and mulberry crops.
If he dances wildly it means success; if he lies down
to sleep it means failure.
(The Garden o! Maruels)
From the ocean rises Mount Tushuo and upon it
grows a huge peach tree.
On its northeast side
is the Gate of Spirits where a myriad ghosts pass to
and fro. Above are two deities, Shen Tu and Yu Lei,
who rule over the ghosts, catching evil spirits with a
straw rope and feeding them to tigers. This is why
the Ye1low Emperor instituted rites to exorcize spirits
in due season: men set up a huge peach-wood image,
on the doors paint Shen Tu, Yu Lei and the tiger, and
hang up straw ropes to guard against evil spirits.
(A quotation from a passage now lost
in The Book of Mountains and Seas)
Southeast is Mount Taotu.
At its foot are two
deities, the one on the left called Lung, the one on
the right called Yu, and both hold straw ropes to catch
evil spirits which they will kill. Nowadays at New
Year men make two figures in peach wood to stand
by the door
as images of these deities.
(The Heart of MEsteries)

The door-gods were two Tang dynasty generals:
Chin Shu-pao and Hu Ching-teh. According to the
records, when Emperor Tai Tsung was i1l, ghosts
started screeching outside his chamber and throwing
br icks and tiles.
The emperor in alarm told his
rninisters.
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Then Chin Shu-pao stepped forward and said: ,,I

have killed men like chopping melons, piling up corpses

like ant-hills: what have I to fear from ghosts? Let
me and Hu Ching-teh stand guard outside your door
in battle dress."
The emperor consented. That night there was no
further alarm and the emperor was pleased to have
portraits painted of both men
to hang on both
sides of his palace gate. Then the ghosts ceased to

disturb him. This tradition was carried forward into
later years, and so these men became door-gods.
(The Compendium of Detti,es
oJ the Three Rel.igions,l

3. W'ORKS OF FICTION MENTIONED iN
THE TTAN DYNASTY HISTORY

The bibliographical section of the Han DynastE HistorE describes the writers of hsiao-shu.o as successors of
the Chou dynasty poi officers. Thus Ju Chun comments:
"Poi meant fine rice. This alluded to the triviat talk
or gossip of the street. The ancient kings who wanted
to know local customs appointed these officers to report
on them." Since all the hsioo-sh ro mentioned in the
ITan Dynasty History are lost we cannot make a study
oI them, but judging by their titles they can hardly have
been collected from the people like the folk-songs in the
ISook oJ Songs. Seven of these works are attributed to
l'amous men of early times, namely The Sayings of Yi
Yin, The Sayings oJ Yu Tzu, Shilt Kuang, Wu Cheng Tzu,
Sung Tzu, Tien Yi, and The Saytngs of the Yellous Emperor. Two were ancient records, Records of Chou
ind Ching Shih Tzu. We do not know the date of
l.hese; but the following four were written in the Han
clynasty: Alotes on the Sacri|ice to HeuuLn and. Earth,
Adoiser Jao's Warks, Shor.c's Account of the Chou Dynasty
;rrrd Yu Chu's Chou DEnnstE Tales. Though Aduiser An
(lh,e.ng's Works and Miscellaneous Wri,tings are not dated,
jrrrlginq by their position in the list they probably date
Ilom the Han dynasty also.
'l'aoist philosophical works mentioned in the IIan
l)tlttasty History include The SaEings of Yi Yen in fiftyrrrro books, which is no longer extant. The Sayings o!
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Yi Yin in twenty-seven books classified as hsiao-shtto
is also lost. In a note to the "Life of Ssuma Hsiang-ju"
in Ssuma Chien's Histortcal Record,s we find this quotation from Yi Yin's sayings: "East of Chi Mountain
where the blue birds live are oranges that ripen in the
summer." This must be the only fragment left. The
Works of Lu Pu-toeil records that Yi Yin was introduced
to King Tang after serving him delicious food; the quotation just given is also cited and there is elegant descriptive detail but actually very little content. That episode
was probably also based on this lost work. Since Mencius in one discussion also refers to the legend that Yi
Yin was introduced to King Tang as a cook, The Sayings
of Yi Yin was most likely written in the Warring States
Period.

Another Taoist work mentioned in the Han DgnastE
Hi,story is Yu Tzu in twenty-one books of which one
book only is left. Some critics have deduced from its
lack of content that it was not the work of a Taoist philosopher; and fragments quoted by a Tang dynasty scholar
are quite different from the existing text; so the deduc*
tion was probably correct:
King Wu led his men and chariots against the Shangs.
The king of Shang had a million picked troops in
formation outside the city from Huangniao to Chihfu.
They came on as fast as the wind with a noise like
thunder, and King Wu's men were afraid. Then King
1A philosophical work by the prot6g6s
minister of Chin in the third century B.C.

of

Wu ordered the Patriarch to wave his white banner
at the enemy, and the army of Shang f1ed.
(Quoted in the Tai-pdng
lmper i,al Ency

cl

o

pae dta)

Ching Shih Tzu was an early historian whose date is
rrnknown. His book was lost by the Sui dynasty, and
when Liu Chih-chil described it as "a collection of street
11ossip" he was going by th,e Hun DEnasty History, for
Lhis work had not reappeared in the Tang dvnasty. Three
I'r'agments left deal with ancient ceremony, making it
h:rrd to understand why this work was classed as hsiaosltuo.

In ancient times a child's education began before it
was born. When the queen was seven months with
child, she went to the haII, and the annalist with his
pipe would wait on the left of the door, the cook with
his ladle on the right, the diviner with his instruments
of divination would wait outside the hall, while the
other officers waited within the gate, each busy with
. his different task. In these three months, if she asked
for improper music the annalist would decline to play
it, if she asked for improper food the cook would decline to prepare it, saying: "We dare not offer this
to the crown prince." When the child was born and
clied, the annalist would play his pipe at the befitting
pitch, the cook would provide food of the befitting
taste, and the diviner would read the stars. Then the
ceremony to celebrate the prince's birth was performed.
(Quoted in the Records of Rites)

Lu Pu-wei, prime
t

An eighth century historian.
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In ancient times, a boy would move to lodgings outside his home at the age of eight to learn the lesser
arts and practise the lesser etiquette. When he bound
his hair and undertook more advanced studies, he
would learn the greater arts and practise the greater
etiquette. At home he would study ceremony and
literature, abroad his jade pendants would tinkle, and
when riding in his carriage he would hear harmonious
beIls. Thus no improper ideas could enter his heart. . . .
In ancient times carriages were built with round
canopies to symbolize heaven, twenty-eight ribs to
symbolize the zodiac, a square frame to symbolize the
earth, and thirty strips of cloth to symbolize the moon.
Thus looking up the driver could see heaven and looking down the earth; in front of him were the harmonious bells, at his side the evolution of the seasons.
So education was brought into the carriage.
(Quoted in the Records oJ Rites)
The cock is a creature of the east. When the yearly
cycle comes to an end, the new order begins in the
east and the myriad things emerge. Thus the cock
is used in sacrifice.
(Quoted in Ying Shao's Popular
Trq.dittl'ons and Customs)

Works of military science and divination listed in
the Han Dynasty Hi.storg include Shih Kuang's w,ork on
divination in eight books. We know nothing of the contents of his hsioo-shuo, except that the comme,ntator tells
us they were based for the most part on the Cltou Dynasty
Annals, Lost Records of Chou relates that Shih Kuang
once judged from the voice of a certain prince that this
ruler would not live long, and the prince himself knew

lhat three years later he would appear before the Heavenly Emperor. This certainly reads like flction.
The only thing we know about Yu Chu, whose name
irppears in the commentary to the Han Dynasty Hi.story,
is that he joined with others to lay curses upon the Huns
;rnd men of Ferghana: this is mentioned in the section on
irnperial sacrifices. He wrote nearly a thousand chapt,ers of tales of the Chou dynasty, but all of these are lost.
'fhree quotations from the Records of Chou in Tsin and
I'ang works are more reminiscent of Th"e Boak of Mounl,ains and Seos and The Trauels of Ktng Mu than of the
Lost Recard.s of Chou, and Chu Yu-tsengl thought these
might well be from Yu Chu's tales.

Mount Chieh is where the god Ju Shou lives. West
of this mountain is the place where the sun sets, and
a round aura is there. It is ruled over by the god
Ching Kuang.
(tr'rom the Tar,-ping lmperial Encgclopo,edi,a)

Wherever the Heavenly Hound stops, the earth

.

slopes down. Its light illumines the sky like shooting
stars more than a hundred feet 1ong. Its speed is like
the wind, its noise like thunder, and its brightness like

Iightning.

(From the commentary on The Book
of Mountatns ond Seas)
When King Mu went hunting, a black bird like a
flew down to alight on his chariot. When the
t:harioteer killed it with his whip the horses stampeded
prigeon

tA nineteenth century scholar who edited the Losl Recorils o!

and could not be controlled. The king stumbled and

hurt his left

leg.

(From Li Shan's commentary
on the AnthologE oJ Literature)
In his preface to the Garden oJ Anecdotes, Liu Hsiang
comments on the Miscellaneous Writings classified as
hsiao-shuo: "There are anecdotes of every description.
I cut out those which are redundant, and since
the remainder are shallow and lack profundity I put
these together as the Miscellaneous Writings.,, His
Gqrden of Anecdotes still exists, and aII the tales in it
concern deeds of ancient men from which morals can
be drawn. Judging by his description of the MiscelLaneous Writings, the tales in it probably serve no moral
purpose.

We know nothing of the other works of fiction mentioned in the Han Dynasty HistorE. It appears from
rheir titles, that they were attributed to ancients like
Yi Yin, Yu Hsiung, Shih Kuang and the yellow Emperor
and dealt with such topics as the prolongation of life and
sacrifice; so probably all but Ching Shih Tzu r,vere writings by alchemists. Wu ChenE Tzu is mentioned in
Hsun Tzu, and Shzh Tzu notes that he taught his disciples
to avoid acting against nature. Sung Tzu's name appears in Chuang Tzu, Work of Menci,us and Hqn Fet Tzu
in slightly different forms, and Hsun Tzu quotes him as
saying that if a man feels no shame when he is insulted,
he will not become aggressive. This smacks of Taoist
philosophy, though it is not the sort of thing the alche_
mists said.

4. FICTION

AT'TRIBUTFD TO }IAN
DYNASTY WRITERS

Some writings

of

hsiao-shuo

still in existence have

been attributed to Han dynasty writers,

but none of these
are genuine Han dynasty works. From the Tsin to the
Sung and Ming dynasties, scholars and alchemists forged
"ancient" works. The scholars did this for their own
amusement, to show off their talent or to claim that
they had acquired some rare manuscript; the alchemists
did this to spread superstition, r-rtilizing these "ancient"
texts to impress the credulous. After the Tsin dynasty
these fclrgeries were ascribed to Han dynasty authors,
iust as during the Han dynasty various anecdotes and
szryings were ascribed to the Yellow Emperor or Yi Yin.
Of these hsiao-shuo alleged to be Han dynasty writings,
two were attributed to Tungfang Shuo, two to Pan Ku,
one to Kuo Hsien, one to Liu Hsin. Works about distant
lands were attributed to Tungfang Shuo or Kuo Hsien,
those about local affairs to Liu Hsin or Pan Ku. By
and large, all these writings treat of the supernatural.,
One work supposedly by Tungfang Shuo is the Boolc
of Deities and Nlaruels. Written in the style of The Book
of Mourutains and Seo.s, this hes fewer geographic details
irnd morc accounLs of wonders, with an occasional jest
Lhrown in. Since ?he Book of Mountqins snd Seos was
lill.le talked of in the Han dynasty, not becoming widely
l<nown until the Tsin, the Book of Deities and Mqruels
can hardly date from before that time. Certain repeti-
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tious passages are no doubt due to the fact that a mutilated text was re-edited and gaps fil1ed in with material
from Tang and Sung dynasty books. A commentary attributed to Chang IIua of the Tsin dynasty is also a Iater
fabrication.

In the south are plantations of sugar-cane, which
grows to a height of a thousand feet with trunks thirtyeight inches round. This tree has many knots and is
full of juice as sweet as honey. This juice, sucked,
imparts strength and vigour and helps to check worms.
The tapeworms that infest the human body Iook like
earthworms. They aid the digestion but too rnany are
harmful, too few make for indigestion. This sugarcane, like other canes, can adjust the number of r,vorms
in the body.
("The Southern Wilderness,,)
The Lying Beast lives in the mountains of the Southrvest Wilderness. In appear.ance like a rabbit with
a human face, it can speak like a hunran being. It
often cheats men, saying east when it should be west
and bad when it should be good. Its flesh is delicious,
but eating it makes a rnan tett 1ies. Its other name is
Rumourr.

("The Southwestern Wilderness,,)
On Mount Kunlun there is a bronze pillar as high
as the sky, and this is the pilIar of heaven. It has a
circumference of three thousand li and, rises sheer. Underneath is a mansion with an area of a thousand
square feet where live fairies who govern the region.
Above is the giant bird Hsi-yu. This bird faces south,
shields the Lord of the East with its left wing and

the Queen lWother of the West with its right. The
span of ii^s back between the two wings is nineteen

thousanci Ii. Every year the Queen Mother of the West
mounts one wing to meet the Lord of the East.
("The Central Wilderness")
The Accounts of tlrc Ten Continents, alsa attributed to
'Iungfang Shuo, tells of the ten corrtinents, Tsu, Yin,
Hsuan, Yen, Chang, Yuan, Liu, Sheng, Feng-ling and
Chu-ku. Emperor Wu Ti, having heard about these from
l,he Queen MoUre.r of the West, asked Tungfang Shuo to
describe these regions to him. The style is also, modelled
on The Book of Mountains and Seas.

The continent of Hsuan lies in the North Sea in the
land of Hsu-hai. It has an area of 7,200 square lt, and
is 1J60,000 Ii from the southern coast. There is a great
citv governed by saints and fairies, and many hills besides. The Hill of the Winds facing lhe Northwest
Gate of heaven rumbles like thunder. 'Ihere are'many
palaces for the angels, each one different. Gold plants
and jade herbs abound. It is here that the Three Lords
of Heaven descend to ru1e, hence all is solemnity.
In the third year of the Cheng IIo period (90 B.C.)
when Emperor Wu Ti went to Anting, the west
Scythians presented four ounces of incense as large as
a sparrcw's egg and as dark as a mulberry. Because
this was unknown in China, the emperor kept it in the

In the first year of the Hou
Yuan period (BB B.C.) hundreds fell i1I in the city of
Changan, and more than half of them died. But when
the emperor burned some of this Scythian incense in
the capital, a'11 who had not been dead for more than

outer treasury.
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three months came back to life. The fragrance also
lingered for more than three months so that the emperor knew that this was a treasure. Yet though the
remaining incense was carefully kept, some time later
it was lost, and the next year when the emperor Iay
dying in Wu-tso Palace no Scythian incense was 1eft.
Had the envoys received better treatment, at the time
of the emperor's death there would have been no lack
of this wonderful incense. So it seems he was fated
to perish!
Though Tungfang Shuo was noted for his jests, he could

not have gone to such fantastic iengths. "The Life of
Tungfang Shuo" in the Han DynastE Hlstory tells us:
"He loved a joke or any trick or prank, and his stories
were so easy to understand and so popular that even children and'cowherds spoke of them. Thus all kinds of
strange tales and original sayings were attributed to him."
So even during the Han dynasty tales were attributed to

Tungfang Shuo. These two forgeries are listed in the
bibliographical section of the Sui. Dynastg Hi.story, and
because the tales in them are rather unusual, writers of
the Six Dynasties often referred to them. The Book of
Deiti,es and MarDeZs, though crammed with the fantastic
talk of alchemists, is couched in the language of a literary
man. The Accounts of the Ten Continenfs is rather naive,
as can be seen from the story of the Scythian incense that
restored men to life. In fact, at the beginning of this
work we read: "Tungfang Shuo said: 'I am one who is
learning to become an immortal, not one who is already
a saint. In this magnifi.cent and prosperous reign, the
government is inviting all logicians, Confucians and
Mohists to take part in the culture of our state and dis-

courage the mysteries of the unworldly Taoists. So I
have given up my hermit's life to come to court, setting
aside my arts of longevity to wait in the palace.'" Obviously here speaks some alchemist who wanted to make
himself known, impress readers and console himself.
One work ascribed to Pan Ku is the Tales of Emperor
Wu Ti. Only a single book of this remains, which describes the emperor's birth in Yilan Palace, his death
and burial and the reign of Emperor Cheng Ti. Though
supernatural episodes are included, the writer does not
believe in alchemists and the language is concise and
fairly distinguished, showing it was the work of a scholar.

According to the bibliographical section of the Sui,
DynastE History, the Tales of Emperor Wu Ti consisted
of two books, but no writer's name is given. Chao Kungwu a bibliographer of the Sung dynasty was the first to
say that it was attributed to Pan Ku. Though he also
mentioned that Chang Chien-chih of the Tang dynasty
in his postscript to Penetrating the MEsteries ascribed
this book to Wang Chien who lived at the end of the
I'ifth century, later critics regarded Pan Ku as the author.
The emperor was born in Yilan Palace on the seventh
day of the seventh month in the cyclic year of Yi-yu.
At the age of four I:e was made Prince of Chiaotung.
A year or two later the Elder Princess, holding him on
her knee, asked: "Do you want a wife?"
The prince intimated that he did.
The princess indicated the ladies-in-waiting who
numbered more than a hundred, but the prince shook
his head to them all. Finally she pointed to her daughtt:r'. o'How about Ah-chiao?"
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The prince laughed and said: ,,If I have Ah-chiao as
my wife, I'll put her in a chamber of gold.',
The Elder Princess was overjoyed and prevailed on
the emperor to marry her daughter to the prince.
Emperor Wu Ti o.r"" *Jr, to the guardsmen,s office.
There he saw a white-bearded and white-hair.ecl old
man in shabby clothes.
"How long have you served here?,, asked the emperor. "How is it you are so old?,,
"My name is Yen Ssu," was the reply. ,,I am from
Chiangtu. I joined the guards in the reign of Emperor
Wen Ti."
"Why have you never been promoted in all these
years?"

"Emperor Wen Ti cared more for the arts of peace,
while f was trained in those of war. Emperor Ching
Ti preferred older men; I was too young for him. Now

Your Majesty prefers younger men, and I have become
too old. So for three reigns I have never been promoted, but am still an old guardsman in this office.,,
The emperor was moved and appointed him tribune
of Kuaichi.

*rt"

On the seventh day of
month the em""rr".r,h
peror fasted in Chenghua Palace.
At noon a blue bird
came flying from the west and the emperor asked Tungfang Shuo what this portended.
Tungfang Shuo said: "The eueen Mother of the West
will descend on the sacred image this evening.,,
. . . At night when the clepsydra struck the seventh
note, though there was not a single cloud a rumble as

.

of thunder was heard in the distance and a purple mist
enveloped the sky. Forthwith the Queen Mother of
the West arrived in a purole chariot with serving-maids
on both sides. She wore a tiara and above her was a
blue aura like a cloud. Two blue birds descended on
both sides of the goddess. When she alighted, the emperor welcomed her and bowed. Having invited her to
take a seat, he asked her for some recipe that would
make him immortal.
The goddess said: " . . . Your Majesty is not yet
free of worldly passion. You still retain too much lust
to be ready for the elixir."
She took out seven peaches and ate two herself, giving
the other flve to the emperor. When he kept the stones
she asked what he intended to do with them.
He told her: "These peaches are so delicious that I
intend to plant them."
The goddess said with a smile: "This peach tree bears
fruit only once in three thousand years, and cannot
grow on earth."
She stayed ti1l the fifth watch at dawn, and they
spoke of worldly affairs, for she would not speak of
the gods. Then she left suddenly.
Tungfang Shuo had been peeping from Red-bird Gate
at the goddess, and she said: "This boy is a mischievous, foolish rascal. That is why he was banished from
heaven for a time. But there is no harm in him and he
will return to heaven eventually. You must look after
him wel1."
After the goddess left, the emperor was melancholy
for many days.

The other work attributed to Pan Ku is the Prioate
e of Ernperor Wu Ti in one book. This also tells of

t,i,f
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the birth and death of the emperor, giving fuller details
about the visit of the Queen Mother of the West. The
language is magniloquent yet superficial, some Buddhist
sayings are used, and certain episodes are borrowed from
the last work and the Accounts oJ the Ten Conti,nents;
so this was obviously written later. The authorship was
unknown in the Sung dynasty, but Ming dynasty critics
attributed both works to Pan Ku simply because of his
fame as a historian.

After the second watch that night a white vapour
in the southwest and this radiance
approached the palace. Soon fluting and drumming
could be heard in the clouds, and the clamour of men
and horses. trn half the time for a meal the goddess
arrived. Deities alighted before the palace 1ike a flock
ascended suddenly

of birds, some mounted on dragons and tigers, some on
white unicorns or white storks, some in carriages or on
winged horses. There were several thousand of these
angelic beings, whose splendour shed a radiance on alL

the court. Then this retinue of angels vanished

and

the Queen Mother of the West appeared! She had fifty
attendants and was riding in a carriage of purple clouds
drawn by nine-coloured dragons.
The others remained outside while the goddess entered, supported by two maids. These were girls of
sixteen or seventeen, clad in dark silk; they had alluring eyes, exquisite features, and were utterly ravishing. The goddess mounted the steps and sat down facing east. In her golden coat she was splendid yet
dignifled. At her waist she had a long belt and a
sword, on her head a tiara over her knotted hair, and
on her feet slippers embroidered with phoenixes. She

appeared to be in her thirties, of medium height, and
her beauty, Civine and magnificent, was peerless. She
was a true goddess !
The emperor knelt in thanks. . . . Lady Shang-yuan
bade him be seated.
The Queen Mother rebuked her: "You will frighten
the emperor by speaking so sharply, since he still Iacks
true understanding."
Lady Shang-yuan replied: "A man who desires to
understand the Truth will willingly give his body to
a hungry tiger, ignoring personal calamities, braving
fire and flood, single-minded and fearless. . . . I spoke
sharp)y to help him to make up his mind. If you wish
to hetp him, you wiil give him the recipe for discarding his mortal body."
The Queen Mother said: "His mind has long been
exercised, but for lack of a good master he is beginning
to waver in his beliefs and suspect that no immortals
exist. I left my celestial palace and came to the dusty
world to strengthen his resolution and free him from
doubt. Our meeting today is one that will be remembered. As for a recipe for leaving the earth, I do not
grudge it him; in three years' time I shall give him one
half of it. If I were to give him the whole, he would
nol stay here. But the Huns are not yet pacifled and
there are alarms at the frontier: why should he be so
impatient to leave his throne and live as a hermit in
the woods and hills? AI1 depends upon his faith. If
he mends his ways, I shall return." She patted the
emperor on the back. "FoIIow Lady Shang-yuan's
sound advice and you will become an immortal. Take
good care!"
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The emperor, kneeling, replied: ,,I shall have it
written in gold and wear it on my person.,,
Penetrating the Mysteries in four books, ascribed
to
Kuo Hsien of the T ater Han dynasty, consists of sixty
anecdotes about fairies, magic and marvels in
distanl
lands. The tifle is explained. as follows in the preface:
"Emperor Wu Ti was a perspicacious and remar:kable

monarch, and Tungfang Shuo in jest gave him good
advice,

going to the heart of the Truth so that mysteries
were
manifest. Now I have assembled tales hitherto un_
recorded in history, and produced this work
in four
books as one form of writing.,, So, just as in the
other
works, these legends were attributed to Tungfang Shuo
too. Kuo Hsien or Kuo Tzu_heng was a citizen of Junan
rvho became an imperial academician in the time of
Em_
peror Kuang Wu (A.D. 2S-i7). trearless and
honest, he
was noted for his frankness. The legend of how
he ex_
tinguished a flre with wine was ,u"J by the alchemists,
and when Fan yeh compiled the Later Han DunustE
Hts_
torE he made the mistake of classing him as one
of them.
Kuo Hsien was flrst cited as the author of this work
in
the Tatzg Dgnasty History, but the Sui Dynasty History
speaks of the author as Kuo, not Kuo Hsien.
During thl
Six Dynasties when tales of the supernatural were
popular, they were often attributed to Kuo pu
of the Tsin
dynasty. Thus The Heart of Mysteries and penetrating
th.e Mysteries were both ascribed to
him. The former work
is now lost, but judging by fragments which remain
it
resembled the Book oJ Deities and r,raruers. pervetrating
the MEsteries is stil comprete. Here are
two extracts
made

from it:

Huang An '"vas a citizen of the prefecture of Tai, who
served as a soldier in that district.
He ate cinnabar till his whole body was re,d. In winter he wore
no fu.rs but invariably sat on a holy tortoise two feet
ACTOSS.

He was asked: "How many years have you sat on
this tortoise?"
He answered: "\Mhen divine Fu Hsi invented nets
and snares and caught this tortoise, he gave it to me,
and I have been sitting on it ever since. Its back is
flat. This creature shrinks from the light of the sun
and the moon, and puts out its head only once every
two thousand years. Since I started sitting on it, its
head has emerged flve tirnes. ."
(Book 2)

In the

second year of the Tien Han period (99 B.C.)

the emperor mounted Ho,ary-Dragon Pavilion and,
longing to become an immortal, summoned alchemists
to talk of distant lands. Then Tungfang Shuo Ieft his
seat and, pen in hand, advanced to kneel before the
emperor.

The emperor asked him what he had to say.
Tungfang Shuo replied: "When I went to the northern extremities of the earth, I reached the Mountain
of Fire-Seeds where the sun and moon never shine.
A blue dragon holds a torch in its mouth to light the
mountain. There are gardens with rare trees and herbs
where grass shines at night like a golden 1amp, and
rvhen plucked for torches reveals ghosts. Becaus,e
S,aint Ning Feng used to eat this herb and at night you
could see light shining through his belly, it is also
called Penetrating-the-Dark Plant."
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The emperor ordered men to pulp this herb and
smear Bright-Cloud Pavilion with it, so that he could
sit there at night with no need for canclles. This was
also called Ghcrst-Revealing Herb. A man who b,ound
this under his feet could wallc upon the water.
The Western Capitat MiscellanEin two books::::::]
historicai anecdotes. Our present edition in six books
was made by some Sung dynasty scholar. A postscript
by Ko Hung of the 'Isin dynasty says that he had a copy
of Liu Hsin's Han Dynasty History in one hundred
books, and when he cornpared it with that of pan
Ku he found the latter almost entirely based on Liu
Hsin's work, apart from minor m,odifications, though about
twenty thousand words of Liu's text had been omitted;
he was therefore copying these out as supplementary material for Pan Ku's history. But the bibliographical section of the Sue Dynasty Histc-try does not give the author
of this work, and in the Tang Dgnasty History, The
Western Capital Miscellany is attributed to Ko Hung.
Clear)y no one at that time believed that Liu Hsin was
the author. Tuan Cheng-shihl wrote in the YuEang Miscellany: "Yu Hsin2 in his poems used allusions from
The Western Capital MiscellanE, but later he cut these
out, saying: 'Phrases like those of Wu Chun3 are hardly
suitable for poetry.' " Since then this work has also been
attributed to Wu Chun. Yu Hsin may merely have been
speaking of isolated phrases, however, not of this work.
When Emperor Wu Ti (502-549) of the Liang dynasty

A Tang dynasty scholar.
A sixth century poet.
il A fifth century poet"
I

See Chapter

10.

ordered Yin Yun to compile some tales, he made a colleclion based on o1d texts including many quotations from

'I'lr.e Western Capital Miscellany. So this book must
rrlready have been in existence, and it seems likely that
Iio Hung wrote it. When some critics saw that the writer
lt'ferred to Liu Hsiang as his father, they doubted Ko
Ilung's authorship; but since Ko Hung ascribed this work
Io Liu Hsin he would naturally pose as Liu Hsin Liu
Ilsiang's son. According to a preface by Huang Shenglseng:1 "This work has four characteristics: the anecdotes
clcal with iusignificant and minor incidents, there are
(:asual comments devoid of a,ny moral purpose; there
;rre also unauthenticated legends and matters that should
rrot have been spoken about." This was the viewpoint
of an official historian. Judged as literature, however,
this is one of the better works of early fiction.
When Ssuma Hsiang-ju and Cho Wen-chun first returned to Chengtu, they led a life of poverty and care,
selling their furs to Yang Chang in the market to buy
wine and take their pleasure. Then Wen-chun threw
her arms round her husband's neck and said with tears:
"All my life I have been rich, but now I have to sell
my furs to buy wine!"
They decided to become tavern-keepers in the city.
Ssuma Hsiang-ju wore a short jacket and breeches and
washed the cups himself to shame his father-in-law.
At that, Wen-chun's father felt concern and gave his
daughter such rich gifts that they once more became
vr,elI-off. Wen-chun was a pretty girl with eyebrows
like distant hills, a face like hibiscus flowers and a

2

I A sixteenth century scholar.
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smooth, soft skin. Because she was romantic and unconventional, she had been struck by Ssuma Hsiangju's talents and so eloped with him.
(Book 2)

Yuan and Chia Yi are passionate, tragic yet restrained
he was certainly one of the greatest men of genius
-in recent
ages.
(Book 4)

Kuo Wei or Kuo Wen-wei was a citizen of Maoling
who was devoted to reading. He said that since Erh
Yo,l supposedly compiled by the Duke of Chou, contained the name of Chang Chung, an upright and loyal
subject of King Hsuan of Chou, it could not be by the
duke.2 When I questioned yang Hsiung about this,
he told me the work was compiled by disciples of Confucius in order to throw light on the classics. My
father pointed out that the ancient historian yi is
related to have used Erh Ya to teach his son language,
while Confucius also used this work to teach Duke Ai
of Lu. So it seems that Erh Yq had an early origin,
and that is why past scholars attributed it to the Duke
of Chou. Passages like that concerning Chang Chung
were later interpolations.
(Book 3)

When Chu-chi, Prince of Kuangchuan, gathered together some ruffians to dig up the grave of Luan Shu,
they found that the coffin and all the utensils in it
had rotted. A white fox, startled by them, ran away.
They tried to catch it but failed, only injuring its left
paw. That night in a dream the prince saw a man with
white hair and a white beard approach him. "Why did
you hurt my left foot?" demanded this man. He struck
at the prince's left foot.
When the prince awoke, his foot was swollen and
he had a boil there which never healed till the day
of his death.
(Rook 6)

Ssuma Chien during his disgrace wrote the Historical
Records in one hundred and thirty books and the
schoiars of old praised his talent as a historian. He
put the "Life of Po Yi" first of all the biographies
because Po Yi though virtuous came to an unhappy
end; he classed Hsiang Yu among the emperors because
he felt that some men attained high position not necessarily owing to virtuous deeds; his accounts of Chu
lAncient lexicon. The date of its compilation is not known.

zThe Duke of Chou lived in the twelfth century B.C.,
King Hsuan

in the

ninth.

Ko Hung (circa 290-370) was a citizen of Kouyung in
'fanyang, known for his scholarship even as a youth. He
was widely read but particularly interested in the search
l<-rr immortality and sainthood. In A.D. 302 he u,as made
rr general in some southern expedition, and after suppressing a rebellion was ennobled. He was a close friend
,rf Kan Pao, who recommended him for the post of hislorian; but hearing that cinnabar was produced in the
south, he asked for the magistracy of Koulou. When he
rr.ached Canton, he was detained by the local prefect and
slayed in Lofu Mountain. He died in his sleep at the
;rrr: of eighty-one. His biography appears in the ?sira
l)tlnasty History. He left many works, some six huntlrr:d books in all. In his work Poo Pu Tzu he says that
( )lrcn Shih, a prefect of Taichiu in the Han dynasty,
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wrote a book called Accounts of Maruels. And he qu<ltes
a story from this about Chang Kuang-ting, a native
of his own district who left his four-year-old daughter
in an ancient grave during some war. Three years later
he went back to find her still alive, in a state of suspended animation. But since this work b5r Chen Shih is not
mentioned in other historical records and this story sounds
like one of the alchemist's tales, it was probably spurious.
Though Ko Hung lived not long after the Han dynasty,
he was so obsessed by the search for immortality that not
ail his statements are reliable.
The Prtuate Life oJ Lady Swallou:, dealing with the
famous Han dynasty imperial concubinel and her sister,
was attributed to Ling Hsuan, tribune of Hotung. Since
the Sung historian Ssuma Kuang used an allusion frorn
this about water extinguishing fire in his Mirror oJ History, he no doubt believed it to be a Han dynasty recor.d.
I think it is more likely that it was written in the Tang
or Sung dynasl"y. There was also the Secret Tates of
the Han Palace, which describes how Liang Chi,s sister
came to be chosen as empress,2 and this has a preface by
the Ming dynasty scholar Yang Shen, who says that this
ancient text was found in the possession of a prefect of
Anning named Wan; but Shen Teh-fu3 thought that this
was written by Yang Shen himself for his own diversion.
lShe became empress in 18 B.C.
zrn A.D. t47.
3A seventeenth century scholar.
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An old edition of the Records of Spirits
published about

1603

5. TALES OF THE SUPERNATURAL IN
THE SIX DYNASTIES
Shamanism was widespr:ead in ancient China and during the Chin and Han dynasties there was much tatk of
spirits and saints, while the end of the Han dynasty saw
a great increase in shaman worship so that superstition
rvas rife. Then Hinayana Buddhism came to China to
spread by degrees. Since these various religions had
much to say about spirits and miracles, the fourth, flfth
and sixth centuries produced many works dealing with
the supernatural. Some were written by scholars, other by
reJ.igious devotees. Though the scholars differ.ed from the
professed Buddhists and Taoists whose aim was to spread
their religion, they were not writing flction either. The
men of that age believed that although the ways of mortals were not those of spirits, none the less spirits existed.
So they recorded these tales of the supernaLural in the
same way as anecdotes about men and women, not viewing the former as fiction and the latter as fact.
The biographical section "of the Sui Dynasty Histot-y
mentions the ?oZes oJ Maruels in three bo,oks by Tsao
Pei, Emperor Wen Ti of Wei.r Though this is 1ost, the
abundant quotations from it in other works have preserved for us some of its tales, all of which, according to
the Sui DynastE History, dealt with ghosts and marvels.
Some stories date from the middle of the third century
lWho r.uled from A.D. 220 to

226.
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after the death of Tsao Pei. Perhaps these were subsequent interpolations, or the book was written by a later
man who used Emperor Wen Ti's name. The Tang
Dynasty History gives the author as Chang Hua of the
Tsin dynasty, but there is no evidence to support this
view either. It seems like1y that some Iater scholar,
realizing the inconsistency in the date, made this arbitrary change in authorship. At all events, since this work
was quoted by Pei Sung-chihl in his commentary to the
History of th.e Three Kingd"oms and by Li Tao-yuan2 in
his commentary to the Book of Wateruays, it must date
from the Wei or Tsin dynasty.
When Tsung Ting-po of Nanyang was young, he m.et
ghost
one night as he was walking.
a

"Who are you?" he asked.
"A ghost, sir. Who are you?"
"A ghost like yourself," Iied Tsung.
"Where are you going?"
"To the city."
"So am L"
They went on together for a mile or so.
"Walking is most exhausting. Why not carry each
other in turn?" suggested the ghost.
"A good idea," agreed Tsung.
First the ghost carried him for some distance.
"How heavy you are!" said the ghost. "Are you
really a spectre?"
"I am a new ghost," answered Tsung. "That is
why I am heavier than usuaI."
1A fifth century scholar.

2.{ late fifth century scholar.

Then he carried the ghost, which was no weight at
all. And so they went on, changing several times.
"I am a new ghost," said Tsung presently. "I don't
know what we spectres are most afraid of."
"Being spat at by men that is a11."
As they approached the -city, Tsung threw the ghost
over his shoulder and held it tight. The ghost gave
a screech and begged to be put down, but Tsung would
not listen and made straight for the market. When
he set the ghost down it had turned into a goat. He
promptly sold it, having flrst spat at it to prevent it
changing its form again. Then he left the richer by
one thousand five hundred coins.
(Frorn the Tai-ping lmpert'al' Encyclopaedr,a)
The goddess Ma Ku came down to the house of Tsai
Ching of Tungyang, and she had finger nails four
inches long. Tsai thought: "This woman has the most
I wish she would scratch my back
beautiful hands
goddess
flew into a rage, and Tsai fell
for me." The
to the ground with blood streaming from his eyes.
(From the Tar,-ping lmperial Encyclopaedia)
On the North N{ountain of Hsinhsien in Wuchang
is a stone boulder called the Waiting Wife, which looks
Iike a woman. Legend has it that in ancient times a
man was conscripted to fight far away from home.
His devoted wife, leading their young child, saw him
off to the hill and stood there gazing after him till she
turned into stone.
(From the Tai-ping lmperial Encyclo'p,edia)
Literary forgers after the Tsin dynasty ascribed tales
on wonders in distant lands to Chang Hua, ju-st as those
:ibout saints and paradise were attributed to Tungfang
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Shuo. Chang Hua or Chang Mao-hsien was a citizen of
in Fanyang Prefecture. He was appointed a

Fangcheng

doctor of ceremony at the beginning of the Wei dynasty.
During the Tsin dynasty he became minister of works
and Lord of Chuangwu. In A.D. 300, at the age of
sixty-nine, he was killed in the rebellion of the prince
of Chao and his clan was wiped out. His biography appears in the ?sin Dynasty History. Since Chang FIua
was interested in mystic 1ore, read numerous books on
magic and alchemy, could interpret good omens and bad
and was known for his erudition, many legends were
attributed to him. lVang Chia in his Forgotten Tales says
that Chang Hua collected forgotten anecdotes from many
sources starting with the beginning of language and going
on to stories of spirits and marvels as well as the gossip
of the villages. He compiled his Record"s of Strange
Thi,ngs in four hundred books and presented it to Emperor Wu Ti of the Tsin dynasty, who or:dered him to cut
out dubious passages and divide the work into ten volumes. The edition we have today, however, contains
anecdotes about marvels, strange lands and ancient legends taken from other books, with nothing new. Hence
it does not live up to its name. Perhaps this is not the
original work but a later compilation. This applies to
most of the lzsirzo-shuo which have come down from that
period.

According to the Records of Chou, the Western Regions once presented cloth that could withstand fire
while Kunwu presented a sword that could cut jade.
When this cloth was soiled it needed only to be cleaned
in fire, while jade cut by that sword became soft as

presented to the court in
the Han dynasty, but no such sword was ever heard of.
(Book 2)

wax. The same cloth was

Take a turtle, cut it into pieces as large as chessmen
and mix these with the juice of amaranth. Wrap them
in straw and throw them into a pond in summer. After
ten days all the pieces will turn into small turtles.
(Book 4)

Prince Tan of the state of Yen went as a hostage
to the state of Chin.
. When he asked the king's
permission to return home, the king would not hear
of it and said jokingly: "You may go when the crow's
head turns white and the horse grows horns." Prince
Tan looked up and sighed, whereupoir the crow turned
He lowered his head and lamented, whereupon
the horse grew horns. So the king of Chin was forced
to send him back. The king set a man-trap on the
bridge, however, hoping to catch the prince. But Tan
galioped past too fast for it to trap him. At the pass
he found the gate locked, but he crowed like a cock
whereupon a1I the cocks crowed, and so he made good

white.

his

escape.

(Book

B)

Lao Tzu said: The fate of the myriad people is governed by the Queen Mother of the West. Only kings,
sages, saints, fairies and holy men are controlled bj
the Nine Lords of Heaven.
(Book 9)

Kan Pao or Kan Ling-sheng was a citizen of Hsintsai.
Aiter the imperial historians' office was set up in the
'l'sin dynasty he served as a compiler; but because his
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family was poor he asked for a provincial post and became
magistrate of Shanyin, then governor of Shihan. Subsequently he was promoted to be secretary of the minister
of education and later court adviser. (This was in the
fourth century.) His Annals of the Tsiru Dynastg in
twenty volumes was highly praised by his contemporaries. He was interested in divination and alchemy
and declared that after one of his father's slave-girls and
his elder brother came back to life after death, and
claimed to have seen bhe gods, he compiled his Records
of Spirits in twenty books to prove the existence of
supernatural beings. Alt this is related in his biography
in the Tsin DEnastE HistorE. The existing Records oJ
Sptrits in twenty books is not his work. Apart from
deities, miracles and transf ormations, it deals largely
with oracles and the search for immortality and shows
traces of Buddhist influence.

During the Han dynasty, Chou Shih of Hsiapi was
on his way to Tunghai when he met an officer carrying a book, who asked for a lift on his boat. A dozen
Zi or so further on, the officer said to Chou: "I have
a call to rnake. I shail leave this book on board, but
don't open it!"
After he had left, Chou opened ihe book and found
there the names of rnen about to die. His own name
was in this list. Soon the officer came back and found

him

reading.

"I told you not to look," he said angrily. "Why
didn't you do as I said?"
Chou Shih kowtowed until his head was bleeding.
Presently the officer said: "I am grateful to you for
a lift, but I can't take your name off that 1ist. When

you get home don't Ieave the house for three years,
then you will escape. Don't say anything about my
book."
Upon Chou Shih's return he stayed within doors for
more than two years, to the astonishment of his family.
Then one of the neighbours died, and Chou's wrathful
father insisted that he should go to offer condolences
he had to obey. As he was leaving the door, the
-same officer appeared.
"I warned you not to leave the house for three years,
but you have come out again. What can I do? I want
to keep out of trouble and avoid a beating, and now
that I have seen you what other course can I take?

Three days from now at noon I sl-rall come for

you."
Three days later at noon Chou saw the officer coming
and gave up the ghost.
(Book 5)

Yuan Chan, whose other name was Chien-Ii, maintained that there were no ghosts, and no one could
convince him otherwise. He insisted that he knew the
truth. One day a stranger presented himself, and after
exchanging the usual courtesies they fell to discussing
philosophy. This stranger showed himself skilled in
argument. Yuan Chan talked with him at length, but
when they touched on spirits both grew heated. Finally the stranger was defeated in argument and losing
his temper said:
"Even sages of o1d have written of deities and ghosts:
how can you deny their existence? Your humble servant is a ghost!"
He changed into a monstrous form and vanished.
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and they happened to open the tomb, they found the
concubine lying upon the coffin, to all appearances
alive. Going closer, they discovered that she was still
warm. They carried her home and the next day she
came to herself. She informed them that their father
had constantly brought her food and drink and slept
with her, loving her just as in life. He had told her
all the fa,mily news, and investigation proved that all
of it was true. She survived for several years. Kan
Pao's brother often fell iII, losing consciousness for
days at a lime, though he remained warm and came
to himself again. It seems that during these trances
he saw spirits and deities of heaven and of earth: all
was like a dream and he did not know he had died.
(Book 4)

Yuan was silent and changed colour. A year after
that he died.
(Book 16)
In Chiaohu Temple there was a jade piIlow with a
smal1 opening in it. Once Yang Lin, a merchant and
citizen of Shanfu, came here to pray for good fortune
and the priest asked: "Do you want to make a good
marriage?"

"I certainly do," said Yang.
Then the priest bade him enter the pillow, and creeping through the opening he saw vermilion pavilions
and splendid mansions. A Marshal Chao there married
his daughter to him and she bore him six children, all
their sons becoming imperial secretaries. Yang stayed
there for dozens of years with no thought of return
till one day without warning, as if awaking from a
dream, he found himself back by the pillow. Long did
he grieve.
(Quoted in the Tai-ping Geographi,cal Record\
There is a Secluel to Records of Spirits in ten books,
attributed to Tao Chien the Tsin dynasty poet. This work,
which is still availabie, deals like the last with spirits
and miracles. But since Tao Chien was an enlightened
and rational man who probably gave little thought to
deities and ghosts, it is likely that someone else made use

of his

name.

Kan Pao, whose other narne was Kan Ling-sheng,
was a native of Hsintsai. His father Kan Ying had a
favourite concubine, but the wife was so jealous that
when her husband died she pushed this woman alive
into the tomb. Kao Pao and his brother were too young
to understand. Ten years later when their mother died

.

In the Tsin dynasty there lived a man named Chou
Tzu-wen of Chiao Prefecture whose home was in Tsinling. This young man was fond of hunting. One day in
a mountain valley he saw a giant fifty to sixty feet
tall with a bow and arrows in his hand. The arrow
heads were more than two feet across, gleaming like
snow. Suddenly the giant cal1ed: ,,Ah Chu!,,- this
was Chou's chijdhood name
and without thinking
he answered. Then the giant raised
his bow and aimed
at Chou, who fell under a spel1.
(Book Z)

Other Tsin dynasty works were Hsunls Records of
Ghosts and Spiri.tq Lu's Forest oJ Maruels, Discerntng
l,he Maruels by Tai Tso, Accounts of Maruels by Tsu
Chung-chih and Record,s of Maruels by Tsu Tai-chih.
ifhere were many other books by Kung, Chih, Tsao pi
irnd others, but nothing is left of these except some quo-
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tations. The existing Accounts of Nlaruels attributed to
Jen Fang of the Liang dynasty is a Tang or Sung dynasty
work, which explains why it is not quoted by Tang

"Huan Shan has offered me uncooked meat. He must
be punished by eating such meat himse1f." That year

dynasty writers.
Liu Ching-shu (circa 390-470) of Pengcheng, who distinguished himself by his brilliance even as a youth,
became secretary of Nanping at the end of the Tsin
dynasty. In the kingdom of Sung he was a palace
steward, but after some years he resigned on account of
ill health and returned home to die. IJis Garden of
Maruels is well known. Ten books of this are 1eft, but
they must have undergone re-editing too.
During the Wei dynasty the great bell in front of
the palace tolled without warning by itself, and all
men mar,velled. They questioned Chang Hua, who
said: "There has been a landslide .in the copper hills
of Shu: the be11 simply echoed it." Later, officials of
Shu Prefecture reported a landslide just as Chang Hua
had foretold.
(Book 2)
During the Yi Hsi period (405-418), a serving-maid
named Lan in the Hsu family of Tunghai turned unaccountably pale and wan, yet paid more attention to
her appearance than usual. When the family kept a
secret watch on her, they saw the broom go from its
corner to the maid's bed. Then they burned the broom
and the serving-maid recovered.
(Book B)

change he saw someone threw a spotted skin over hirn,
af l.er which he leaped up and became a man-devouring

In the nineteenth year of the Tai Yuan period (A.D.
394) Huan Shan of Poyang sacrificed a dog to some
mountain deity, but the meat was not well cooked and
the angry god sent a message through the shaman:

Huan Shan was transformed into a

tiger. Before ihis

beast.

(Book

B)

Liu Yung of Tungkuan liked the taste of the scabs
which grow over sores and claimed that they resembled some fish like the abalone. One day he called on
Meng Ling-hsiu who was suffering from mange, and
picked up some scabs from his bed to eat. Meng was
astounded but pulled off his other scabs to offer Liu.
When Liu was Governor of Nankang he had more than
two hundred officers under him and it was his habit,
whether they did wrong or not, to whip them in turn.
He would then eat the scabs which formed over lheir
welts.

(Book

10)

Liu Yi-ching, Prince of Linchuan GA3-444), was a man
of quiet temperament and a lover of literature. He left
rnany works including Records oJ Light and Dark in
Lhirty books, which was classified with historical
anecdotes in the Sui, DynastE llistorg but with hsiaoshtto in tlne Tang Dynasty History. Though this work
is 1ost, many quotations from it can be found in other
books. It is also full of tales of the supernatural, ap-.
parently not written by the prince but collected from
carlier writings. It .r,r,as popular in the Tang dynasty,
and according to the historian Liu Chil-r-chi was used as
;r source book by the compilers of the Tsin DynastE HisI,orr1.
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Tungyang Wu-yi, a court officer of the kingdorn of
Sung, Ieft Tales o'J Chi Hsielt in seven books. The name
is recorded in the Sui DynastE Hr,storE, but the work
has disappeared. Wu Chun (469-520) of the Liang period
wrote a Sequel to Tales oJ Chi Hsteh which still exists
but has loeen re-edited. Wu Chun or Wu Shu-yang was
a native of Kuchang in Wuhsing. At the beginning of
the sixth century he was successively secretary of
Wuhsing, an officer under the Prince of Chienan and a
palace tribune. He was discharged for a fault in the
compilation of some annals of the kingdom of Chi, but
later recalled to compile a general history. He died before it was finished at the age of fifty-two, and his
biography appears in the Liang Dynasty Htstory. Since
Wu Chun was a well-known poet with a distinctive style,
he had many jmitators. His tales and anecdotes have
a literary flavour and were used as allusions by Tang
and Sung dynasty scholars. "The Scholar: by the Roadside" is one of his best stories:

Travelling through the Suian hilis, Hsu Yen of
Yanghsien came upon a scholar of seventeen or eighteen. The young man, who was lying by the roadside,
explained that his feet hurt and asked for a lift in the
goose cage which Hsu was cari'ying. At first Hsu
thought he was jcking. But the scholar got into the
cage, which looked no larpler than before while the
scholar looked no smaller. He sat down quietly beside the two geese and they appeared not to minC. Hsu
picked up the cage again, but found it no heavier.
Further on he stopped to rest undcr a tree and the
scho1a,r, coming out of the cage, offered to treat him
to a meal. When Hsu accepted with pleasure, the

scholar took from his mouth a copper tray laid with
all manner of delicacies: the utensils were of copper,
the food r:arely flavoured and savoury.
After several cups of wine the scholar told Hsu: ,,I
have a girl with me. May I ask her to join us?,,
"Celtainly !"
Then from his mouth the scholar producecl a girl
of not more than sixteen, richly dressed ancl amazingly
lovely, who sat down and feastecl with them. pres_
ently, siightly tipsy, the scholar went to lie down.
"Though this is my husband,,, the girl confided to
Hsu, "as a matter of fact I hate hjm. I have brought
my lover with me and shall call him out now that my
husband is sleeping. Please don,t say anything!,,
"Certainly not,,, agreed Hsu.
Then the girl produced from her mouth an intel_
ligent and charming man in his early twenties, who
exchanged polite small tatk with Hsu tiil the scholar
started to wake and called her over
she had hidden
- mouth.
her lover with a silk screen from her
The young man now told Hsu: ,,Though that girl
dotes on me, I don't care for her. I have brought
another girl with me and would like to have her out.
But please keep this to yourseIf.,,

"Of

course!"

He took from his mouth a young woman of twenty
or thereabouts, with whom he drank and amused himself tilI the schoiar could be heard stirring.
"Those two have finished sleeping,,, saicl the young
man, and popped the young woman back into his
rnouth.
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In a moment the girl came back and said to Hstt:
"The scholar is getting up." She swallowed her friend
and sat alone with Hsu.
Then the scholar came out and told him: "I am
sorry I slept so long. You must have been bored sitting here all by yourself. As it is growing late, I lvill
say goodbye."
With that he swallowed the girl and the utensils,
leaving only the large copper tray as a gift for Hsu.
This tray was some two feet across, and in parting the
scholar said: "I have notiring worth giving you, but
keep this as a souvenir."
During the Tai Yuan period (376-396) Hsu served
as an adviser in the Imperial Library and showed this
tray to Minister Chang San, who discovered from the
inscription that it was made in the third year of Yung
Ping (A.D. 60).
But these fancies were not Chinese originally. As
Tuan Cheng-shih pointed out, they came from India.
Thus in the Yuyang Miscellany he says: "In a certain
Buddhist parable there is a Brahman who conjures up
a pot from his mouth, and in this pot are a girl and a
screen. When the Brahman falls asleep, the girl takes
a pot with a man in it from her own mouth and dallies
with the man. When the Brahman wakes, he swallows
them one after another and goes off carrying his staff.
I fancy Wu Chun read this and found it a good story."
The Buddhist parable he had in mind could be found in
lhe Samyukta-auadqna-sutra, translated by Kang Senghui ir the Three Kingdoms period and still extant.
Actually this story has other versions too: for example
in the Sumqdhx-sagara-sutra there is this description of

Buddha's hair: "There are a myriad rays of light in his
l-raiir, which shine wilh indescribable radiance. Each ray
of light contains an image of Buddha practising the Truth,
cach identical with Buddha himself; yet the Buddhas in
these hairs grow no smaller, nor the hairs larger.,, Here
is evidently another version of this story. From the
time of the Wei and Tsin dynasties onward, more and
rnore Buddhist scriptures were translated until Indian
stories spread throughout China. Since scholars enjoyed
these strange tales they adopted them consciously or unconsciously, until these stories became Chinese. For
instance, in Hsun's Records of Ghosts and Spirits in the
Tsin dynasty there is also a story of a priest who enters
a cage, which the author admits is a tale from abroad.
By Wu Chun's time it has become Chinese.

In the twelfth year of the Tai yuan period (B8Z)
there came a priest from abroad who could swallow
knives, spit fire, and produce jewels, gold and silver
from his mouth. His master, so he said, was a Brahman and not a Buddhist. One day on the road he
met a man carrying a shoulder-pole from which hung
- a cage iust large enough for a peck or so of grain.
The priest said to the carrier: "I am tired of walking, wiII you carry me?"
The carrier thought the priest musf be out of his
mind. "As you like," he said.
The priest got into the cage, yet the cage did not
grow larger nor the priest smaller, neither did the
carrier find his load any healvier. After several d.ozen
li, the carrier stopped to eat under a tree and. invited
the priest to join him. But the priest said: ,,I have
Iood," and would not come out.
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While taking his meal he told the carrier: "I want
to eat with my wife." So he took from his mouth a
well-dressed beautiful woman of about twenty, and
they had their meal together.
After the meal. the priest went to s1eep, and the
woman said to the carrier: "I have a lover who is
coming to eat with me. Don't tell my husband when
he wakes."
She produced a young man from her mouth and
they ate togetl-rer. So now there were three people
in the cage, yet it was no larger, nor the people smaller.
Soon the priest stirred as if about to wake, and the
woman put her lover in her mouth. When the priest
woke he said to the carrier: "It is time to go." He
put first the woman, then the food vessels, into his
mouth.

(From the Tai-ping Imperial Encyclopaedia)

6. TALES OF THE SUPERNATURAL IN
THE SIX DYNASTIES (Continued)
The Sui Dynasty Hr;tory mentions nine Buddhist rn'orks
them as phiLosophy and history. The only

ai-rd classifies

one left is Yen Chih-tui's Accounts of Auengtng Spirits,
which draws on classical lore and history to prove the
doctrine of divine retribution, and already in this we
see Buddhism beginning to be blended with Confucianism.
A11 the other tities quoted are 1ost, but we have fragments of the following four: Liu Yi-ching's Records oJ
Diuine Euidence, Wang Yen's Records of Mysterious
Maruifestations, Yen Chih-tui's Collected Tales of Miracles
iind Hou Pai's Stories ErempliJying Maruels. A11 these
works recorded miracles concerning Buddhist scriptures
and images to impress the Jaity and convert them to
Buddhism by convincing them that miracles did take
lrlace. But later ages considered these as works of
l'iction. Wang Yen was a native of Taiyuan in the fifth
cc-.ntury, who became a Buddhist as a child in Chiaochih.
After witnessing two "miracles," he wrote ten books
r ccording prodigies concerning Buddhist irnages, scriptures and pagodas, entitling this work Records of
Mtlsterious Manifesl,atr,ons. Here he gave detailed act ounts of his own experiences. Many of his excellent
rurli'atives have been preserved in Gems of Buddh,ist
l,ilcrature and the Tai-plng1 MiscellanE. Ilere are three
t'xamples:
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Emperor Ming of the Han dynasty saw in a dream a
god nearly twenty feet in height, with a golden body
and a circle of light at his neck. He asked his ministers
the meaning of this dream and was told: "In the west
there is a deity called Buddha which resembles the
god of Your Majesty's dream. Perhaps that was the
one." So the emperor sent envoys to India to obtain
Buddhist scriptures and images.
When these scriptures and images were displayed
in China, the emperor, princes and nobles worshipped
Buddha, and were amazed to learn that the spirit is
immortal. After the return of the envoy Tsai Ying
with the monks from the west, Kasyapa Matanga and
another monk, who brought an image of Buddha painted by the King of Udhyana, the emperor recognized
the god of his dream and ordered painters to make
several reproductions which were kept in Chingliang
Tower in the South Palace and at the imperial sepulchre
by Kaoyang Gate. Moreover, on the walls of the White
Horse Monastery they painted horses and carriages
circling the pagoda in accordance with the records.
(From Gems oJ Buddhist Li,terature)

Hsieh Fu of the Tsin dynasty, whose other name
was Hsieh Ching-hsu, was a native of Shanyin in

Kuaichi.

He was a high-minded youth who went

to live as a hermit on the Eastern Hill, and believing
in the great Buddhist religion he was indefatigable in
practising his faith. He made a copy of the
Surangarna-sutrs which was kept in the White Horse
Monastery. When the monastery car-rght fire and all
other obiects and scriptures were destroyed, this sutra
was merely singed at the edges so that the text re-

mained complete and undamaged. At lIsieh tr'u's death
his friends believed that he must have become a saint,
and learning about the sutra they were more arrrazed'
(From Gems oJ Bud.dlt't'st l-iterature)

In the Tsin dynasty lived a man named Chao Tai or

Chao Wen-ho, a citizen of Peichiu in Chingho.
While in his thirty-fifth year he had a sudden pain in
the chest ancl clied. His corpse was laid on the ground,
and since his heart remained warm and his flesh soft,
the body was kept for ten days. Then one morning,
with a gurgling in his throat, he revived. He related
that when he was newly dead one man approached

his heart and two others rode up on yeilow horses
followed by two altendants. They carried him eastward for some distance to a great city with high,
magnificent buildings and darli rvalls. They took him
through the city gate and past two lesser gates. There
were thousands of tiled buildings and thousands of
men and women ranged in rows. Five or six officers
in dark robes were registering the names and announced
that their list would be examined by the lord of that
place. Chao's name was thirtieth on the list. Soon
he and several thousand others went inside. The
officiai, who was sitting facing west, looked through
the list of names and sent Chao Tai southward through
a black gate. There another official in red was seated
before a great ha1l, calling the ro11. He asked Chao:
"What did you do in life? What sins have you committed? What good deeds have you done? I sha11
weigh your words carefully: see that you speak the
truth! I have six messengers constantly in the world
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of men to record their virtues and sins. Since we have
complete records, it is no use for you to lie."
Chao Tai answered: "My father and elder brother
wele officials of the two thousand picul rank. As I
was still young and remained at home to study, I had
no post and have committed no sins."
Then Chao was made an official in charge of water
conservancy. . . . After this he was promoted to an
inspectorate in the Penal Ministry and given troops
and horses to inspect HeIl. The dungeons he visited
used every conceivable torture: there were prisoners
whose tongues were pierced with needles so that they
were streaming with blood, others with dishevelled
hair and no clothes upon them were being driven along
by officers brandishing great clubs. There were redhot beds of iron and pillars of bronze, and men were
forced to lie on these beds or grasp these pillars; but
when they were burned to death they revived
again.
Huge sword-trees grew on all sides, their
stems and leaves like knives; yet men fought to climb
such trees as if in sport, though their limbs and heads
were severed or cut to pieces inch by inch. Chao saw
his grandfa.ther, grandmother and two brothers in this
prison, and at sight of him they wept.
As Chao left the gate of HelI two men with documents approached the warder to inform him that the
families of three of the inmates had hung up pennons
and burned incense in various temples to redeem their
kinsmen's sins, so that now they could leave and go
to a happier region. Then Chao saw three prisoners
leave Hell: decently dressed they passed through a
gate in the south called the Ha1l of Enlightenment.
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Chao, having completed his inspection, went back
to the ministry.
The official in charge said: ,,Because you had done
no wrong we macle you an inspector. If not for that,
you would have been tortured with the rest.,,
Chao asked: ,'How must a man live to have hap_
piness after Ceath?,,
The official told him: ,,If you are a zealous disciple
of Buddha and observe the rules, you will find hap_
piness after death and be spared all punishment.,,
Chao asked again: ,,Suppose a man has sinned. be_
fore he embraces religion, can his sins be forgiven
after he becomes a Buddhist?,,

This happened on the thirteenth day of the seventh
month in the fifth year of the fai Sfrin period (A.D.
26e).

(From Gems of Bud.dhist Li,terature)

times. thus we find few names belonging to the Six
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Dynasties. But the lost Records oJ Miracles which is
quoted in later books was written by Wang Fu, a Tsin
dynasty Taoist reputed to be a vain and foolish man.
During the reign of Emperor Huei Ti, towards the end
of the third century, he held disputations with the monk
Pai Yuan and was refuted time and again. Then he
forged records and invented the legend that Lao Tzu
visited the We-stern Regions and became a Buddha. His
work seems to deal entirely with saints and spirits like
others of this kind.
During the reign of Sun Hao (264-280), Chen Min
was appointed Governor of Chianghsia. He was on
his way to his post from Nanking when he heard that
men's prayers were often granted at the shrine in
Kungting. So thither he went to pray for a peaceful
term of office, promising to present a silver staff. Having served his term, he had a staff made of iron plated
with silver. When he rvas transferred to the capital
as a court steward, he passed KungLing and presented
the staff at the shrine before proceeding on his journey.
That evening the witch at the shrine made this pronouncement: "Chen Min promised me a silver staff
but has sent me one plated with silver. I shall throw
it into the water to return it to him. He is guilty of
the unpardonable sin of deceit." When men examined
the staff, they found it made of iron and duly threw
it into the take. Then the staff floated on the r,vater
and made off as swift as flight to Chen Min's boat, so
that the vessel capsized.
(From tlne Tai-ping lmperial Encyclopaedia)

it

A great tea-pIant grows in Tanchiu;

people taliing

become winged immortals.

(From the Tai-ping lmperial Encyclopaedia)
Forgotten Tales in ten books is attributed to Wang
Chia of the Tsin dynasty, and was edited by Hsiao Yi of
lhe Liang dynasty. Wang Chia's name appears in the
Tsin D'ynasty Histary. I{is other name was Wang Tzunien, and he was a native of Anyang in Lunghsi. After
)iving as a hermit in Tungyang Va11ey he went to
Changan, but when King Fu Chien invited him to join
lhe gorzernment he declined. He had the gift of prophecy
and spoke in riddles. When Yao Chang entered Changan
he forced Wang Chia to follow him; but later enraged
by one of Wang's answers he had him killed. This was

approximately in the year 390. Wang has left some
oracles and this Fot'gotten Tales, aII ten books of which
are still extant and deal largely with marvels. The
existing text has a preface bv Hsiao Yi stating that there
were originally nineteen books with two hundred and
twenty items; but this was lost in the general destruction
of books at that time, and the work is now incomplete.
It was Hsiao Yi who redivided it into ten books. The
first nine books of liis edition cover all history from the
Iegendary emperor Fu Hsi up to the Eastern Tsin dynasty,

while the last deals with the Nine Fairy Mountains.
'Ihere is a discrepancy bet-,veen this and the statement
in the preface that the book ends with the fall of the
Western Tsin dynasty. The language is somewhat
ornate and there is no truth in any of the tales, while
cven Hsiao Yi's preface is based on hearsay. The Ming
tlynasty scholar I{u Ying-lin suspected that this work
rvas actually written by Hsiao Yi in Wang Chia's natne.
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Emperor Shao Hao reigned by virtue of the "metal"
element. His mother was Huang Ngo who wove at
night in the Heavenly Palace and drifted by day in a
barge through the boundless waters of Chiungsang.
There was then an angel of surpassing beauty, the
son of the White Emperor. He was the spirit of the
Morning Star, who came to the stream and sported
with Huang Ngo, playing haunting melodies and
Iingering there, forgetting to return. Chiungsang lies
on the shore of the Western Ocean. There grows a
solitary mulberry tree which rises tens of thousands
of feet; its leaves are red, its berries purple, it bears
fruit once in ten thousand years, and whoever eats its
The Morning
mulberries will outlive Heaven.
Star and Huang Ngo sat together playing a cithern of
cedar wood, and leaning upon it the girl sang:

IIow vast the azure sky, how wide earth's range,
A myriad times all living things must change;
We gaze upon the water and the sky,
And sunbeams sparkle as our barge floats by;
We come at last to Chiungsang's borders sweet,
Our hearts at peace, our happiness complete.

A lovers' trysting-place is commonly called Sangchung. Thus the Book of Songs says: "Meet me at

Sangchung." . . .
When Huang Ngo gave birth to Shao Hao, the emperor's clan name was Chiungsang or Sangchiu. In
the Warring States Period, Sangchiu Tzu, who wrote
works on divination, was descended from this clan.
(Book 1)

At the end of Emperor Cheng Ti's reign (32-7 B.C.)
liu Hsiang laboured hard with singleness of purpose

to edit books in Tienlu Pavilion. One night an

oid

man in yellow with a green stick came to the pavilion.
Seeing Liu Hsiang reading in the dark he blew on the
r

top of his stick, which burst into flame. Then he
spoke to Liu Hsiang of things before the creation of
heaven and earth, and Liu Hsiang learned the ancient
texts from him, tearing strips of silk from his gown
to write them down for fear he forget them. The old
man left at dawn. When Liu Hsiang asked his name,
the old man said: "I am the spirit of the star Tai-yi.
The Emperor of Heaven heard that there was a learned
man in the Liu family and sent me down to see you."
He took bamboo tablets from his pocket, saying:
"These are records of heaven and maps of the earth
which I am giving you." Later Liu Hsiang's son, Liu
Hsin, learned all this from his father; but Liu Hsiang
never knew who the old man was.
(Book 6)

Tungting HilI floats on the lake. At its foot are
hundreds of gilded halls where the jade virgins dwelI,
and music in every season carries to the crest of the
hi1l. King Huai of Chu made talented men compose
poems by the lake.
Later King Huai gave ear
to evil ministers and all the good men fled. Chu Yuan,
dismissed for his loyalty, lived as a hermit among the
weeds, consorting with birds and beasts and having no
traffic with the world. He ate cypress nuts and mixed
them with cassia oi1 to cultivate his heart ti1l, hounded
by the king, he drowned himself in the limpid stream.
The people of Chu mourned his loss bitterly and believed he had become a water saint. His spirit wanders

through lhe Mitky Way, descending on occasion to
the H,iver lIsiang. Thc. people of Chu set ttp a shrine
for liim which rn'as still stancJing at the end of the IIan
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A;etu Anecdotes of Social Talk

pr-rblished about

1535

7, SACIAL TALK AND OTHER

WOR.KS

Scholars towards the end of the Han dynasty attached
great imporLance to definitions of character: fame or
infamy might depend on a single expression of praise
or condemnation. Fr"om the third and fourth centuries
onwards, much thought was also given to the choice of
words in conversation: men's talk was metaphysical and
their behaviour unconventional and liberal, differing in
these respects from the Han dynasty when absolute
moral integrity and rectitude were the ideal. This was
due to the spread of Buddhism which advocated otherworldliness, as well as to the popularity of Taoism. Rebels
against Buddhism might turn to Taoism, but the escapist
tendency was the same; for these two religions which
warred against each other also played into each other's
hands. And so arose the fashion of "liberal talk." After
the house of Tsin moved its capital south of the Yangtse,
this fashion became even more pronounced and none
but a few men of distinction stood out against it. Since

this was the vogue, anecdotes and sayings welre compiled

from ancient records or conternporary society. Though
these works contain nothing but an assortment of bons
mots and dictums, they reflect the spirit of the age and
they tieveloped into a literary genre distinct from the
talc.s of the supernatural.
:\ccounts of different individuals had an early origin
irrrcl can be found in tr'ieh Tzu and Han Fet Tzu,. But
Lir:h 'Xzu used them as parabk:s to illustrate his philos-
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ophy, Han Fei Tzu to expound political ideas. Anecdo,tes
'uvere not written purely for amusement until the Wei
dynasty, attaining their height in the Tsin dynasty.
Though recorded sayings which followed the fashion of
the time might be held up as models, they were designed
more for entertainment than practical use. In the year
362, a Tsin dynasty scholar named Pei Chi of Hotung
compiled an anthology of famous sayings from the Han
dynasty to his day, calling it the Forest oJ Sayinqs. This
enjoyed considerable popularity until Hsieh Anl condemned it for quoting him wrongly. Later, however,
the work continued to be mentioned from time to time.
There were ten books in all but by the Sui dynasty these
were lost. Some quotations can still be found in other
books.

Lou Hu or Lou Chun-ching was a guest of the five
marquises, and every day aIl five of them sent him
food. Growing tired of such rich fare, he tried mixing
the fish and meat sent by the five together and the
result proved delicious. This was the origin of the
"Five Marquises Dish."
(From tlne Tar,-ping MiscellanE)
Tsao Tsao said: "Let no one come near me when
am sleeping, or I shall cut him down without knowing what I do. Take good care, all of you!" One cold
'day when he was pretending to be asleep, his favourite
page slipped in to cover him and Tsao Tsao struck him
dead. After that no one dared go near him.
(From the Tai-p.ng lmperial Encyclopaedi,a)

I

r

A

famous Tsin dynasty statesman

of the fourth

century.

Chung Kuai once told people: "I wrote something
when I was young which was generally believed to be
by Yuan Chi, and men found each word ful1 of meaning. When they knew that I was the author, they
said no more."
(From tlne Sequel to a Guide to Conuersation)
Tsu Na and Chung Ya used to {eride each other.
Chung said to Tsu: "We men from south of the
river are as sharp as aw1s, you from the north are blunt
as pest1es."
Tsu retorted: "My blunt pestle can smash your
sharp awl."
Said Chung: "This is a magic awl which cannot
be smashed."
Said Tsu: "If there are magic awls, there must be
magic pestles too."
So Chung was silenced.

(From the Tai-ping lmpenal EncEclopaedia)
Wang Hui-chih once lodged for a short time in someone's empty house and ordered bamboos to be planted
there. A man asked why he went to such trouble
when he would not be there 1ong. After chanting
poems for a while, Wang pointed at the bamboo and
asked: "Can one live a single day without this gentleman?"

(From the Tai-ping lmperial EncEclopaedia)
The Su'i Dynasty History mentions another work called
Kuo Tzu in three books by Kuo Cheng-chih of the
Eastern Tsin dynasty, and the Tang Dynastg HistorE
records that this work had a commentary by Chia Chuan.
Kuo Tzu is J.ost, but judging by fragments left it was
not unlike the Forest of Sayings.
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Prince Liu Yi-ching g03-a{4) of the Sung period wrote
Sociol Talk in eight books, and Liu Hsiao,-piao added
notes to make ten book-s. Now tltree books are extant
under the title Neu: Anecdotes of Social. Talk. This text
was edited by Yen Shu of the Sung dynasty who cut out
some of the no,tes; but we do not know rvho changed the
title. In the Tang dynasty it was also called Nern Sayings. Probably the name 'uvas altered and the words
"new anecdotes" added to distinguish it from Social TeLk
Iisted by Liu Hsiang of the Han dynasty. The present
edition of Neu Anecdates of Social Talk has thirty-eight
krooks dealing with different subjects such as "Virtuous
Behaviour," "Personal Enmity" and so forth. It covers
the period from the Later Han to the Eastern Tsin
dynasty, contains metaphysical and clever sayings, records of noble or eccentric actions, as well as ridiculous
errors and strange idiosyncrasies. The fuIl and erudite
notes by Liu Hsiao-piao add much to the interest of the
whole. Thes,e notes are of great value, quoting as they
do from more than lour hundred works, most of them
no longer extant. llowever, the contents of the Social
?oik sometimes overlap with tl-re Forest of Sayings of
Pei Chi and Kno Tzu of Kuo Cheng-chih. Like the tales
of marvels, it was proLrably a compilation of old recolds
rather than an original work. Since the Sung DynnstE
History tells us that Prince Liu Yi-ching was not a gifted
vrriter himself but that he assembled men of letters from
far and near, it is possible that this work was compiled
by many hands.

When Yuan Yu was in Yen he had a fine carriage
which he never refused to lend. A man wanted to
borrow this carriage to bury his mother, but dared not

f,or it. \Iuan hearing of this sighed and said:
"Tliough I have a carriage men dare not borrow it.
Why should I keep it?" He had 'ihe carriage burned.
(Frorn the section "Noble Actions")
a,:;k

Yuan Hsiu had a great reputation, and when Marshal
Wang Yen saw him he asked: "What is the difference
between the teaching of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu and
that of Confucius?" Yuan answered: "Chiang-wutung (might-not--came)." The marshal, impressed, made
him his secretary and he was known as the ThreeWord Secretary.
(From the section "Literary Talent")

Tsu Yo amassed money, Yuan Fu collected cIogs,
and each saw to these things himself, sparing no pains,
ti1l it was hard to say which did the better. Someone
called on Tsu and found him counting his money. The
visitor walked in before Tsu had finished putting it
away and two small cases were ieft out which he thrust
behind him, with an air of confusion. Sorneone else
ca1led on Yuan Fu and found him waxing his clogs by
the fire, murmuring to himself completely at his e,ase:
"f wonder how many clogs I sha1l wear in my life?"
So Yuan's superiority was established.
(From the section "Cultured Manners")
Society's verdict on Li Yuan-l-i was: "Stern as the
swift wind in the pines."
(From the section "Expressions of Praise")

Kungsun Tu made this appraisal of Ping Yuan: "A
white stork in the clouds cannot be trapped by a net
spread for sparrows."
(From the section "Expressions of Praise")
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Liu Ling was often drunk and behaved wild1y,
sometimes throwing off his clothes to stay naked in
his room. When someone saw this and laughed, Liu
Ling retorted: "Ileaven and earth are my home and
these rooms are my breeches. Why should other
gentlernen step into my breeches?"
(From the section "Eccentric Behaviour")
When Shih Chung asked friends to a feast he would
order beautiful maids to serve the wine, and if any
guest did not drain his cup Shih would bid his guards
kill the maid. Once the chief minister Wang Tao and
Malshal Wang Tun called on Shih Chung together.
The chief minister had no head for wine, but he forced
himself to drink tiII he was drunk. When it came to
the marshal's turn he deliberately refused the wine to
see what Shih would do. One after another thre,e
maids were killed, yet Wang did not change colour
and would not drink. The chief minister remonstrated
with him, but the marshal said: "He is killing his
own selvants: what concern is that of yours?"
(From the section "Luxurious Living")

Popular Talk in three books by Shen Yueh (441-513)
of the Liang dynasty must have been rather similar, bu'c
this work is lost. Empelor Wu Ti of Liang ordered
Secretary Yin Yun (471-529) to compile Anecdotes in
thirty books, ten bo,oks of which still existed during the
Sui but disappeared after the Ming dynasty. Now extracts only remain in such works as the Sequel to tt Guide
to Conuersation and Repositortl of Fiction. Anecdotes
also consisted of sayings taken from various sources,, first
those of emperors and kings, then sayings of different

dynasties frorn the Chou to Southeln Chi

in chronological

order"

In the Hsien Kang period (335-342) of the Tsin
dynasty a scholar named Chou Wei died but came back
to life. He related that the Heavenly Emperor had
summoned him. When he was led up the steps and
looked at the emperor, he saw the divinity,s face was
one foot acro-ss.
He asked the attendants: "Is this the Heavenly
Emperor named Chang?"
The attendants answered:',The old gods have
this is Emperor L{ing Ti of Wei.,,
(From the Red Pearl Collection)

passed a\May:

Emperor H.siao Wu of Tsin (373-396) had never seen
a donkey.
Hsieh An asked him: ,'What do you think it looks
like, Your Majesty?"
The emperor put one hand over his mouth to hide
smile
a
and said: "I suppose it must took like a pig.,,
(From the Sequel to a Guid.e to Conuersation)

Once Confucius, travelling through

hills, sent
' Tzu Lu to fetch water. Tzu Lu met athe
tiger by the
water and killed it, seizing it by the tait. putting the
tiger's tail in his pocket, he carried back the water.
Then he asked Confucius: ,,How would a superior
man kill a tiger?"
Confucius answered: ',A superior man woutd ki1l
a tiger by seizing its head.,,
"How would an ordinary man kill a tiger?,,
"An ordinary man would kill a tiger by seizing its
ears."
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"I{ow would an inferior man kill a tiger?"
"An inferior man would kill a tiger by gi:abbing its
tai1."

Tzu Lu took out the tiger's tail and threw it away,
saying resentfully: "The master knew that there 'uvas
a tiger by the water and sent me there hoping that I
would be killed." So he hid a stone in his pocket to

kill

Confucius.

Then he asked. again: "How would a superior man

kill a man?"
Confr-rcius answerecl:
a man with his Pen."

"A superior man w-ould

ki1l

"How would an ordinary man kiIl a man?"
"An ordinary nran would kiII a man with his tongue'"
"How would an inferior man kil1 a man?"
"An inferior man would kill a man with a stone'"
Tzu Lu went out and threlv away the stone, convinced of Confucius' greatncss.
(Fr om the RePosi tarY oJ Fiction)
Master Kuei Ku wrote to Su Chin and Chang Yi:
"Greetings, -sirs. You are cutting brilliant flgures now,
but spring blossoms fade at the approach of autumn'
Before long winter will be here. O1d age comes on
apace. Have you not seen the trees on the river bank?
Serfs break off their boughs and water laps at thcir
roots, not because such trees are hated by men but on
accottnt of their position. Have you not seen the pines
and sandal-wood high up in the mountains? Their
leaves reach up to the blue sky above while their roots
go down to the nether regions below; on top there are
monkeys, below red leopards and unicorns; they live
on for tens of thousands of years, fe11ed by no axe, nor

is this because such trees are dear to men but again on
account of their position. Now you are seeking glory
which is as fleeting as morning dew, with no thought
of lasting actrievements; you scorn sainthood and immortality, but prize the vain position of a passing day.
The proverb says: \Momen's love lasts but the space
of a feast, men's friendship but the time for a drive.
AIas, my friends, I am distressed for you!
(From t)rre Sequel to q, Gu?d"e to Conuersation)
The bibliographical section of the Sui Dynasty History
in three books by Hantan Chun of the Later Han dynasty. Hantan Chun's life
is given in the Lq.ter HqrL Dynasty History and in the
rrotes of the History of the Three Kingdoms. His other
nilmes were Hantan Chu and Hantan Tzu-li and he was
a r-iative of Yingchuan, a brilliant youth. In the year
151, Magistrate Tu Shang of Shangyu wished lo erect
a memorial to a girl Tsao Ngo. Hantan Chun, then the
magistrate's pupil, wrote the eulogy on the sp,ot, dashing
it off r,vithout so murch as stopping to put in punctuation
or change one r,vord. That was how he made his name.
In about the year 221, he served as a steward to Emperor Wen Ti of Wei. The Forest oJ Jokes is no longer
in cxistence, and aI1 but about twenty extracts have been
lost. Since these jests mock and expose men's weaknesses, they can be considered as belonging to the same
category as Social Talk. This was the beginning of
humorous literature in China.
also mentions the Forest of Jakes

In the land of Lu, a man with a long pole tried to
enter the city gate. Neither holding it erect nor sidewise could

Lre

enter, and he rryas at his wit's end.
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Then an old man carne up and said: "I may not be
a sage, but I have had plenly of experience. Why don't
you s;Iw it in half and carry it in that way?"
The man took this acLvice.
(From the Tai-pinq Miscellany)

Tao-chiu of Pingyuan married a girl named Mo-tai
from Irohai, who was both beautifui and intelligent,
and lhey became attached to each other. After she
bore a s,o,n Mo-tai went back to her mother's hor-lse;
ancl her old rrother, Ting. rnet her son-in-law. Taochiu, upon going home, divorced his wife. Before
leaving she askecl rvhat fault .she had comneittedHer husband said: "I saw horv o1d and withered your
mother looks and fear you wil1 look the -same when you
ar,e o1d. Ttrat is my only reason for divorcing you."
(From tine Tai-pi'ng lmperial Encyclopaedia)

A rnan whose parer-rts were living went to study in
another district for three years. When he came back
aftei' that time hjs uncle a-rked what he had learned and
observed bhat for' long he had not seen tris father.
"Yes,, I was more distressed than Dtlke Kang of Chin
at Weiyang,"l said 'uhe youLh.
His father repr:oved ltim, saying: "Whal, good has
vour sh-rd,y done you?"
"Unlike the son of Confuciurs," he replied, "in my
youth I received no instruction from my father"2 That
is why I har.,e learned nothing."
(Fronr the Tai-ping Miscellan,y)
l Drrl<e Kang wrr.rte a poem rvhcn farewelling his uncle.
A stocl< phlase meaning tha'u a nan lost his father early'

2

A fought with B and bit off B's nose. When the
brought to court, A claimed that B had bitten
off his own nose.
The rnagistrate said: "A man's nose is above his
mouth: horv could he reach it?"
"He reached it by ciimbing on the couch," said A.
(From the Tai-ping Miscellany)
The Forest of Jolces had many successors. The Sui
Dgnasty History mentions a collection of jokes calied
Laughter in two books by Yang Snng-fen, but this is
entirely lost. Another work of his, ?he Gt"oue oJ Gossip,
was much quoted, but thal, was more like the Social
Talk. The Tang Dymashl llistory refers to the Records
of Jokes by Hou Pai, whose life is given in the Su'i
DynastE llistoru. Hou Pai was a native of Wei Prefecture, a good scholar who excelled in quips and repartee.
He became a member of the Imperial Academy. IIis wit
made him popular wherever he went, and when Emperor Kao Tsu of Sr.ri heard his reputation he made him
a compiler of history of the flfth rank, but Hou died one
month later. This was in the second half of the si"<th
century. Though this work is also lost, many passages
from it are quoted in the Tai-pirLg Miscellany. It contained old tales as well as deso:iptions of Hou's own
experience. Rather superficial, it sometimes uses vulgar
terms of abuse, and occasionally the jokes go too far and
appear in poor taste. Some dealing with events during
the Tang dynasty were later interpolations, as was often
the case in ancient works, especially in works of fiction.
During the Kai Fluang period (581-600), a man nanred
Chu Liu-chin1 wanted to call on Prime Minister Yang
case was

rIn Chinese these characters

car-r

mean "More than six catties."

o!

Su. He met Hou Pai at the gate of the ministry and
asked Hou to write his name on the card for him. Hou
wrote : Six-Catties-and-a-Half
After receiving this card, Yang Su summoned the
fellow and asked him: "I8 your name Six-Catties-and.

a-HaIf ?"

"No, my name is Chu Liu-chin."
"Then why did you call yourself Six-Catties-and-aHalf ?"

asked Mr. Hou Pai to write my name: he must
have made a mistake."
Thereupon the minister sent for Hou and asked:
"Why did you write his name wrongly?"
Hou answered: "I could not find a balance at the
ministry gate to weigh him. Since he told me his
name was Chu Liu-chin, I guessed he must be about
six catties and a half."
The minister laughed heartilY.
(From tlae Tat-ptng MtscellanY\

"I

The Puchow women who married Shantung men often
suffered from goitre. One man's mother-in-Iaw had a
badly swollen neck. After this fellow had been married
for a few months, his father-in-Iaw suspecting that he
was a fool held a great feast to test his wit in front of

many kinsmen.
He said: "You who have studied in Shantung must
be very intelligent. WiIl you tell me why storks can
cry?"
His son-in-law answered: "It is the will of Heaven."
"Why are pines evergreen?"
"It is the will of Heaven."
"Why do the roadside trees have knots in thertl?"

"It is the will of Heaven."
The father-in-law said: "You have no sense at all:
'"vhat use was it your studyir-rg in Shantung?" He added
bitingly: "The stork can cry because it has a long
neck. Pines are evergreen because they are so1id. The
roadside trees have knots because carts have bumped
into them. How can you call these tl-rings the will
of Heaven?"
His son-in-law answered: "Frogs croak too: is that
because they have long necks? Bamboos are evergreen: is that because they are solid inside? Your wife
has a big swelling on her neck: was that caused by a

cart?"

The father-in-Iaw was put to shame and silenced.
(From the Tai-ping Miscellany)

After this appeared tlne Forest oJ Jokes by Ho Chihjan of the Tang dynasty, which is also lost. In the Sung
dynasty there were similar anthologies by Lu Chu-jen,
Shen Chen, Chou Wen-chi and Tien Ho Tzu. There were
at least a dozen collections of jokes in the Yuan and Ming
dynasties taken from old records or dealing with contemporary events, but displaying few new ideas. The
MiscellanE oJ Ai Tzu, attributed to Su Tung-po, is rather
better than most, but the majority of the tales in this
are satires on current abuses, not jokes designed solely
for amusement as in the Forest of Jokes.
As for later imitations of Social Tolk, these were legion.
The Tang Dynasty Hi.story mentions that Liu Hsiao-piao
wrote a Sequel, to Social, Tallc in ten books, but judging
by the records in the Sui, DynastE Hi:storE, this was probably identical with the commentary for Social Talk. In
the Tang dynasty there was another Sequel to Social
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Tallc by Wang Fang-ching. In the Sr.rng clynasty there
was the Forest of Tang Dynasttl Sayings by Wang Tang
and More Social Tal,k by Kung Ping-chung. In the Ming
dynasty there u,as Ho Liang-chun's Forest of Sa.t-1ings, Li
Shao-wen's Mi'ng Dynasty Social TaLk, Chiao Hung's
l-orest of A'necdates and Miscellany of the Jode ILwLl,
Chang Yung's Anecdotes from Past History anrl Cheng
Chung-kuel's Idle Tal,k. These were either gleaned from
past records, introdu.cing nothing new, or artificial descriptions of contemporaries; yet men went on wr:iting
such books. In the Ching dynasty there wa..s l-iang Weishu's Jade-Stuord Anecdotes, IiVu Su-kung's Sc,-zjings ol
the Ming Dgnasty, Chang Fu-kung's SayirL.rSs of the ITan
Dynastu, Li Ching's Sayings of Warnen, Yen Tsungchiao's Sayings of Monks, Wang Cho's Confem.po,rar"ll
Sayings and Wang lMan's Bell of A,ne-cdotes with Ifuei
Tung's notes. In this century we have Yi Tsung-kuei's
New Sayings.

8. THE TANG DYNASTY

PROSE ROMANCES

Fiction, like poetry, underwent radical. changes in the
Tang dynasty. Though tales were still written abcut
urarvels and strange phenomena, the pJots becarne more
elaborate and the language more polished. Compared
with the tales of the Six Dynasties, which give the bare
outlines of stories, there was a marked advance. Another
and more significant fact was that by this time wr.iters
were consciously v,zriting fiction. Thr-rs Hu Ying-lin of
the Ming dynasty said: "Tales of miracles ancl the other
world were popuiar during the Six Dynasties, but these
were not entirely imaginary: most of them were based
on hearsay and false reports. The Tang dynasty scholars, on the other hand, deliberately invented strange
adventures and .lvrote them as flction." In fact, Tang
writers were con-sciously romancing. Their prose romances appeared singly or in collections; they were usually fairly iong with a complex p1ot, and sometimes had
jests thrown in too. The conventional critics thought
them a lor,v form of literature and dubbed thern chuanchi (romances) to distinguish them from the work of Han
Yu and Liu Tsung-yuan.1 But these stories became popular among the people, and men of letters r,vould lvrite
them for use as introductions when they sought the patronage of high officials. Many such prose romances
lThe two most famous Tang dynasty prose writers of the early
ninth century.
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were presel-ved in the Sung dynasty Tai-ping Miscelltniy
(in later collections mistakes are o,ften made r"egarding
the date and au.thorship). Indeed, the;.r formed an important part oli Tang dynasty literature. These stories
had no worthy successors, however, though some were
retold or imitated in later dynasties. But they made
their influence felt in later drama, for yuan and Ming
dramatists often dre'"v their plots from these stories.
Of course, in the Tsin dynasty there was already fiction deliberately written as such. Some examples are
Yuan Chi's "Story of a Great l\4an,,, Liu Ling,s ,,The
Virtue of 'Wine," Tao Chien's "Peach Blossom Stream,,
and "The Master of Five Willows.,, But these were aIlegories rather than pure entertainment, and we can see
this tradition carried forward in the Tang dynasty in
Wang Chi's "The Land of Drunkenness,,, Han yu,s ,,The
Mason Wang Cheng-fu" and Liu 'Isung-yuan,s ,,Hunchback Kuo," which are different fi.om the prose romances.
The Tang prose romances had their or.igin in the tales
of marvels of the Six Dynasties, but rvith their more distinguished style and more complex plots they constitutefl
a distinctive literary form. Occasionally, it is true, the
prose romances also use parables to convey a mood or
speak of divine retribulion, yet on the whole the aim is
to u,rite tales of imagination, whereas the earlier tales
recorded supernatural happenings as warnings to men.
In the first part of the seventh century Wang Tu wrote
a story entitled Th.e Ancient Llirror. It relates that he
acquired a wonderful mirror from a man named llotr
which could control spirits. Later his brother Wang Chi
went on a long journey, taking the n-rirror with him, and
it kilted several monsters before flnaIly vanishing. This
is a fairly long narrative made up of various miraculous
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events connected with the mirror, bearing some resemblance to thcse Six Dynasties tales. Wang Tu (circa 584625), a native of Chi in Taiyuan, was the brother of
Wang Tung and Wang Chi, both of whom wrote on philosophy. He was born in 584, and during the Ta Yeh period
of the Sui dynasty served for a time as a censor. In the
Tang dynasty he worked as a compiler of the official
history and then became magistrate of Juicheng. He
died during the Wu Teh period before the history was
completed. This story is the only piece of literature he
left. Since it is nowhere recorded that his brother Wang
Chi undertcok a iong journey after his retirement from
official 1ife, this story must be entirely imaginary.
Another early Tang prose romance, Th,e W'h,ite Monkey,
is by an unknown author and did not figure in any co}lection of tales until the Sung dynasty when it was included in the Tai-ping Miscellany. The story takes place
in the Liang dynasty when an officer named Ouyang Heh
goes on an expedition to the south and reaches Changlo,
penetrating deep into the region of cave-dwe1lers. Th_ere
his wife is carried off by a white monkey; by the time
he rescues her she is pregnant, and a year later she gives
birth to a son who looks like a monkey. When Ouyang
Heh is executed by Emperor Wu Ti of Chen, his friend
Chiang Tsung adopts the child. Later in the Tang dynasty
this son wins fame, but he still resembles a monkey.
Obviously some enemy of the Ouyang family wrote this
story. Evidently the tradition of inventing stories to
slander people goes back to early times in Chinese fiction.
Chang Tsu of Luhun in Shenchow lived during the reign
of Empress Wu. He passed the irnperial examination in
679 and served as staff officer to the Prince of Chi. By
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successfully passing the official examinations he won a
reputation for literary accomplishrnent and was made a
tribune in the capital. But he was somewhat flippant
ancl unsteady in character, and the prime minister Yao
Chung took a dislike to him. At the beginning of the
Kai Yuan period (713-747) the censor Li Chuan-chiao accused him of slandering the government and he was
banished to the south. He was recalled to serve for the
rest of his life as an officer in charge of the city gates in
the capital. He lived from about 660 to 740. In Japan
they have a work called The Fairt'es' Cauern written by
him when he was a junior officer in Hsianglo County,

Ningchow. According to Mo Hsiu-fu's A Record oJ
Kuseilin.l Chang Tsu when young distinguished himself
so brilliantly in the examinations that he was appointed
junior officer in Hsianglo County by the imperial secretary Hsueh Yuan-chao; so this is a work he wrote in his
youth. The romance tells how he sets out on an official
mission to the northwest. On his way he puts up at a
great mansion where he meets two girIs, Tenth Sister and
Fifth Sister. They feast, amuse themselves together and
write naughty verses, but he leaves the next day after
spending the night with them. The language is a mixture
of euphuisms and colloquialisms, and the general tone is
not unlike that of his -ly'otes on Court and Countr3r and Sineu:s and. Marrouss oJ the Dragon and Phoenir. Thus the
Tang Dynasty History comments: "IIe was an extremely
fast writer, but shorvy and superficial, not given to deep
reflection. His works, though slovenly and full of abuse,
were exceedingly popular at the time and young scholars
Envoys from the kingwould make copies of them.
lWritten at the end of the Tang dynasty.

of Silla1 and Japan would pay gold for his writings." The l-a.iries' Ca'--ern was long lost in China and
later writers did not imitate Chang Tsu's style. Here is
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a passage describing a feast.
Tenth Sister bade Hsiang-erh make music to entertain the guest: there were bronze and stone instruments, flutes and pipes, and it seemed that fairies were
playing the lute and trumpet, angels the cithern and
the pipe-organ, so that even dark storks must bend
their heads to hear and white flsh leap in the waves
in time to the beat. Those liquid notes sent dust rising
Irom the rafters, those charming melodies brought snow
fluttering from the sky; even the sage Confucius would
have lost al1 thought of food in his enchantrnent,z for
iike the songs of the peerless singer Han Ngos this
music lingered for three days in the house.
The two damsels rose to dance and pressed me to
drink.
While dancing I made this song:
I have travelled inspecting the borders,
Now before two bright angels I stand;
Their dark eyebrows are willows in winter,
Their soft cheeks lotus blooming on land;

At the sight I am thror,vn into raptures,
Sinking willingly under their spell;
And tonight,

I shall feel I

if I

cannot possess them,

am banished to Hell!

This sent the maidens into peals of laughter. After
the dance I thanked them, saying: "I am a man of no
1

An ancient Kcrean

state.

2It is recorded in The Analects that after listening to the
music Confucius forgot the taste of food.
3A legendary figure

in Lieh Tzu.

Shoo
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talents, most fortunate to have enjoyed your compally'
I am overwhelmed and' do not know how to thank you
for such music and entertainment'"
Then Tenth Sister made this Poem:
like duck and drake'
weep;
may
we
Tomorrow
Unless we nestle bY Your side,
Where eIse, sir, should we sleeP?
TodaY we sport

She said: "There is nothing commendable about
us; you must have been teasing to talk of the willow
and the lotus. ."
But it was after the reign of Emperor Ming Huang
(?13-756) that more writers of prose romances appeared'
Shen Chi-chi of Soochow, who lived from approximately

governor of the metropolitan area; after that he defeats
the northern tribes and is appointed Vice-Minister of
Civil Affairs, Minister of Finance and Imperial Secretary.
Because envious ministers slander him, he is d,emoted to
the prefectship of Tuanchow. Three years later he is
recalled to court and before long made chief minister
agarn.

He was consulted by the emperor as often as three
times a day on affairs of state, and his experience and
statecraft earned him the reputation of a brilliant premier. But once more his colleagues intr-igued against
him, charging him with being in secret collusion with
frontier generals who were plotting treason; he was
condemned to imprisonment and speedily arr.ested by
ollllicers sent to his house. Apprehensive that his Iife
might be forfeited, he told his wife:
"In my old home in Shantung I had enough good
iand to keep me from cold and hunger. What possessed me to become an official? See where it has landed
me! If only I could put on my short jacket again,
and canter on my black colt down the road to Hantan !"
He drew his sword to kill himself, but his wife stopped him. Though all the others irrvolved in this case
were executed, his Iife was spared through the intervention of some palace eunuchs, and he was banished
to Huanchow. A few years later the emperor, realizing that he had been wrongly accused, recalled him
as chief minister of state with the title of the Duke of
Yen, showering him with exceptional honours. He had
five sons
aII his kinsmen by marriage belonged
to the greatest families in the empire, and he had over
ten grandsons.
When he grew old and begged
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repeatedly for permission to retire, the emperor would
not hear of it. When he fell ill, men came one after
another from the palace to inquire after him, and he
had the best doctors and the rarest medicines
but he died. Then the young man yawned and woke
up to flnd himseif lying in the inn with the Taoist
seated beside him. The innkeeper had not flnished
cooking the millet and alt was exactly as before.

The young man started and said: "Was it all

a

dream?"

The old Taoist told the innkeeper: "This is the way

of all flesh."
After musing sadly for a while, the young man
thanked the Taoist. "Now I understand the cycle of
honour and disgrace, of success and failure, the principle of apparent loss and gain, and the meaning of
life and death. You did this, n-iaster, to check my
ambil,ion. I shall take dr.re warning!" So he bowed
and left.
Though this imaginary tale is of considerable interest
and had a moral lesson for an age like the Tang dynasty
when men were contending for official honours, it was
not entirely original. In Kan Pao's Records of Spirits
we read the story of the priest of Chiaohu Temple who
made Yang Lin sleep with the jade pi1low (see Chapter
5), where the generat plot is the same, so l.he Story of
the Pillous must be based on that earlier story. In the
Ming dynasty, Tang Hsien-tsu's poetic drama Dream of
Hqntan was based on this romance. Since Stren Chi-chi
wrote good prose and pointed a mora1, though this was
a romance ib was highiy regarded by his contemporaries

and even compared to Han Yu's ''Story of Mao-ying."l
There were also critics, however, who thought it flippant
because Shen was an official historian and they judged
the tale as history rather than fiction. Shen also wrote a
story called Jen tlte For Fairu about a fairy who changes
into a woman but remains faithful to her husband till her
death. "Few women nowadays are equal to this!" This
remark shows the satirical touch in Shen's writing.
Another writer was Shen Ya-chih, described by the
poet Li Ho as "the gifted scholar of Wuhsing." His other
name was Shen Hsia-l-rsien and he lived from the end ol
the eighth to the middle of the ninth century. He passed
the imperial examination in 815, and a dozen or so years
later served as law officer under Commissioner Po Chi
of Tehchow. When Po Chi was disgraced, Shen was demoted to the rank of subordinate officer in Nankang., ending his career as secretary of Yingchow. He left twelve
books which are still extant, and was noted for his fine
writing and rich imagination. His works include three
prose romances, aII of which describe imaginary incidents
in poetic language, de:viating from the normal practice
of those days by making fairies and spirits die like mortals.
A Sad Tale of the Hsiang Riuer tells how a man named
Cheng meets a lonely maid and they spend several years
together till she tells him that she comes from the Dragon
King's palace and now that her term of banishment has
expired she must leave him. About a dozen years later
Cheng sees her again in the distance on a painted barge,
singing a plaintive song; but a great storm rises and .she
vanishes. Strange Dredms relates how Hsing Feng meets
a beautiful woman in a dream who performs the Dance
lAn allegory about the brush used for writing.
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of the Bending Bow for him, and how Wang Yen in

a

dream serves under the king of Wu1 and is praised for
the dirge he writes at the king's command on the death
of the celebrated beauty Hsi Shih. A Dream of the
Princess of Chin is written in the flrst person. The author on his way to Changan puts up at an inn at Tochuan,
where he dreams that he is an officer in the ancient
kingdom of Chin and distinguishes himself. Since Princess Nung-yu'sz consort has died, he marries the princess
and his mansion is called Tsuiwei Palace. The duke
treats him handsomely until one day the princess dies
suddenly, though not of illness; then the duke dismisses
him.
The duke gave a great farewell feast for me, at which
the music of Chin was played and the dances of Chin
were performed: the dancers swung their arms, stamped
This over,
their feet and sang a melancholy air.
me reduke
bade
the
leave,
my
and
I bowed and took
princess'
maids.
to
the
palace
farewell
to bid
turn to the
the
broken
by
and
dropped
Entering, I saw trinkets
the
unchanged
and
gauze
were
windows
steps, but the
maids wept at the sight of me. Nearly prostrated with
grief, I wrote this poem on the gate:
The mourning prince has sent me to the east,
Nor shall I see Chin's Palaces again;
I grieve in springtime for my lady's death,
While drifting petals fall Iike crimson rain'
and awoke to find myself lying in the
So I left .
inn. The next day I related this story in full to my
r King Fu Chai (495-443 B.C.).
2Duke Mu's daughter, according to legend, who became immortal

with her husband. Duke Mu reigned flom

659 to 621 B.C.

friend Tsui Chiu-wan, an antiquarian from Poling, who

said: "According to the records, Duke Mu of Chin
was buried in Chi-nien Palace at Tochuan: it was surely
his spirit that came to you in a dream." I looked up
the old local records and it was just as he said. Alas!

if the princess was a fairy, how carne she to die again?

Then there was Chen Hung who wrote with strong feeling, loved to dwell on the past, and made stirring scenes
from history live again. He became a historian earJy
in his career and in 805 was appointed an officer of cerernony. Since this post left him with ample leisure, he
compiled thirty books of annals in the next se.ven years.
While in Changan he was on friendly terms with the poet
Pai Chu-yi and wrote the story for his long poem The
Eternql Grief . The Tang Dynashl History ascribes The
Peaceful DaEs of the Kai Yuan Era to Chen Hung, while
the commentary to this work says that Chen Hung was
an officer in charge of foreign tributes in the Chen Yuan
period. This was probably the same man, for Chen I{ung
lived from the later half of the eighth to the middle of
the ninth century. Another of his prose romances ?he
Old Msn of the East City is written in a melancholy vein,
describing how old Chia Chang recalls the good o1d days
before An Lu-shan's revoltl and contrasts past splendour
with the more recent decline. Tlte Story of Eternal Grief ,
written early in the Yuan Ho period in the same style as
the other, also recalls the past: Lady Yang's entry into
the palace and her death la.ter on the way to Chengtu.
The romantic story of Lady Yang was extremely popular
in the Tang dynasty, but no other account is as complete
1755-761.
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as this version, which gained wider currency through
Pai Chu-yi's famous poern. Hung Sheng's poetic Crama
The Palace of Eternal Yauth,t rvritten at the beginning
of the Ching dynasty, was based mainly on Pai Chu-yi's
poem and this prose romance. There are several versions of Chen Hunq's story. AJ.ready certain discrepancjes can be seen in the texts in the Tai-pinE Miscellantl
and in Choice Blossoms {rom the Garden oj Li.terctture,
while the Ming dynasty versions diverge even more. Apparently one Ming compiler, Chang Chun-fang, tried to
improve on the talc.

At the end of the Tien Pao period, the lady's brother,
Yang Kuo-chung, seized the po'sition of plime minister
and abused the state power till An Lu-shan led his
troops against the capital on the pretext of overthrowing the Yang family. Tungkuan Pass fe1l and the imperial retinue set out for the south past Hsienyang to
Mawei Station, where the troops wavered, the halberdiers would not advance, and the attending oI{icers
knelt before their horses begging for the execution of
the evil minister to pacify the empire. Yang l{uochung met his death on the road. But still the attending officers were not -.atisfied. When the emperol questioned them, the bolder among them asked for Lady
Yang's death to end the unrest. The emperor knew
he could not save her, but could not bear to see her
die; so hiding his face in his sleeve he bade them take
her away. So she was strangled with a length of silk.
(From Choice Elossoms
Jrom th.e Gardun of Literature)
1

'Iranslated and publistrccl

I'ress, Peking,1955.

IIr-rglish by F'oreign L,angu:rges

An illustration from a play by Pai

of the Yuan dynasty
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At the end of Lhe Tien Pao period the lady's brother,
Yang Kuo-chung, seized the position of prirne rninister
and usurped state authority till Tartar tribes rebelled
in the northeast and the two capitals fell one after the
other. The imperial retinue set out for the south but
more than a hundred Zi outside the capital the troops
wavered, the halberdiers would not advance, and the
attending officers kneeled before their horses begging
for the execution of the evil minister to appease them.
Yang Kuo-chung met his death on the road. Still the
attending officers were not satisfied, and the bolder
among them asked for Lady Yang's death to end the
people's anger. The emperor turned pale, but he could
not bear to see her die. Covering his face with his
sleeve, he told them to drag her away. As she bowed
before the emperor, tears of blood gushed from her eyes
and she dropped her gold and emerald trinkets to the
ground, which were kept by the emperor. A1as, that
such a charming beauty, the favourite of so great a
sovereign, should yet perish by a length of silk! Thus
Shu-hsiang's mother said, "What is most loved must
be most hated too,"' and Li Yen-nien2 wrote in his
song, "Beauty or'erthrows states and cities."
(The Ming dynasty version)
Pai Flsing-chien or Pai Chih-tui was a native of Taiyuan,
family moved to Hancheng and thence to Hsiakuei.
He was the younger brother of Pai Chu-yi. At the bewhose

ginning of the ninth century he passed the imperial
examination and served in the capital as an officer in
charge of the city gates and officer in charge of foreign
1A quotation from the Tso Chuan.
.tamouq Han dynasty musician.

:'I.
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tributes, dving of illness in the winter of 826 when just.
over flfty. His life is found in the Tang Dynasty IlLstory appended to that of Pai Chu-yi. He left twenty
books, now 1ost. Tlne Tai-ping Miscel"l'any has one of
his prose romances, StorE of a Singsong GirL, This teI1s
how the son of a noble famiJy in Yingyang becomes enamoured of a singsong girl named Li in Changan. Owing
to poverty and iilness, he is forced to 'r.urn professional
mourner; but Li comes to his rescue and encourages him
to study so that he passes the examination and is appointed a staff officer at Chengtu. This is a delightful
romance owing to its skilful descriptions and the many
human and interesting touches. During the Yuan
dynasty this story was rnade into a drama called
Chuchiang PooZ, and in lhe Ming dynasty Hsueh Chinyen wrote another drama on this therne called the
Embroidered Jctcket. Pai Hsing-chien also wrote a prose
romance entitled Three Dreams, which consists of three
stories: men visit a place and meet others there in dreams,
men see the aci;ions of others in dreams, two people communicate through dreams. The narrative style is simp1e and the plot original. The first of these three stories

is the best.
During the reign of Empress \4ru, Liu Yu-chiu, a
subordinate officer of Chaoyi, was on his way home
one night after a mission when, ten li or so from his
house, the road took him past a Buddhist monastery
from whence he heard singing and laughter. Since
the monastery's walls were low and broken in places,
he was able to see inside. Stooping, he saw a small
company gathered there, of abor,rt a dozen men and
women, feasting together around

a table laden

r,vith

food; but imagine his astonishment and bewilderment
when he saw his own wife chatting and laughing there!
After some thought he was convinced that this could

not be his wife, yet he did not like to leave.

He

watched her expression and gestures carefully till he
knew that this was she; but when he decided to go in
and investigate, he found the monastery gate shut. He
threw a tile which hit and smashed a pot, whereupon
the feasters scatterecl and disappearecl. Liu climbed
in over the wall to examine the rooms with his attendants, but there was no one there and the gate was
still closed. Even more puzzled now, he galloped home
and discovered his wife in bed. Hearing of his arr.ival
she came out to greet him, and told him with a laugh:
"Just now I dreamed I was in a monastery with about
a dozen strangers whom I had never met, having a
meal in the courtyard. Then someone threw in a tile
which upset the dishes, and I woke up."
At that Liu toid her what he had seen. This is an
example of a visit to a place and a meeting with others
in a dream.
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9. THE TANG DYNASTY

strictly by rrroral conventions that he reaches the age
of twenty-three without having had any love affairs.
Chang goes to Puchow and puts up in Puchiu Monastery,
where a certain Widow Tsui happens to be staying on
PROSE ROMANCES

(Continued)

Two noteworthy Tang authors of prose romances were
Yuan Chen, who wrote little but was extremely wellknown and influential, and Li Kung-tso, who wrote more
and was equally influential although less famous.
Yuan Chen (779-83i) of Honei in Honan Prefecture was
a government scholar who was appointed an imperiai
compiler. Early in the ninth century he came first in
the government essay test and was made an adviser,
later a censor; subsequently he was demoted and sent to
Chiangling, became secretary of Kuochow, was recalled
to court as secretary to the privy councillor, later made
senior academician, then was appointed vice-rninister of
works and deputy prime minister, then sent to be prefect of Tungchow and Yuehchow and intendant of
Chetung; in the beginning of the Tai Ho period (82?835) he became prime minister and military governor of
Wuchang, as well as prefect of Ngochow. In 831 he died
suddenly of illness at his post at the age of fifty-three.
Iiis life is recorded in the Tan,g Dynasty History. As a
young man he wrote poems with Pai Chu-yi and they
were spoken of as the Yuan-Pai School, but one only of
his romances is left: The Story of Ying-ying.
This romance is also known as Encounter utitl-t a FairE.
The story is as follows: Towards the end of the eighth
century bhere is a young scholar named Chang, gentle,
refined and exceedingly handsome, but abiding so

her way back to Changan. This lady is distantly related
to Chang. While they are at the monastery General
Hun Chen dies at Puchow and during his funeral the
soldiers mutiny and loot the town, to the great dismay
of Widow Tsui. Since Chang has friends among the
colleagues of the Puchow general, a guard is sent to the
monastery, and some days later Civil Commissioner Tu
Chueh comes to take over the comlnand and suppresses
the mutiny. To express hei' gratitude to Chang for his
protection, Widow Tsui invites him to a meal, Chang
falls in love with her beautiful daughter Ying-ying and
asks the maid Hung-niang to take Ying-ying two poems
on spring. That same evening he receives a reply written on coloured paper with the title "The Bright Moon
of the Frfteenth Night." The verse runs:
To await the moon

I sit in the west chamber;

To greet the wind I have left the door ajar,
When a flower's shadow stirs against the u,all,
I fancy my lover has come.

Chang is amazed and o,verjoyed. But when Ying-yingcomes to him her dress is sober, her face stern, and after
rebuking him she leaves, casting Chang into despair. A
few nights later she comes again, but leaves at dawn
without having uttered a word.

it was sti1l dark, wondering if after
it had been a dream. But when dawn broke her
powder was on his arms, her perfume in his clothes,
Chang rose when

aI1

while a tear she had shed stiil glittered on the matting.
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Iror more than ten days he did not see her again. He
startcd writlng a poem called "Encounter with a Fairy,"
which consisted of thirty couplets; but before he had
finished Hung-niang chanced to pass by and he gave
her the poem to take to her young mistress. After
this Ying-ying let him come to her, and for nearly a
month he slipped out of her room at dawn and in at
dark, the two of them sleepir-rg in that west chamber
of which I spoke before. Chang often asked his mistress what her rnother thought of him, and Ying-ying
said: "I know she would never cross me." She
wanted to maruy at once, but Chang had to go to the
capital and he took a tender leave of her. She did not
reproach him but great distress stiowed on her face.
On the eve of his departure he could not see her.
The next year Chang fails in his examination and stays

on in the capital, corresponding with Ying-ying who
writes in return. Chang shows her letters to his friends,
till their story is widely known. Yang Chu-yuan writes
a poem on Mistress Tsui and Yuan Chen writes another
thirty stanzas to complete Chang's "Encounter with a
Fairy." AIl who hear the tale are amazed, but Chang
decides to break with Ying-ying. When tlis good friend
Yuair Chen asks the reason, Chang replies:
"lVhen Nature has created something of remarkable
beauty, it must destroy itself or others. If Ying-ying
were to marry some rich nobleman and become his
darling, she migh'u turn into a dragon or a serpent and
cause unthinkable chaos. In olden times King Chouhsin of Shang and King Yu of Chou ruled countries
of ten thousand chariots and wielded great power, yet
a single woman caused their ruin. scal,tering their hosts
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and bringing destructioi:r upon them, so that to this
day they are held up to derision as a warning to all
men. My virtue, I kno',v, is not sufficent to withstand such magic and this is rn-hy I ani repressing my
feelings."
More than a year later Ying-ying marries another man,

and Chang takes a 'wife too. I{e goes to Ying-ying's
house and Sends in the message that her cousin wishes
to see her, but she wiII not come out. A few days later
when he is about to leave, she writes him this poem in
farewell.
Do you, who though you spurn me now
Once loved me as your life,

Transform that love you had for me
To pity for your wife!

F'rom this time on no further word passes between them,
and many of Chang's contemporaries praise him for the

skill with which he has extricated hims,elf from this
entanglement.

Chang in this story is Yuan Chen himseLf, who aciually had an affair of this kind. Though the language
.is not outstanding, the story possesses genuine feeling
and is thoroughly readable; but in the end the author
tries too hard to justify himself, leaving a rather bad
taste. Since such poets as Li Shen and Yang Chu-yuan
wrote poems on this tale, however, while Yuan Chen
himself was a noted poet who later became a highranking official, this romanr:e caught the public fancy.
Chao Teh-ling of the Sung dynasty wrote a ballad in ten
stanzas based on it; in the Golden Tartar period there
was the chantefable The West Chamber by a scholar:
named Tung; in the Yuan dynasty Wang Shih-fu wrote
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his {amous pTay I''he West Chsnnber, to rvhictr Kuan Hanching prodriced a sequcl; in the Ming dynasty Li Jih-hua
and Lu Tsai r,vrote The West Chatnber, a, Soutllern
Dratna. Many other operas were based on this story,
which is talked of even toda),. Of all the Tang prose
romances still extant, only this and The Dragon King's
Daughterl by Li Chao-wei have enjoyed comparable fame.
Li Kung-tso of Lunghsi was an imperial scholar who
served early in the ninth century as subordinate officer
of Chianghuai, Ialer returning to Changan. More than
thilty years afterwards he vras secretary of the Yangchow prefectural governmeirt, but in 843 he was demoted
two ranks. Born jn the reign of Emperor Tai Tsung
(763-779), he was still living in the time of Hsuan Tsung
(847-859), but his exact dates are unknown. The names
of men related to the imperial house listed in the
Tang Dynasty History inciude that of Li Kung-tso, but
this was another man. Four of Li's r.omances have come
down to us, the most farnous being The Gouernor oJ the
Southern Tributuru State. This tells of a man of Tungping named Chunyu Fer-i who has a house ten li east of
Kuangling with a great ash tree growing in front of it.
In the autumn of the year 792 he is carried home drunk
by two friends, who 1ay him down in the east room while
they stable the horses and wash their feet. Chunyu Fen
rests his head on the pi11ow and falls asleep. Presenfly
two messengers in purple arrive to announce that their
king has sent to fetch him. He walks out of the gate,
rnounts the carriage and drives towards an opening in
the old ash tree. The carriage drives through the tree
1

Translatcd and published in English by Eoreign Languages

Press, Peking, 1954.
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and after passing hills and streams they enter a great

city. On the citadel is written in letters of gold "The
Great Kingdom of Ashendon." Chunyu marries the

king's daughter and becomes prince consort, after which
he is appointed governor of the southern tributary state.
He governs for thirty years and "the people benefiting
from his good rule sang his praises, set up tablets extolling his virtue and built temples to him." The king
loads iiim with honours, he is highly exalted and has
Iive sons and two daughters. He leads an army against
the kingdom of Sandalvine, but is defeated, and when
the princess dies he Leaves the province; nevertheless his
power increases till the king begins to fear him, forbids
him all further contact with his associates and orders
him to live ii'r retirement. Finally he is sent home. He
av,rakes to find his servants sweeping the courtyard, his
two guests stiil washing their feet by the couch, the
slanting sun stiJ.I setting behind the west wa1l, his unfinished wine still by the east window
yet he has lived
through a whole generatioi-r in his dream! The theme
of this romance reminds us of ?he Story of the Pill.otu,
but here there is far more descriptive detail. Tang Hsientsu in the Ming dynasty based his drama Th,e Gouernor
of the Southern Tribut(tru Stote on this ta1e. At the end
of the story Chunyu bids his servants dig at the foot of
the tree, and there he firids ant-heaps in the same position as the cities of his dream. Though the story has
certain imperfections, its charming blend of reaiity and
fantasy makes it infinitely superior to The Story oJ the
Pillotp.

It was some ten feet long, terminating in a cavity
lit by the sun and large enough to hold a couch. In
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this were mounds of earth which resembled city waIls,
p.avilions and courts, and swarms of ants were gathered
there. From the ant-hill rose a smalI, reddish tower
occupied by two huge ants, three inches Iong, with
white wings and red heads. These were surrounded
by a few dozen large ants, whom the smaller ones
dared not approach. The two huge ants were the
king and queen and this was the capital of Ashendon.
Then the men follor,ved up another hole which lay
under the southern branch of the tree and was at least
forty feet 1ong. In this tunnel there was another anthill with small towers, swarming with ants. This was
the southern tributary state which Chunyu had govAs he thought back, Chunyu was velry
erned.
shaken, for aI1 that they had discovered coincided with
his dream. He would not let his friends destroy these
ant-hi1ls, but ordered the tunnels to be covered up as
before.. . .
Then he thought of the invasion by the kingdom of
Sandalvine, and asked his two friends, to trace it. They
found that about one li east of the house was a riverbed long since dry, and next to that grew a large
sandal-tree so thickly covered with vines that the sun
could not shine through. A small hcle beside it, where
a swarm of ants, had gathered, must be the kingdom
of Sandalvine. If even the mysteries of ants are so
unfathomable, what then of the changes caused by
great beasts in the hills and rvoods?
Th.e Story of lTsieh Hsiao-ngo is about a girl from
Yuchang whose mother dies when she is eight and who
rnarries a gallant citizen of Liyang. Her father and husband are merchants an<l on one of thc'ir business trips
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they are ki11ed by brigands; then Hsiao-ngo breaks her
reg and falis into the river, but is saved by a passing
boat. She reaches Shangyuan County ancl talces refuge
in Miaokuo Nunnery. In a drearn her father tells her
that his murderer's name is "Monkey in a carriage, grass
at the east gate," while her husband teils her that his
murderer's narne is "Walk among the grain, a r-nan for
a day."' She consults various wise men, but none can
solve this puzzle till the wrifer Li Kung-tso explains to
her that the first murderer is called Shen Lan, the second
Shen Chun" So Hsiao-ngo disguises herself as a manservant and meeting these two brigands at Hsunyang she
kills them. lVhen this case is reported to the court the
rest of the )origands are captured and Hsiao-ngo is pardoned. This rather pointless sbory, which hinges upon
guessing a riddle to solve a murder case, also enjoyed great
popularity. Li Fu-yen rewrote it for his collection of
tales More About Mysteries and Monsters, while in the
Ming dynasty it w'as once more rewritten as a story in
the vernacular included in Ling Meng-chu,s Amazing
Stories.

Another of Li Kr-rng-tso's romances was Old Woman
Eeng of Luchiang. After Tung Chiang's wife dies he
marries again, and the old woman sees a young woman
weeping in a room by the roadside, which she finds is
the dead wife's tomb. When she tells Tung Chiang, he
angrily accuses her of lying and drives her away. The
plot is simple in the extreme and the language undistinguished. The fourth romance, Li Tang, narrates that
Prefect Li Tang of Chuchow in the year 765 hears from
some fishermen that there is a great iron cha,in in the
1
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Iake at the foot of Tortoise Mou-ntain. When he gets
team of oxen to pull it out, a sudden storm arises.

a

A beast like a monkey with white head and shaggy
mane, teeth white as snow and golden claws rushed
ashore. It towered some fifty feet though it crouched
like an ape, but its eyes were closed and it seemed half
Presently it craned its neck and its cyes
asleep.
flashed open. These eyes, bright as lightning, glared
at them wild with rage. As the onlookers took to
their hee1s, the beast slowly dragged its chain with the
oxen attached down into the water, never to emerge
agaln.

Li Tang and other notables of Chuchow are amazed
and utterly bewiidered. Later Li Kung-tso, the writer,
to the ancient land of Wu, sails on Tungting Lake,
climbs Pao Mountain and finds a holy document in a
the eighth volume of the ancient Yotu Canon.
cave
From this he learns the identity of the monster. The
manuscript is in archaic writing, half destroyed by worms
and barely legiblc, but Li and a Taoist priest succeed in
<ieciphering the following account:
When Yu pacified the flood, he went thrice to Tungpo Mountain. The wind howled, thunder rumbled,
rocks crashed and forests wailed. The Lord cif Earth
curbed the rivers, the Elder of Heaven disciplined the
troops, yet they could nob control the waters. 'Then
Yu in wrath summoned the hundred deities and gave
orders to Kuei and Lung so that all the lords of mountains bowed down in avle. Yu tooli captive Ilung-

goes

meng, Changshang, Toulu and

Lilou.

He searched out

the spirit of the Huai River, Wu-chih-chi, who was
quick in speech and knew the depth of water and the

extent of land. In appearance it was most like an
ape, with a blunt nose? craggy brows, green body,
white head, gold eyes and teeth as white as snow. Its
neck was a htrndred feet 1ong, it was stronger than
nine elephants when it attacked, and could leap great
heights or gallop like the wind, appearing in a flash
to be gone irnmediately. Yu sent Tunglu out, but he
could not trap it. He sent Wu-Mu-Yu or-lt, but neither
could he catch it. He sent Keng-chen out, and this
time the monster was captured. For thousands of
years all the spirits and demons of water, \ rood, mountain and stone, raged up and down, howling and wailing, till Keng-chen pursued the monster with his spear,
fastened a great chain to its neck, a gold bell to its
snout, and banished it to the foot of Tortoise Mountain
south of the Huai River, that the Huai might for ever
flow safely into the sea. After this, men made pictures of the monster and suffered no more from the
stormy waves of the Huai.
Chu Hsi of the Sung dynasty in his Studies on t'he
Poems oJ Chu refuted the popular legend that Wu-chihc-hi had been conquered by the god Seng-chia; Lo Mi,s
Unquthorized Historg had a note on Wu-chih-chi; the
Yuan dynasty playwright Wur Chang-ting made Wu-chihchi Monkey's sister; in the N{ing dynasty the writer
Sung Lien also referred to this monster. IIence we can
see that from the Sung dynasty onwards this legend was
so rvidespread that scholars thought it necessary to refute it. In fact, the whole story originated in Li Kungtso's mind, but the sage king Yu of his story later changed
into the god Seng-chia or the God of Ssuchow, and when
Wu Cheng-en of the Ming dynasty wrote his Pilgrirnage
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to 'rhe lVesf, tltis obstreperous monster, capable of
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such

rapirl transformations, tulned into Monkey Sun Wu-kung.
After that the earlier legend was forgotten.
There are many olher prose romances worth our attention. Tl'te Dragan l{ing's Daugltter by Li Chao-wei
of Lunghsi te1ls of the scholar Liu Yi who, on his way
back to the Hsiang River Vailey after faiiing to pass the
civil service examination, meets a girl in Chingyang
tending sheep. She tells him she is the dragon king's
daughter, banished here by her husband and his parents,
and she begs Liu Yi to take a letter to her father, the
Lord. of Tungting. The dragon king's hot-tempered
brother, the Lorcl of Chientang, kil1s the girl's husband,
brings her home and urges Liu Yi to marry her; but the
scholar re{uses. After Liu Yi's wife dies he moves to
Nanking where he marries a daughter of the Lu family
from Fanyang, who proves to be the dragon king's
daughter. Later he goes to Nanhai, then returns to
Tungting. His cousin Hsueh Ku meets him once on the
lake and is given fifty pi1ls of elixir; but after this no
m(,re is heard. of Liu. In the Golden Tartar period this
story was dramatized; Shang Chung-hsien of the Yuan
dynasty wrote another drama The Story oJ Li'u Yi,' later
the plot was altered to make the drama Bolling the Sea,
and Li Yu of the Ching dynast3r combined both versions
into one drama The MiragePrince Huo's Daugi'.ter, by Chiang Fang, narrates that
Li Yi passes the examination at twenty and goes to
Changan. Eager to make the acquaintance of some
famous courtesan, he meets Prince Huo's daughter, Jade,
and lives with her for two years; but when he is appointed chief clerk of Cheng County he leaves her, promising
to marry her later. His mothel has arranged a match

for him with a cousin, however, and he dares not incur
her anger by declining it. So he abandons Jade. The
girl, not hearing from him for so long, falls i11. She
traces him and begs him to visit her, but he refuses. One
day when he is at Chungching Temple, a young gallant
in a yellow shirt ca,rries him off by main force to Jade's
house; and though the girl is mortally ill she rises from
her bed to upbraid him for his heartlessness, then dies
of grief. Li Yi puts on mourning and weeps bitterly.
Ife marries his cousin, but is haunted by a ghost which
makes him suspect his wife of unfaithfulness and divorce
her. He marries three times, but always the same thing

happens. Tu Ful in a poem "The Youtth" mentions the
young man in a yellow shirt, referring to this story.
Another prose romance, Mistress Liu by Hsu Yao-tso,
relates that the poet Han Hung obtains possession of
beautiful Mistress Liu, but when An Lu-shan's rebellion
breaks out he leaves her in Faling Nunnery while he goes
to serve the military governor of Tzuching. After the
rebellion is suppressed, he finds she has been carried off
by the Tartar general Sachari; but a gallant officer
named Hsu succeeds in stealing her away for him. This
tale, which is also found in Meng Chi's poems, must be
based on a true story.
Other interesting prose romances are Liu Cheng's
Story oJ Shang-ching, Hsueh Tiao's Wu-shuang tl'te PeerIess, Huangfu Mei's Story of Fe-i-yen and F'ang Chien-li's
The Cou'rtesaru Named Yang. Then there u,as Tu Kuangting's The Man uith the Curly Besrd which was extremeiy popular. Tu was a Taoist priest in Chengtu who
served under Wang Yen and left many works, mostly
t7t2-770.
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dealing wil,h magic and alchemy. This story descritres
how Yang Su's1 maid, a girl rvith a red whisk, rccognizes
Li Ching's2 worLh while he is still a common citizen and
they elope l.ogcther. During their journey they come
across a man with a curly beard who predicts greatness
for Li, giving hirn wealth and teaching him military arts
so that he can assist the first emperor of Tang to found
R new dynasty. The man rvith the curly beard goes to
sea with pirates and kiils the king of Fuyu,3 making himself king there instead. This story was a favourite in
later ages, and pictures were painted of the three galIants in it; in the l\{ing dynasty Ling Meng-chu wrote a
play entitled The Man uslth tlte Cu,rly Beard, while both
Chang Feng-yi and Chang Tai-ho wrote plays catrIed The
Girl with ihe Red Whisk.
In addition to these, there were The Storu of Li Ching,
Duke of Wer, b1r an anonymous a'ul.hor, The Stortl of Li
Lin-fu,a author also anonymous, The Story of Eunuclt
I{.ao' by Kuo Chih and I'l'te Story of An Lu-shan by Yao
Ju-neng. These works rvere probably intended as biographies, but since they deal with trivial incidents and are
casuaily written, they were later considerred as fiction.
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lDulce of Yueh in the Sui dynasty.
2A famous commander at the beginning of the Tang d),nasty
and later Dul<e of Wei, he r,von important victories against th€

Turks and other ioes
3A legendary island kingdorl, the location of rvhich is unknown.
4Prime minister frorn 734 to 752. The tror-rblcs in Empcror Ming
Huang's reign urere ntl,ribr-rted to his baci government,
5Emperor- M!ng Huar-rg's favourite.

The Man usith the Curlg Beard. From the prose
romance The Girl uJith the Red Wltisk by Chang
Feng-yi (1527-1613)

10. COI-LECTIC}JS OF TANG DYNASTY TALES
The best known of the many collections of pr.ose
romances in thc Tang dynaiity was Niu Sheng-iu's Accaunts of Mysteries attd Monsters. Niu Sheng-ju or Niu
Ssu-an (780-B4B) was a na"i.ive of Titao, Lunghsi, who

rloved to Ilonan. Early in the ninth century he came
first in a court test. He pointed out faults in the government frankly, going so far as to criticize the prime
minister, and was appointed subordinate off icer in
Yichueh. When Emperor Mu Tsung came to the throne,
he was gradually promoted to the position of censor,
vice-minister of finance and deputy prime minister;
under Emperor Wu Tsung he was demoted to a minor
post in Hsunchow; but in the reign of Emperor Hsuan
Tsung he was recalled to court as junior tutor to the
crou,n prince. He died at the age of sixty-nine, receiving the titie of high marshal and the posthumous title
Wen-chien. His life appears in the Tang Dynasty IIistory. Niu Sheng-ju was a stubborn character but fond
of supernatural tales. His Accounts of Mysteries and
Monsters in ten books is lost, but we know something of
the contents from thirty-one of these tales included in
lhe Tai-ping; Lt[iscellany. While these are rather simi]ar
to otlier prose romances of the time, Niu made it
quite clear that this was fiction and that readers should
not take it as fact. Writers like Li Kung-tso and Li Chaov,zei displayed thcir brilliance in descriptive passages but
\,vere

loath

1.o

admit tha{ these accounts were imaginary,
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whereas Niu was proud if he could invent plots too, and
would explain ho,rz he came to write a story. The following tale is an example.

Af the cnd of the second month of the year 762, Ynan
Wu-yu was travelling alone through the suburbs of
Yangchow. When dusk fel1 a great sto,rm blew urp;
and since there had been fighting in these parts and
most of the inhabitants had fled, he sought shelter in
an emply cottage by the roadside. Soon the rain stopped and a crescent moon appeared. He was sitting by
the north window when he heard footsteps in the west
corridor and saw four men in the rrroonlight, all dressed
in some antiqu"e fashion, who were chatting and jestirrg to their hearts' content as lhey composed poems
together.

One of them said: "Tonight there is something of
autumn in the air with this fine breeze and moonlight. We must write poems to express our feelings."
Since they chanted aloud, Yuan could hear them
distinctly.
The ta1l man started:
"The songs I sing are loud and clear;
My siiks washed snowy white-"

Then the stocky fellow in black chanted:
"'II-re company at night is good,
I hold the torches bright."
A thir:d man, also short and in shabby light brown
clclthes, continuied:
"At dawn cool water from the vrell
\Mith roPc of stra'.v I drarnr""
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The fourth man in black chanted:
"I heat the water ti1l it boils,
And ever crave for more."

Yuan felt no fear of these four nen, nor did they
notice the presence of a stranger. The praise they
Iavished on each other outdid even Yuan Chi's1 selflaudatory poems. Just before dawn they retired, and
when Yuan looked for them he found in the hall an
old pestle for pounding clothes, a lampstand, a wooden
bucket and a cracked pot. These, he realized, were
the four men.
When Niu Sheng-ju was at court he had a rival in Li
Teh-yu, and the factions of these two ministers '*.arred
against each other. Since Niu was fond of writing, Wei
Kuan, one of Li's prot6g6s, wrote A Tqle oJ Ch.ou and
Chin, attributing it to Niu to involve him in trouble. In
this story the writer fails in the examination and is on
his way back to Honan when night overtakes him at the
foot of Mingkao Mountain, and he loses his way. FIe
spends the night in the temple of a Han empress, feasting with empresses and imperial concubines of the Han
and Tang dynasties. The Han empress asks who the
present ruler is, and he tells her: "The eldest son of
the last emperor."
Lady Yang says with a laugh: "So the son of that
woman Shen is emperor? Fantastic!"
After composing poems, he shares the couch of Lady
Chao-chun of the Han court, leaving at darvn the next
day. "And what happened after that we do not know."
| 210-263. Famed for eighty-two poems which he r,vrote to express his thoughts.
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Li Teh-yu then spread the lumour that Nir-r's namc
had appeared in certain oracles and his tales of marl'els
were written to overawe people, whiie this romance in
which he mixed with imperial concubines and empl'essL's
was meant to prove that he was no ordinary man. "Ele
dares even deride the emperor by calling him 'the son
of that woman Shen,' referring to the last empress as
'woman'! This outrageous insult to His Majesty sends
shivers down ottr spines l" I-i asserted that either Niu
vrould turn traitor himself or his descendants would do
so. "The whole clan, young and old, must be wiped
out to uphold justice and malie the state seclrre." This
is the most extraordinary instance of at'racking an enemy
through fiction; but Li's scheme fell through.
Since Niu was a competent writer and high official,
his work was well known and widely imita'r.ed. Li Fuyen wrote lWare About i\[.ysteries and Malsters in [en
books divided into two parts: one on magic, the other on
divine retribution. I{sueh Yu-ssu wrote Tales of Hot'ung
in three books, also concerning miracles and supernatural
happenings, and claiming in its pleface to be a secluel
to Niu's work. Records oJ a Pulace Chamber in ten
books, dealing with fairies and ghosts, rvas l-.1' Chang Tu,
a relatjve of Chang Tsu and one of Niu's gi'andsons, wlq
carried on his grandfather's tradition.
The Tuyang Mr,scellany by Su Ngo of Wukung relates
happenings in the Tang dynasty, with the emphasis olt
strange and rare objects from distant lands. Kao Yenhsiu, whose pseudonym was Tsan-1iao-tzu, wrote the
Forgotten History oJ the Tang Dynasty, rvhich should be
considered as fiction of a slightly different type, for
though it has some tales based on fact it deals mostly
with dreams and fairies. Kang Pien's Free ?alk was
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more conceu-red with worid.ly affairs, Sun Chi's Record
oJ the Courtesans' Quarters was dcvoted to singsong
girI.s, Fan Shu's Yunhsi MiscelLantT consisted mainly of
poerrn. Though thcse collections deal more with human
beings than with the supernatu,.r'a}, the authors were
auxious to tell good stories and wrote carefully in the
tradition of the Tang prose romances. Pei l{sing's
Strange Tal,es is a work on faii,ies and miracles in somewhat flowery language" Pei Hsing served as a secretary
under Kao Pien the vice-military govelrnor of l{uainan,
who consoled hirnself with magic and alchemy when his
ambitions were thwarted and died. in a local rebellion.
This work may have been wriften at I(ao's instigation.
The well-knov,rn story of Nieh Ying-niang's defeat of the
assassin Kung-kung-erh comes from this collection. After
this tale was included in Stoyies oJ Famous Swordsrnen
of the Ming dynasty, a work attributed to Tuan Chengshih, it became widely known and evcn now writers still
refer to it.
Tuan Cheng-shih, a native of Lintzu in Chichow, was
the son of the prime rninister Tuan V,/en-chang. Thanks
to his father's position he becarne an imperial editor, then
prefect of Chichow. In the middle of the ninth century
he returnei to the capital to tai<e up the post of Junior
Master of Ceremony, dying in 863. His family had a
Iibrary o[ rare books and he was widely read, erudite,
well-versed in Buddhist 1ore. As a youth he loved hunting and enjoyed liierary fame. His writings, both profound and versatile, were highly regarded. IIis Record
Durirug OfJice at Lrding in two books is 1ost, but his
Yuyang MiseellanE in twenty books divided into thirty
sections is stil1 extant. There is also a s,.-quel to this in
ten books. The contents include anecdotes from rare
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bcoks or tales of miracle,s, and there are differer-rt heaclings in the manner of an encyclopaedia for fairies, Budc.lhist k-,r:e, spirits, animals, plants and so forth. This form
plobably originated n'ith Chang Hua's Records o{ Strange
Tkings, but this was the lir:st use of it in the Tang dynasLy'
The different sectio,ns have separale titles which are
somewhat archaic and obscure. Thus the section on
magic is callecl "'Ihe Pitcher Man," that on Buddhist
lore "The Pattt'a," that on bur.ials "The Necropo is," and
that on ttre supei'natural "The Nokao."1 T'he tales are as
btzarre and archaic as, the titles'
Chi of Flsia was the Bright Lord of the East, King
Wen the Bright Lord o[ the West, the Duke of Shao
the Bright Lord of the South, Chi Cha the Bright LorC
of the North; these in the four -seasons ruled over the
ghosts of the four o,uarters. Those most loyal and
pious become lorcis underground after death; after one
hundrecl and forty years ihey learn how to become
immortals, apprehending the Great Truth. Those wilh
the highest virtue receive afler death a mandate fror-n
the Three Of iices to rule underground; after a thousand years they turn into the Five Divine Emperol:s,
after another one thousand and four hundred years
they rnay wander in heaven as immortals in the Nine
Palaces.

(Book

2)

Five signs presage the birth into Heaven: f irst, Iight
rvhich clothes the body without any garment; secondly,
a desire engendered by the sigl-rt of things; thirdly,

frailty; {ourthly, doubt; fifthly, fear.

1

A summons to the spirits oI the

dead.

(Book

3)

At the beginning of our

dynast5z the monk Flsuan
Tsang journeyed to India to seek Buddhist sutras and
was held in high esteem by the men of the Western
Regions. I once encountered a Japanese monk, Chinkang-san-mei, who told me that he had made the pilgrimage to centrai India and in the monasteries there
seen paintings of Hsuan Tsang wilh his hempen sandals,
his spoon and chopsticks; and these were mounted on
coloured clouds inasmuch as they were unknown in
the west. On feast days men worshipped these.

(Book

3)

The Holy Master Chang, whose name was Chang
Chien or Tzu-ko, was a native of yuyang. I{e was a
disreputable vagabond in his youth. Once he caught
a white sparrow ,,vith his net and taking a fancy to
the bird he kept it till in a clream he saw that Holy
Master Liu was angry, threatening to ki1l him. But
the white sparrow always gave him warning, so that
Chang was preparecl beforehand and came to no harm.
Then IJoly Master Liu came down from heaven to see
him and Chang entertained him to a great feast during
which he secretly rode off in Liu,s carriage with white
dragons, brandishing the whip as he went up to heaven.
Liu mounted another. dragon to give chase but he could
not overtake hirn. When Holy Master Chang reached
the heavenly palace, he changed all the officerl, closed
the North Gate, made the white sparrow a high minis_
ter and noble, and put an end to tl-re breed of sparrows
on earth. Holy Master Liu, having lost his place,
wandered through the Five HoIy Mountains wreaking
destruciion, until in dismay Chang appointed him
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governor of Taishan, in charge of the reco,rds of trren's
life and death.
(Book 14)

During the Ta Li period (766-779) a scholar whose
cottage was at Weinan died of disease in the capital,
By the
and his wife Liu lived on in the cottage.
time she had sacrificed to her husband dusk fell, and
Liu was sitting outside to enjoy the co,ol of the evening when a wasp began to circle her head. As she
struck it with her fan, it fell to the ground and turned
into a walnut. She picked it up and played with it
till it began to grow: first it was as large as her fist,
then the size of a bowl. She watched, startled, while
it became as big as a plate; but then with a crash it
broke into two parts which whirled in the air with a
noise lil<e a swarm of bees. Suddenly the two halves
clapped together on her head. Her skull was crushed,
her teeth were imbedded in a tree. The thing flew
away, and none knows whet it was..
(Book 14)

A section relating to disfigurement is called "The
Tattoo" anothcr on keeping falcons is headed "The Vulture." A section in the sequel entitled "Criticisms" contains some researches, while "Pagodas" deals with
monasteries. Since Tuan touched on so many topics,
there is much that is unusual and interesting in his work,
which was not only well regarded by scholars but enjoyed the same popularity as other prose romances.
Tuan Cheng-shih was a good poet too, but his poems
are abstruse and mannered like his prose. He was one
of the three leaders of a school of poetry, known as the

"Three Sixteens Style,"l the other two being \Men Tingyun of Chi and Li Shang-yin, alias Li Yi-shan, o,f Honei.
Wen Ting-yun also lefl th.ree books of fi.ction calied i{orz
Sun, Tzu, some quotations from which can be found in
the Tat-ping Miscellany: but these are brief anecdotes,
sketchily written and lacking in interest, quite unlike his
highiy ornate and colourful poetry. We do not knolv
whether Li Shang-yin wrote any fiction or not. The
MiscellanE of Yr.-sltan, which is not listed in the bibliographical section o,f the Tang DynastE HistorE, was
thought by Chen Chen-sun of the Sung dynasty to be
the work of Li Shang-yjn. This contains topical sayings
and colloquial jests arranged under different headings.
Though the contents are trivial they shed a certain light
on Tang society; thus the book serves for more than entertainment.
Desecrati,on:
The announcement of an officiai's approach
under the pines

,

Tears shed while rvatching flowers
Mats spread on moss
Willo',vs cut down
Breeches sunned under blossoming trees

Heavy loads carried on spring excursions
Horses tethered in a rock garden
Bonfires lit by motrnlight
A general on foot
Storeyed pavilions by a hill
Vegetables in an orchard

Poultry in a garden

lTuan Cheng-shih, Wen Ting-yun, and Li Shang-yin, poets of
the la,;e Tang dynasty, were all sixteenth in sequence among the

sons in their family, hence the name of the school.
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Bad Form:
To wrangle with fellow guests
To upset the table when a guest
To sing love-songs in the presence of one's
father and mother-in-Iaw
To spit chewed meat out on a pLate
To point one's fect at orhers while lying down
To lay chopsticks across a bowl

get drunk

frighten people

After China was united again under the Sung dynasty,
the libraries of different kingdoms were collected together,
and to allay discontent arnong the prominent scholars

Prohibitions:
Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't

11. SUPERNATURAI- TALES AND PROSE
ROMANCES IN THE SUNG DYNASTY

in the dark

harm men in secret
enter a uzidow's house alone
Don't open another''s letter
Don't borrow without the owner's permission
Don't walk alone in the dark
Dor-r't keep bad company
Don't borrow things and keep them for weeks

Towards the end of the ninth century Li Chiu-chin,
magistrate of Lingchin, who was also called Yi-shan,
was writing poems too. As a young scholar he had enjoyed the company of singsong girls ar-rd his name appears in Sun Chi's Record of the Courtesans' Quarters.
He may therefo,re be the author and not Li Shang-yin.
No furthc.r proof of this can be found, however. Later
scholars imitated this style of writing: in the Sung dynasty
there were works of this kind by Wang Chun-yu and Su
Tung-po, and in the Ming dynasty another sequel by
Huang Yun-chiao.

of the former states the government summoned them to
court as highly paid compilers. They produced the ?oiping lmperiol Encyclopo,edi,a, and Choice Blossoms from
the Garden of Literature, eacyt in a thousand books, as
well as the flve-hundred-book Tai-ping MiscellanE contpiled from past works of fictior-r. anecdotes and unofficial
lristories. The compilation of this work started in the
spring of 977 and was completed by the following summer, the manuscript was then sent to the Imperial Bureau
of History and early in 981 was printed; but because
certain ministers argued that this work was not urgently
needed, the printed blocks were kept in Taiching Pavilion
and few Sung dynasty scholars had access to the book.
The Tai,-ping Miscellanu drew on extensive sources, making use of 344 past works; thus many lost volumes of
fiction from the Han and Tsin dynasties down to the
Five Dynasties are represented there. The worl< was
divided into fifty-five sections, some long and some short,
giving us an over-all picture of the types of writing popular in the Tsin and Tang dynasties. It is therefore not
merely a treasure-house of stories but an assessment of
literary trends a1so. Here a.re some of the main sections
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(at the end are nine books of miscellaneous writing rvhich
include Tang prose romances):

Immortals (55 books)
Fairies (15 books)
Monks (12 books)
Divine Retribution (33 books)
Omens (11 books)
Fate (15 books)
Dreams (7 books)
Gods (25 books)
Ghosts (40 books)
Monsters (9 books)
Spirits (6 books)
Incarnations (12 books)
Dragons (8 bool<s)
Tigers (B books)
Foxes (9 books)

The chief compiler of the Tai-ping Miscellany was Li
Fang. Among the twelve others who worked under him
wei:c Hsu Hsuan and Wu Shu, both of whom wrote tales
which have corne down to us. Hsu Hsuan (916-991) from
Kuangtring in Yangchow was a scholar of the Imperial
Academy in the Southern Tang Kingdom, who went to
the new capital when his princ.e surrenclered to the house
of Sung. He servcd as secretary of the imper-ial academy
and court officer, but in 991 he was demoted to the post
of sub-prefect of Chingnan, where he feIl i1l and died
of a chiil at the age of seventy-six. His life is recorded
in the Sung Dynastg History. Before taking up residence
in the Sung capital he had already started wriLing stories
about marvels. Over a period of tvrenty years he wrote
his lnuestigation of SpiriLs in six book.s, containing no

more than 150 tales. When helping to compile the Taiping Miscellany, he wanted to include his own tales but
dared not tal<e this decision himself. He asked Sung Po
to sound out Li Fang, who said: "Of course any tales by
IMr. Hsu must be well worth using." So his writings
were included. They are rather coloulless and flat, however, lacking the old simplicity of the Six Dynasties
lales or the romantic colour of the Tang stories. Early
Sung writers tried to make tales of the miraculous "convincing," and so the decline in this tradition set in.

An otd woman Wang of Kuangling had lain ill for
several days when she suddenly told her son: "After
my death I shall become a cow in the Hao family at
Hsihsi, and you had better buy it. You will know
it by the character 'Wang' on its belly."
Soon she died.
Flsihsi was a place west of Hailing. There a man
named Hao had a cow with white hair forming the
character "Wang" on its belly. The son sought and
found it, bought it for a roll of silk and took it home.
(Book 2)

In Kuachun a flsherman's wife feli i1I of the wastdisease, and as this consumption spread several
people died. One man declared that if a sick person
was nailed up alive in a coffin and abandoned, this
epidemic wouid end. Before long, his own daughter
falling i1l, he nailed her alive in the coffin and put
it in the river. The coffin floated to Chinshan where
a fisherman saw it, wondered what could be in it, and
dragged it ashore. When he opened the coffin, he
found the girl still alive. He kept her in his cottage,
feeding her with fish and eels till she was cured.
ing
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After that she married the fisherman and is alive
this day.

to

(Book 3)

\Mu Shu (947-1002) r.vas Hsu Hsuan,s son-in-Iaw and
a native of Tanyan.g in Junchow. A brilliant youth who
was a rapid writer, he was a governrnent scholar and
compiler of the Southern Tang Kingdom. He went to
the Sung capital when his kingdom fell, became a secretary in the war ministry and died at the age of flfty-six.
His life also appears in the Sung Dynasty History. He
wrote the Record of Strange Men in the yangtse and.
Iluai Riuer Valleys in three books. Twenty-five of these
tales have been collected from the Ming dynasLy yung
Lo Encyclopaedia. They deal rvith gallant men, magicians
and priests, and are filled with descriptions of supernatural events. Tuan Cheng-shih,s yuyang Miscellany
written in the Tang dynasty included a tale about nine
gallant brigairds and their strange adventures; but Wu
Shu was the first to write a book about such strange men;
Iater some Ming dynasty scholars took material from
the Tai-ping Mi,scellany to make Stories of Famous
Su;ordstnen,
passing it off as an original y7e1ft
which
- this fashion that from
- to the
so encouraged
that time
present day there has been a spate of stories about
swordsmen and their miraculous feats.
When Cheng Yu-rven servcd as a staft officer in Hungchow, the window of his house overlooked the main
street. One day he was sitting at the window just
after rain had left the road greasy with mud, when
along came a tattered urchin selling shoes, and a young
rogue bumping into him knocked his shoes into the

mire.

The small boy begged with tears for some compensation, but the scoundrel refused with an oath.
The boy said: "We have nothing to eat at home
and I was going to se1I these shoes for food, but now
you have dirtied them."
A scholar passing by took pity on the lad and gave
him some money.
The young bully cried angrily: "This boy was begging from me! Can't you mind your own business?"
He swore at the scholar, who looked thoroughly incensed. Admiring the scholar's sense of justice, Cheng
invited him in and, much impressed by his conversation, kept him there for the night. They went on talking that night until Cheng had to go for a while to the
inner apartments; but when he came out the scholar
had disappeared. Though the outer gate was still shut
there was no trace of him.
Soon the scholar returned and said: "I could not
stomach that bully today. I have cut off his head."
He tossed it to the ground.
Cheng was shocked and protested: "The fellow was
offensive, true, but won't you get me into trouble if
you go around cutting off heads and spilling blood?"
"Don't worry," said the scholar. He took out a small
quantity of some drug and smeared it on the severed
head, which he had grasped by the hair. Then the
head changed into water, and he told Cheng: "I have
no way of repaying your hospitality, unless you care
to learn this trick?"
But Cheng said: "With my social position I really
dare not."
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Thereupon the scholar made a deep bow and left,
vanishing tkrough all ihe door,s were still closed and
locked.

Though the Sung dynasty is commonlv spoken of as an
in which Conlucianism was respecled ',vhile Budd-hism
and Taoism were tolerated, the underlying popular belief
was still shamanism. The works of Hsu Hsuan and Wu
Shu vrere followed by much mystical writing about miracles and oracles, books such as Chang Chun-fang,s A
Carriage-Load of Maruels, Chang Shih-cheng's Collection
of Maruels, Nieh Tien's Tracing Maruels, Chin Chaissu's Mdroels in LoEang and Pi Chung-hsum's Leisure
Hours oJ a SecretarE. After Emperor Hui Tsung (11011125) under the influence of the Taoist priest Lin Lingsu set his heart on alchemy and styled himself the True
Lord, the whole empire went in for Taoism, which remained fashionable even after the capitai moved south.
Indeed. when Emperor Kao Tsung (1727-7162) abdicated
in favour of his son, he also took pleasure in tales of
marvels and saints. A Cart-Load of Ghosts in five books
loy Kuo Tuan of Liyang, prefect of Hsinkuo, and ToZes
af Yi Chien in 420 books by Hung Mai of Poyang, an
imperial academician, were evidently presented to the
court. All such works lay stress on speciflc incidents
with little descriptive embetrlishrnent, much in the style
of Hsu Flsuan. Tales of Yi Chien enjoyed a certain fame,
however, on account of the autho:'s prominence and the
size of the book.
I{ung Mai (1096-1175) was a learned and widely read
youth but he kept failing in the government examination
though his brothers passed, not succeeding till he was
fifty. When his father. Hung Hao offended the prime
age
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minister, Hung Mai suffered the consequencers too. becoming a government l.utor in Foochow and later serving iil
ihe ministries of civil office and ceuemony. After carrying ou'i sucr:essful negotiatic.rns with €tnvoys from the
Ciolden Tartars, he went as an etnissary to the Tartars;
br-rt his insistence on etiquette near'Iy resulted in his detention in the north, and upon his return to court he was
reprimanded for faiiing in his mission. I{e became prefect of Chuanchow, Chichow, I(anchow, Wuchow, Chienning and Shaohsing successively. In 1175 he was appointed imperial academician of Tuanming Pa1ace, and
he died that same year at the age of eighty, receiving the
posthumous title of Wen-min (Cultured and Intelligent).
IIis life appears in the Sung Dynasty llistory. Hung Mai
was courageous and of'ren spoke out boldly at court; he
Lrad lvide knowledge, left many writings, and proved the
best scholar of his generation. He compiled Tales of Yt
Clzien in his o1d age for personal pleasure, starting it in
the early sixties of the twelfth century and completing
it about a dozen years Iater. He flrst wrote two hundred
books, then a sequel of a hundred, yet another sequel
of a hundred, and finally twenty books of a third sequel.
So in bulk this work rivals the Tai-ping Miscellatty.
Now oniy the following portions are extant: eighty books
of tLre first part, fifty of the second, a few of the third
series, and two abridged editions in fifty and twenty books.
Sbrange tales should be rare and distinctive, but according
to the author's preface he took a certain pride in quantity and was in such a hurry to finish the work before he
died that he sometimes wrote as many as ten books in
tifiy days. And when he was sent tales from old tomes
occasionally he received
rviLh some slight modiflcations
he included
several volumes of these
them as they rvere

-
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without furl.her editing. Since he airned at quantity he
could not do justice lo these tales of rnarvels. He rvrote
ttrirty-one short prefaces, however, none of them repetitious but all containing original ideas. Chao Yu-shihr
made a summary of these in his lVotes AJter Entet'taininq
Guests, describing them as "unsurpassed"; thus he was
one who appreciated Flung Mai's worth.
There'ur,'ere imitations of Tang dynasty prose romances
too. The Story oj Green Pecrl, wrongJ.y attributed to a
Tang dynasty writer, and The Pntsqte. History of Lady
Yang in two books, were both by Lo Shih of the Sung
dynasty. The bibiiographical section in the Sung
Dynasty History also mentions three other tales by this
author: The Story of the Prince oJ Teng, The Story of
Li Po and Thc Story of Hsu Mai, all of which are 1ost.
Lo Shih (930-1007) was a native of Yihuang in Fuchow
who went to the Sung court from the kingdom of Southern Tang and served as an assistant irnperial editor,
before becoming prefect of Lingchow. After presenting a poem to the court he was appointed an imperial
cornpiler" In all he presented 420 books to the court
dealing with exarninations, acts of piety anri tales of the
supernatural. His appointments included the posts of
imperial editor, compiler of official history, master of
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of Chuchow, Huangchow and Shangchow, and finally a chief editor with honorary titles.
He died at the age of seventy-eight. His life is lecorded
in the Sung D'y'rtasttl Tlistory. Lo Shih was a good
geographer also and he wrote the Tai-ytitlg Geograplti.cal
Record in two hundred books, quoting from over
a hundred sources, including occasional works of
ceremony, prefect

lA scholar o{ the filst }ralf of the ttrirtei'nth century.
Poltrail of Yang Kuej F'ei. By

']Jaug

Yin

(14'i0-1523)
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fiction. The Story of Green Pearl and. The priuate
Hi,storg of Lady Yang are based on material from
historical legends as well as from certain geographical
records. These stories end with a moral like the Tang
romances, but the tone is more strait-laced and solemn,
as was characteristic of Sung scholars. This is most
clearly seen in The Story oJ Green Pearl.
When the Prince of Chao seized power unlawfully,
Sun Hsiu senl msn to Shih Chung to ask for Green
Pearl.

Shih returned the wrathful answer: "Anything else
you could have, but not Green Pearl."
Then Sun slandered Shih so that his whole family
would be wiped out.
When guards came to arrest him, Shih said to Green
Pearl: "This is on account of you."
In tears, Green Pearl replied: "I will show my loyalty
by dying before you."
She threw herself from the pavilion and was killed.
Shih Chung was taken to the east market and executed. Later generations called this pavilion Green pearl
Pavilion; it stands in Pukeng Lane near the Ti Fountain, east of Loyang. Green Pearl had a pupil, Sung
Wei, a dazzling beauty skilled in playing the fIute,
who was later taken to Emperor Ming Ti's pa1ace.t" In
Paichow now is a stream flowing from Shuangchio
Mountain to meet the Yungchow River which is known
as Green Pearl River, just as in- Kueichow there are
Chao-chun Village and Chao-chun Fair, and in Soochow
there are Hsi Shih Valley and Ro,uge Poo1, all named
after famous beauties. At the foot of Shuangchio
Mountain there is also a Green Pearl WelI. According
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to the local elders, those who drink from Lhis weII will
have beautiful daughters; but some wise men in the
villages who believed that no good could come of
beauty, filled it up with big boulders, since when ttre
girls born are beautiful but deformed. Strange indeed
is the effect of natural scenery!.
Later poets wr:iting of girls s]<il1ed in singing or dancing would allude to Green Pear1. . What, pray, is
the reason for this? It is because though she was nothing but an illiterate serving-maid, yet such was her
gratitude to her iord that she cared not for her own
Iife; such was her chastity that she won adrniration and
praise from posterity. The men who enjoy high emoluments and high positions with no sense cf hurnanity
or righteousness, becoming turncoats and changing
masters daily, biind to all but their orrn interest
these men, I say, are inferior in integrity to such a
woman. Is this not sharneful? I have therefore written this story, not simply because of her beauty or as
a warning, but to criticize those who have no sense of
gratitucle and justice.
Later Chin Chun from Chiao County in Pochow also
wrote romances, four of which can be found in .ltlotes
from the Green Latticed Window compiled hy Liu tru
of the Northern Sung dynasty. Chin Chun attempted to
imitate the Tang ciynasty style, but both his manner and
his subject matter are inferior, thouplh occasionally one
comes upon some fine phrase. Most of his stories deal
with the past, and he shows great reluctance to touch on
recent events. 'Ihis was also due to the bigotry of the
literati of the time--Lo Shih was jusb the same. One
of Chin Chun's stories is the Tul"e at Lady Swallor.u, which
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has a preface sa;zing that the manuscript was discovered
iri a broken basket hidden away in a corner of the house
of a farniiy named Li. It te11s how Lady Swallow enters

the Han palace, all that happens til1 she hangs herself
;rncl how through divine retribution she is changed into
n giant tortoise. Ming scholars adrnired this work and
beiievecl it dated from the Han dynasty on account of
such passages as the following: "The orchid-scented bath
rvas full, and the lady seated in it seerned like translucent
jade immersed in a cool spring three feet deep." In the
same way, today, some men take the spurious Secret Tqles
of the Han Pcilace by Yang Shen of the Ming dynasty for

an ancient text. The Priuate Life oJ Lady Swallctw atlribuLed to Ling Hstlan of the Han dynasty tells the same
story but in better language. Two other stories by Chin
Chun are Tate oJ Lt Mountaitr, and Tale oJ the Hot Sprtn,g,
rn hich dea,1 with the scholar Chang Yu who is on his r,vay
back to Chengtu having failed in the examinations when
at the foot of Li Mountain he hears legends about Lady
Yang from the country people. Scme days later he passes
Li Mountain again and dreams that Lady Yang has
sumrnoned him to questiorr him about recent events; she
gives him a bath. and dismisses him the next day. Awakir.:.g from this dream he writes some poems in the stationhouse. After this ire is walking in the country when a
sh.epherd hands him a poem given him by a lady the
previor.ls clay, and this is Lady Yang's reply to Chang's
poems. I'he Singsong Gifl Tan Yi-ko is a story of the
aulhor's orvn time. Tan Yi-ko, a girl from a good family
whicir has met with misfortune, goes to Changsha and
hecomes a singsong girl. She falls in love with Chang
Chen-'r.zu of Juchow, who promises to marry her; but his
rnother forces him to marrv another, Three years Iater
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his wife dies, and since by this time a visitor from Changsha has reproached Chang for breaking faith and praised
Yi-ko's virtue, he ma,rries the singsong girl. Later their
son passes the imperial examinations, yi-ko becomes a

noble lady and they live happily till old. age, blessed
with many descendants. This story plagiarizes p,t"ince
HuJo's Daughter by Chiang tr'ang, giving it a happy encling.
The author of Forgotten Tctles of tlte Tq, yeh peri,od
(605-617) is unknown, but the work has been attributed
to Yen Shih-ku of the Tang dynasty. Another name for
it is Forgotten Tales of the Sui DynastE. A postscript
says that it was discovered towards the middle of the
ninth century in a pavilion of Wakuan Monastety in
Shangyuan under the title Records of Southern Beauti,es,
and it consisted of certain records 1eft out of the Sui
Dynasty History; but since the manuscript was unfortunately mutilated, the editor had to revise it before
publication. No name is appended to this postscript,
which is in fact by the author of the book. .Ihe story
starts when Emperor Yang Ti of Sui decides to visit yangchow and orders General Ma Shu-mo to build the Grand
Canal. It goes on to describe the scenes of dissipation
during the journey, the building of the labyrinth and the
emperor's o,rgies there, which make his subjects begin to
set their hopes on the Prince of Tang. Later yuwen
Hua-chi plots revolt and obtains the emperor,s permission to give the government slaves freedom. So the
revolt breaks out. The narrative is somewhat, involved
and much of it is not authentic history, but the style is
pleasing and a number of the episodes quite charming.
Then another attendant was sent from Changan for
the imperial retinue. This'aras Yuan pao-erh. a slender
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girl of fifteen with delicate features, to whom the em-

peror grew much attached. One day a rare flower was
presented from Loyang called Welcome-the-ImperialCarriage, for, coming from some vaIley of Mount Sung
it originally had no name. This, then, was presented
to the emperor.
The emperor bade Pao-erh take this flower in her
hand and styled her the "Mistress of Flowers.,, yu
Shih-nan was beside Lhe emperor at the time, drafting
an edict for the northeast expedition, ar-rd pao-erh
stared hard at him for many minutes together. The
emperor said to Yu;
"When I read in old records that Lady Swallow was
so light that she could dance on a man's palm, I thought
you writers must be guilty of exaggeration, for such
a thing was impossible. But since getting pao-erh,
I know that it is quite true. What an odd child she
is
Iook at the way she is watching you now! you
- quick with your
are
pen: write something to tease
her!"
Obeying the royal command, Yu wr:ote:
Learning to paint, she mixes the wrong colours,
Sweet fool with her drooping sleeves!
The emperor is touched by her artlessness;
NIay she al'nvays, flower in hand, attend his carriage!
The emperor was delighted. . . .
As a result of the dissipated life he led, the emperor suffered from strange hallucinations. Once at
Cock Tower on Lord Wu's estate he thought he saw
the last king of Chen.
There were several dozen
dancing girls in attenda,nce, one of them more beautiful
than the rest, and the emperor could not take his eyes
off her.
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The last king of Chen said: "Don't you know this
girl, Your Majesty? This is Li-hua. I remember sailing north with her in my battleship past Peach Leaf
Mountain. She is stitl unhappy to recall how she was
trying out a pen at Lingchun Pavilion, in the middle
of writing a reply on red silk to Chiang Chung's poem,
when General Han Chin-hu galloped up on his black
char"ger at the head of thousands of men in armour alld
gave us no quarter. So all our misfortunes came
a-bout."

Li-hua offered the emperor newly brewed wine in
a green conch, and the emperor was very merry. But
when he asked her to perform her famous Dance of
Flowers in the Backyard, she told him she was out
of practice and that since wrenching her back by throwing herself into the well she could no longer sway as in
the old days. When the emperor insisted, however,
she slowly rose and danced one measure.
The last king of Chen asl<ed: "How does your Lady
Ilsiao compare u,ith this girl of mine?"
The emperor said: "They are like the orchid in
both flne
spring and the chrysanthemum in autumn
blossoms in their season."
The Opening of the Cano.l also relates how General
Ma Shu-mo is ordered by Emperor Yang Ti to build the
Grand Canal, how he brings sufferings upon the people
by digging up graves, accepting bribes and devouring infants, till finally his cruelty is exposed and he is executed.
The StorE of tlte Labyrinth tells of Emperor Yang Ti's
dissipation in his later years. Wang Yi advises him
earnestly against this life, and he keeps away from his
harem for two days, but flnding time drag he goes !ack;
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then he hears the omen and knows that his dynasty is
doomed. Ta'tes of Seas and lWou,ntqins also deals with
Emperor Yang Ti, describing his birth, the palaces he
builds, the ghosts he sees, his journey to Yangchow, the
advice Wang Yi gives him and so on ti1I his murder.
These three tales resemble Llne Forgotten Tales of the
Sui Dynasty, except for a greater wealth of detail, br-rt
Lhe language, interspersed with colloquialisms, is less
distinguished. Since the last tale was included in Liu
Fu's lVoles from, the Green I'atttced. Wtndotn, it must
obviousiy date from the Northern Sung period, and no
doubt this is true of the two others. In the present text
the author's name is given as Han Wo of the Tang dynasty,
but this attribution was made by Ming scholars. Men do

not like to live under a dissipated and extravagant ruler,
but they like to talk about him; so the Tang dynasty people enjoyed discussing Emperor Ming Huang and the Sung
dynasty people Emperor Yang Ti. Later Lo Kuan-chung
of the Ming dynasty combined these stor:ies to make the
Romance oj the $vx artd, Tang Dynasties, which was rewritten by Chu Jen-hu of the Ching dynasty.
The Story of LedE Mei" is by an unknown author. I
suspect it originated because someone saw a painting of
a beautiful tady holding a spray of plum blossom and
attributed it to Lhe reign of Emperor Ming Huang. It
relates that a girl cal1ed Tsai-ping is chosen for the imperial palace, bu-t Lady Yang grows jealous and has her
ciismissed. Then An Lu-shan's rebellion breaks out and
she is killed in the fighting. A postscript to this work
says that the manuscri.pt was written in 848 and preserved in the collection of Chu Tsan-tu till the editor and

Yeh Meng-tehl discovered it. The author of the postscript is nameless, but he was the forger of this manuscript.
Sjnce he claimed to live at the same time as yeh Mengteh, this work must date from near the end of the Northern Sung dynasty. In certain modern editions the
author's name is given as Tsao Yeh of the Tang dynasty,
but this again was inserted by some Ming dynasty man.
rA noted scholar anrl high official at the begirrning
of the
twelfth century

72" STORY-TELLERS' PROMPT-BOOKS
THE SUNG DYNASTY

OF

The tales of the supernatural by Sung dynasty scholars
were flat and insipid, while their longer prose romances
usually avoided contemporary topics and dealt with the
past; they were neither good imitations of earlier works
nor yet original taIes. Among the townsfolk, however,
a new form of literature appeared: stories wriLben in the
vernacular which are close to modern short stories.
Stories written in the vernacular did not or.iginate in
the Sung dynasty. During the reign of Kuang Hsu (187bi90B) in the Ching dynasty, some o1d scrolls were discovered in the Thousand-Buddha Caves at Tunhuang,
most of which were taken to England or France, the remainder going to the Peking Library. These scrolIs,
stored at the beginning of the Sung dynasty, were mostly
Buddhist canons, though some were tales in the vernac.ular which had been transcribed at the end of the Tang
dynasty or during the period of the Five Dynasties. The
Tang Em,peror's Visit to th.e Nether ReEions, The Fili,ctl
Son Twnq Yung and The Story af Cltin Hu are now in the
British lVluseum; Wu Tzu-hsu Goes to the State oJ Wu
is in the possession of a collector in China. Not having
seen these myself, I cannot compare them with the later
stories. My guess is that this literary genre arose for
two purposes: entertainment and religious teaching, especialiy the latter. Thus all those tales just mentioned include religious admonitions, and in the Peking Library we
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find popular versions of such Buddhist sutras as the
Vimaiq.Icirti.-nirdesa and the Sttdclharma-pundarika as
well as stories oI Sal';yamuni,'s ,4tta,in'tneni of tsuddhatrcod
and )Waudgalyayana's Descent to IleLL.
The beginning and the end of The Tang Em,peror's Visit
to the Nether Regions have been lost; only ihe middle of
the story remains. This tells how Emperor 'Ia,i Tsung's
spirit was haled before the judge of HelI for fratricide.l
Hushing up the mistakes of the reigning house was not
common before the Sung dynasty, yet this legend, which
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Plince oI Luling, in older to give the throne to her
nephew Wu San-ssu. The prime minister Ti Jen-chieh
advised her against this nine times, tilI finally the empress changed her mind and recalled the crown prince.
Since this tale begins with an inscription on a stone tablet
erected in commemoration of Ti Jen-chieh, Duke of
Liang, written by tr'an Chung-yen when he was sent to
Poyang in 1033, it must date from after that year.

At midnight Empress Wu had another drearn: She
was playing chess with the Heavenly Maid and her king
kept being checkmated so tha't she was beaten again
and again. She woke up much afraid. The next morn-

casts aspersions upon a Tang dynasty empet:or, must have

been written during the Tang dynasty. Here is an extract:
Tl-re officer vzas too embarrassed to give his name.
"Come closer!" o,rdered the emperor.
Then he muttered in a low voice that his name w-as
Tsui Tzu-yu.
"f'll remember that," said the emperor.
The officer sent an attendant to take the emperor
to the gate of the court, and the attendant said: "Wait
here, Your Majesty, while I go in and tell the judge
to come." He went inside and bor,ved. "Your Honour,
the King of Hell ordered me to bring the emperor's
living spirit here for judgement. He is outside now:
I have not brought him in yet."
The judge hastily stood up.
Another Sung dynasty tale in the vernacular, The Nine
Admonitions of t'h,e Duke oJ Liang, is couched in language
as crude and simple as the last. It tells how Empress
Wu (684-704) deposed the crown pr:ince, making him the
lBefore coming to the throne, he had quarrelled w,ith his

brothers and killed thern.

.

ing when she held court she asked her ministers the
meaning of this dream. Ti Jen-chieh said: "This dream
bodes no good for our empire. Your Majesty dreamed
that you were playing chess with the Heavenly Maid
and that you kept being checkrnated and lost the game.
If the king is checkmated, it means he is no,t in his rightfu1 place" I.Iow the crown prince has been banished to
Fangchow, hundreds of miles away. This is what the
chess game meant. This is why you had this dream.
I beg Your Majesty to make the prince your heir. To
choose Wu San-ssu is.not right."
("The Sixth Admonition")

t}.rt when we look at the vernacular tales that have
dlifer from
moral
late
Tang
dynasty;
the sermons and
tales of the
in
fact they developed from the sLory-te1lers' scripts used
in the amusement parks, for strange taies old and new
were told in the Tang dynasty too. Tuan Cheng-shih
says in his Yuycng Miscellany: "At the end of the Tai
corne down to us from the Sung dynasly, they
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I{o period (827-835) I went to a place of entertainment
on my brother's birthday, and there was a storyteller. ." Li Shang-yin also writes in one of his
poems:
Some joke about Chang Fei's beard,
Some about Teng Ai's stammer.l

Quite like1y stories about the history of the Three Kingdoms were already being told, but further details are
unknown to us. When the Sung capital was Pienliangz
and there was abundance and general prosperity, many
forms of popular entertainment were known, including
variety shows in the market-places where story-telling
flgured. Story-tellers specialized in different types of
tales. According to Meng Yuan-lao's Reminiscences oJ
the Eastern Capital,s there were hsr,ao-shuo, ho-sheng,
jokes, stories of the Three Kingdoms and stories of the
Five Dynasties. After the Sung capital moved south to
Hangchow the same fashion persisted. Wu Tzu-mu in his
Reminiscences of Hangchoraa says that stories were divided into four groups: "Story-tellers rely on their eloquence.
There are four schools, each w'i.th its own traditions:
hsoao-shuo or gim-tzu-erh are stories of romantic 1ove,
tales of the supernatural, historical legends, accounts of
law-courts and detection, of sword-flghts, contests with
clubs or of the vicissitudes of fortune.
Stories o1d
and new flow from the story-tellers' lips as smoothly as
running water. Then there are Buddhist tales, and relirCharrg Fei and Teng
of the Th.ree Kingdoms.

Ai were famous generals in the

Romance

2Prcscnt-day Kaifeng.

3Written
aWritten

in 1147.
in the second half of the thirteenth

gious dialogues . . as well as popular Buddhist sermons.
Historical romances tell of the rise and fall of dynasties,
of battles or events in the Han or Tang dynasties. The
h,o-sheng deal with particular persons or things. Naiteh-weng in his lVotes of the Chief Sights in the Capitall
describing Hangchow in its heyday, also spoke of four
groups of stories: hsiao-shuo, Buddhist lore, historical
romances and ho-sheng. Ile divided h,sr,ao-sl'"uo into tales
of romantic love and the supernatural, stories of Iawcourts, detection, athletic contests and changes of fortune,
and accounts of battles and wars. The four categories
of stories mentioned by Chou Mi in his ?oles of the Old
Capito,l2 are slightly different again. He speaks of historical ta1es, Buddhist legends, romances and jokes, but
not of ho-sheng. He also rnentions that the story-teIlers
had their own gui1d. Frorn this we can see that storytellers were divided into different categories and that
they had an organization to help them to improve their
craft.
Though story-tellers had to rely on their ingenuity
and ready wit, they also, had prompt-books known as
ltua pen to fall back on. Wu Tzu-mu describes the scripts
of historical rornances as "a medley of fact and fiction." He also said, "The story-tellers relate events of
past dynas,ties and in no time at all make up a story."
Nai-teh-weng says lr]ore or less the same. We kn,ow
from this that the historical romances were half true
and half imaginary, while the story-telling was just
spinning yarns, as long as the stories Were compact and
l Written in 1235.
2 Written towards the end of the thirteenth century, u,hen the

century.

Sung dynasty had faIlen.
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swift-moving. Popular Tal,es of the Fiue Dynastr,es and
Popular Stories of the Capital follow these two traditions.
Popular Tales oJ tlte Fiue Dynasties are historical romances which must belong to the category "Stories of
the Five Dynasties" mentioned by Meng Yuan-Iao. This
work devotes two books to each of the tr'ive Dynasties:
Liang, Tang, Tsin, Han and Chou. Each tale opens with
a poem, the story follows and another verse ends the
whole. The first tale about the Later Liang dynasty (907923) opens with a summary of history from the earliest
timc's, relating the rise and fal1 of different dynasties.
It also contains the idea of divine retribution.
Long years the dragons and tigers fought,
In the Five Dynasties: Liang, Tang, Tsin, Han and Chou;
States rose and fell as candles gutter out in the wind,

In swift suscession sovereigns lost their thrones.

After the primeval chaos was Jirst divided and knowl'edge spread, Fu Hsi made the trigrams and invented
writing, the Yellow Emp,eror ruled with little effort
Then all the
and the world becarne civilized.
barons obeyed him save only Chih Yu and the Fiery
Emperor who harried the barons. So the Yellow Emperor Ied the barons and raised a great army. . . He
slew the Fiery Emperor, captured Chih Yu, and pacified
all nations,. Thus the Yetlow Emperor was the first
to slaughter men and to teach the use of arms.
Then King Tang set upon King Chieh,l King Wu upon
King Chou.2 These were subjects who killed their
Iiege lords and usurped their rea1m, and in this they

were guilty of a crime. Later, when the Chou dynasty
was in decline, the barons grew powerful; and in the
two hundred and forty years of the Spring and Autumn
Periodl many subjects kilted their masters, many sons
their fathers. Then seeing that morality and law
were forgotten, the sage Confucius wrote without reserve the book cailed the Sgring and Autumtn Annals,
praising the good and condemning evil men. Ttrus
Mencius said that after Confucius wrote the Annals, all
traitors and villains trembled. Then there came Liu
Chi, the First Emperor of Han, who took the realm from
the Emperor of Chin by no act of treason:
Grasping three feet

The last king of thc Hsia dynasty.

2

The last king of the Shang d).nasty.

steel,

After Liu Chi ki1led his rival Hsiang Yu and founded
the empire o,f Han, he grew suspicious of his three best
supporters, Han Hsin, Peng Yueh and Chen Hsi, and
had them kitled. Then, wrongly slain, they appealed
to the Heavenly Emperor, and Heaven took pity on them
because they had been slaughtered though innocent,
and decreed that their spirits should be born again as
three heroes. Han Hsin's spirit went to the family of
Tsao and became Tsao Tsao, Peng Yueh's spirit went
to the family of Sun and became Sun Chuan, while
Chen Hsi's spirit went to the imperial house and became
Liu Pei. These three carved up the Han empire between them
and the story of their three states
was known as the HistorE of Three Kingdoms.
The story-teller proceeds from the Tsin to the Tang
then to the rebellion of Huang Chao (BZO-BB4)

dyr-rasty,
1

of gleaming

He conquered all the land!

r722-48I B.C.
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and Chu Wen's establishment of the Later Liang dynasty.
The second parL is missing, but the story should conclude
with the end of that dynasty. Certain parts of lhe narrative are longer and more detailed than others. The narrator's treatment of important historical events is rather
summary, but minor incidents are elaborated. For the
reader's entertainment, he introduces parallel cases, short
verses and jokes. Here is the passage describing how
Huang Chao, having failed in the examinaLion. joins Chu
Wen and some other briganCs and goes to rob the Ma
family in Hou Family Village:

Huang Chao said: "When we go to rob them, you
I have a sword called Sangmen which
given
me by Heaven: rvhen I draw it, no one can
was
resist me." So they left. On their way was a great
peak known as Hanging Sword Peak, which took half
a day to climb-a towering mountain! Its foothills
stretched out to the corners of the earth and its top
reached up to heaven ! Old grey elms brushed the infinite sky, one Ione1y pine rose sheer to pierce the
azure; the rnountain pheasant contended with the cock
of the sun, the Milky Way flowed into the mountain
brook, the spray of the waterfall mingled with the rain
and rugged crags jostled the ciouds. You want to know
how high it was?
Some years ago a woodcutter
need do nothing.

Was cUmbing there and fell;
He hasn't reachecl the bcttom yet,
As far as I can tell!

When Huang Chao and his three brothers had crossed this high mountain, they saw Hou Famih,r Village
in the distance. What a fine village tirat was! The

rocks reached up to the clouds and the hills came dorvn

to the streams, 'reeping willows kry the d)rke swept
over the bridge in the breeze and wild flowers by the
roadside gleamed in the sun above the loirely ford!
When the four brothers saw that the village was little
more than a mile away and it was barely noon, they
went into the woods to rest, meaning to go to Ma's
house that evening.
We do not knor,v how many volumes Popul,ar Stories of
Ithe Capital originally had, for today only Book 10 to
Book 16 are available. Each book contains one story, and
these are The Jad.e Badhisattua, The Monk's PoenL, Ghosts
of the Western Hill, The Honest Clerl<,, The Dismr,ssed
Pritne Mtni,ster, FiJteen Strings oJ Cushr and The Double
Mirror. Each is a complete story with a beginning and
an end which can be read at one sitting, just as describecl
in Wu Tzu-mu's Reminiscences. Most of the stories were
based on recent events or earlier tales, and though their
main purpose was to entertain they pointed a moral too.
They usually start with a preamble or short tale before
embarking on the maln story. Io The Jade Bodhtsattua,
for example, to lead up to the Prince of Flsienan's excursion to see the spring sights, the story-teller quotes
about a dozen verses:
The surrny hills are pleasing to the eye,
From sandy shores the homing geese take flight;
Outside the Eastern Gate the flowers spring,
The southern fields turn emerald overnight.
Before crows nest on poplars by the dyke,
To feast my eyes on hills in spring I come;
1

Translated and published

Press, Peking, 1957.
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It would be wrorig to blame the wii'rd or rain,
Ibt spring must vanish though we kncw not why;

The apricots are no. in blossom yet,
But crimson pelals flutljer from the plum.

This poem on the countryside in earl;r spring is not
Sti1l, none
as good as this verse on rnid-spring
by
lines
written
the
can
with
compare
of these three
and
knew
petals
off
blown
Wang An-shihl when he saw
that it was the wind that drove spring away:
The wind in spring maY chuckle,
The wind in sPring maY frown;
It coaxes buds to oPen,
And then it blows them dourn.

But Su Tung-po denied that the wind was to blame:
it was the spring rain that drove the spring away.
Before the shower the trees w-ere bright rvith
flowers,
The shower has passed, but now no flowers abide;

Across the wal] flit butterflies and bees
Can spring be hiding on the other side?

-

Chin Shao-yu blamed neither the wind nor the rain,
but said spring slips away with the wiilow catkins:
When April comes the spring must go,

Off catkins float or sink to r-est;
The fickle catkins wiII not grieve,
One flutters east, another west.
According to Wang Yen-sou, though it was not the
fault of the wind or the rain, nor of the willolv catkins,
the butterflies, the orioles, the cuckoos or the swallows;
for as soon as ninety days w'ere up it was time for
spring to depart.
lPrime minister during the reign of Emperor Shen 'Isung
(1068-1085). He enforced a number of reforms to strengthen the
governme'nt's authority, but these endetl in failure.

No'..rr fade the red cheeks of the tiny plum,
'lheir small beaks gold no more, you,ng surallows fly;
Now cuckoos cry and blossoms drift a'"vay,
While silkworrns glut themseives on mulberry leaves;

And as spring vanishes, no man knows where,
Beside the lonely stream the poet grieves.

Why do I quote this poem about spring's departure?
Dur:ing the Shao Hsing period there lived in Hangchow, the southern capital, a certain Prince of Hsiena_n,
a native of Yenan and the military'governor of three
garrison areas. One day, observing that spring r,vas
nearly over, he took his womenfolk out to enjoy the
scenery.

Such prefaces, using poems or anecdo es, are different
from those of the historical romances which start with
the beginning of history; but whether these introductions resemble the main story or are entirely dissimilar,
they usually deal with contemporary events. Those that
differ from the main story afford a contrast, while those
that are similar give a foretaste of what is to come, Ieading suddenly to the main narrative and making the gen-

eral purport clear from the start. This is probabl;r what
Nai-teh-weng and Wu Tzu-mu referred to in their accounts. These preambles were known as "triumphant
beginnings," the word "triumphant" being used because
most of the audience were soldiers: the stories were nol
told to members of the court. The form resembles that
of the Popular Tales of the Fi,ue Dynasti,es in so far as
minor episodes are elaborated, but greater detail is given"
Ghosts of the Western Ilill describes how a scholar named
Wu is deceived by ghosts and everyone he meets is a
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ghost. This is based on a tale in an earlier collection of
ghost storics, An Assembly of Ghosfs, but it is told v'rith
a greater wealth of minute particulars than even the later
romances of the lvIing and Ching dynasties. Here is o'ne
example:

Fortunately, after he had kept school for a year, all
the families in that street sent their children to him
and he made quite a comfortable living. One day as
he was teaching he heard the bell above his black doorcurtain ring and someone walked in. It was no other
than his old neighbour Mrs. Wang, who had moved
away ten years ago. The woman was a go-between,
living by that Profession.
Wu greeted her, saying: "I haven't seen you for a
long time, ma'am. Where are you living now?"
Mrs. Wang replied: "I thought you miglrt have forgotten me. I am living by the city waII just inside
Chientang Gate."
"How old are You this Year, ma'am?"

"seventy-flve. And

"I am twenty-two."

You?"

"'What, only twenty-two! You look more than thirty'
I dare say your work is very tiring. In my humble
opinion, you need a wife to ]<eep you company'"
Wu said: "I have asked friends several tirnes to
help, but there was no one suitable."
"Well, this is a lucky coincidence, I can teIl you!
I know just the girl for you. She has property worbh
one thousand strings of cash as well as a maid-servant'
And not only is she a beauty but she can play all sorts
of musical instruments, she can write and keep accounts, and she comes from a rich official family. She

refuses to marry anyone but a scholar. Are you interested?"
When \tr/u heard this he was overjoycd. Beaming
all over his face, he said: ,,If I could Iind such a wife
that vrould be wonderful! Vrrhere is she now? .,,

AIter the fall of the Southern Sung dynasty, variety

shows died out and story-telling became less popular too.
But the scripts were 1eft, and later writers who were at_

tracted by them copied their style; so though the later
imitations were not genuine prompt-books, this form of
lil.erature persisted. The later collections include Amaz_
ing Stories, Maktng. the Drunkard. Sober and historical
romances Iike the Rommnce of tlte Stqtes of Eastern Chou
and the Romance oJ the Sui and. Tang DEnasties. Titere
was no longer'a strict division between different forms,
however, but all were known as hsiao-shuo,
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1:]. IMITATIONS OF PROMPT-BOOKS IN THE
SUNG AND YUAN DYNASTIES
The popularity of the stories in the vernacular induced
many writers of that time to imitate them. During the
Northerr-r Sung dynasty Liu Fu compiled two collections
of tales: Notes from the Green Latticed, Wind.ou alnd.
its sequel. Though the language is crude these are not
prompt-books; but each tale has a sub-title in l;he fomr
of a verse like those at the end of Yuan dynasty dramas,
and I suspect that this custom originated with the
prompt-books in the Sung capital. Some written stories
in the Sung dynasty took over the form of the promptbooks, and two of these are stiil extant: Tripitalca's
Search Jor Buddhist, Sutras and Tales oJ the Hswan Ho
Period (1119-1125). Both begin and end with verses,
the narrative is interspersed with verses, and the language is largely colloquial. These are not entirely the
sarne as the prompt-books, however: unlike the historical
romances and tales in the vernacular, these are written
as books and have no story-teller's preamble. Chien
Tsengl in his catalogue of books classed Tates of the
Hsuan Ho Period with such prompt-books as Mother
Lamp-Wick, calling them all chantefables since they
combine verse and prose. But Tales oJ the Hsuan Ho
Period cannot compare with stories like FiJteen Strings
of Cash or The Double Mirror in Popular Staries of the
Capital, which are the work of highly skilled profes-, A bibli"g.apher of the Ching dynasty.

sional story-tellers. Though Tales aJ the Hsuq'n llo
Perioct has 'serse and prose intermingled, it was not told
by a professional story-te1ler but. compiled by patching
up olcl stories based on earlier records and popular'
legends; the form is similar, but this collection lacks
spirit and the language is flat and insipid. Tripitaka's
Seqrch Jor Buddhist S'utros is even more crudely written.

Nevertheless, during this period when the art of storytelling had declined and prompt-books were gradually
turning into written ta1es, these works at least provided

a link with the past.
An o1d three-volume edition of Tripitaka's Search Jor

Rud.clhist Sutras has been preserved in Japan; another
small edition is described in the title as a chantefable,
but the contents are the same. A postscript to this book
says that it was printed by the Chang Family Shop in
Ctrung-wa-tzu, and since this was a Hangchow publisher
in the Sung dynasty the book was considered a Sung
clynasty edition. It is quite possible, however, that the
Chang Family Shop carried on into the Yuan dynasty
and that this book was prin'ued then. There are seventhe earliest knorrun example of ficteen chapters in it
and each contains a number'
tion divided into chapters
of verses. This is why the v.'ork was described as a
chantefable. In both existing editions the first chapter
is missing. 'Ihe second chapter tells how Tripitaka met
Monkey.

At noon one day
The six men set off together.
they met a scholar in wtr-ite coming from the east. This
scholar bowed to the monk and said: "Greetings!
Where are you going? Are you on youl' way to the
Western Paradise to find Buddhist sutras?"
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The master joined his hands together as he answered:

"The people of this eastern land have no Buddliisi
scriptures. Thus I have been ordered to fetch sutras."
The scholar said: "You have already set off twice
to find sutras and met with trouble half way. If you
go again, you will risk a thousand deaths."
"How do you know?" asked the master.
"I am no other than the king of eighty-four thousand monkeys with bronze heads and iron brows who
live in Purple Cloud Cavern on the Mountain of Flowers
and Fruit. I have come to help you get these sutras.
There are a million stages on this journey and you
must pass thirty-six kingdoms, aII beset with danger'."
"This is a rnost fortunate encounter," said the master.
"A11 the men of the eastern land will benefit greatly."
Forthwith he changed the scholar's name to Friar
Monkey, and all seven of them went on the following
day. Monkey made this verse to mark the occasion:
Millions of stages I have passed,
Coming here to assist the great master;
NIy whole heart is set on the faith,

I

shall go with hirn to Western Cock-Claw Mountain.

The master answered with another verse:
'foday I was predestined
To encounter a great saint;

If we meet with devils on our way,
You must use your holy power to protect the faith!
Thanks to Monkcy's magic power they reach the palace

of the god Brahma. There, when Tripitaka has delivered his sermon, he is given a cap that can make its
wearer invisible, a holy wand with a golden ring and
an alms bowl. Then they go back to earth. They pass

Fragrant \Mood Monastery and the perils of Great Serpent Mountain anci Nine-Dragon Pool; but Monkey's
magic enables them to proceed safely. Then the deity
Sandy transforms himself into a golden bridge, they
cross a great river, pass through the Land of the Devil's
Mother and the Land of Women and come to the PooI of
ihe Heavenly Mother. There Tripitaka wants sorne fairy
peaches and asks Monkey to steal them.
The master said: "Today the fairy peaches are r.ipe.
Let us take a few."
Monkey said: "When I was eight hundred years
old I stole ten peaches and was caught by the Heavenly
Mother. For that I was given eight hundred strokes
with an iron rod on the left side and three thousand
strokes on the right, then sent to live in Purple Cloud
Cavern on the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit. Even
now my sides are aching: I certainly won't steal

again.

."

Further on they saw a precipice a hundred bhousand
feet high, with a cavern in the rock four or five li
wide and two unfathomable lakes which stretched for
several dozen Ii
no bird would f1y over them. The
seven of them, sitting
down to rest, raised their heads
to look at the distant precipice where peach trees with
luxuriant Leaves had grown to touch the sky, Iooking
down on the lake.
- Monkey said: "There must be a dozen peaches
there but they are guarded by local d.eities: there is
no way to steal them."
The master said: "You have great magic power,
you are bound to succeed."
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While he was still speaking three peaches dropped
into the lake, and he cried out in alarrn. Monkey said:
"Master, don't be afraid! These are jttst ripe peaches
that have fallen into the water."
Then the master said: "Fetch them here for me to
eat. ."
Monkey struck the rock with his wand and two
young boys appeared, one of whom said he was three
He
thousand years o1d, the other five thousand.
out.
came
struck a few times more till another boy
"How old are you?" asked Monkey.
The boy answered: "Seven thousand."
Then Monkey put down the wand and told the bov
to come and sif on his hand, and he asked the monk
to eat him. The master took fright and wanted to
run away. But Monkey rolled the bov in his hand
and changed him into a date, and this he swallowed.
Upon his return later to the Tang empire, he spat it
out in western Szechuan. A ginseng plant gro\Ms
there to this ver:y day. Then a figure appeared in the
sky who chanted aloud:
Rogue from the Flowel and !'ruit 1\llountain,
You played your tricks here rvhen young;
Now I see you again from the sky
- returned.
The thief who stole the peaches has
TheSz

finally reach India where they obtain 5,400

volumes of Buddhist sr-rtras but fail to get the Prajnaparamit'ra-ltridaga-sutra, which is given them by a
bodhisattva after their r"eturn to Fragrant Wood Monastery. When these seven pilgrims reach China again, the
emperor weicomes them outside the city 6;ate and
Buddhism sprr:ad through all the country. On the fifteenth of the seventh monlh at noon, a lotus barge

descends frcm the Heavenly Palace and Tripitaka rides
on it to the Western Paradise. The emperor gives Monkey
the title of Great Saint of Bronze Sinews and Iron Bones.
Tales of the Hsuan Ho Period used to be attributed to
the Sung dynasty, but in it are quotations fro,rn scholars
whose names seem those of Yu.an dynasty men. This
rvork must either date frorn the Yuan dvnasty or have

been written in the Sung with interpolations added in
the Yuan. If certain of the expressions appear to belong
Lo the Sung dynasty, this may be due to the fact that
much of the work was copied from earlier records and
not written in the author's own r,vords. This book is
divided into two parts, starting with the sage kings yao

;rnd Shun and ending with Emperor Kao Tsung,s
cstablishment of the Southern Sung capital at Linan,

present-day Hangchow. The narrative follows a chronological order like the popular histories, but sections of
other records are embodied ver.batim instead of being

lewritten; thus the style-it is only too apparent-is
not consistent. There are ten sections in all. The first
:rpcaks of tl-re faults of past rulers caused by profligacy,
and serves as a sort of preamble in the sty)e of the Sung
dynasty story-tel1ers. The second describes the troubles
r:aused by Wang An-shih's reforms,l and is typical of the
political diatribes of scholars towards the end of the
Northern Sung dynasty. The third te1ls how Wang Anshih introduced Tsai Ching2 into the government, and
lrow Tung I(uan3 and Tsai Yu4 inspected the frontier. The
I See note on p. 148.
2

He became prime minister under Emperor Hui Tsung

I I 25)"

3

A poll'erful eurnuch in tha reign of Empcror Hui

a'fsai Chir-rg's

son.

Tsr-rng.

(1101-
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first section is written in the vernacular, the second and
third in classical language interspersed with verses. The
fourth section deals with the rebels of the tiangshan
Marshes,l beginning with how Yang Chih tries to sell
his sword and kills a man, and going on to how Chao
Kai steals the presents and persuades twenty men to go
with him to Liangshan to turn rebel, how Sung Chiang
kills Yen Po-hsi and flees to the temple of the goddess,
coming out when the soldiers have left to thank the deity.
With a sudden sound a scroll appeared on the altar.
Sung Chiang unrolling this discovered a Heavenly Writ
containing thirty-six names and a four-line verse:
Conquest by Mountain Wood;
Arms wielded by Water Workers;2
Some day he will become a leader of men;
His fame will spread through the land.

Sung Chiang read this in silence, but thought to
himself: "This obviously refers to my name." Unrolling the scroll further and reading carefully, he saw
the names of thirty-six commanders. What were they?
Wu Chia-liang the Star of Wisdom, Li Chin-yi the Jade
IJnicorn, Yang Chih the Green-Faced Beast, Li Hai the
River-Churning Dragon, Shih Chin the Nine-Coloured
Dragon, Kungsun Sheng the Cloud-Piercing Dragon,
Chang Shun the White Strip in the 'fraves, Chin Ming
the Thunderbolt, Yuan Hsiao-chi the Living King of
HeII, Yuan Hsiao-wu the Year God, Yuan Chin the
1 This refers io the famous peasant revolt suppressed in 1121.
Its story forms the basis of the novel Shui Hu Chuan.
2 Mountain lll and Wood * together approximate to Sung *,
while Water /( and Workers I make Chiang II.

Killer, Kuan Pi-s,heng the Big Sword, Lin Chung the
Leopard l{ead, I"i Kuei the Black Whirlwind, Chai
Chin the Small Whirlwind, Hsu Ning the Golden Lance,
Eagle, Liu Tang the RedHeaded Devil, Tung Ping the Impetuous, Lei Heng the
Winged Tiger, Chu Tung the Fine Beard, Tai Tsung
the Fast Walker, Wang Hsiung the Young Hero, Sun
Li the Sick Hero, Hua Yung the Archer, Chang Ching
the Featherless Arrow, Mu Heng the Irresistible, Yen
Ching the Debonair, Lu Chih-shen the Tattooed Monk,
Wu Sung the Friar, Huyen Cho the Iron Mace, So Chao
the Spearhead, Shih Hsiu the Reckless, Chang Clen
the Fiery Boatman, Tu Chien the Sky-Reacher and
Chao Kai the Heavenly King.
At the end of this list Sung Chiang read: "This
Heavenly Writ is sent down to the thirty-six brave
generals to be commanded by Sung Chiang, Defender
of Justice. Let him spread the virtues of loyalty and
justice and wipe out evil-doers and wicked men!"

Li Ying the Heaven-Smiting

Then Sung Chiang goes with Chu Tung and eight others
1o Liangshan. By then Chao Kai has died and Sung
Chiang is chosen as leader of the rebels.

Each general led his brave men to attack different
districts and counties, burning and ki11ing. They took
trventy-four sub-pref ectures and more than eighty
counties as they advanced in Huaiyang, Chinghsi and
Hopei, robbing and holding men for ransom, and amassing much 1oot.

l-iiral}y Lu Chih-shen and the others join Sung Chiang,
up the required number of thirty-six generals,.

rrriLking
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One day Sung Chiang proposed to Wu Chia-Iiang:
.We have now our full complement of thirty-six
generals. l,et us not f orget how the God of the
Eastern Mountain has protected us, but go and burn
incense there as we pledged." They chose a ciay on
which to set out, and Su-ng Chiang wrote these four
lines for his flag:
Thirty-six we

came,

As twice eighteen we lcavc;
If one is missing,
We shall not retltrn.

So Sung Chiang 1ed his thirty-six generals to present a gold incense-burner to the God of the Eastern
IMountain, fulfilling his pledge. The court was
powerless against him, and had to issue an edict inviting Sung Chiang and his band to come o,vei" Commander-in-chief Chang Shu-yeh, who came of a long
line of generals, came to persuade Sung Chiang and
his thirty-six generals to declare their allegiance to the
house of Sung. Then a1l of them were given honorary
titles and posted as inspectors of different provinces.
So the rebellions in the north, east and west were
pacified. Later Sung Chiang distinguished himself in
made a governor.
the capture of Fang La and
"vas
The fifth section tells how Emperor Hui Tsung visits
the courtesan Li Shih-shih, how Tsao Fu advises against
this, and how Chang Tien-chueh retires. The sixth section deals with the coani.ng of the Taoist priest Lin Lingsu and the miracles which occur after his death. The
seventh section describes the magnificent display in winter during the Lantern FesLival celebrations. Here is
an example of these sections, all of which are written
in the vernacular:

On the eve of the Lantern tr estival in the sixlh year
of the Hsuan Ho period, from a recl cord fastened to
the palace gate a stork flew clown with an edict in its
]:ea.k. An officer t,ook this and unfolcled it to an_
nounce the decree to the populace. Then guards holcl_
ing gilded placards raised a shout and the citizens of
the capital surged forward like clouds or billows, wear_
ing sprigs of plum and willow on their heads. So they
came to Sea-Monste.r Mountain to see the lanterns.
Thr"ee or four officials of noble rank who were above
Ilsuanteh Gate
v,/ere ordered by the emperor to
scatter gold and silver coins for the citizens. yuan
'Iao, the officer in charge of singsong giris, wrote these
verses about this distribution of largesse:
The citizens enjoy the spectacle,
Glad of this peaceful reign and the Lantern Festival;
The green Sea-Ir,lionster l\llountain towers high,
The palace gate is deckeci r,,,ith pearls,
Surely the goddess of the moon has left paradise
And come dor,vn to the world of men.
The rain of mercy descencls,

The emperor looks dcrvn from his balcony,

Golden coins are scattered wide.
Todav the people may jostle and push at will
And the officers ,"vill pardon
Their lack of politeness.

After the scattering of coins the citizens strollecl
through the city which was indeed a spleirdid sight.
Bright lanterns turn the night to day,
While songs and flutes mal<e an eternal spring,
'l'he eighth section in the later half of this work relates
lrrrr,v lhe Golden Tartars transport grain and how ihe
;rlrital is taken by storm. The ninth and tenlh sectio,ns
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deal with the invasion of the Golden Tartars: how they
enter t[e capita), take the emperor and empress to the
north and humiliate them, and then hov,z Emperor Kao
Tsung rnakcs Hangchow his capital. These episodes are
taken from After the trnuasion, Records of Grieuances
and its sequel. These works, which are still extant, were
attributed to Hsin Chi-chi,1 though as early as the
Southern Sung dynasty scholars had pointed out that
they could not be written by this poet. The bock concludes as foilo'ws:
Nolv learned men say that Emperor Kao Tsung lost
two opportunities to regain the northern territor-y. In
the early part of his reign he lost an opportunity because his ministers Huang Chien-shan and Wang Poyen were anxious to keep peace, while during the Shao
Hsing period he lost another opportunity because the
prime minister Chin Kuei was r,vorking for the enemy.
Because of these two lost opportunities, the northern
territory was not recovered, the death of the former
emperor was not avenged, the national disgrace
"vas
not wiped outl This makes a1I loya1 and just men
gnash theii teeth and long to tear those traiiors iimb
from lirnb!

This comment is typical of scho,Iars during the
Southern Sung dynasty a{ter Chin Kuei lost power.
I 1140,1207"

An old cdition of

tlne Romance of the 'Ihree i{ingcloms

published about

1610

.t4
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]4. HISTOITICAL ITOMANCES OF THE YUAN
AND MING DYNASTIES

In the Sung dvnasty there were lnany talented storyiellers who narrated both short stories and p,opu.lar histories, but as far as v/e know there rvere no vrritten works
of this kind. The Yuan dynasty, when times were
trcubled and culture :rt a lo'w ebb, had even less litei'a1.ure. The Japanese Government Library has five
popular works of fiction. with illustratioirs published by
the Yu Family of I{sinan during the Tzu Chih period
(1321-1323) of the Yuan dynasty. These are Kinq Wu's

(lonqu.e.st

oj th,e Shan.gs, Am,nals of t!-te Seuen Stotes (lI)
Yi's Victory ar*er th.e State of Chi, The Annexaiiatt af the Si;c Stutes b4 the Em,lteror oJ Chi"it,IIan llsin's
De*th. at ttLe Ha,itds of Empress l,u and T-h.e Story oJ the,
Three K-ingrJ"onzs. Of these five only the 1ast has been
leprinted, and I have not read the other for-rr. Tl-te Stary
oJ.tite Tht"ee Ki'ngrloms, ful11, ll1ru1rated, was pi'inteci
with lvoodcuts at the top of each page. The story starts
with the pledge rnade by Liu Peir and his two sr,vorn
brorhers in the Peach Garden and ends with the cleath
oI Chuke Liang.z Thc preamble tells how the First Emperor of l{an kilied his ministers unjustly ancl tirc .lade
Emperor passes judgentent on him, ordering lfan Hsin,s
c.tt Yu,clt,

. {il,r'
,.".
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-..,.1t
.n..,p?
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.j,"lyil

I Later king of Shu Irorn 221 to 22: .
: Liu Pei's prime ministcr-. Itrtei: ;t Iegendar.,, {ig..rrc orr ;rccount
ll his rvisdorn.

lllustration from an o1d edition of the -Romance of
tlte Th,ree l(ittgdoms publishcd al:out 1625
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spirit to return to earth as Tsao Tsao,1 Peng Yueh,s spirit
become Sun Chuan,2 and the First Emperor's spirit
to becorne the last ei:nperor of Han. The idea is the same
as in the Popular Tales of the Fiue DEnasties, but this
is less well written than the earlier work: the language
is crude and disjointed. Here is the account of the Battle ,of the Red Ciiff :

to

When Chuke Liang crossed the river and came to
Hsiakou, Tsao Tsao on his boat groaned: "I am
doorned I"

His officers said: "It is all the fault of Chiang
Kan." 'Ihey drew their swords and cut Chiang Kan
to pieces. Then Tsa,o Ts,ao boarded his boat and hasLily
tried to escape. When he came to the mouth of the
river he saw that the vessels on all sides were in flames.
Some clozen boats came alongside and from one of them
Huang Kai cried: "Let Tsao Tsao be killecl and the
world will be at p'eace and securel"
Because Tsao 'Isao's officers lvere unused to naval
baLtles, the arrows they let f1y shot d,own their own
men. Now Tsao Tsao was taken by surprise, there
was fire on all sides and arrows were raining down.
He wanted to escape, but on the north there was Chou
Yu, on the south Lu Su, on the west Ling Tung and
Kan Ning, on the east Chang Chao and Wu Pao. They
were closing in frorrr all sides.
Ihe chronicler says: "H,ad not Tsao Tsao been
destined to become ernperor, he could never have
escaped."
I lran-rous statesntan rvho set up thc kingdom of lA,.ci
2

King of Wu

(222-2521.

(220-265).

So Tsao Tsao succeeded in flying to the northwest,
where a horse was found for him when he went ashore.
The fire had started in the evening, but not tiIl the

next day did he break through. When Tsao

Tsao

Iooked back he could see smoke and flames covering
the sky over the boats at Hsiakou, and less than ten
thousand of his troops were 1eft. Tsao Tsao went
northwest. He had gone litl.le more than a mile when
five thousand troops on the bank led by General Chao
Yun barred the way. The officers fought hard and
At night he reached
Tsao Tsao broke through.
made
for Huajung, but
great
Tsao
Tsao
a
forest.
Kuan barred
gone
Lord
five
miles
when
he had not

his way with five hundred swordsmen. Tsao Tsao
begged Lord Kuan to remember his former kindness,

but Lord Kuan said that Chuke Liang had given strict
orders to stop him. Tsao Tsao bt'oke through the
formation, and such a, cloud of dust arose that he was
able to escape. Lord Kuan pursued him a short way
and then turned back. Going east for three or four
rrriles, he found Liu Pei and Chuke Liang.
Chuke Liang said: "Lord Kuan is a warm-hearted
man and Tsao Tsao was good to him, so he let him
escape."

When Lord Kuan heard this he remor.rnted his horse
in anger, asking leave to go after Tsao Tsao once more.
Liu Pei said: "At'e you not worn out?"
Chuke Liang said: "I wiil go with him. A11 will
be well. ."
The brevity and crudeness of the language are reminiscent of a prompt-book, for the story-teller would
liil in the bare outline lvith drarnatic detaiis to entertain
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the audience. But the fact that this book has iiiustrations shows that it must have been printed as reading
material. The other four works are proba'oly of the
same kind.

Even in the Sung dynasty, stories about tl-re Three
Kingdoms were popular. Dui:ing the Three I(ingdoms
period there were many gaiiant men oI great courage and
wisdom who had countless stirring adventures; moreover
the history of that period was more coiourful than at the
founding of the Han dynasty and less confusing than
during 'Lhe Warring States Feriod, making this a suitable
subject for romances. So the poet Su Tung-po said:
"Wang Peng once told me that when children are naughty
and their families cannot stand them, they would toss them
some money and make them sit in a flock to listen to o1d
stories. When tales of the Three Kingdoms a.re told and
the children heard of Liu Pei's defeat tliey frown or even
snivel, while when they hear of Tsao, Tsao's defeat they
cry out for joy. This sho-,vs tirat good and evil men leal,e
their mark in history for hundreds of generations."
In the Sung dynas.by amusenrent park stories about
the T'hree Kingdoms formed one special category, as did
stories about the Five Dynasties. Playrvrights cf the
Golden Tartar and Mongol periods often borrowed themes
froin the history of the Three Kingdoms: the Battle of
the Red Cliff, the Death of Chuke Liang or the Battle of
Wits. There are even mo,re in present-day opera, a1l
testifying to the popularity of these tales. Stories about
the Three Kingdoms are particularl5r yTsll kno.r,rn thanks
to the popr-rlar romance by Lo l(uan-chung.
Lo Kuan-chrlng or Lo Pen was a citizen of Chierrtang,
whose name has also been given as Lo Kuan. According to one account, he L'ved at the beginning of the Nling
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dynasty: at all events he was alive during t}ie later half

of the fourteenth century. He wrote several prose ro-

mancesz and one Ming dynast). account attributes several
dozen works to him. Those still in existence. apar.t fro,m
The Rontance oJ the Three Kingdam,s, are The Roma.nce
of the Sui and Tang Dyna.sties, Tl-te RomarLce of th,e Fiue
Dynasties, The Sorcerer's Reuolt and lts Supptessi,on bu

tli,e Three Suis and Shui Hu Chuan. Lo Kuan-chung
was also, the author of a play, i.e. The Meeti,ng of the
Dragon and. the f iger. AII his romances, however, have
been re-edited, cut or amplified by later rn'riters: the
originals no longer exist.
The earliest edition known to us of T'h,e Romance o.f
ilte Three Kingdom,s is that af 7494, r,vhich is divided
into twenty-four books and two hundred and forty chapters. This professes to be based on the history of the
Three Kingdcms by Chen Shou of the Tsin clynasty. it
ccvers ninety-seven years of history in aI1, from the
Peach Garden pledge of friendstrip in A.D. 184 to the
capture of Nanl<ing hy Wang Chun in 280. The events
irre taken from Chen Shou's history and Pei Sung-chih,s
commentary, elaborated and narrated in the story-tellers,
style. Most of the views on hisiory conform to those of
Chen Shou, Pei Sung-chih, Hsi Tso-chih and Sun Sheng,l
and many verses by past "chroniclers" are quotecl. The
narrativc is restricted by being based on history, and
.,vhen the author inserts imaginary details, fact and fiction
are intermixed. Thus Hsieh Chao-ehih2 of the Ming
dyna.sty complains that the work is peiiantic because it
,.rticks 'r.oo close to historical facts, while Chang H-sueh1
2

T'sin dynast), Itistoriansseventeenl,h centu,ry scholar,
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Kuan said: "If I fail, you can cut off rny head!"
Tsao Tsao ordered a cup of hot wine to be brought
for him before he rode out.
Kuan said: "You can pour it out; I shall soon be
back."
Leaving the camp he drew his sword and leaped
into his saddle. The barons heard a great drumrrring
outside the palisade and a deafening shout, as if heaven
and earth had crashed and mountains had crumbled.

chengl of the Ching dynasty comments that it is rather
confusing to have three-tenths of fiction rnixed 'uith
seven-tenths of f act. There are shortcomings in the
characterization too. Lo Kuan-chung wished to make
Liu Pei a kindly man, but draws a character who seems
a hypocrite. Wanting to depict Chuke Liang's wisdorn,
he makes him appear a sorcerer. I{is only success is in
the portrayal of Lord Kuan Yu, who is a gallant general
to the life. Here is one description of Kuan Yu's appearance and courage:

I'hey were a1l amazed. Before they could send a
man to bring them news, a horse's bells were heard
tinkling and Kuan rode back. When he tossed Hua
Hsiung's head to the ground, the wine was still

Below the steps someone came forward with a great
shout" "Let me go! I sha1l cut off Hua Hsiung's head
and bring it back to the camp!"

warrn.

They turned and saw standing before the tent a man
of gigantic stature with a long beard, eyes like those
of a phoenjx and eyebrows like recumbent silkworms;
his face rva.s rudriy as ripe dates, his voice deep as a
bel1. Yuan Shao inquired who this officer might be
and l(ungsun Tsan told him it was Liu Pei's sworn
brother Kuan Yu. Yuan Shao asked his rank, and
Kungsun replied that he was a knight archer under Liu

Again, when Tsao Tsao is defeated at the Red ClilT. but
Chuke Liang realizes that their enemy is not fated to
perish there, he sends Lord Kuan to defend Huajung in
order that Tsao Tsao may escape; but he deliberate)y
iays stress on rnilitary discipline and exacts a pledge
from Lord Kuan before he sets out. In this passage
Chuke Liang is describeC as a crafty strategist, hut Lord
Kuan is shown to have great dignity. This presentation
is quite different from the Yuan dynasty story-teller's
prompt-book.

Pei.

Yuan Shu roared: "Are you trying to make fools of

us? Do you think we have no gcnerals to send out?
How dare an archer boast so wildly? Drive the fellow
ou1 with clubs !"
But Tsao Tsao hastily stopped him, saying: "Don't
be angry! A man who t.alks so big must have some
ability. l,et him enter the lists: you can punish him
if he fails.".
I

On the road to Huaiung rvere three bodies o,f tr:oops:
one remained behind, one filled up the rnoats, and cne
followcd Tsao Tsao over the steep mountains ti11 they
came to easier terrain. When Tsao Tsao looked back
he had little more than three hundred horsemen behind

him, and not one had his full accoutrement. A little
further on, whipping his horse, Tsao Tsao laughed long
ancl louci. His rnen asked him why he was laughing.

i

An eighteenth centuly historian.

I
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said: "Chuke Liang and Chou Yu are ah'vays said
to be crafty, but to my mind they are fools. I brought
this defeat on myself try beiittling the enemy. Had
He

they had an army arnbushed here, we could have been
captured easily."
The words were hardly out of hi-s mouth when a
signal was heard and flve hundred swordsmen in formation appeared on both sides, with Lord Kuan in the
middle barring their way, wielding his green-dragon
sword and astride his roan horse. At this sight, Tsao
Tsao's men were frightened out of their wits and gazed
at each other in silent consternation.
Tsao Tsao in their midst said: "Since it has come
to this, 1et us fight to the death."
His officers said: "Our men are no cowards but our
horses are utterly spent. To fight means certain
death."
Cheng Yi sai<l: "I kuorn, Lord Kuan. He swaggers
in front of his superiors but is kind to his inferiors.
He will bull;z the strong but take no advantage of the
weal<. Ile must rescue those in distress; his kindness
and gallantry are known throughout the world. He
owes you gratitude from the past, so why not appeal
to him? Then we shall certainly escape with our
lives."
Tsao Tsao followed his advice. Riding up to Lord
Kuan forthwith, he how'ed frorn the saddle and sa.id:
"How are you, sir'? It is a long time since we met."
Lord Kuan bowed back from his saddle and replied:
"I am here under orders from our commander Chuke
Liang. I have waited for Your Lordship for many
hours."

said: "My almy is routed, my position is
I have no way out. I hope you will redesperate
member what passed beiween us in the o1d days."
Lord Kuan answered: "Though in the o1d days I
received many favours at Your Lordship's hands, I
repaid my debt of gratitude by trelping you in the
Battle of Paima. I am here today under orders and
not free to do as I like."
Tsao Tsao said: "Can you remember how you went
through the Five Passes, killing the defending generals
on l,he way ? A gentleman of the old school would
think justice and gallantry the chief things in life.
You have made a careful. study of the Annsls of Confucius, have you forgotten the story of how Lord Yu
Tsao Tsao

pursued Tzu-cho?"
When Lord Kuan heard this he hung his head and
was silent. For Lord Kuan was a man who loved
justice as his iife. How could he remain unmoved
rvhen he saw Tsao Tsao's troops nearly bursting into
tears of terror, and remembered the occasion when
'fsao Tsao had let him escape at the Five Passes? He
wheeled round on his horse and ordered his men: "Fan
oul,!" This was to let Tsao Tsao break through.
The moment that Lord Ku-an moved away, Tsao Tsao
and his officers galloped ahead, and by the time Lord
Kuan turned back Tsao llsao's men had already escorted him through the cordon. Lord Kuan raised a
Ioud shout, whereat Tsao Tsao's officers dismounted
and kowtorved, begging him with tears to spare them.
Itre had no desire to kill thern all, and as he hesitated
Charig Liao galloped over 1,o help Tsao 'I'sao escape.
Lord Kuan saw that this rvas another old friend of his
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So heaving a long sigh he let them all go. A later
chronicler wrote a poem on this:
l'tris hero, this champion of justice,
Nevel forgot a favour in his life;
His prou,ess was splendid as the sun ancl moon,
His fame shook earth and heaven,
His loyalty and courage were peerless in the
Three Kingdoms;
His strategy to trap the enemy with flood
was superb;
Even today, more than ten centuries later,
'l'he soldiers worship this heroic spirit.

After the Hung Chih period (1488-1505) many versions
of this noveL appeared: it is still impossible to say how
many editions were published in the Ming dynasty. During the reign of Kang Hsi (1662-1722) in the Ching
dynasty, Mao Tsung-kang, following the example of Chin
Sheng-tan1 who abridged Shui Hu Chuan and The West
Churnber, made drastic changes in the text and claimed
that he had found an older version, printing his revised
edition with a commentary. After that all the old editions were forgotten. Fron-r his preface we can see the
nature of his revisions. First, there were certain changes
in the text. Thus in Chapter 159 of the earlier editions
the empress helps her brother Tsao Pei against the dethroned emperor, while in Mao's text she helps the emperor against her brother. Secondly, there were some
additions. Thus Chapter 167 of the original makes no
mentj.on of Liu Pei's wife Lady Sun, but in Mao's version
we read: "When Lady Sr-rn in the land of Wu heard that
Liu Pei's army had been defeated and it was rumoured
1

in

Circa 1610-1661. A Ching dynasty scholar ccndemned
1661 as a warning to other refractory men of letters.

to death

that he had died in battle, she led troops to the river
bank and bewailed his death, looking towards the west.
Then she threrv herself into the river and drowned herself." Third1y, there were cuts. For example, in Chapter 205 of the older text when Chuke Liang destroys
Ssuma Yi's troops by flre in Shangfang Valley, he wants
Wei Yen to be killed as well; and in Chapter 234 when
Teng Ai calls upon Chuke Chan to surrender, Chuke
Chan hesitates till his son Chuke Shang reproaches him,
whereupon he determines to fight to the death. Neither
of these episodes appears in Mao's version. There are
other minor alterations, such as a rearrangement of certain
chapters, stylistic changes, the removal o,f certain of
the author's comments, the modiflcation of minor details

or of

poems.

Jhe original text of The Romance of the Sui, and Tang
Dynasties is lost, but we have a revised version by Chu
Jen-hu published in 1675. The preface says: "The Romance oJ the Sui and Tang Dynasties was written by Lcr
Kuan-chung and revised by Lin, and it was a good novel.
The story did not begin, however, till the episode of cutting silk in the Sui Palace; hence there rvere many things
missing in it from the start. Later there were a couple
of Tang dynasty stories, unconnected with the rest, rnaking readers conscious of the book's shortcomings." From
this we can see how the revised edition was made.
The revised Romance of tlze Sui and Tang Dyn'asties
is divided into a hundred chapters. The bool< starts with
the conquest of the kingdom of Chen by the emperor of
Sui and proceeds to tell how the king of Northern Chou
abdicates, then the Sui dynasty is overtirrown by the
first empelor of 'Iang, Empress Wu rules 1,he country.
Emperor Ming IJuang goes to Chengtu and Lady Yang
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is strangled at Mawei, but after the recovery of the two
capitals, Changan and Loyang, Emperor Ming Huang
abdicates and sends a priest to flnd Lady Yang's spirit'
The book ends with the disclosure by a saint that Emperor Ming I{uang and Lady Yang are reincarnations of
the Sui emperor and his concubine Chu Kuei-erh' The
flrst seventy chapters deal with the exploits of gallant
men at the end of the Sui and beginning of the Tang
dynasty: Chin Chiung, Tou Chien-teh, Shan Hsiung-hsin,
Wang Po-tang, Hua Mu-Ian and others. According to
the preface, the episode in which Emperor Ming Huang
and his lady-!,ove are described as reincarnations of earlier

imperial lovers rvas taken from Yuan Yu-ling's Lost Records and included because the author found this an interesting tireory. Most of the other episodes lvere based
on historical records or legends written during the Tang
and Sung dynasties such as Forgotten Tales of the Ta Yeh
Periad,, The Tales oJ Seos and l\loutttains, Story of the
Labyrinth, The Opening of the Canal, Anecdotes of the
$,vi and. Tang Dgnastles, Accottnts of Emperor Mr'ng
Huang, Accounts o! a Caurtter, True Tal'es of the Kai
Yuan artd, Tien Pao Pertods, Ltu's Anecdotes, The
Story of Eternal GrieJ, Forgotten Tales oJ the Kai Yuan
and. Tiem Pao Periocls, Story of Lady Mei and The Priuate
IJi,story o! Lady Yang. So all the stories in this work
were based on historical anecdotes just as in ?he Romance oJ the Th,ree Kr,ngdoms. The language, however,
is that of the late Ming dynasty: superflcially elegant and
showy. There is probably little of the original style left'
The book contains jests too, but these lack spirit' Here
is an example:
One dalr, v.zhen Emperor Ming Huanq was sitting at
his ease in Chaoching Palaco, attended by An Lu-shau,
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he observed that An's stomach jutted out over his knee
and pointing at it he said: "This boy has a be115z like
a pot: I wonder what's in it?"
With a bow, An replied: "Nothing but a loya1 heart.
\Mith this Ioyal heart I serve Your Majesty." The emperor was pleased by this rep1y.
But the heart hidden in the human breast is unfathomable. Though An protested that he had a loyal hearL,
it was in truth full of sin. For the emperor treated
An as his trusted right hand, but An's heart was that
of a thief, a wolf or a cur. Indeed he was heartless!
A man of understanding should suffer pain at the very
thought of this scoundrel and long to carve up his wicked heari, yet An deciared he was loyal. The emperor
failed to perceive the reprobate's ambition and believed
him to be sincere: the very height of folty! However,
enough of idle comments.
When Emperor Ming Huang had sat with An for a
whi1e, he turned to his attendants and asked for Lady
Yang. It was late spring and the weather was growing warm. In the inner palace the lady was bathing in
her scented ba,th. Her maids reported to the emperor:
"Her Ladyship has just finished her bath.,,
The emperor said with a smile: ',A beautiful lady
coming out of her bath is like the Iotus ernerging from
the water."
He ordered the maids to bring Lady yang to him
without completing her toilet, and in no time she arrived. What was Lady Yang's appearance after her
bath? Itrere is a verse describing her:
Pure as white jade, but soft and luminous,
IIer sweet body more fragrant than ever,
She is charming tvith her cloudy hair dishevelled,
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In a trailing skirt of silk,
Cool gauzY jacket.

So alluring she stands in the breeze
That even a lotus flower above the water
Is utterlY ecliPsed bY her beautY'

I have never seen The Romance oJ the Fr'ue Dqn'asti'es'
According to a catalogue in the Japanese Government
Library, ihis novei is in two vo umes and sixty chapters;

the author's name was Lo Pen and there is a commentary
by Tang Hsien-Lsu.l
The oiiginal text of The Sorcerer's Reuolt and lts Suppressictn by the Three Suis has also disappeared' A comparativeJy early version is the twenty-chapter edition
revised, according to the preface, by Wang Shen-hsiu'
This novel describes how Wang Tse of Peichow raised a
revolt by means of sorcery and magic' According to
the official Sung Dynasty History, Wang Tse was a native
o[ Chochow whc moved during a famine to Peichow' In
1047 he assumed the title of Prince of Tungping and
inaugurated the Teh Sheng Era, but after sixty-six days
his rebetrlion was crushed. The novel is based on these
happenings. It opens with a native of Pienchow named
Hu Hao who possesses a magic painting' His wife burns
the painting but the ashes whirl around her and she bepreg;ant, later giving birth to a daughter whom
"o-",
they call iung-erh. A fox fairy teaches this girl magic
so that she can conjure up men and horses out of paper
and peas. Wang Tse is a sergeant in Peichow who marries Yung-erh and is then joined by sorcerers like Monk
Tan-l.zu, Chang Luan and Pu Chi, who predict that he
1

Famous Ming dynast'7 playwright (1550-1616), author

Peonu Pa'oiliott.

of

will become king. Because the local prefect is gra.sping
and cruel, thev use magic means to get money and grain
from the government storehouses in order to raise an
army and start a rebellion. Wen yen-pu leads troops to
suppress them, and when Cha,ng Luan, pu Chi and the
monk see that Wang is not ruling we1l, they leave him.
Even so, Wen cannot defeat Wang,s magic. Then Monk
Tan-tzu transforms himself into Chuke Sui to help the
general, Ma Sui contrives to split Wang Tse,s lips so that
he can no longer utter incantations, and Li Sui and his
troops dig an underground tunnel by which they enter
the city. So Wang Tse and Yung-erh are captured. Since
the three men are all named Sui, this novel was called
The Sorceref s Reuolt and lts Suppession by the Three
Suis.

'I'he popular edition of this novel has forty chapters
with a preface by Chang Wu-chiu which says that this
book was revised by Feng Meng-1ung.1 This edition was
made in 1620 and has fifteen additional chapters inserted
at the beginning, describing how a monkey learns magic
from a goddess, how this magic is stolen by Monk Tantzu, and how the fox fairy learns her magic. There are
five other additional chapters describing sorcery, and in
addition to some purely imaginary episodes certain older
legends have been incorporated. For instance, in Chapter 29 Tu Chi-sheng sells charms and uses his magic to
cut off his son's head, covers it with a quilt and joins the
head to the body again; but because he boasts of his skill,
Monk Tan-tzu steals away the child,s soul and covers it
rvith a dish in a noodle shop. Though Tu utters incantations time and again, the child will not come back to life.

The

I The rvell-knou'n compiler of stories. See Chapter

21.
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Staring, panic-stricken, at the spectators Tu pleaded:
"Gentlemen, though we have different lines we all work
for our living. If I spoke carelessly just now, forgive
me! Please let me join the head up: then you can
all come and have a drink with me. Within the four
seas all men are brothers." After this apology he
said: "Now I've adrnitted my fault, I'1I join it up." But
when he uncovered the body after chanting his incantations, the head was still severed' At his wit's
end, Tu cried: "You are making it impossible for me
though I've apologized again and again. I've admitted
being in the wrong and begged you to overlook it' How
can you be so harsh!" Opening a paper packet in a
cage behind him, from this he took a gourd seed. He
dug up some earth and buried the seed, then chanted
incantations, spat on it and shouted: "Now!" Lo and
behotrd, a vine sprouted from the ground and put forth
branches and leaves; the next instant it blossomed, the
flowers faded, and a sma1l gourd appeared! AIl the
onlookers cheered. Tu plucked the small gourd with
his left hand and brandished a sword in his right'
"Since you were cluel enough to take away my son's
soul so that I can't join his head to his body, you shan't
live either!" FIe struck the gourd with his sword, slicing it in two.
The monk upstairs in the shop was just going to eat
his noodles when his head rol1ed from his shoulders,
horrifying a1l the customers in the shop. The more
timid among thern left their noodles and rushed downstairs, vrhile the bolder stayed to look' The monk
hastily put down his bowl and chopsticks and got up
to grope on the floor. He found the head and holding
it bv both ears put it back on his neck. When he had

fixed it straight and felt it with his hands, he exclaimed:
"f was so busy thinking of rry noodles that I forgot
to return his son,s spirit to him!,, He reached out to
lift up the dish. At once Tu,s chiid jumped up from
the ground alive and the crowd cheered.
Tu said: "Today for the flrst time in my life I,ve
come across a true master.,,

1

A writer of

period.

historicar anecdotes during the Five Dynasties

zlmperial academician and prefect
Ernperor Shen Tsung (106S-[085)

of Kaifeng in the reign of

15. HIS"|ORICAL ROMANCES OF THE \IUAN
AND MING DYNAS-IIES (Continued)
AIso popuiar frorn the Southern Sung dynasty onwards
were legends about the brigands of Liangshan, whose
leader Sung Chiang was a historical flgure. The official
Sung DyncLsty History records that in 1121 troops were
senb against the "brigands" south of the Huai River who,
led by Sung Chiang, had attacked Huaiyang Garrison
Area. When they had advanced to east of the capital and
north of the Yangtse Fliver, thence to the Haichow Area,
Prefect Chang Shu-yeh was sent to persuade them to surrender. The official history makes no mention of what
happened to the "brigands" after their surrender, but
tradition has it that Sung Chiang helped to suppress the
revolt of Fang La (1120-1121) and v"'as appoirited a military governor. Actually Fang La's revolt was put do'uvn
by Han Shih-chung, and Sung Chiang had nothing to do
with it. Only in the biography of ltrou Meng in the ofIicial history is it stated that, when Sung Chiang was
advancing on the capital, Hou Meng rnemorialized the
throne to suggest that since Sung Chiang and his men had
time anci again defeated tens of thousands of government
troops, it lvould be expedient to grant them an amnesty
and order them to suppress Fang La's revolt to expiate
their crime. No doubt this is the basis for the legend'
But in fact this proposal was never carried out: Sung
Chiang and the olhers u,ere killed. According to Hung
Mai's ?'oles oJ Yt, Chaen: "In the seventh year of Hsuan
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(1125), the Vice-Minister of Civil Affairs Tsai Chulrou was appointed governor of Chingchow, but because
of .itrlness he did not go to his post. h-rstead hr: r,vent hcme
to Nanking where he died. Soon afterwar.ds a good
l'r'iend of his named Wang also died but returnecl to 1ife
[o announce that he had scen Tsai suffering torment in
Ifeli and had been ordered to come back ancl te1l Tsai,s
wife that it was on account of the affair in yunchow.
Tsai's wife, weeping bitterly, said that the pr.evious year
when Tsai was in comrnand of troops in yunchow, flve
hundred of the 'brigands' of Liangshan had surrendered
but he put them atrl to the sword. Though she advised
repeatedly against it, he would not listen to her.
. ,,
Tiris book of anecdo.les was written in 1166, not more than
lorty-odd years after the event, and should therefore be
Iairly re1iab1e. The reference to HelI was of course pure)y legendary, but the execution of the ,,brigands,' could
hardiy be fictitious. So ended the brave men of Liang-*han.

While Sur-rg Chiang and his men wer.e in Liangshan
t,hey had considerable strength. The Sung history reveals that they invaded ten prefectures and the gover.nn'ient troops were powerless against them. By degrees
ales of their daring spread, gradually assunting the charlicter of legends, and when scholars took these and impioved on them the lvritten accounts appeared. At the
t:nd of the Sung dynasty, Kung Kail wrote an encomiunr
on the thirty-six men of Liangshan, stating in a prefatory
r-iote: "Stories of Sung Chiang are told in popular legends
l..rut these are not worth our attention, though such men
rrs Kao Ju and Li Sung recorded them and scholars djrl
1

Illustlation flom an olC edition of Sha,i Ilu Chttan
pulolished about 1600
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A scholar arid artist at the end of ilre Sung
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not disapprove." Though the records of I{ao Ju and Li
Sungt can no longer be found, this shows th:rt by the
end of the Srrng dynasty ',r,ritten accounts already exlsted.
The ?oles o.f Lhe Hsusrz Tio treriad. is a compilatir,'n of
various old records, and the secLion dealing wibh the
gathering together of the Liangshan rebels is probably
one of the earliest written accounts. Ihe episodes here
ar:e as follows: (1) Yang Chih, escorting the imperial
tribute, is held up by Lhe snow and fails to complete his
mission on time; (2) Yang Chih is driven by poverty to
sell his sword and kil1 a man, for which he is exiled to
Weichow; (3) Sun Li takes Yarig Chih to the Taihang
Mountains to become a rebel; (4) Chao Kai and others
rob the bearers of imperial tribute; (5) Sung Chiang sends
a message so that Chao Kai may escape; (6) Sung Chiang
kills a woman and leaves a poem; ('i ) Sung Ciriang receives
a message from heaven; (8) Sung Chiang goes to Liangsl-ran to seek Chao Kai; (9) Sung Chiang and the others
rise in revolt; (10) Sung Chiang goes to thank the god of
the East Mountain; (11) Chang Shu-yeh persr-rades the
rebel leaders to surrender; (L2) Sung Chiang achieves
distinction by defeating Fang La and is rnade a governor.

But this account in the Tales af the ifsuan Ho Period
already differs considerably from the encomium of Kung
I(ai. According to Kung, Sung Chiang \^,as one of the
thirty-six rebel leaders, while in tire tales he is set apart
fro.m the others. Certain names like V/u Chia*Iiang. Li
l Hcre Lu Hsun was led astlay by a mistake made by Hu Shih.
There was no such man as I(ao Ju. Li Sung was a famous court
painter of the Sung dynasty. I']rere were probably portraits by
him, but no written records.
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Chin-yi, Li Hai, Yuan Chin, Kuan pi-sheng, Wang Hsiung,
Chang Ching and Chang Chen occur in the tales and, in
the encomium with slight differences, and not all the
cpithets are identical either. The Yuan dynasty playwrights often wrote about the Liangshan rebels, especiall-7
Sung Chiang, Yen Ching and Li Kuei; but their characters appear rather different from the later versions, though
Sung Chiang is described by them too as a kindly and
generous character. Chen Tail of the Yuan dynasty,
holever, left some anecdotes recording the words of a
boatman who told him that Sung Chiang had a wild, impulsive nature
this is quite unlike the other versions.
- time many such legends
No doubt at that
were current,
and though written accounts existed they were brief and
contradictory. Then men started selecting certain of the
legends and compiled them into one great novel, making
Lhe story more consisteirt and readable. Tiris is how we
come to have the later Shtr.a FIw Chuan. The writer or
cornpiler was belleved to be Lo Kuan-chung or Shih Naian. Perhaps Shih Nai-an wrote the book and Lo Kuanchung revised it, or Shih started the book and Lo completed it.
- The earliest version of Shui Hu Cll,uan no longer exists.
Chou Liang-kung2 said that it was generally believed that
Lo Kuan-chung wrote this novel in one hundred chapters, beginning each r,vith some prearnble; then in the
Chia Ching period (1522-1566) Kuo Hsun3 reprinted the
work, cutting out the preambles and leaving the main
text only. He omitted stories like that about the Mother
1

A scholar of the early fourteenth century.

2 L6L2-1672.

:rMarquis of Wu-ting, an author and publisher.
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Lamp-Wick, for instance, which were originally separate
story-teller's tales inserted into this novel by Lo Kuanchung. Other details about the first version are not
known.
There are six existing editions, four of them important.
One edition has one hundred and fi.fteen chapters and
the name of Lo Kuan-chung as the compiler. At the end
of the Ming dynasty this was printed in one volume with
The Rornance of the Three Kingdoms. Separate editions
are not known. This version starts when Marshal Hung
sets free the monsters by mistake, then the hundred anci
eight rebels assemble at Liangshan, they surrender, defeat the Kitai Tartars and suppress the revolts of Tien
Hu, Wang Ching and Fang La; after that Lu Chih-shen
dies in Liuho and Sung Chiang is poisoned; miracles take
place and the rebels become gods. The language of this
version is rough and uneven, and most of the poems interspersed in it are vulgar; thus it seems to be an early
unpolished version. Though not the original text, it is
close to it. Here is a passage describing how Lin Chung
is exiled to Changchow fol offending Kao Chiu. There
he is put in charge of the army fodder, and during a
snowstorm leaves his tumbledown hut to buy wine.

After Lin Chung had put down his baggage he saw
that the building was in ruins and thought: "How can
I pass the winter in this hut? As soon as the snow
stops I must find a mason to repair it." He warmed
himself at the fire by the earthen bed but still feeling
cold he thought: "Just now the old guard said there
is a market-p1ace five li away: why not go and buy
some wine there?" So he left, slinging the wine gourd
over his lance and heading east. After going a few

hundred yards he sav/ an o1d temple. Lin Chung
bowed before t;he shrine and said: "May the gods protect me! I shall come later to make offerings." Then
he went another li urrd saw an inn. l'le marched
straight inside and the innkeeper asked: "Where clo
you come from, sir?"
Lin Chung said: "Don'1 you recognize this winegourd?"

The innkeeper said: "That belongs to the old guard
at the fodder depot. Since you are one of us, please
be seated and let me treat you to a meal to shovr my
welcome."
When Lin Chung had flnished his mea1, he bought
a leg of beef and a gourdful of wine, and with these
hanging from his spear he started back. It was growing late. When he hurried back to his lodqings he
crir:d oub in horror. It seems that all-seeing Fleaven protects Ioyal and gal}ant men: this snolvstorm had evidently saved his life. For his two-roomed thatched hut
had collapsed under the weight of the snow.

An edition with a huncired and ten chapt.ers has similar
cbntents, and a version with a hundred and tu,enty-four
chapters, written in broken, often unintelligibie language,
;rlso belongs to the same category.
Then there is the 10O-chapter edition which states in
lhe preface that the au.thor was Shj.h Nai-an but the novel
r,vas edited by Lo Kuan-chung. This version was prorlr-rced by Kuo Hsun's family during the Chia Ching period,
rrrith a preface by Wang Tai-han who used the pen-name
'l'ien-tu-wai-cheng. I have not seen this book. Another
IO0-chapter edition with a preface and commentary by
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Li Chihl was probably based on Kuo Hsun's edition,

and

this also states that the work was compiled by Shih Naian and revised by Lo Kuan-chung. This edition, too, is
rare. In Japan the flrst ten chapters were reprinted in
1728, the eleventh to the twentieth in 1759. This text
also starts with the escape of the monsters and goes on
to the stories of Lu Chih-shen and Lin Chung just as
in the 115-chapter edition. The flfth chapter has this
remark about Lu Chih-shen: "Thus his fame spread for
thousands of li in the north, and he attained Buddhahood
in the foremost city of the Yangtse Valley." Since this
refers to Lu Chih-shen's death at Liuho Pagoda in Hangchow, the conclusion of this version must have been the
same. But great differences are apparent in the language, so much so that this is virtually a nevr' version.
The weak poems are cut, many euphuisms are inserted,
and the descriptions are more detailed. For example,
the account of how Lin Chung bought wine in the snow
is more than twice the length of that in the other version:

Lin Chung put his clothes and bedding on the bed,
then set about lighting a flre. There was a pile of
charcoal by the house and he went to fetch a few sticks
to tight the stove. Looking up, he saw that all four
walls of the building were crumbling and the whole
structure was shaking in the north wind. Lin Chung
wondered: "How can I pass the winter in this hut? As
soon as the snow stops I'[ go to town and flnd a mason
to repair it." After warming himself for a while by
the flre he still felt bitterly cold and thought: "Just
71527-1602. A Ming dynasty philosopher to whom many commentaries on popular novels were attributed.

now the o1d guard said there is a market-place flve
li away: why not go and buy some wine there?,, Forthwith he took some loose silver from his bundle,
slung the wine gourd over his lance and banked the
fire. Then he put on a felt cap, took the key and
went out, pulling the door to after him. He walked
to the gate, closed it behind him and locked it, then
pocketing his key he sauntered eastwards, crunching
on ice like splintered jade in the snow, while the north
wind howled behind him. It was snowing hard and
after walking a few hundred yards he came to an old
temple. Lin Chung bowed towards it and said: ',May
the gods protect me! I'11 come back another time to
burn offerings." He walkeci on till he saw some houses
and stopping to look he observed a broom sticking out
from one bamboo fence. So he marched straight into
this inn.
"Where are you from, sir?" asked the innkeeper.
Lin Chung said: "Don't you recognize this go,urd?,,
The innkeeper looked at it and answered: ,,That,s
the gourd belonging to the old guard at the fodder
depot."

"Well, I see you know it all right,', said Lin Chung.
"Since you're a friend in charge of the fodder, please
take a seat," invited the innkeeper. ,,This is bitter
weather. I'll stand you three cups of wine to serve as
a we]come."
The innkeeper cut a plate of cooked beef and warmed
a pot of wine. Lin Chung bought some beef himself
too, and after drinking a few cups bought another
gourdful of wine. He wrapped up his two lots of beef,
Ieft some loose silver, slung the gourd over his lance
and pocketed the meat; then he said goodbye to ilre
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innkeeper, left the wicker gate and waiked back in
the teeth of the north wind. Dusk was falling and
the snow was cominpJ down now thick and fast. A
scholar in the old days wrote this poem to describe a
poor man's sensations on seeing the snow:
A bitter blast sweePs all the earth
While thick and fast descends the snowGreat flakes like wisps of cotton fluff
Thatched huts are crushed and totter 1ow.
glowing
fire
bY
his
rich
man
The
Hopes snolv may cover all the land.
He sits at ease in Padded clothes,
A spray of blossom in his hand'
"A happy omenl" he predicts,
And wastes no pity on the Poor;
While hermits and recluses gloat
And to the snow write Poems galore.

Trudging through the snorn'in the teeth of the north
wind, Lin Chung made his way quickly to the fodder
depot. He unlocked the gate, Looked in and cried out
in horror. It seems that al1-seeing Heaven protects the
good ancl just: Lin Chung's life was saved by this
snowstorm, for those two thatched rooms had given
way under the weight of the snow.
Then there is a 120-chapter edition which also names
Shih Nai-an as the compiler: and Lo Kuan-chung as the
editor, just as in the 10O-chapfer edition with a preface
bv Li Chih. This edition has a preface by Yang Tingchien, who says he was a pupil of Li Chih and compiled
this edi|ion at the request of Yuan Wu-yai.l Some editor's notes are followed by an account of the Liangshan
IA Soochow publisher"

otrtlaws based on the ?nles of th,e Hsuan Ho Perr,od and
a list of the hundred and eight brigand leaders. The
whole narrative down to the outlaws' surrender is the
same as in the 11S-chapter edition, but the defeat of the
Kitai Tartars is somewhat different, the poems are omitted, and the account of the suppression of Tien Hu and
Wang Ching is entirely dissimilar, though the quelling of
Fang La's revolt is the same. The Ianguage of this edition is virtually identical with that of the 10O-chapter
edition, erpart from minor changes in certain phrases.
Thus in the other edition Lin Chung says: "WeIl, I see
you know it a1I right." This edition has: "That's it."
New poems are added by the editor and this is explained
in the notes as follows: "The old edition omitted the
poems in order not to break the continuity or confuse
reader:s, and the result was clear and direct. But certain verses describe the characters and afford necessary
pauses in the narrative, and not all these should be cut.
We have therefore put them back, either using the verses
in the old edition or adding new ones in order to point
lhe moral and afford entertainment." This edition also
has a commentary ascribed to Li Chih but with different
contents from that in the lO0-chapter edition. Both
these commentaries are poor, and were in fact written by
others under Li Chih's name.
According to the editor's notes: "The oldest edition
had prearnbles by Lo Kuan-chung in the form of popular
tales like that about Mother Lamp-Wick; but that edition
no longer exists. Some later versions introduced changes
in the suppression of the 'four big revolts,' and some
cditors shortened the 120-chapter edition believing it was
too long; but this was not skilfu11y done. Kuo Hsun did
wcl1in changing the position of the episode regarding Sung
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Chiang and Yen Po-hsi; but when he came to the revolts,

he cut out the passages dealing with Wang Ching and
Tien Hu and added others about the Kitai Tartars in an
attempt to balance and tighten the plot. Actually a
great work should not be handled in this way." From
this we can see that the old edition of a hundred chapters
no longer existed at that time. Another edition, probably with one hundred and twerrty chapters, includeci
the "four big revolts" of Sung Chiang, Wang Ching, Tien
Hu and Fang La, whose names were seen by Chai Chin
on a white screen in the emperor's writing. Kuo Hsun
ignored the tradition of "four big revoIts," omitted the
episodes of Wang Ching and Tien Hu and added material
on the Kitai Tartars, making a novel of a hundred chapters. Later the sections on Wang Ching and Tien Hu
were restored to make a new l20-chapter edition which
kept the Kitai Tartars and did not count Sung Chiang's
revolt as one of the "four big revolts." In point of fact,
when the Tales oJ tlte Hsuan Ho Period spoke of "rebels
from three sides," this referred to Sung Chiang's men
attacking Huaiyang, Chinghsi and Hopei; but some editor
misunderstood this and introduced Wang Ching and Tien
Hu. I fancy the story about the defeat of the Kitai Tartars may have started earlier than the Ming dynasty.
In the Sung dynasty frequent foreign invasions and bad
government naturally made men set their hopes on brigand heroes, and they created legends of this sort to
comfort themselves. A variety of versions appeared
which were not consistent. The novels written later
varied because different episodes were chosen, and because there were different story-teIler's prompt-books'
This probably accounts for the fact that both the 100chapter edition and the 115-chapter edition include the
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Tien Ifu and Wang Ching stories, though the language is
quite different. The final episode about the suppression
of Fang La appears in all versions. This can be explained
only if an older version than the one on which Kuo Hsun
based his edition had the story of Fang La immediately
following the surrender, as in the Tales of the Hsuan
Ho Period. However, we have no evidence of this.
From the foregoing, it is apparent that the existing
editions can roughly be divided into two groups: one
brief, the other more detailed. Hu Ying-lin said in his
anecdotes: "The novel I read about the Liangshan outlaws
twenty years ago was well worth poring over. For the
last ten years or so the Fukien book-sellers have been
printing abridged versions, retaining the main episodes
only and omitting all the incidental comments and delightful descriptions in such a way as io make the book
completely worthless. In a few more decades, if no o1d
edition is left for comparison, this novel will be lost for
ever." We do not know which old edition he saw, but
the relatively condensed 115-chapter edition should be
earlier than the more detailed version, for its Ianguage
is rather different, and if it were merely an abridged
text there would not be so many discrepancies. The
writer of the shorter version was said to be Lo Kuanchung, and this confirms what Chou Liang-kung heard
from his elders. Not till Kuo Hsun's edition came out
was this novel attributed to Shih Nai-an. My theory
is that Shih Nai-an was a flctitious name which did not
previously exist and was invented by the author of the
more detailed version. Later readers, seeing this and
not realizing that it was flctitious, embroidered on it and
made him Lo Kuan-chung's teacher and fellow countryman. Hu Ying-Iin also believed the preface and, said
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that Shih Nai-an used to browse on old vclumes in bookshops till in a pile of waste paper he found Chang Shuyeh's order to the brigands to surrender, and having
learned about the one hundred and eight brigand leaders
he wrote this novel. Hu stated further that there was
an account of Shih Nai-an in Tien Shu-ho's lVote.s on the
West Lake. Here he was mistaken, however: there is no
such account. Recently Wu Meil in his Anecdotes on
Drama claimed that The Girl's Chamber was written by
Shih Hui, who was none other than Shih Nai-an. It is
true that Shih Hui was a native o,f Hangchow, but we
do not know how Wu Mei came to the conclusion that
his other name was Nai-an. This seems hardly conclusive.

Then there is the 70-chapter edition, with an extra
introductory chapter by way of preface, attributed to
Shih Nai-an. This abridged edition was by Chin Shengtan, who claimed that he had found an early version with
seventy chapters on1y. After the episode in which Sung
Chiang receives the oracle from heaven, the book ends
with Lu Chun-yi's dream that all the brigands have been
caught by General Chang Shu-yeh. Chin claims that all
the chapters after the surrender were written by Lo
Kuan-chung and that they are inferior. This edition differs little from the fi.rst seventy chapters of the 120chapter edition, though many verses have been

cut.

Since

the 120-chapter edition mentions that there was an old
version without many verses, it is possible that Chin procured an earlier text; but since there are places where the
narrative is disjointed owing to verses omitted, he probI Late authority on traditional Chinese theatre.

ably still based it on the 100-chapter edition. Chou
Liang-kung wrote in his Anecd,otes on Books: ,,Not long
ago Chin Sheng-tan took it into his head that aI1 the
chapters after the seventieth were by Lo Kuan-chung

and did his best to condemn them, even forging a preface
to his edition. This is how the novel came to be attributed
to Shih Nai-an." Since Chou Liang-kung was contem-

porary with Chin, his words should carry weight. But
Chin's edition is outstanding for its sty1e. Thus in Chapter 5, when Lu Chih-shen questions the monk of \Makuan

Monastery:
The monk was startled when Lu Chih-shen came up.
Jumping to his feei he said, "Please take a seat, brother!
Have a cup with me."
Grasping his wand, Lu demanded: ,,Why dicl you
give up the monastery?"
The monk said: "Sit down, brother, and let me.
.,,
"Out with it! Out with it!,, Lu glared.
Tell you. In the old days our mcnastery was
".
a fine one: plenty of land and many monks. But then
those old monks took to drinking and whoring, spending temple funds on girls; and when the abbot tried to
stop them they drove him out. That is why the monastery was given up.
.,,

Chin Sheng-tan comments: ,'A sentence here is unfinished." When it is completed further on, he comments
on the fact again, ending with the praise: ,,Such briliiant
sentence construction has not been written since ancient
limes." I suspect that these brilliant touches were the
doing of Chin himself, for we find similar cases in his
cdition of The West Chqmber. In the 100-chapter edition
this passage runs:
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The monk said: "Please sit down, brother', and lei
me tell you."

"Out with it! Ouf with it!" Lu glared.
And he said: "In the o1d days our mortastery

was

monks. ."
In the 115-chapter edition there is no "Lu g1ared."
OnIy: "The monk said: 'Brother, let me tell you' In
a fine place: plenty of land and lots of

the old days our monastery had plenty of land and lots

ofmonks...."'

Such abridgements were usually due to the fashions
of the time. Thus Hu Shih says, "Chin Sheng-tan lived
at a time when the country was overrun by brigands, he
saw the havoc caused in the empire by bandits like Chang
Hsien-chungl and Li Tzu-cheng,2 and believed that brigandage should not be supported but attacked in works
of literature." By the Ching dynasty the situation had
changed, for then scholars considered: "Though these
men made a false start, they repented, mended their
ways and did good deeds. This was commendable and
their military achievements should not be forgotten."
So they took the last part of the 11S-chapter edition, start-

ing from Chapter 67, and published it as a sequel to the
70-chapter edition under the title: The Suppression oJ
Four Big Reuolts. This sequel has a preface dated 1792
by Shang-hsin-chu-shih (a gentleman seeking amusement).
Early in the Ching dynasty a 40-chapter Secluel to
Shui Hu Chuan appeared by a writer who called himself
a "Relic of the Sung dynasty," and with a commentary
by Yen-tang-shan-chiao (a woodcutter of Mount Yen1 1605-1647.

1605?-1645. He and Chang Hsien-chung were leaders of peasant
revolts.
z

lang). This is a sequel to the lO0-chapter edition. It
lells how after Sung Chiang died some of the brigand
lcaders fought for the state against the Golden Tartars
without success; then Li Chun led some of the others
out to sea and eventually he became King of Siam. This
i'nding reminds one of the Tang dynasty romance ?he
Man tnitlt th,e Curl.y Beard. The preamble says that the
rvriter is unknown but was probably a contemporary of
Shih Nai-an artd Lo Kuan-chung. In fact he was Chen
Chen, a native of Chekiang who lived at the end of the
Ming dynasty. A11 his other works have been lost.
Though this book was intended as an entertainment, it
reveals his antagonisrn to the Manchus. During the reign
of Tao Kuang (1821-1850) in the Ching dynasty there
appeared another 7O-chapter sequel to Shui Hu Chuan by
Yu Wan-chun with an extra concluding chapter. This
novel is called The Suppression of the Rebels, but it is
the reverse of the other sequel. The author kilis off all
the brigarrd leaders, claiming that Sung Chiang never came
over to the government side or helped to suppress Fang
La, but that he was captured and executed by Chang
Shu-yeh. This follows the abridged 7O-chapter eilition.
Yu Wan-chun had the pen-name Hu-Iai-tao-jen. The
son of an of{icial in Canton, he distinguished himseif in
a war to suppress an uprising of the Yao minority; then
he became a physician in Hangchow, and later embraced
religion, dying in 1849. He wrote this sequel between
1826 and 1847, taking twenty-two years over it, but died
without having flna1ly polished it. In 1851 his son Yu
Lung-kuang edited the manuscript and had it printed.
Some of the descriptions in this sequel come up to the
standard of Shur. Hu Cltuan, and there are some remarkiibly good passages outside the range of the original So
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this should be considered one of the more outstanding
imitations of famous masterpieces.
Many other historical romances were written in the
Ming and Ching dynasties. Some Ming dynasty romances
dealt with the early times of Yao and Shun and the Hsia
dynasty, others with the Chou dynasty and the Warring
States, the Han dynasty, the Tsin, Tang and Sung dynasties. Even more such works appeared in the Ching
dynasty. Some attempted to include all the past twentyfour dynasties in a single volume, while others were a
patchwork of old records; but these were merely imitations of The Romance oJ the Three Kingdoms which fell
far short of the original. Even the best among them
were restricted by history and the dependence on o1d records; the ianguage is crude and the authors dared not
give free rein to their fancy or write detailed descriptions.
.Thus Tsai Ao, commenting on T'tte Romance of the States
oJ Eastern Chou, said: "You may caII this history, yet it
reads like fiction.
But if you call it fiction, aII the
stories in it come from classical records." He meant this
as praise, but this is precisely the shortcoming of these

historical romances.
Other romances about specific historical periods laid
emphasis on one individual or group of people. In Wu
Chih-mu's RemLmiscences oJ Hangchotn he tells us that
in the seco,nd half of the thirteenth century a story-teller
named Wang-1iu-tai-fu drew crowds to hear his tales
about famous genera,ls and the recovery of territories
in the Sung dynasty. These should be included as historical romances too. Shui Hu Ch.wan is a work of this
kind, and later there were more novels of this type. One
cf the more important is The Romonce of Ming DynastE
Heroes. This work came from Kuo llsun's family and

describes the generals who helped to found the Ming
dynasty, paying special attention to the achievements of
Kuo Ying who was Kuo Hsun's ancestor. Then there
is the True Hi,story of Mtng Dynastg Heroes which attacks
Kuo Ying. There were stories about Yo Feil by Hsiung
Ta-pen, Yu Ying-ao and Tsou Yuan-piao,2 all of whom
described the achievements of this Sung dynasty general
and his unjust death. Later there appeared The Complete Storg of Yo Fea, elaborating on the earlier records.
In the Ching dynasty there was the Romance of the Wi.tch
Tang Sat-erh by Lu Hsiung, dealing with the revolt
this woman raised in Shantung.3 There was an anonymous romance about Wei Chung-hsien, an evil eunuch
of the Ming dynasty. Then there were stories about
brave generals in the Hsueh family during the Tang
dynasty, and in the Yang family during the Sung dynasty,
as well as General Ti Ching of the Sung dynasty and
others. These stories, though crudely written, were popular. Other novels about historical flgures, written for
purposes of slander or on account of personal grudges,
we can pass over in silence.
1

The popular Sung dynasty general who inflicted several defeats

on the Golden Tartars but was executed by the government in
1141.
2

3

Three Ming dynasty writers.
lhis revolt was suppressed in

1420.
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76. MING DYNASTY NOVELS ABOUT GODS

AND DEVILS

The Hsuan I{o period of the Sung dynasty was the time
when Taoist worship and belief in alchemy and sorcery
were at their height. During the yuan dynasty, Buddhism was the most popular religion, though Taoism was
also esteemed and faith in Taoist magic was widespreaC.
Early in the Ming dynasty Taoism declined, but by the
sixteenth century it was in vogue again. The alchemist
Lr Tzu and the Buddhist priest Chi-yao in the latter half
of the fifteenth century and the Tartar yu yung at the
beginning of the sixteenth became high officials thanks
to their skill as magicians. They were famous, powerful
and admired by all. Naturally there was much talk of
magic lore which could not but leave its mark on litera_
ture. For centuries a struggle for supremacy raged be_
tween Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, till these
three religions decided to tolerate each other and consider themselves as stemming from a single source. ,Ihen
ail concepts of right and wrong, true and false, good and
evil, merged to be redivided into two main camps: orthodoxy and heterodoxy. I call this the struggle between
gods and devils, though no special name for such literature existed. In the field of fiction, The Sorcerer,s Reuol.t
at"td Its Suppression bg the Three Suis written at the
beginning of the Ming dynasty, was one of the earliest
novels of this kind and had many successors. After the
Sung dynasty these stories were not necessarily basecl on

'Iaoist lore but on folk legends. Though often crude,
uneven and hardly worth reading, they had a strong
hold on the people. Sone were polished and edited by
scholars to foi'm the base of later masterpieces.
One early co,llection of such legends is The Four Ronaances of Wanderimct Saints. This consists of four separate novels written by three men. The editor of this
work is unknown, but judging by the editions still in
existence it was probably published in the Ming dynasty.
The first of these four novels, The Eight Saints or The
Votlage to the Eosf, is divided into two volumes and
Iifty-six chapters. The writer's name is given as Wu
Yuan-tai. The story tells how the club-footed saint Li
trIsuan attains sainthood and teaches the Truth to Chungli
Chuan, who in turn teaches Lu Tung-ping" Both these
rnen teach Han Hsiang and Tsao Yu; and Chang Kuo,
Lan Tsai-ho and Sister Ho attain sainthood too. These
are the eight saints. One day they all attend a feast in
paradise. They are crossing the Eastern Sea on their
way back, Iaden with precious objects, when a young
dragon takes a fancy to Lan Tsai-ho's jade castanets and
steals them. A great fight ensues. The eight saints
set fire to the ocean and the defeated dragon king asks
angels from heaven to help him, but they are vanquished
loo. Then the goddess Avalokitesvara comes to mediate; they go away and the world is at peace once more.
The language is a mixture of classicisms and colloquial
cxpressions, and the incidents are dlsjointed for this work
is made up of folk legends strllng together.
The second story, Prince Hua-kuang or The Voyage
to the South, is in four volumes and eighteen chapters.
lfhe author is Yu Hsiang-tou, a puhlisher at the end of
the Ming dvnasty whose nalne appears in some editions
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of The Romance of the Three Kingdoms. This story is
about the angetr Miao-chi-hsiang, who offends Buddha by
killing a demon and is sent down to be the son of Mother
Horse-Ear. He is the Three-Eyed God v,zith divine
powers: he avenges his father and goes to Heaven to
steal a golden spear but is killed by the Fleavenly Emperor. Then he is reborn in the house of the Fiery
Prince and while studying under the god he

steals

another gold sword and makes it into a gold brick, with
which he plays havoc in Heaven. When the Heavenly
Emperor defeats him with water, he is reborn on earth
in the Hsiao famiiy as Hua-kuang; but with the divine
powers which he retains he fights against deities, causing great trouble on earth until the god pardons him.
Because he has lost his gold brick now, he goes to find
a gold pagoda, and meeting Princess Iron Fan he makes
her his wife. He overcomes various monsters, proving
invincibJ.e; then he searches for his mother in HeIl and
creates a great disturbance there too. He finds that his
mother is a demon, Mother Chi-chih-to, who devoured
Hsiao's wife and took her form in order to give birth to
him; but because she still craved for human flesh she
was captured by Buddha and sent to Hell to atone for
l-rer sins. Hua-kuang rescues her from HeII.
Hua-kuang was heartily glad when his third attempt
to rescue his mother succeeded.
His mother Chi-chih-to said: "It was good of you.
son, to Let me out; but I want Gya to eal."
Hua-kuang asked: "What is Gya?"
She said: "If you don't know, ask Long-Sight and
Sharp-Ears."

So Hua-kuang went to question them and they told
men
again."
When IIua-kuang heard this he said to his mother:
"Mother, since you were suffering torment in HeIl, I
did ail in my power to get you out. Why should you
want to eat men again? This won't do."
His mother retorted: "But that's what I want.
What a bad son you are! If you haven't got Gya for
me, why did you get me out?"
Hua-kuang could do nothing but put her off by saying: "Wait a day or two and I'II find one for you to
eat."

him: "GAo means 'man.' She wants to eat

He advertises fo,r a doctor to cure his mother, and
being told that only a peach from paradise can help her
he disguises himself as Monkey to steal a fairy peach.
After that Mother Chi-chih-to stops devouring men, but
when Monkey is suspected of theft and finds out from
Buddha that the thief is Flua-kuang, he cornes to fight

him. Monkey is burned and defeated by the fire-

weapon; but his daughter the Comet Maid has a skull
which gives whomever it strikes a splitting headache
and makes him die within two days. Hua-kuang falls a
victim to this and is about to die when Buddha comes
1.o make peace, Comet smooths out the mark on his bone
and he revives. He goes back to worship Buddha.
Hsieh Chao-chih of the Ming dynasty compared the
story of Hua-kuang to that of Monkey in Pilgrimaqe to
the West, for both romances deai with the nature of the
live elements. When fire is burning it destroys all in
heaven and earth, but it is final1y overcome by water.
Orom the story of the mother who craved for human
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flesh as soon as she left Hell, Hsieh drew the morai that
it is hard for a man to correct his faults. Obviously this
novel was written before the last quarter of the sixteenth
centu-ry. Shen Teh-fu in his anecdotes about the theatr:e
describes the miracles of Hua-kuang as unduly fantastic,
showing that these tales were used in dramas too.
The third novel, The Dark God Chen-usu or The Voltage
to the North, is in four volumes and twenty-four chapters. This is also by Yu Hsiang-tou. The story tells
how Chen-wu is born, attains divinity and conquers
demons. In the Han dynasty the expression Dark God
stood for Heaven, but this differed somewhat from the
god in the later accounts. This Dark God Chen-wu grew
out of Taoist lore in the Sung dynasty. The Record of
the Jade Calendar in th.e Primeual Cq,uern states that
when the god Yuan-shih (Beginning) expounded the
Truth in the Jade Palace, he noticed that an evil wind
had pervaded the earth be1ow. So King Wu was sent
to conquer the Shangs and the Dark God to conquer the
demons. With dishevelled hair and bare feet, wearing
golden armour and a black cape and bearing dark f1ags,
the Dark God led his angels to earth and fought six
demon kings in the wilderness. The demon kings conjured up a dark tortoise and a huge serpent out of the
air, but the Dark God trampled them dorvn with his
divine power and locked up the demons in HeII so that
the world was at peace. During the Yuan dynasty and
even in ttre Ming, this Taoist god was worshipped. This
novel is based to a great extent on these o1d legends,
but has drawn additional material from Buddhist stories
and popular lore, emphasizing the miracles in the style
of village shamans or Taoist devotees. The novel relates
that at a feast during the Sui dynasty the Jade Emperor

his desire to visit the wor'ld of men, and orrr:
becomes a son of the Liu family.
Buddhist and Taoist gods teach him the Truth and he
goes up to paradise. But longing for the earth again he
is reborn as a prince in the lands of Kosha and Hsihsia.
There a divinity teaches him the Truth and twice he
gives up his throne to study religion. Returning to
Heaven he is made the Pacifier of Demons and ordered
to collect a host of angels. Then he is reborn on earth
as the Prince of Chinglo, Mother North-Star teaches him
the Truth and he goes to Wutang Mountain to study.
Upon his return to Heaven, he sees an evil vapour on
earth and knows that the angels he 'uvas to gather are
causing trouble. He descends to earth, conquers the
torto'ise and the serpent and subdues various angels, including Chao Kung-ming, the Thunder God, the Comet
Maid and others. He leads thirty-six of these spirits to
Heaven, where the Heavenly Emperor makes them
officers. There are still two demons, however, who have
escaped to the Yangtse River: the Frying Pan and the
Bamboo Rope. So the Dark God sends one of his spiritual bodies down to Wutang Mountain to control them.
Towards the end of the story, in 1405, the Dark God assists the governrnent to defeat its enemies. The text
says: "More than two hundred yeerrs have passed since
then," which suggests that this novel was written at the
end of the Ming dynasty. But in earlier editions this
passage is missing-it was probably a later interpolation.
The fourth novel, Pilgrimage to the West, in four parts
with forty-one chapters, was written by Yang Chih-ho
and edited by Chao Ching-chen. In this the Monkey,
Sun Wu-kung, becomes a saint, the Tang empero( goes
io HeIl, and Hsuan-tsang the monk is ordered to search
(.rxpresses

of his three spirits

I
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for Buddhist canons; after" meeting many perils on

the

way he finatly reaches the Western Regions, obtains the
sutras and returns. The story of Emperor Tai Tsung's
dream was told in the Tang dynasty. In Chang Tsu's
Anecdotes Jrom Court and Countryside we read:

At midnight Emperor Tai Tsung fell asleep and saw
a man who said: "Conte with me for a short time,
Your Majesty. You sha11 come back by and by."
The emperor asked: "Who are you?"
I{e replied: "I atrn a living man serving the judge
of Hell."
Then Emperor Tai Tsung went to see the judge, who
questioned him about all that had passed on the fourth
day of the sixth month,l after which he dismissed him.
The man who had first appeared to him led him back.

A tale in the vernacular dealt with this story a1so, and
an incomplete manuscript has been found in the Tunhuang Caves (see Chapter 12). In fact, Hsuan-tsang did
not travel to India ai the order of the emperor. His
story is recorded in the Tang DTlnasty Hlstory, and a
biography of Hsuan-tsang entitled Life of the Tripitaka
Muster oJ the Great Tzu-en Monastery has been preserved
among the Buddhist canons. No miracles are recorded
here, yet the later tegends abound in elements of the
supernatural. Monkey, Sandy and monsters in various
strange lands have already appeared in the chantefable
version, while one early play of the Golden Tartar period
also deals with Hsuan-tsang's travels. In the Yuan
dynasty, Wu Chang-Iing's play Trtpitakcl Goes West to
Find" Bttddhist Canons contains such incidents as the
l When he killtd his brothers in A.D.

626.

capture of Monkey and his conversion to Buddhism, as
well as such characters as Sandy, Pigsy, the Red Boy
and the Princess of the Iron Fan. Evidently the travels
of Hsuan-tsang had gradually guown into a legend from
the end of the Tang dynasty onwards, and as the plot
became more and more involved later writers of fiction
improved on it.
In Yang Chih-ho's version, the first nine chapters deal
with how Monkey attains sainthood and is captured.
First Monkey springs out of the rock, finds a water source
and becomes the king of the monkeys; then he leaves
the mountain to seek the Truth and with his magic
powers plays havoc in Heaven until the Jade Emperor
has to give him a title. After that he makes trouble at
the feast on fairy peaches, the Jade Emperor sends the
god Erh-lang to subdue him, and Monkey is taken
prisoner after a fight. Here is an episode from the fight:
When the small monkeys saw the god, they made
to their king. The monkey
king took up his goia-tippea wand and put on his flying slippers. The opponents made known their names
and took up positions, then fought for a long time.
Af ter having attacked each other more than three
hundred times, they transformed themselves into
giants a hundred thousand feet high to fight among
While Monkey was
the clouds, leaving the cave.
resisting, he saw the monheys of hi.s mountain scatter
in terror, whereat he himself turned and fled. The
god followed with great strides in hot pursuit. In a
flash the monkey king transformed himself and
vanished into the water.
haste to report his arrival
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The god cried: "This monkey must have changecl
into some fish or shrimp. Let me turn into a cormorant to catch him."
When Monkey saw the god coming, he changed into
a bustard and flew to a tree. Then the god with his
catapult knocked the bird down on the slope, but
though he made a search he could not {ind it. He
went back to report that the monkey king had been
beaten and disappealed without a trace.
The Heavenly Prince looked into his magic mirror
and exclaimed: "The monkey has gone to your tem-

ple at Kuankou."
Then the god Erh-lang went back to Kuankou.
Monkey quickly took the likeness of the god and sat
in the main hall. Erh-lang thrust at him with his
spear, Monkey warded off the b1ow, resumed his own
form and started fighting again. Monkey wanted to
return to his mountain but he was surlrounded by
angels, all chanting incantations. Suddenly Erh-lang
appeared with other gods in the clouds and saw that
Monkey's strength would soon. be spent. Then the
Patriarch threw down a magic ring which hit Monkey
on the head so that he feIl. Next Erh-lang's hound
seized him by the chest and he stumbled. Finally
Erh-1ang and others with spears took him prisoner and
put him in chains.
But since Monkey cannot be killed by fire or the
sword, Buddha imprisons him under Five Elements
Mountain, ordering him to wait for a monk who will pass
this way in search of Bucldhist sutras. The next four
chapters relate how Wei Cheng kills the dragon, Emperor Tai Tsung visits FIelI, Liu Chuan presents the
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melon and Hsuan-tsang is ordered to set out to find
Buddhist sutras. From the fourteenth chapter onwards
we read of the disciples the monk finds on the way and
the perils they encounter, ending with their arrival at
their destination and their return to the East after
obtaining the sutras. There are three disciples: l\[onkey,
Pigsy and Sandy, as well as a dragon-horse. They experience more than thirty dangerous adventures, the
chief being at Wuchuang Monastery, Table Mountain,
Fire-Cloud Cave, the River-Joining-Heaven, poison
Mountain, Lesser Thunder-Echo Monastery and during
their encounter with the Six-Eared. Monkey. Most of
these stories are briefly told, but sometimes jokes are
inserted for the readers' amusement. Here is the description of the battle at Fire-Cloud Cave:
Then the tutelary deities in the neighbourhood of
the mountain gathered round to pay their respects
and introduce themselves.
"This is Withered-Pine Valley," they said. ,'Near
by is a mountain cave called tr'ire-Clorrd Cave, where
Iives the son of the Ox Monster. His name is Red
Boy and he uses divine fire which no one can with-.
stand."
When Monkey heard this he dismissed the local
deities
and went with Pigsy to the cave to find
the Red Boy.
The monster ordered his followers to bring out fivewheel carts and fall into battle formatio,n. He came
out with his spear and fought several rounds with

Monkey, and Pigsy joined in. 'I'hen the monster
whirled about and struck his nose so that flames
spurted forth. All the carts started blazing fiercely.
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Pigsy said: "Brother, Iet's go ! I shall soon be
completely roasted, and if he adds spice he will have
a good meal."
Though Monkey was not. afraid of fire, he could not
sland smoke. So the two of them had to run back.

O
O

They persuade Avalokitesvara to help them, she
changes swords into a lotus pedestal and catches the
monster by a trick. The monster revolts and the gods
imprison him wilh a gold ring and sprinkle sweet dew
on him, after lvhich he goes meekly off to Potalaka
Mountain. One scene from Wu Chang-ling's drama, Pilgrlmage to tlze West, "The Conversion of the Demon Mother," shows how the Red Boy was rescued and has this line:
"Be merciful, Buddha, and I shall help Tripitaka in his
pilgrimage to the West. If you spare Fire Boy, the god
Erh-lang will help yon." In this story the boy is the
Ox N{onster's son and is identified with Sudhana, the
boy attending on Avalokitesvara.
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17. MING DYNASTY NOVELS ABOUT GODS
AND DEVILS (Continued)
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There r,vas a 1O0-chapter Pilgrimage to the West too,
which appeared afLer the 41-chapter version and has
bccome a popular classic. At one tirte it was attributed
to Chiu Chu-chi, a Taoist priest who lived at the beginning of lhe Yuan dynasty. It is true that Chiu made
the journey to Central Asia and his travels were recorded
by Li Chih-chang in two books, Clziu's Trauels to the
tr4/esf, whlch can sti11 be found among the Taoist canon;
and the t',vo rvorks were conlused owi.ng to the similarity
of lheir tifles. Early in the Ching dynasty, when certain
publishers :rcided Yu Chi's preface to Chiu Chu-chi's
travels to lhe novel Pil"grimaEe to the Wesf, confusion
becarne even worse confounded.
But towards the end of the eighteenth century, Chien
Ta-hsin wrote a postscript to Chiu's travels in which he
made it clear that the novel Pilgrin'tage to the I4/est had
been wlitLen in the Ming dynasty. Chi Yunl in his
Irlotes of Yueh-uei Hermitage also concLuded that the
novel must date from the Ming dynasty though he did
not kno.ar who the author was, for: "A1I official names
City Guards, the Board of Cereand titles in the novel
Headquarters, the Chanmony, the East City Garrison
cellor, the Imperial Academy, the Imperial Secretaria-t
are based on Ming d5rnasty institution's'"
and so foi:th

-

I
Illrrstration from an old edition of Pilgrimage to the
West Published ahout 1635

I'l2.1--l 805"
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But since scholars like to praise famous men of their
own di.strict, Iiterati of Shanyang County like Ting Yen
and Yuan Kuei-sheng discovered from old records that
the aul,hor of the novel came from their district and
his name was Wu Cheng-en. Another Shanyang scholar,
Wu Yu-chin, conflrmed this in his Notes on Shanyang,
though he thought Wu Cheng-en based his novel on
Chiu's travels just as Lo Kuan-chung had based his
Romunce of the Three Kingdoms on Chen Shou's history.
This could only be because he had never read the book
in question. Another theory was that Wu Cheng-en had
written a sequel to Chiu's travels, but this is mere popular
legend.

Wu Cheng-en had the pen-name Sheh-yang-shan-jen.
He ',vas an intelligent and witty scholar, well read and
fond of a jest, who wrote several works of fiction and
enjoyed quite a reputation in his lifetime. He became a
senior licentiate in 7544, was appointed magistrate of
Changhsin, returned to Shanyang at the beginning o,f the
Lung Ching period (1567-\572), and died early in the
Wan Li period. He lived from about 1510 to 1580. One
of his works was the Pilgrimage to the West. We lack
detailed in{ormation about his life, but know that he was
a good poet. His poems were "restrained but clear,
Iearned and profouird." Indeed he was the best poet in
Huaian during the Ming dynasty. Since he died a poor
man and had no son, most of his writings were lost. Chiu
Cheng-kang made a coilection in five books of some of
them, which Wu Yu-chin included among the works of
Shanyang scholars. The Sha,nyang County Records
edited in the Tung Chih period (1862-1874) omiiied the
inforrnation that Wu Cheng-en had written stories and
novels, and his Pilgrimage to the IVest was left out of
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the bibliography. So Wu's fame was Iorgotten and feu,
of the novel.
The general outline of his book is more or less the
same as the earlier Yang Chih-ho version. The first
seven chapters describe how Monkey becomes a -saint
and is captured, corresponding to the first nine chapters
in Yang's version. The eighth chapter, which tells how
Buddha made the sutras, differs from the account in
Buddhist records. The ninth chapter relates how Hsuantsang's parents are killed and how he avenges them; this
again is not based on history or Yang's version but put
in by Wu Cheng-en. The tenth to twelfth chapters,
which tell how \Mei Cheng kills the dragon and Hsuantsang is ordered to go to the West, correspond to the
tenth to thirteenth chapters in Yang's version. The
fourteenth to ninety-ninth chapters deal with the perils
which Hsuan-tsang encounters on the way. Since nine
was supposed to be the last of all numbers, and nine
times nine makes eighty-one, there were eighty-one
perils. In the hundredth chapter Hsuan-tsang returns to
China and the book ends.
'Ihough the skeleton plot already exists in the yang
Chih-ho version, the language is crude and the book
hardly a proper novel. Wu Cheng-en, however, was a
brilliant man of wide learning and he drew upon many
sources including the stories about Hua-kuang and Chenwu in The Four Romnnces of Wandering Saints, the
earlier plays and chantefable about Tripitaka, miraculous
happenings in the Tang dynasty ta1es, as well as satires
based on current events. He rewrote and embellished
the old version to such an extent that he produced what
was virtually a new book. For example, the fight between Erh-Iang and Monkey in Yang's version comes to
readers knew that he was the author
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some three hundred words only, whereas Wu Cheug-en
makes it ten times as long. First he describes how the

two opponents change their forms: Monkey transforms
himself into a sparrow, an egret, a fish, a water snake,
while the god changes into a kite, a stork, a cormorant
and a crane. Then Monkey becomes a bustard and the
god, scorning to contend with such a low creature, takes
his own form again and knocks the bird off a cliff with
his catapult.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, Monkey rol1ed
down the cliff and crouching down changed himself
into a wayside shrine. His mouth wide open was the
doorway, his teeth were the door-flaps, his tongue the
image of Buddha, and his eyes the windows. Not
knowing what to do with his tail, he stuck it up be-

hind iike a flag-pole.
When Erh-lang arrived at the foot o,f the cliff in
search of the bustard that he had just knocked over,
all he found was this small temple. He stared at it
hard till he noticed the fiag-po1e sticking up behind
and said with a laugh: "That's Monkey! He's trying
his tricks on me again. I have seen many temples, but
never one with a flag-pole behind it. Depend upon
it, this animal is up to mischief. If he gets me inside,
should I go in? I'1I clench my
fist and knock down the windows first, then kick down
the doors."
he made a tigerWhen Monkey heard this
spring and disappeared into the air. Erh-lang searched
Half way up the sky he came
hard up and do'uvn.
across the Heavenly Prince, who was holding the
monster-detecting mirror, his son Nocha at his side.
He asked: "Prince, have you seen Monkey?"

he

will bite me. Why

,,I,ve

"He hasn't been up here," said the prince.
been looking out for him."
Erh-lang told him what had happened, how they
had changed into different forms and how he had
caught the small monkeys, concluding: "He changed
into a temple, but before I could smash it he disappeared again."
The prince looked in his mirror and burst out laughing. "Make haste, my lord!" he cried. "That monkey
has made himself invisible to escape from the cordon
and gone to your temple at Kuankotf. . . .,,
Now as soon as Monkey reached Kuankou, with one
shake he took the form of Erh-lang, then descended
from the clouds and went straight to the shrine. The
guardian spirits, not knowing he was an impostor,
bowed to welcome their lord. Monkey sat down in
their midst to inspect the offerings, and saw that Li
Hu had sent meat, Chang Lung had promised presents,
Chao Chia had prayed for a son, and Chien ping had
asked to be cured of a disease. He was looking round
when someone announced: "Another Lord Erh-lang
is here!"
The guardian spirits turned hastily and were
amazed.

-

Erh-lang demanded: "Has a creature calling
self the Great Sage and Par.agon of Heaven

hirrrbeen

here?"

"We've not seen any Great Sage," they said. ,,But
there's another Lord Erh-lang inside inspecting the
offerings."
The god rushed in and as soon as Monkey saw him
he changed into his true form and said: ',Don,t shout,
my lord! This temple is in my name now!',
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Erh-Iang raised his three-pronged, double-bladed
magic lance and lunged at Monkey's face' Monkey
dodged and took out his needle: one shake and the
needie was as thick as a bowl. He darted forward and
struck back. Cursing and shouting they fought their
way out of the temple, through the mist and cloud,
struggling as they went, till o'nce more they reached
the Mountain of Flowers and Fruit. The Four
Heavenly Princes were keeping a strict guard, and no'uv
the Heavenly Generals Kang and Chang came to meet
Erh-Iang and surrounded Monkey, pressing in on every
side.

But the most daring flights of fancy occur in the
eighty-one perils such as the battle with the Rhinoceros
iVlonster, the fight between the real and the false lMon-

key, and the battle of the Flaming Mountain, where the
most miraculous and fantastic changes take place' The
first two episodes appear in Yang's version also; the
Iast, which borrows the Princess of the Iron Fan from
a play and Prince Hua-kuang, and which includes
the Ox Monster mentioned by name only in Yang's version, is even more strange and exotic' Here is the passage describing how the Ox Monster, defeated by the
gods, te1ls his wife to give up the magic fan which will
put out the fires of the Flaming Mountain so that Hsuantsang and his disciples may continue on their journey'
The Ox Monster lost his nerve completely and
started up the skv. But the prince and his son Nocha
with alt the yakshas and angels barred his way'
In desperation the Ox Monster shook himself and
changed into a huge white ox to gore the prince with

his iron horns. But the prince fell on him with his
sword.

and said: ,,This
fellow is not bad at magic if he can change into such a
hulking ci'eature. What shall we do with him?,,
Nocha laughed and cried: "Don't worry! Just watch
me catch him."
Then with a shout Nocha turned into a god with
three heads and six arms, and leaping on the ox,s back
he swept his sword and cut off its head. Just as the
Heavenly Prince had put down his sword to greet
Monkey, another head sprouted from the neck of the
ox, its mouth belching black smoke, its eyes throwing
off gold sparks. Nocha hacked at it again, but as fast
as one head fell another grew in its place. A dozen
blows he struck and a dozen heads sprouted one after
another. Then Nocha brought out his flaming wheel
and hung it on the ox's horns, making the magic fire
blaze so fiercely that the ox was burned and tossed its
head and tai1, bellowing with pain. But this time the
Ox Monster could not change his shape again, for he
was caught under the prince's magic mirror.
"Spare me!" he pleaded. "I surrender to Buddha!,,
"If you want to be spared," said Nocha, ,,give us
that fan without any more delay."
"My wife has it," said the Ox.
Nocha took a rope . . . fastened the Cx by the nose
and pulled him along.
As they approached the
cave the Ox Monster called: "Wife! Bring out the
fan to save me!"
At this the princess quickly divested herself of her
iewels and coloured garments, and dressed in a white
robe with hair knotted lii<e a nun she came out }r.old-

At this point Monkey came up
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ing the fan which was twelve feet long. At the sight
of aII the angels and the Heavenly Prince, as well as
his son Nocha, she dropped to her knees and kowtowed
saying: "Spare us, Buddha! We'lI give this fan to
."
Uncle lVlonkey to do as he wants with it.
Then Monkey took the fan and went up the mountain. He fanned with alt his might till the flames on
the mountain went out and it turned dark without so
much as a spark. When he fanned a second time, a
cool breeze sprang up. When he fanned a third time,
the sky became overcast and a light rain started falling.
As the fotlowing verse will testify:
Far, far away the Flaming Mountain lies,
Yet men the whole world over know its fame;
No alchemist can brew elixirs here
The Truth is darkened in this smoke and flame.
palm
teaf fan brings rain and dew,
The borrowed
And help is sent by hosts of angels blessed;
The rampant Ox returns to Buddha's yoke;
The flames extinguished, all things are at rest'

Since Wu Cheng-en had a sense of humour, when
describing supernatural beings or miracles he often slips
in amusing touche.s, ascribing to the monsters human
feelings and worldly wisdom. For instance, when Monkey is defeated by the Rhinoceros Monster and loses his
gold-tipped w'and, he asks the Jade Emperor for reinforcements.
The Four Heavenly Masters reported this to the
court and Monkey was led to the steps where he bowed
and said: "Excuse me for troubling you, old ^man,
but I am helping a monk to find sutras in the West
and I've had more than my share of trouble on the
way. I won't go into that now. But since we came

to Gold-Helmet Mountain a

Rhinoceros Monster has
I don't know whether it means to eat him steamed,
boiled or blaked.
When I went to fight it, the monster proved so powerful that it took away my wand and I couldn't beat it.
Since it said it knew me, I suspect it is some fallen
angel. So I have come to report this, and I hope you
will be kind enough to order an investigation and send
troops to conquer it. I await your answer in hope
and trepidation." Then with a deep bow he added:
"I beg to submit my humble report."
Saint Ko who was standing beside him burst out
laughing. "What has humbled the proud Monkey all
of a sudden?"
"Nothing has humbled me all of a sudden," retorted
Monkey. "But I have lost my job. ."
dragged my monk into ,its cave

Various appraisals of this novel were written in the
Ching dynasty, including Chen Shih-pin's ?he True Erposition oJ the Pilgrimage with a perface bv Yu Tung
dated 1696, Chang Shu-shen's The Correct lnterpretation
of the Palgrr,mage with a preface dated 1748, and Liu
Yi-ming's The Original Significance of the Pilgrimage
with a preface dated 1810. These critics argued that
l.he book dealt with Confucian, Taoist or Buddhist philosophy, delving into its hidden meaning in detail and at
great length. Actually, although Wu Cheng-en was a
Confucian scholar, he wrote this book for entertainment.
lts theme \Mas not Taoism either, for the whole novel
r-.ontains a few casual references only to the five e1ernents; and the author was clearly no Buddhist, for the
Iast chapter has some fantastic and utterly fanciful names
o[ Buddhist sutras, Since there had long been talk
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aboul, the common origin of the three religions, it wrs
natural that a literary vrork should present readers with
both Buddha and Lao Tzu, Buddhist concepts as well
like
as Taoisi, and thab Buddhists, Taoist
ere'
should. recognize their own philos
owIf we insist on seeking some hidden

in check he steadies down' So this is an
allegory of the human rnind, not siitrply a fantasy'" The

once he is kept

author himself wrote: "When the monks discussed the
tenets of Budcihism and the purpose of the pilgrimTripitaka remained silent, simply pointing at
age
his heart and nodding again and again' The monks did
and he said: 'It is the mind
not understand him

in lhe Western Paradise and obtain the true sutras so
that our Dharma-wheel will turn again and our empire
'
may for e
Pilgrimage to the West in six
There is
bY an unhnown aul'hor' It
books or
y
born in the Mountain of
describes

Flowers and Fruit who has magic power too and is known
as the Lesser Saint. He accompanies a monk named
Ta-tien to the West to seek for Truth, and on the way
they meet another Pigsy and Sandy as rn'ell as various
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monsters; but after encountering a number of difficulties
they reach the holy mountain and return safely. This

sequel also has elements of both Taoism and Buddhism,
but tl-re language and plot are so inferior to Wu Chengcn's polished style that it obviousiy cannot be by the
same anthor. There was a Supplement to the Pilgrimage
which I have not seen but Tung Yueh in More About the
Pilgrimage comrnents: "The Szpplernent to the pitgrimage is naturalistic and limited in scope, while the additional discourses on Buddhism are completely superfluous."

18. MING DYNASTY NOVEI.S ABOUT
AND DEVILS

GODS

(Continued)

The current edition of the Canonization oJ the Gods
in a hundred chapters has no author's name' According
to Liang Chang-chu,1 Lin Chiao-yin told him that the
Canonization of t'tte Gods was written by a well-known
scholar in the Ming clynasty to form a trilogy with the
other two celebrated lromances tlrc Pilgrr'mage to the
West and. Shui Hu Chus.n. He happened on the theme
by reading in lhe Book oJ History how the gods had assisted King Wu to overthrow the Shang dynasty' His
stories about the gods were based on ancient military
treatises, Ssuma Chien's Historical Records, the Tang
Dynasty Hist'ory and other sources' which he elaborated'
This scholar's narne is not mentioned, however' In the
Ming dynasty edition preserved in Japan, the authorship
is asclibed to Hsu Chung-Iin; but not having read the
book I cannot say when precisely it was written' Since
Chang Wu-chiu's preface to The Sorcerer's Reoolt ond
Its Sippressiort' by the Three S'uis refers to this novel,
it probably dates from the second half of the sixteenth
century. The book starts with a line of verse: "Tales
of Shang and Chou have come down from ancient times."
This suggests that the book is a historical romance, but
it contains many elements of the supernatural and is
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largely fictitious, merely using the fact of the overthrow
of the Shang dynasty as the theme for an imaginary ta1e.
As it lacks the realism of Shui Hu Chwan and the
imaginative brilliance of the Pilgrimage to the West it
has never been ranked equal with these romances.
Ssuma Chien already mentions the cult of the eight
deities which arose in the time of the Patriarch Chiang
Shang, while ancient bool<s of military strategy also speak
of the divine power of the Patriarch of Chou, and Li Hanl
of the Tang dynasty alleges that Ta Chi the queen of
Shang was a fox-fairy; so apparently legends about that
period had existed from ancient times. The story of the
canonization of the gods was also a popular Ming dynasty
belief. One finds it in the tale of the god Chen-wu,
without having to go back to the Book oJ History. When
the novel starts, the last king of Shang is making offerings at the temple of the goddess Nu-kua; but he writes
a poem which offends her and the goddess sends three
monsters to bewitch him. Chapbers tr,vo to thirty are
concerned with the king's cruelty, Chiang Shang's early
Iife before he rose to farne, King Wen's escape fro rr
death, King Wu's revolt against the Shang king, and the
war between the Chous and the Shangs. Thence onwards
[he book is largely a catalogue of babtles, with the orthodox
gods and saints of Taoism and Buddhism helping the
Chous, while a heretical sect cailed "Chieh" helps the
Shangs. Both sides use magic to inflict casualties, but
flnally the heretics are defeated. The story ends when
the last king of Shang kills himself in the lire, King Wu
of Chou enters the Shang capital, the Patriarch Chiang
Shang returns and canonizes the gcds, and King Wu enr

{n imperial

academician

of the ninth century.
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feoffs his barons. Thus living men are rewarded rvith
flefs, spirits with canonization, and all deaths are attributed to fate. Buddhist terms occur throughout the
book and there are also comments in the style of the
Confucian moralists, for the three religions are inter'woven just as in the Pilgrimnge to the West, tho'ugh the
whole is based on alchemist lore. Of the rnany battles
d.escribed, the flercest is that in which the leader of the
heretics deploys the Myriad Fairies' Formation and the
saints on the orthodox Side break through his Une.
Now Lao Tzu and Yuan Shih charged Master Tungtien's formai,ion and surrounded him. Mother GoIdShe
Spirit, too, was beset by three holy saints.
put up a stubborn resistance with her jade wand, but
at last her golden crown slipped from her hair which
hung disher.elled as she fought. The Priest of the
Bright Lamp loosed his magic pearl which struck her
in the middle of the forehead. Alasl
Foremost among the stars she '"vas canonized,
For ever offerings shaIl be btrrned at her shri'ne.

So the priest dispatched Mother Gold-Spirit with the
pearl. Then Saint Kuang-cheng let loose his SaintKilling Sword, Saint Chih-ching his Saint-Slaughtering
Sword, Lord Tao-hsing his Saint-Destroying Sword,
Master Yu-ting his Saint-Murdering Sword, and black
vapours whirled up to the sky enveloping the whole
enemy formation. Those destined to be canonized
were mown down like grass. The Patriarch raised
his magic mace and sl.ruck out freely, while Yang Jen
with his rnagic fan made a fire blaze ten thousand feet
high on the battlefield till dense smoke hung black in

air. . And Nocha, the god with three heads and
six arms, laid about him lustily
When Master Tung-tien saw this massacre of his
saints, he fell into a great rage and made haste to
call: "Saint Long-Ear! Saint Long-Ear! Bring me the
spirit flag!"
But Saint Long-Ear perceived that the Receiver of
Spirits with his white lotus and bright Buddhist jewels
and the angels with their tasselled golden lamps and
the

holy auras were pure beings while his sect was heretical. So he left the battle by stealth, taking the spirit
flag with him, to hide in the reeds.
For he was a saint at heart,
Who waited, hidden in reeds, to present the flag.

Master Tung-tien

loath to fight on

was

eager to withdraw; but fear of his followers' scorn
made him persist. When Lao Tzu dealt him a blow
with his wand, in a passion Master Tung-tien hurled
a thunderbolt at him.
Lao Tzu cried with a laugh: "You cannot harm me!"
And a pagcda, appearing above his head, stopped the
thunderbolt from descending
By now well-nigh all the angels of the zodiac had

perished. When Chiu Yin learned their desperate
plight. he tried to escape through the earth element.
Lu Ya saw him, and fearful lest he could not overtake
l-iim, he boundecl into the air and opened his gour'd,
releasing a white ray from which a weapon flew out.
Lu Ya bowed and bade his magic weapon turn round,
and that sarne instant Chiu Yin's head was severed.

Then on the fleld of battle the Receiver of Spirits
opened his heavenly wallet to receive the spirits of
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all fated to enter paradise. The god Cundi and Mayuraraja revealed themselves as gods with twentyfour heads and eighteen hands, holding pendants,

parasols, garlands, gold bcws, silver halberds, magic
pestles, precious chisels, silver vases and the like to
fight Master Tung-tien. At sight of the god, the master
flew into a rage and swore: "How dare this confounded priest threaten me? So you want to sp'oil my formation again, do you?" He charged forward on his bul1,
brandishing his sword; but the god warded off the
blow with his seven-gemmed magic bough.
The Western Paradise and its infinite power
Are but transformations of the lotus form.

The hundred-chapter Erpedition to the Western Ocean
edited by Erh-nan-li-jen has a preface by Lo Mao-teng
written in the autumn of 1597. In fact, Lo was the
author. This novel is set in the early parf of the fifteenth century when the imperial eunuchs Cheng Ho and
Wang Ching-hung went to thirty-nine foreign states and
forced them to acknowledge China's suzerainty. According to ttre Ming DYnastg HistorY:

a native of Yunnan, was usually
Cheng Ho.
known as the Sanpao Eunuch. In the third year of
Yung Lo (1405), the emperor ordered him to set out
with Wang Ching-hung on an expedition to the Western Ocean at the head of 27,800 men. They were
given large quantities of gold and silk and built a
great fleet. . They set sail from Liuchia River in
Soochow for Fukien, and from Wuhnmen in Fukien
they made their way to Vieuna,rn and thence to other
states, proclaiming the imperial edict and bestowing
gifts on the princes and chieftains there, while those

unwilling to submit were a'",/ed by their military might,
They went on seven expeditions to more than thirty
countries and brought back innumerable rare and precious objects. The government, too, spent no inconsiderable sum. .r\1I emissaries sent abroad after Cheng
Ho's tirne talked of his expeditions to foreign parts.
Thus Cheng Ho's expedition to the Western Ocean was
commonly described as one of the most brilliant events
at the beginning of the Ming dynasty.
Since the story of Cheng Ho was so well known and
popular in the Ming dynasty, towards the middle of the
sixteenth century when China was harried by Japanese
pirates and the people were indignant at the governtnent's weakness, they longed not for able generals but
for competent eunuchs, and this novel was made by
combining different folk legends. Thus Lo says in his
preface: "Today we have our hands full rvith fighting
along the east coast. How different from the old times
when western barbarians submitted to our rule! What
would Lord Cheng Ho and Lord Wang Ching-hung
think of this?" The novel itself, however, is mainly a
fzrrrago of miraculous events, not living up to the heroic
tone of the preface. The flrst seven chapters tell how
Abbot Pi-feng is born, becomes a monk and subjugates
devils; Chapters eight to fourteen relate how hc- and the
l'aoist Master Chang compete in magic. The rest of the
book recounts how Cheng Ho takes command ancl mobilizes troops for his expedition, how Abbot pi-feng and
lWaster Chang assist him to suppress evil forces so that
rll countries acknowledge China's suzerainty, and how
:r temple is built for Cheng Ho. Most of the flghting
s('(.rres are borrowed from the Pi'l.grimage to the West
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and the Cqnonizcttion of the Gods, but they are inferior
and rather involved. One feature of the novel is that it
preserves such popular legends as the stories of the five
ghosts who make fun of the Jr.rdge of Hell and the Five
Rats who play havoc in the eastern capital. The Iatter
story seems to have grown out of the flght between the
true and the false Monkey in the Pilgrimage to th'e West'
The flve ghosts are the spirits of foreign chicftains slain
in battles against the Ming forces, who make an uproar
when they are sent to Hel1. Here is part of their dispute
with the judge:
The five ghosts said: "You may not have taken bribes
to return a verciict in their favour, but at least you have

failed to make a proper investigation."
The King of HelI demanded: "On what grounds do
you make this accusation? Speak up!"
Chiang Lao-hsing promptly ansrvered: "I am a commander of Gold Lotus Elephant Land. I carried out
my duty to the state is that a crime? Was I wrong
to defend my countrY?"
Judge Tsui said: "Your country was in no danger
why did you have to defend it?"
- Chiang answered: "The Chinese came with a thousand ships, a thousand officers and hundreds of thousands of troops. We were in a very perilous position'
Who says there was no danger?"
Judge Tsui retorted: "The Chinese have never destroyed otl-rer states, annexed foreign terr:itory or robbed
other peoples. How can you say your position was
perilous?"
"Would. I be here today, with so many deaths laid
at my door, if my country had been in no danger?"
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"All the Chinese wanted was recognition of their
suzerainty. They never threatened you: you insisted
on Iighting. That is why we hold you responsible for
all those deaths."
Yao-hai-kan put iii: "The judge and the king are
wrong. In our country, Java, flve hundred sailors
were cut in half and three thousand foot-soldiers were
boiled in cauldrons. Yet you say we were the ones
who wanted warl"
The judge said: "You brought it on yourselves."
Timour cried: "Our men were quartered! Yet you
say we were the ones who wanted war!"
The judge repeated: "You brought it on yourselves."
The Third Prince said: "I felI on my own swordwould I have done that unless driven to it?"
"You brought it on yourselves."
Pai-li-yen said: "We were burned to cinders
wasn't
that their doing?"
"You brought it on yourselves."
The flve ghosts shouted angrily: "You lay the blame
on us, but the proverb says: A murderer must pay
with his 1ife, a debtor must pay his debt. They killed
us unjustly
why should you give judgement in their
favour?"
The judge protested: "AII the verdicts given here
are scrupulously just. How dare you accuse me of
favouring them?"
The ghosts retorted: "If you are so just, why don't
you make them pay for our lives?"
"There is no reason why they shouId."
"If you say that, it shows you are prejudiced."
Then the five ghosts started shouting and bellowing
logether, creating a fearful din. The judge could do
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nothing but stand up and shout: "Silencel This is
contempt of court. You accuse me of bias, but my
iron brush here is iirPartial."
The ghosts rushed forward and snatched up the
judge's brush. "Yes, an iron brush is impartial," they
shouted. "But yours is made of cobwebs' No wonder
aI1 your arguments are so thin!"
More About the. Pilgrimage is attributed by the commentator Tien-rnu-shan-chiao to Monk Nan-chien' Nanchien was the name Tung Yueh took after he became a
Buddhist monk. 'Iung Yueh was born in 1620' He was
a precocious child who chose to study tlne Sutra of PerJect Etttightenment before reading the Confucian classics'
At the age of ten he could write essays and he passed
the flrst examination at thirteen. The unsettled state
of the country induced him to give up all thought of an
official career and after the fall of thc Ming dynasty he
became a monk in Lingyen Mountain, taking the names
Nan-chien and Yueh-han as well as various pen-names'
Eor more than thirty years he set foot in no city, with
no friends but fi.shermen and woodcutters, so that he
was regarded as a saint. He left some poetry, prose
and Buddhist dissertations. This novel opens with Monkey's attempt to get hold of the magic fan to put out
the fire on Flaming Mountain. Monkey is begging for
alms when the Ching Fish Spirit sends him into a trance
and he dreams that he must borrow a beII from the
First Emperor 'of Chin to remove the mountain. He
wanders into the Pavilion of a Myriad Mirrors where he
is thoroughly confused, for sometimes he sees the past
and sometimes the future, changing now into a"beautiful
maiden now into the King of HeIl. The Master of

Nothingness wakes him from this dream, and learns that
the flsh spirit and Monkey were born at the same time,
but the fish spirit lives in an illusory world called "Ching-

ching-shih-chieh," and since everything in this world is
created by the spirit all things are illusory. "To apprehend the supreme Truth a man musL first penetrate to the
root of all desires, entering Desire itself to understand
that all is vanity. Then only can he emerge to apprehend
the reality of Truth." In the novel the Ching Fish Spirit,
the "Ching-ching-shih-chieh," Prince Hsiao-yueh and
other flgures stand for "Desire." Some commentators
believed that certain passages in the book referred to the
Ching dynasty and that this was a satire written after
the fall of the house of Ming. Actually the book contains more digs at Ming fashions than Iaments over the
fate of the country, and I suspect that it was written
before the end of the dynasty. There are casual references only to frontier troubles and though we find no
complete renunciation of the world after the manner of
Buddhists, the underlying idea is that of most Ming
scholars, for the author makes the three religions one
and gives Monkey three masters: the Taoist Patriarch,
Tripitaka, and Yo Fei the Sung general. But the story
is urbane and charmingly written, abounding in imagina"
Live detail. Some of the fantasies are fresh and original
and there are delightful touches of humour. In these
respects Tung Yueh shows greater talent than any of

his contemporaries.
Monkey (who had assumed the guise of Lady Yu)
now took his own form again and, looking up, was
delighted to find that he was at Nu-kua's gate'
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"Yesterday after those sky-walkers sent by Prince
Hsiao-yueh smashed heaven up I got the bLame," he
reflected. "This goddess has a name for patching things up; I'11 ask her 1o repair the damage so that
I can go up to heaven to clear myself. This is a
splendid opportunity." But going to the gate he found
it shut, while pasted on the black-laquered door was
a slip of paper saying: "On the twentieth I am going
to visit the Yellow Emperor and shall be away for
ten days. I apologize for not being here to welcome
visitors." As soon as Monkey saw this he turned
away. A cock near by crowed three times: it was

nearly dawn. He went on for a few millions of li
but could not flnd the First Emperor of Chir-r. A11
of a sudden, however, he saw a sr,varthy-faced man
seated in a l-righ parzilion. "So there are brigands in
the ancient world too," thought Monkey with a smile.
"Here's one on show with his face smeared with
charcoal." A few paces fur-ther on he said: "No, this
is no brigand. It must be a shrine to Chang Fei."1
But then he mused: "If this were Chang tr'ei he ought
to have a cap.
Instead he's wearing an emperor's
crown and he looks amazingly dark. Thls must be
Great Yu,2 the Dark Emperor. If he will give mc .some
charms to exorcize devils, I need not look for the Chin
emperor." Drawing nearer, he saw a stone pi1lar before the pavilion with a white flag on it bearing an
inscription written in purple: "Hsiang Yu3 the Pre-Han
1A famous general of the Three Kingdons period.

2The legendary pacifler of floocis.
3 The Lord of Chu who contended for the empire after
the fall
of the Chin dynasty at the end of the third ccntury B.C. Lady
Yu uras his favourite.
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Dilettante." Monkey burst out laughing and said:
"The proverb is r:ight: It doesn't do to count your
chickens belore they're hatched. So atl lry guesses
were wrong. . . . This is simply Lady Yu's husband.',
Then it occurred to him: ''I sneaked into this world
of the past to find the emperor of Chin, to borrow
something that would move the mountain. Here is
I{siang Yu, t}re conqueror of Chu, who comes after
him in history: how is it I haven't found the Chin emperor yet? I know what: I'11 go up there and ask
Hsiang Yu where he is. That's the idea." He gave a
Ieap and looked round
then shook himself and
changed into Lady Yu. He mounted the pavilion step
wiping his eyes on a silk handkerchief taken from his
sleeve, and peepcd from behind this handkerchief at
Hsiang Yu, lo,oking both angry and appealing. When
Hsiang Yu threw himself on his knees, Monkey turned
awlly. With swift stridcs Hsiang Yu came round and
kneelerd again, pleading: "My love, take pity on your
husband! Give me a smile!"
Monkey said nothing till Hsiang Yu shed tears of
despair. Then with a blush Monkey pointed at him
ancl reproached him: 'You scoundrel! You, a great
g'eneral, could not even protect a .weak woman. Aren't
you ashamed to be sitting up so high?"
Hsiang Yu continued weeping and dared not reply.
i\{onkey looked rather touched and helped him up,
saying; "The proverb tells us that a man's knees are
precious as gold. You mustn't kneel so easily in ful,ure."

19. NOVELS OF MANNERS IN THE
MING DYNASTY
During the heyday of romances about gods and demons,
novels about the affairs of men began to be written'
These had the same themes as the yin-tzu-erh type of
Sung dynasly stories: the joys and sorrows of human
life, separations and encor.tnters or sudden changes in
fortune. Though the concept of divine retribution runs
through a number of these works, since there is less stress
on the supernatural than on the ways of the world and
the vicissitudes of life, these books have been described
as novels of manners.
The most famous of the novels of manners is Chitz
Ping Mei. At first this was circulated in manuscript
only; but after Yuan I{ung-taol read a few volumes and
adjudged this a classic second only to Shui Hu' Chuan,
the novel suddenly won a great reputation. These l.wo
books, with the Pilgrimage to th,e West, were styled
"The T'hree Amazing Romances." Chin, Ping Met was
first printed in Soochow in 1610. It was supposed to
have a hundred chapters, but Chapters 53 to 57 were
missing and those we have now were added at the fi'rst
printing. The author is unknown. Since the l\{ing
scholar Shen Teh-fu stated that the writer was an
eminent scholar of the mid-sixteenth century, it was
1A famous seventeenth century scholar, magistrate of
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thought that he might be Wang Shih-chenl or one of
his pupils. Then the legend was spread that when Wang
wrote this novel he smeared the paper with poison in
order to kill his enemy Yen Shih-fan, l,hough others imputed this to Tang Shun-chih,2 hence the edition pubIished by Chang Chu-po in the second haif of the seventeenth century began with an essay in praise of filial piety.
The central character in Ch.in Pi,ng Mei, is Hsimen
Ching who appears also in Shui Hu Chuan Hsimen
Ching is a cilizen of Chingho who neglects study and
devotes a1I his time to pleasure. He has three concubines in addition to his wife, and is friendly with "a
bunch of toadies, back-biters and upstarts." Becoming
infatuated with Golden Lotus, he poisons her husband
Wu the Elder in order to possess her. Wu's brother Wu
Sung seeks to avenge him, but kills another man by
mistake and fol this crime is tattooed and exiled to
Mengchow. Hsimen, confldent that he is no,uv secure,
gives himself up to debauchery and makes love to Spring
Plum, Golden Lotus' maid. He has another affair with
Li Ping-erh, whom he makes his concubine too. By
dishoriest practices he acquires a fortune, Li Ping-erh
bears him a son, Hsimen bribes Censor Tsai to give him
the rank of a captain o[ the imperial guards, and he
becomes an out-and-out profligate. He uses aphrodisiacs, indulges in licentious pleasure, takes bribes and
breaks the 1aw. Golden Lotus, jealous of Ping-erh, plays
a cruel trick on her child so that it is killed and Ping1 1526-1590. One of the greatest writers of the Ming dynasty.
His father rvas killed by the prime minister Yen Sung and his
son Yen Shih-fan.
2 1507-1560. Another scholar who hated Yen Sung.

Illustration flom an old edition of Chitr Ping Mei
published about 1636
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erh later dies of a broken heart. Then Golden Lotus does
her best to please Hsimen, but one night he dies suddenly of an overdose of aphrodisiacs. She and Spring
Plum become the mistresses of Hsinr,en's son-in-law, Chen
Ching-chi, but when this is reported by another concubine, Hsueh-ngo, they are driven out of the house.
Golden Lotus goes to live with Mrs. Wang until she can
find another husband; but Wu Sung ;:eturns after an
amnesty and kills her. Spring Ph-rrr is sold as a concubine to an official named Chou and having given birth
to a son is made his wife. Hsueh-ngo is kidnapped and
sold to Spring Plum, who vents her splte on her before
selling her as a prostitute. Thcn Spring Plum pretends
that Chen Ching-chi is her brother and takes him inlo
her husband's house where they become lovers again.
When Chou is appointed a garrison commander for his
part in suppressing Sung Chiang's revolt, Chen Chingchi is his aide-de-camp. Then the Golden Tartars strike
south, Chou is killed in battle and Spring P1um, now
having an affair with his son, dies one night after excessive debauchery. When the Golden Tartars approach
Chingho, Hsimen's wife takes his son I{siao-ko to Tsinan,
on the way meeting Monk Pu-ching rvho leads them to
Yungfu Monastery and reveals to 1,hem the divine retribution. Hsiao-ko becomes a monk, taking the name
Ming-wu.
The writer shows the most profound understanding of
the life of his time, his descriptions are clear yet subtle,
penetrating yet highly suggestive, and for the sake of
contrast he sometimes portrays two quite different aspects of 1ife. His writing holds such a variety of human
interest that no novel of that period could surpass it.
This is why it was attributed to Wang Shih-chen. It
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is not true to say that Chin Ping itrIei deals only with
lhe profligates rrnd loose s,omen of urban society. for
Hsimen comes of a w-ealthy family and his friencis include nobles, influentiaL men and scholars. IIence this
presentation of such a famlly is in effect a condemnation
of the whole rr-rling class, not simply a story disparaging

iow

society.

''You scoundrei!" said Golden l,otus. "You've remindecl me of som,er.hing I'd forgotten. Spring Plum,
show him those slippers !" She turi-red bilck to llsimen,
"Do you recognize these slippers?"
"Indeed I don't," said Hsimen.
"What a picture of innocencel" jeered Golden Lotr-rs.
"A fine way you carried on with Lai-wanq's wifc bchind
my back, treasuring her stinking slipper like some jewel
in your card-box with writing paper and incense in
that cave in the garden. Are they such treasures? What
use are they? No wonder that cursed bitch went to
He11 when she died!" And pointing at Autumn Aster,
she scolded: "This stupid creal.ure produced them,
thinking they rvere mine. I gave her a good beating!"
. She ordered Spring Plum: "Throw these objects away
at once."
Spriirg Plum passed the slippers on the floor and
said with a glance at Autumn Aster: "You can have
them."
Ar.rtumn Aster picked them up, remarking: "I\,4[adam's
slippers are so small, I can hardly get one of my toes
in."
"You cursed slave!" exploded Golden Lotus. "Why
say 'rnadam'? She must have been your master's
mother in his last existence: otherwise why should he
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keep these as a treasttre? No doubt it's a family heirloom. I.[orr disgusling!"
As Autumn Aster was walking out, Golden Lotus
caliecl her betck. "Bring me a knife ! Let me chop the
bitch's slipper'.s up ancl throw the bits into a piss-pot,
so that she'I1 have to stay in HeIl and never come to
life again." She rounded on H-simen: "The sadder
you look, the srnaller I'J.1 cut them up."
Hsimen laughed. "You bitch! Just throw thenl away'
I d-on't care a damn. . "
(Chapter 28)
When the time came to light the Iamps, Censor Tsai
said: "I have put you to a great dsal of trouble today:
let us cail an end to this feast'"
11s sfs,od up to'leave the table, but before the attendants could light him out Flsimen interposed: "Wait
a moment! Won't you have a rest in the back room,

sir?".

and as the door
They went to En-rerald Pavilion
closed two prei.tily tricked out singsong girls appeared
by the stcps and came forward to kowtow. . ' . At
sight of them 'ihe censol' rvas loath to leave- "You

are really too kind." he s;iid. "But I can't

accept

this."
Hsirnen replied wilh a chuckle: "'Iliis ls no different
from ancient times when Hsieh An1 amused himself
with girls in the Eastern Nlountain."
"I fear I have not Hsieh An's talent," retorted Tsai,
"but you are as cultured a gentlernan as Wang IIsichih."2

.

1A famous Tsin dynasty statesman.
2A celebrated scholar arrd calligrapher of the same period'

As they fouird paper and ink at the pavilion, Tsai
decided to write a poem to mark the occasion. Hsimen
told a boy to grind the ink well and hold the paper
steady. This Censor Tsai was at least an accomplish-

ed scholar: he picked up the pen and dashed off a
poem in a flash under the lamp.
(chapter 4g)
The characters in Ming dynasty novels of exposure are
usually based on real persons, for ttre writers used this
means to get even with their enemies; but of ben the identification is difficuit. According to Shen Teh-fu, Chirz
Ping Mei, was also an attack on contemporary flgures:
"T.sai Ching and his son stood for Yen Sung and Yen
Shih-fan; Lin Ling-su for Tao Chung-wen) Chu Mien
for Lu Ping. The other characters, too, represented real
persons." This being lhe case, the chief character Hsimen
Ching must have stood for some particular individual.
The slart of the novel says: "There was a wealthy and
noble family which came to a sorry end: a1I its craft and
scherning came to nothing, all its kinsmen and connections proved broken reeds. After enjoying a few short
ycars of splendour it left behind a dishonoured name.
'Ihose beauties who made the most of their charms to
compel.e for their masLer's favour had their pleasure,
but in the end their corpses lay in the shadow of the
lamp and their blood was spilt in lonely chambers." The
[ina] section of the book dclvcs into Buddhist lore. Hsirnen's son is asleep in the monastery when the monk
lcads his mother and others in, and points with his wand;
iLt once the lad turns into Hsimen Ching himself in a
(iarlgue and iron chains. When the rnonk points with
lris wand again the son reappeal's once nrore, fast asleep.
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He is a reinr:arnation of Hsimen. By this rattrer unusual
ending the ar'rthor meant that the sins of t'he fathers are
visited on their sons and can be dispelled only by knowledge of the Truth- Though the other fine-sounding
theory that this book was written by a son to avenge
his father adds piquancy to the tale, there is no genuine
evidence to suPPort it.
If we look at Chtrt' Pittg Mei from the point of vier'v
of literature, it is a novel of manners which gives a
life' Since it was
truthful and Pe
dYnastY when
Ming
written during 1
and bitter'
harsh
is
things were not

tions of private life
and many amorous passages, later readers who concentratecl on this aspect of the novel to the exclusion of
Because there

a

ornograPhY.
the fashion.
y the alche-

teaching the arts
Tao Chung-wen

ing aphrodisiacs
of minister and

minence by
nturY
scribrank

Y

de-

ery. Thus the fiction of that period deals either with
gods and demons or with amorous arts.
Rut Ch,in Ping Mei is so superbly written that, setting
aside its pornographic descriptions, this is a rernarkable
novel in many ways; whereas later writers of this school
laid stress on sex alone and dealt with such abnormal
behaviour that their characters seem to be sex-maniacs.
The Human Hassock, which judging by its styJ.e may be
the rvork of Li Yu,1 is comparatively good. But inferior
works of this sort are pure pornography ,with no pretensions to the name of literature. They were printed
in sma'll vo]umes most of which, after being banned
several times, are now lost.
During the reipln of Wan Li (1573-1620) there appeared
a novel called Yu Chiao Li (Jade-Charming-Prune) said
to be by the author of Chin Ping MeL Yuan I{ung-tao,
who was told its p1ot, describes it as a continuation of
Chin, Pittg Mei in which different characters receive their
rlue deserts. Wu the Elder in his next existence becomes
a philanderer, Golden Lotus a wanton who is finally
condemned to death, Hsimen a cuckold whose wife and
concubines are unfaithful to him. Shen Teh-fu after
neading the first palt of this book condemned it as "utt,erly obscene and immoral.
The emperor is a Golden
'Iartar, the rivalry between the ministers Hsia Yen and
Ycn Sung is hinted at, while, curiously enough, o,ther
Irigh officials of Chia Ching's reign appear under their

lcal names. But the style is spirited and lively,
cven better if possible than that of Chin Ping Mei."
open. This vogue left its mark on literature: the honour
in which alchemists were held and the general use of
drugs were accompanied by moral laxity and debauch-

'l'hls book has disappeared. Though a novel of the same
i A noted scholar and dramatist in the early Ching dynasty.
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name exists, the contents are not as described her'e and
it must be a later work.
There is another 64-chapter Sequel to Chin Pt'ng Mei
ascribed to a certain Priest Tzu-yang. Chapter 62 relates
that during the Eastern Han dynasty there lived a saint
in Liaotung named Ting Ling-wei and that flve hundred
years later there lived a saint at Hangchow named Ting
Yeh-hao, who when he left the world predicted that
after another flve centuries there would appear a second
reincarnation of Ting Yeh-hao. Accordingly, at the end
of the Ming dynasty, a native of Tunghai with the same
name came here, resigning his official post to become a
priest calling himself Tzu-yang. This novel opens with
a commentary on a Taoist tract by Ting Yao-kang of
Chucheng in Shantung, and the preface says: "After an
evil man burned. my Astrologl) in the southern capital
and a great change came about in society I ceased to
speak of religious matters. Now our sagacious sovereign
is propagating religion and has written a preface to the
Taoist canon for the moral enlightenment of his subjects'
From this it appears that this novel was by
Ting Yao-kang and written at the beginning of the Ching
dynasty. Ting Yao-kang as a government scholar in
his youth belonged to literary societies in the Yangke
VaIIey, and failing to obtain any official position he wrote
Astrologg in ten books. In 1647 he went to Peking, became a senior licentiate, worked as a tutor, and won
sorne reputation as a poet' LaLer he was appointed a
county examiner and magistrate of Huian, but he did
not go to this post. He lost his eyesight in h-rs sixties
and ca11ed himself the Indolent Priest' He died at the
age of seventy-two, having lived from about 1620 to 1691'
The works he has left include poems. essays and four
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plays. His treatise on astrology rvas a compilation of
portents and omens from past dynasties, but we do
not know how the book came to be burned: the Records
of Chucheng County merely states that it was presented
to Chung Yu-cheng of Yitu.
This sequel embodies rather simplified ideas about
divine retribution. Monk Pu-ching is the reincarnation
of a bodhisattva who one day distributes food to hungry
ghosts, telling them the evil fates in store for them,
and all his prophecies come true. Ilsimen Ching is reincarnated as Chin-ko, the son of Shen Yueh, a rich citizen
of Kaifeng. He lives opposite Shen's brother-in-Iaw,
Lieutenant Yuan, who has a daughter named Changchieh
Ping-erh's reincarnation. She is in Shen's house
- when the emperor's favourite, Li Shih-shih, is
one day
struck by her beauty and uses the imperial influence to
carry her off, changing her name to Yin-ping. When
the Golden Tartars take Kaifeng, the citizens of the capital scatter and Chin-ko becomes a beggar. Yin-ping is
forced to turn prostitute and has a lover named Cheng
Yu-ching; she becomes the concubine of Landlord Chai,
but runs away with her lover and hangs herself after
being tricked by Miao Ching. The second half of the
novel tells the story of Mei-yu, the daughter of Captain
I(ung in Kaifeng. Longing for a life of luxury and comlort, she becomes the concubine of a Tartar, but his wife
i.s jealous and treats her so cruelly that she determines
ln c,ommit suicide. She learns in a dream, however, that
she is the reincarnation of Spring PIum while the TarI,ar's wife is her old rival Hsueh-ngo; then she embraces
rt.ligion and forgets her resentment in her worship of
iluddha, thus atoning for her sins. Golden Lotus is
r cborn as Chin-kuei, daughter of Lieutenant Li of Shan-
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tung, and her husband. Liu the C1ub-Foot, is a reincarnation of Cherr Ching-chi whose deformity is a punishment
for his sins. Chjn-kuei in her misery falls ur-ider a spell
and dies after a long illness.
The rest of this novel is concerned with the punishment cf sins interspersed with historical everits' There
are copious quotations from Buddhist, Taoist and Confucian works and commentaries, each running into
hundreds of words; but the main preoccupation is with
the phllosophy of divine retribution. The author explains: "Before speaking of Buddhism, Taoism and Coniucianism, we should start with the principle of retribution; but since empty talk unsupported by evidence is
useless, we should start with the novel Clli'n Ping Mei""
Ming dynasty authors of pornography used divine retribution to justify their writing' Thus the author says:
"Many changes take place in the relations between husfor they have to atone for generation
band and wife
sins. So they drown themselves in
generation
of
after
or
consume themselves utterly in the
lust,
the river of
The
whole of Ch,i-n Ping Mei deals with
passion.
fire of
Iust, while the sequel shows that ali is vanity; and from
lust and vanity we turn to the Buddhist Truth'" This
book is not entirely Buddhist, however, but contains
Confucian and Taoist ideas as well, much in the same
way as the novels about gods and demons' BuL since
the author appears to 1ay special emphasis on good deeds
and tolerance, he pokes fun at those who indulge in idle
talk about the unity of the three r:eligions or make vain
attempts to compare their relative merits' The following extract describes how the Confucians and Taoists
fight over Li Shih-shih's confiscated house which has
been made into a convent.
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In the Convent ol the Great Awakening, Buddhism
pro-spered. Then the Taoist priest of the 'Iemple of
Heaven and the studen"ts of the Confucian college
started a d.i-spute over this piot of land, and when the
judge could not settle their dispuLe they appeaied to
the almy headquarters of the Tartar pr"ince. This
mansion was a very large one, they contended, and
both monks and prostitutes lived there. If it were
simply made into a convent, there was danger of immoral conduct: it should therefore be turned into a
government office rvith half the back-garden set aside
for a HalI of Three Religions, where Confucian, Taoist
and Buddhist sermons could be dellvered. The prince
granted this request, and all was lvell.
Once the Taoist priest sarv that this place was
divided up instead of coming entirely to him, he did
not care for it. Then the scholars Wu Tao-li and Pu
Shou-feng seized this opportunity to collect money
ti}1 they had
three silver cents for each subscriber
between three and four hundred taels of silver and
could build a hall with three chambers. They should
have placed Buddha in the middle, with Lao Tzu on
his left and Confucius on his right; but in orCer to give
pride of place to their own religion they put Confucius
in the centre, to show that Confucianism is the
orthodox faith. They converted the pavilions in the
garden into studies, as well as Yin-ping's dressingInstead of sludying - reloom and bedroom.
ligion, these fine gentlemen, dilettantes and hedonists,
dr:ank and ,uvrote poems every day in the Hal1 of Three
Iieligions and had a fine time studying femir-rine
charms. They called the place the College of Triple
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Nothingness, implying that all three religions amounted to nothing.
The novel Flouer Shadotns on the Screen in fortyeight chapters was also considered as a sequel to Chin
Ping Mei. Actually it is simply a rehash of the iast book
in which the names and number of chapters are changed
and all talk of retribution curtailed. This novel, whicti
was nevcr completed, was also called Retribution in
Tlwee Generattons. Apparently there were more incidents to follow, unless the author counted the poisoning of Wu the Elder as retribution for sins in a previous
1ife, making three generations in this way'

20. NOVELS OF MANNERS IN THE MING
DYNASTY (Continued)
The popularity of Chin Ping Mei, yu Cltiao Lii and

other novels of this type gave rise to a host of imitations.
Though these later works were not altogether the same,
having different types of characters and adventures, the
titles followed the established tradition; thus we have
Yu-Chiao-Li,1 Ping Shan Leng yen,2 and. others. The
stories dealt with talented scholars and beautiful girls,
with refined, romantic actions, as well as fallures and successes in the examinations and other changes of fortune.
Since they started with many misadventures but always
ended happily, they were known as ,,pleasant ta1es.,,
Though the plots often seem reminiscent of Tang dynasty
ro,mances, there is no real connection. It was sheer
coincidence that the heroes in both cases were nearly
always scholars, making the stories appear similar though
written in different ages. Yu,-Chiao-Li3 and ping Sltan,
Leng Yen have been translated into French, while another
novel of this type, Hao Chiu Chuun,a has been renclered
7

Jad,e-Charrning-pear. Though this has the same translitera_
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into llrent--ir as r,vell as German. So these wot'ks are
better known al:road than in China.
Yu-Chiao-Li, a novel in twenty chapters, with no author's narrle, is also called The Strange Story o'J Ttuo
Beauties. lt relales i.hat towar ds the rniddle of the

fifteenth century there lives an official, Pai Hsuran, who
has no son. In his old age a daughter, Hung-yu, is born
ins a rePutation
to him ancl
for her father'
writing
by
son Yang Fang
and Censor
man calls, Pai
for
to ask
to test his
Wu,
Academician
brother-in-law,
asks his
scholarship.

Academician Wu e:scorted Yang Fang to the pavilion,
and raising his head the yclung man sa\M the inscrip-

tion: Fu Ku Hsuan- Confident that he knew

+"hese

characters, he scrutinized them intently'
When the academician saw this he remarked: "That
was written by the scholar Wu Yu-pi' His calligraphy
is spirited and masterlY."
Yang Fang, eager to air his knowledge, said:
"Masterly indeed! The last characLer hsuan is comrnonp1ace, but the first two, lu kao, are superb'"
He pronounced the words fu kao, nob realizing that
in this quotation from the Book of Songs llne kao
should read ku. The academician, hearing this, was
able to size hiln up but he merely made some a'mbiguor-rs reply.
So Pai refuses the offer:, and Yang in his resentment
recommends thab Pai be sent to the Tartar camp to bring
back the abducted emperor. Fai leaves, entrusting his

daughter to Academician Wu, who takes her to Nanliing'

{i
ll

There he is so impressed by the poem written on a wall
by Su Yu-pai that he wants to marry Hung-yu to him;
but Su, mistaking some other girl for her, declines. Wu
wrathfully urges the examiner to strike Su's name from
the list of scholars, and since news has just come of Pai
Hsuan's triumphant return and promotion the examiner
obeys. Su sets off for the capital to find his uncle. On
the way he falls in with some young men writing verses
in imitation of Hung-yu's poem on the willow, who tell
him that the best poer will win her hand. Su writes a
verse too which is stolen by Chang Kuei-ju, who passes
it off to Pai as his own and is taken on as Pai's secretar.y.
Another suitor also poses as Su, but before long he and
Chang expose each other. Now Su, impressed by Hungyu's poem, starts north to ask Academician Wu's help
in arranging a match with her. On the road he is robbed
and taken in by a family named Li, in whose house he
meets young Lu Meng-li, who is so struck by his talent
that he begs Su to marry his sister. Su goes to the capital and does brilliantly in the examination; but on his
lcturn young Lu has disappeared. Little does he know
lhat Lu is Hung-yu's cousin, who has gone to Nanking
to join the Pai family. Unable to find a suitable sonin-law, Pai, travelling under an assumed name to Shanyin, meets a brilliant youth named Liu in a temple there.
Ile decides to marry both his daughter and his niece to
l,iu.

"There I happened to meet this young fellow Liu,
who is from Nanking too and a true gentleman.
Struck by his good looks and learning, and sure that
he would soon distinguish himself as a scholar in the
lmperial Academy
I thought of marrying
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only I was afraid my niece might
think that unfair. On the other hand, if I married

Hung-yu to him

my niece to him, my daughter might well call me an
unnatural father. It is quite out of the question,
though, to find another scholar as good as this one' In
ancient times two sisters married the sage king Shun,
and these two c'ousins are deeply attached to each
other. They are bosom friends, quite inseparable' So
I offered both girls to him. This has put me in a good
humour over this."
ver, because theY want to
o Pai's house and turns out
assumed name in ShanYin'
And when Pai also discloses his real name, they are both
surprised and delighted. So the marriage takes place'
It emerges that Lu Meng-li is actually a girI, who travelIed in disguise and, in offering her sister to Su in mar-

m
to

novel by Tidynasty said
is teens and
finished by some older man. Chang Po-shan lived in
Kang Hsi's reign. A poem he wrote on plum blossom at
the age of nine greatly impressed his tutor; but though
his precocity 1ed Sheng to attribute this novel to him,
the style seems rather that of a pedant than a boy' The
novel speaks of the good o1d days, but since there is no
indication of the date at which it was written, we do not
know what period in the past is meant' In this story,
the imperiai astrologer reports that there are signs of
1

Magistrate of Tzuchuan County and a scholar'

literary gertius in the stars and the emperor joyfully
orders a .search to be made for taient. Happening to see
a white swallow, he instructs his officials to write poems
on it; and when the officials fail to satisfy him, Chancellor Shan Hsien-jen presents a poem by his daughter
Shan Tai. This poem is as follows:
A speck of white laments the setting sun,
Her plumage mid white blossom does not show;
She scorns to borrow pigments from the crow,
Or feed herself on anything but snow.

She leaves a shadow, flying through btack night;
She plucks red petals, but they make no stains;
Within vermilion gates in wealth and pomp
Immaculate and spotless she remains.

The emperor summons Shan Tai and asks her advice.
Impressed by her intelJ.igence, he presents her with a
jade ruler "to measure the talents of the empire,,, and a
gold wand "to command literature and protect herself
against violence. When the time comes for her to marry,
if any fool tries to win her by force she can strike him
over the head with this wand and kill him without fear
of punishment." The emperor also presents her with a
placard bearing the inscription: "Talented Woman, Glory
ol Our Literature." At this time Shan Tai is no more
lhan ten. Her father builds a Jade Ruler pavilion to
Irouse the jade ruler and Shan Tai studies there. She is
rrow exceedingly famous, and crowds come to ask for
Irt'r' calligraphy. After -she writes a poem making fun
,l a young noble, her enernies spread the rumour that
rrone of her writings are genuine; but when the empero,r
,,r rlers men of letters to compete with her they are a1l
,,rrtdone, the slanderer is punished and her fame grows.
,\ village girl, Leng Chiang-hsueh, who has also written
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poems since her childhood, offends Sung Hsin who contrives 1.o sell her as a slave to the Shan family ' 'On the

writes a Poem and meets a
named Ping Ju-heng, but theY
riving in the Shan household

e soon becomes such a favourite
shown
to the emperor too' Ping Jupoems
are
her
that
heng, eager to find other talented men, makes friends
with Yen Pai-han, a britliant poet from a wealth5r and
noble family. These two scholars are recommended to
the court, but not liking to receive official posts through
recommend.ation they go to the capital for the examination and under assumed names ask for an interview with
Shan Tai. Shan Tai reads some satirical poems by them
hsueh to trY them out'
and d
n, who leave' Another
The g
and is tested besuitor
man,
fore the pavilion; but he is such a fool that they laugh
at him, and when he tries to enter the pavilion he is
beaten nearly to death. Chang later accuses Shan Tai
through the Ministry of Ceremony of immoral conduct
with young scholars. When the emperor investigates
this charge, Chang names Ping and Yen as the two
scholars concerned; but since the examination results
have just been published and Ping and Yen are first
and second on the list, the emperor is delighted' He
orders Shan to marry his daughter and her maid l-eng
to these two scholars. So Shan Tai marries Yen and
Leng Chiang-hsueh marries Ping. They have a splendid

wedding.

The two girls mounted their" sedan-chairs, accompanied by at least a hundred maids' AIi their way

was gay with firecrackers and drumming, coloured
banners and brilliant lanterns. They had imperial
sanction for their marriage, and since one of the brides
was the prime minister's daughter and the two grooms
were imperiai scholars, the splendour of the occasion
surpassed anything heretofore seen.
If not for
their true genius, how could they have hoped for this?
Even today in the capital, Ping, Shan, Leng and yen
are known as "The Four Poets of Genius.,, While
reading history at leisure, I was moved by my admiration to record their story.
The central theme of both these novels is praise of
talented women. The writers thought more highly of
poetic gifts than of the ability to pass the examinations;
they admired refinement and jeered at vulgarity. yet
though poetizing was their sole touchstone of talent, the
verses quoted are third-rate doggerel reminiscent of the
work of some country pedant. This novel also reflects
the view that a man must pass the examinations in order
to marry well, and such marriages must be decreed by
th.e emperor. Here we see the limitations imposed on
rnen's minds by the examination system. Unless a
writer had outstanding gifts, he could not shake off these
ideas.

Hqo Chiu Chuan, a novel in eighteen chapters. is also
ciilled A Tale of Romance und GallantrE. The writer,s
rrame is given as Ming-chiao-chung-jen. In essence, this
rrovel is similar to the two lasl, but the language is
r;tightly superior and the hero is something of a new del),lrture-a blend of handsome scholar and gallant man.
llc is Tieh Chung-yu, a scholar of Taming Prefecture.
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His fine, handsome features, Iike those of a
beautiful girl, had earned him the nickname "Iron
Beauty" in that neighbourhood. You might expect
altyone so handsome to be gentle, but young Tieh was
as unyielding as wrought iron. He had considerable
physical strength and would pick quarrels on the least
provocation, being seldom heard 1,o make a joke.
His great virtue was that he would do all in his power
to help anyone who asked him.
If men flattered
him in the hope of future favours, he simply turned
a deaf ear. Thus he was generally admired br.rt without good reason no one dared approach him.

This young man's father Tieh Ying is a censor, and
fearing that he may come to harm through his frankness,
the youth goes to the capital to warn him. A noble
named Sha Li abducts the wife of Han Yuan, and when
Tieh manages to recover her his gallantry becomes
known. But unwilling to remain in the capital he goes
to study in Licheng in Shantung, where a retired Minister
of War, Shui Chu-yi, has a beautiful daughter Ping-hsin,
more intelligent than most men. Kuo Chi-tsu, the prime
minister's son in the same district, is bent on marrying
this girl and Shui dares not refuse him openly but tricks
him into marrying his niece instead. When this is discovered, Kuo in his rage determines to ruin Shui and
seize Ping-hsin, but by a clever ruse the girJ. escapes. Kuo
urges the local magistrate to forge a government order
compelling her to marry him, but Tieh who is present
discovers the plot and thwarts it, earning Ping-hsin's
gratitude. When Tieh suddenly falls ill, she takes him
home and nurses him for five days. After Kuo's third
attempt to seize Ping-hsin has failed, Tieh and Ping-
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hsin marry, but do not consummate their marriage. Kuo's
father prevails cn a censor to report: "This young man
and girl are sharing one room and must be living in sin;
yet her parents are condoning the matter
this is counthe
ter to ali morality." When the case is investigated
emperor discovers the truth, and when Ping-hsin is summoned to court the empress finds that she is still a virgin.
The slanderers are punished, Tieh and Ping-hsin are
commended, ordered to go thr:ough the wedding again to
uphold morality, and urged to cultivate even greater
virtue.
The Iron Flouer Fairy Tale in twenty-six chapters is
by Yun-feng-shan-jen. It te1ls of a citizen of Hangchow,
Tsai Chi-cl-rih, who goes with his friend Wang Yueh to
his ancestral garden to enjoy the flowers, staying there
till the blossoms fade. Later they meet again in the capital and both have children. They pledge to marry
their son and daughter to each other and become even
closer friends. Wang's son Ju-chen is a clever child who
can write poems by the time he is seven. He and Chen
Chiu-ling pass the first examination while in their early
teens. They are staying in the ancestral garden to enjoy
the flowers and write poems when one night Chen meets
a girl named Fu Chien-hua, who often appears there
a-fter dark. After the flowers are uprooted by a storm,
howerrer, she stops coming. Because Wang falls on evil
days and his son fails to pass the higher examinations,
Tsai decides to marry his daughter to a richer man, Hsia
Yuan-hsu. Ju-chen's companion, Chen, who has passed
the examination, urgbs his close friend Su Tzu-cheng to
arrange a match between him and Jo-lan so that he can
t,urn her over later to Ju-chen. But the girl runs away
lo stay in the household of Su's uncle. Hsia Yuan-hsu
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comes from a respectable family but is a worthless
fellow. Hating his sister Yao-chih because she despises
him, he arranges to present her to the palace; but on the
way to the capital Yao-chih's boat capsizes and she is
rescued by Su's uncle. This uncle makes Ju-chen his
secretary and Tsai, lonely in his old age, makes him his
godson, after which the young man marries Su's cousin,
Hsing-ju. Chen asks for- the hand of Yao-chih but is
refused; however they e).ope together one night. By
now Su has defeated some pirates and become a saint.
One day he writes to Ju-chen and Chen telling them
that the real Yao-chih is still in his uncle's house and
Chen's wife is a monster: he must use the thunderbolt
charm to destroy her. At this the monster flees and
Su's uncle marries the true Yao-chih to Chen. One day,
visiting Su's uncle, Ju-chen is amazed to see the former
maid of Tsai's daughter Jo'-lan. When the uncle realizes
that she is betrothed to Ju-chen, he marries her to him.
Both couples live to be over eighty, and after taking
elixirs given them by Su die peacefully in their beds
it is commonly believed that they have become immortals.

This novel was written later than the others. The
author apparently wanted to break the old pattern by
introducing more miraculous incidents. That he was
well satisfled with the result can be seen from his preface: "Earlier novelists aimed at describing the adventures of talented scholars and beautiful ladies for the
readers' delectation. But they were often careless in
the choice of titles: Ping Shan LEng Yen simply lists
four surnames as the title, while Yu Chiao Li selects one
character out of each one of three names. They used
these slipshod methods not because they despised their

I

characters but because this is an easy way to write a
novel. This book is in a category apart.
Readers
will find matter concerning iron, flowers and fairies, yet
enfolding a tale of talented scholars and beautiful
Iadies. ." Unfortunately the style is rough and the
plot confused. Moreover, by inserting accounts of war
and the supernatural the author overstepped the bounds
of this type of novel.

t

2I. MING DYNASTY IMITATIONS OF SUNG
STORIES IN THE VERNACULAR
h8'

Among the Sung dynasty stories in the vernacular
those that exercised the greatest influence on later fiction
were the historical romances. There were many such,
as described in Chapters 14 and 15, and most of the Ming
dynasty story-te'llers were famous for their historical
romances too. They also told religious tales based on
Buddhist canons but there were few stories about ordinary
people. By the end o,f the Ming dynasty, howevet",
popular stories about urban life were revived; some were
Sung tales retold, some new creations. These stories oI
urban life won wide popularity, but their old names we):e
forgotten and Lhey ceased to be known as "tales of the
market-place."
The earliest important collection of forty of these lales
was lllustrs.ted Stories Ancie,nt and Modern. The Tienhsu-chai Bookshop advertised this as follows: "Our
bookshop has bought one hundred and twenty stories by
famous men ancient and modern, and here as a start.we
are publishing one third of them." A preface by tl-re
Master-of-the-Green-Sky-Lodge stated: "Mao-yuan-yehshih has a fine colleclion of popular tales new and old.
At the publishers' request he selected forty tales likely

i
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to have a beneficial influence on public morality and
these are being printed in one co lection." There was
no mention of subsequenf publications. Then three were
other similar collections. the first two entitled Stories
lllustration from an old edition of Stories to Warn Men
published in the seventeenth century
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arr old edition ot Amazing Stories
published in the seven[eenth century

Illustration from

to Enlighten Men and Stories to \Uarn Men. I have not
read these but merely seen the table of contents. The
first collection contains twenty-four ta1es, twenty-one of
them from lllustrated Stori,es Ancient qnd Moderru, and
the three others also were included in the two other collecLions; so it seems to be based on an incomplete text
of the lLlustrated Stories. Stories to Wqrn Men has forty
tales and a preface written in 1624 by Wu-ai-chu-shih.
It contains seven tales from the Pctpular Stories o[ the
Capital, showing that these collections include a numbel'
of old stories and are not all imitabions by Ming writers.
The third collection, Stories to Awake.n Merl, also has
forty stories and a preface dated 1627 by Ko-yi-chu-shih
who says: "Outside the Confucian canons and histories
lhere are writings known as hsiao-sh.uo. But those that
lay stress on theorelical arguments tend to be obscure,
while those that concentrate on literary embellishments
are often ornate and unable to appeal to ordinary readers.
This is why Sforie s to Awcrken Men is being published
atter Stories to Enligh'ten, Men and Sto'ries to Wsrn
Men." Obviously Stories to Aussken Men was the last
of the three collections. Since one of its stories, Fifteen
Strings oJ Cash, is also found it Popular Stori,es of the
Capital, this collection apparently contains old stories too.
In Sung-chan-lao-jen's preface to Strange Tales Neut
(Lnd Old rve find this remark: "Mo-han-chai edited and
amplified The Sorcerer's P"euolt and lts Suppression by
the Three Suis in a skilful manner, rounding off the
story.
His three collections, Stories to Enlighten
lWen, Stories to Awsken Men and Stories to Warn Men,
r:ontain excellent descriptions of society and manners,
.joy and sorrow, separations and reunions." Now ?he
,Sot'ce'rer's Reuolt and lts Suppresston by the Three Suis
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has a preface by Chang Wu-chiu lvhich states that this
novel was completed by his friend Lung-tzu-yu. We
know, then, that these three collections were by the same
scholar, for Lung-tzu-yu was the pen-name of Feng YuIung or Feng Meng-lung, a citizen of Changchow and the
Mao-yuan-yeh-shih mentioned in the preface to
lltustrqted, Stories Anciettt and' Modern. At the end oi

the Ming dynasty Feng was a senior licentiate

and

magistrate of Shouning. He wrote some poems, but "because he was fond of jokes and doggerel he was not highly
regarded as a poet." He was a competent playwright,
wrote A Ta,te of Ttno Heroes and compiled a collection
of ten other plays which was well known and included
his own "AII Things Are Well," "A Romantic Dream"
and "The Gardener." Having a special liking for fiction,
he rewrote The Sarcerer's Reuolt o.nd lts Supp'resst'on
by the Three Suis, compiled three collections of stories
and asked Shen Teh-fu to make a copy of Chin Ping Mei
for publication, though this edition never came out'
Five of the seven tales from the Pop-r,lar Stoties of the
Capital deal with the reign of Kao Tsung in the twelfth
century while the earliest is set in the eleventh century'
As these stories were based on recent happenings they
were fairly realistic. This is not the case in Stories to
Ausaken Men, which has two stories from the Han
dynasty, eleven from the Sui and Tang dynasties, and
many were based on early ta1es. Since customs and
conventions had changed considerably in the intervening centuries, these early tales when padded out seem
rather dull. Eleven stories set in the Sung dynasty
are live1ier, and it is possible that others, besides
Fzfteen Strtngs of Cash, were adapted from promptbooks also. The fifteen stories about the Ming dynasty

are concerned with recent events, and since the social
manners described are based on fact these are su'
perior to the Han and 'Iang stories. The ninth tale,
Chen To-shou and Hts Wife, describes two men, Chu and
Chen, who like to play chess together and who arrange
a marriage between Chen's son and Chu's daughter.
When Chen's son contracts leprosy the Chu family wants
to break the engagefll€Frt, but the daughter insists on
marrying the young man and nursing him. Three years
Iater this unhappy couple poison themselves and die
together. The passages describing the engagement and
Mrs. Chu's subsequent complaints are simple and vivid.
When Old Wang and Chu Shih-yuan observed the
steady way the lad walked, the clear way he talked
and the potite way he bowed, they were loud in their
praises.

Wang asked: "How old is Your son?"
Chen Ching answered: "Nine."
Wang said: "It seems only yesterday that we celebrated his birth, yet nine years have passed in a flash'
Time flies like an arrow: no wonder we are gror,ving
o1d!" Then he asked Chu: "Didn't you tell me that
your daughter rvas born in the same year?"
"That's right," said Chu. "My daughter To-fu is
nine too."
Wang said: "Don't be offended by my remark, but
two of you have been cronies over chess all your life __
why don't you become kinsmen by marrying your
children to each other? In the old days there was a
village called Chuchen where ali the families were
named Chu or Chen and their childlen intermarried.
Now your two names are the same: this is surely fated.
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They're a couple o,f fine children, as we've seen
they would rnake a good match."
Since Chu Shih-yuan had taken a fancy to the boy,
without waiting for Chen to answer he said: "I'm
all for it. I onl;r hope Brother Chen agrees. If he
does, I've no, objection at a11."
Chen said: "If Brother Chu doesn't think our poor
family beneath him, as my child is a boy why should
I refuse? I hope Mr. Wang here will be our gobetween."

O1d Wang said: "Tomorrow is the Double Ninth,
so that won't do. The day after that is an auspicious
day; I'll call on you then. You've given your word
today and both of you are willing. All I'm hoping for
is to drink some wine at the wedding: I don't expect

any other

1.hanks."

Chen said: "Let me tell you a joke. Once the Emperor o,f Heaven vrar-rted to fix ttp a marriage with the
Emperor of Earth. He thought: 'As we are bclth emperors, v,,e mus't get another emperor for go-between.'
So he asked the god of the hearth to do the job. When
the Emperor of Earth saw the hearth god he cried out
in astonishment: 'Why is this go-between so dark?'
'Dark?' said the hearth god. 'Can any go-between be

fair?'"
Old Wang and Chu bulst out laughing. Then Chu
and Chen played chess

tili it was dark.

From their liking for chess the whole business begun,
And they fixed up a match for their daughter and son.

When Mrs. Chu heard what manner of disease young
Chen had, she wept and wailed about the house and
reproached her husband: "Our daughter wasn't be-

ginning to stink, yet you hurried to fix up her marriage when she was nine. Now what are we to do? I
just hope that scurvy, scabby toad dies so as not to
spoil my girl's 1ife. But now he's neither dead nor
alive and our daughter's growing up. We can't marry
her to him nor yet break the engagement. Do you
expect her to live like a widow all her life looking
after that leper? This is all the fault of that old tot'toise Wang, ruining our daughter's 1ife. . "
Since Chu had always been afraid of his wife he
maintained an unhappy silence, letting her run on
cursing or scolding as she pleased. One day, turning
out a cupbcard, sl-re came upon the chess set and flew

into a passion.
"It was just because you played this

accursed game

together that you fixed up this marriage and ruined
my daughter!" she raged. "Why should I keep the
thing that caused all this l;rouble?" She flounced to
the door, hurled the chess pieces into the street and
smashed the board. Chu was a mild man who could
do nothing when his wife was in a temper except keep
out of her way. As for To-fu, she was to,o shy to say
- anything, so Mrs. Chu went on scolding tiLl her tongue
was tired.
Amazing Stories has thirty-six stories. Like Feng's collections, it includes stories of previous dynasties, having
six from the Tang, six from the Sung, four frorn the Yuan
and twenLy from the Ming dynasty. The preface to this
work by lVlaster of Chikung Lodge says: "The stories
t'ompiled by Lung-tzu-yu rnake good reading; they convey
rrroral teaching, are unrestricted by present-day convenlions and include nerarly all the o1d tales of the Sung and
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Now I am selecting various tales
ancient and modern and rewriting them. I have chosen
those which are fresh and amusing for these volumes."
Amazing Stortes, Second Series has thirty-nine stories, including one of the Chou, fourteen of the Sung, three of
the Yuan and sixteen of the Ming dynasty, as weII as
five which cannot be dated and a play called Hauoc on
the Lantern Festiual. This collection has a preface by
the author dated 1632 which states: "In the autumn of
7627 . . for my own amusement I chose some good
There were forty in
stories and rewrote them.
As quite a few remained which I was reluctant
aII.
to abandon, I made a second collection of forty tales.
So it seems that when Stortes to Attsaken
Men was published, Amazing Stories was produced to
rival it. Anzazing Storzes is rather flat and uninteresting, however, falling below the standard of Feng's work.
Master of Chikung Lodge was the pen-name of Ling
Meng-chu, a citizen of Wucheng who also wrote poems
and a drama The Man raitlt, the Curly Beard.
There was another collection of stories entitled Second
Series of West Lake Tales and including a 200-Iine poem,
"Autumn on the West Lake." The compiler's name is
given as Ching-yuan. There are thirty-four stories,
both ancient and modern, aI1 of them concerned with
the West Lake in Hangchow. Judging by the title there
should be a first series also, but that I have never found.
The preface by Hu-hai-ssu tells us that the author's
surnarne was Chou and that he wrote an essay on the
West Lake: this is all we know about him. There was
a scholar named Chou Ching-yu-an in the reign of Kang
Hsi, but he was a native of Wuchin; there was anot,her
in Hangchow in the reign o,f Chien Lung; but both of
Yuan dynasties.
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these lived too late to have been the author. These
stories also start with introductory tales, sometimes as
many as three or four of them, differing in this respect
from other collections. The language is fluent, but we
find fulsome praise of the emperor, a plethora of moral
teaching and some bitter asides which seem to indicate
that the author was a disappoLnted man. The following
passage from "Lord Han's Gifts" uses the story of a Tang
dynasty poet to vent the dissatisfaction of an unsuccessful
scholar:

.

Now one of Lord Ifan's subordinates was Jung yu,
prefect of Chehsi. Jung Yu was strikingly handsome,
brilliantly gifted. He wrote with amazing speed, incredibly well. But priding Lr-imself on his talent he
behaved with overweening arrogance. That was an
age of tumult and disorder, however, when the arts
of war were prized above the arts of peace. A man
with outstanding physical strength or even one who
could handle one or two weapons,- not to say all the
eighteen different arms
could acquire an official cap
with tle greatest of ease.
Then attendants would
clear the way for his horse and the fellow would have
a retinue before and behind, with much pomp and
glory and display of might, even if he were barely
literate. Now Jung Yu set great store by his literary
gifts, but in those days when soldiering was at a premium nobody would buy his wares, no one was
impressed by his talents. Though he could write
hundreds of poems, he could not fight battles, defeat
invaders or suppress revolts, therefore he was unwanted.
The only customer for Jung Yu's poetry was the singsong girl Chin Feng. Nineteen and peerlessly lovely,
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a fine singer and dancer, she was quiet by

nature,

averse to all noise and bustle but passionately devoted
to poetry. She was overjoyed to find a poet like Jung
Yu. And since he was at a loose end and Chin Feng
valued him, he displayed all the wares in his bag like
any pedlar. From that day onward Chin Feng took
no other lovers, and Jung Yu spent all his leisure
hours with her on the West Lake.

is a collection of fifteen
stories compiled by Ku-kuang-sheng of Shantung. All
Makr.ng the Drunkurd Sober

the stories date from the Ming dynasty except one about
a man who changes into a tiger which is a Tang dynasty
tale. Since some deal with events in the reign of the
last Ming emperor, the book must have been written at
the end of the dynasty. The writing is trenchant but
oversimplified, showing the strong influence of the storytellels' tradition. This collection is even more packed
with moral teaching and admonitions than the Second
Series oJ West Lake Tales. Though the story-tellers'
talcs of the Sung dynasty o,ccasionally pointed a moral
too, their main purpose was to entertain the townsfolk.
The lVling imitators, however, are so concerned with
moralizing that they seem to forget that their chief function should be to entertain. Moreover, they speak with
relish of official honours from the viewpoint of the
Iiterati. So although the form is unchanged the spirit
is worlds apart. Thus one fourteenth story in this co1lection tells how Mr. Nlo of Huainan marries his daughter
to a scholar named Su. Later she leaves her husband on
account of his poverty and marries an innkeeper. Then
the scholar passes the highest examination. Returning
home in triumph past the inn, he catches sight of his

. . . Su saw sitting behind the counter a very pretty,
proper woman
his former
He thought to him_
- her and seewife.
self : "I'11 greet
how she treats me.,, He
ordered his bearers to stop. With attendants holding
a sunshade above him, dress,ed in his robes of o,ffice,
he wa.lked straight into the tavern. The innkeeper
was counting money in a short jacket and breeches.
At sight of an officral he slunk out. The wornan had
recognized Su the moment he alighted fr,om his chair,
yet she neither blushed nor frowned but kept an im_
passive face. The scholar stepped forward to bow
respectfully.
Without returning his bow, the woman said: ,,Get
on with your job as an official while I get on with my
job-selling wine." The scholar left with a smi1e.
When water.'s spilt you can retr.ieve it never.,
And once divorced a pair must part for evcr;
It they should meet again, at most they,ll smile
Or linger side by side a little while.

I am sure the woman felt a pang; but after breaking
with him so unjustly, even if she welcomed him now
with a beaming face they could never. be happily re_

if she so,bbed pitifuly and clutched at his
garments, abasing herself, she could hardly expect him
united; even

to take her back again. Her best course rvas to lorrk
unruffled and hold aioof. At heart, of coursc., she re_
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pented her hastiness, but there was nothing to
done.

be

Now sick at heart she cursed her fate,
Repenting her rash deed before,
When she gave uP the kinglY tree
For any PIum beside the door'

ab1e.

been a laughing-stock through the ages'
Feng Meng-lung's collections of stories were still
popUJt at the beginning of the Ching dynasty' Thus
lGovernorofKuaichiintheHandynasty,whosewifelefthim
before he became an official on account of his poverty^

Wang Shih-chen wrote in his anecdotes: "There is a
delightful tale in Stortes to Wurn Men about Wang Anshih's return to Nanking after he was dismissed from
his post as prime minister, but this was actually based
on the story of Lu To-hsun1 who was exiled to the
south." From this we can see that those collections were
still fairly well known. Later they circulated iess
widely, though some of them were handed down in
ano,ther popular selection of forty stories, Strange Tales
Neus and Old. The preface to this says that since there
were two hundred stories all told in the collections made
by Feng Meng-h-rng and Ling Meng-chu, and to read so
much was difficult, Pao-weng-lao-jen had made this
selection. Eight of the tales are taken from lllustrated
Stories Ancient ctnd Madern, ten from Stories to Wern
Men, eleven from Stories to Azo&ken Men, seven from
Amazing Tales and three from the Second Series of
Amazing Tales. The earlier collections are now rare,
but we can see their general nature from this selection
which must have been made at about the end o,f the
Ming dynasty.
Hearsay Tales Neus and Old has twenty-two stories
r:ompiled by the Master of Tungpi Mountain Lodge. The
contents are rather mixed, including four tales from
Stori.es to Ausaken Men and one from We.st Lake Tales,
with others whose source I have been unable to, trace.
As mention is made of the "Taiping rebeIs," the book
cannot have been compiled before the second half of the
nineteenth century.
The Sequel to Strange Tales New and Old has thirty
stories, but the compiler's name is not known. Since
r

A minister of war in the tenth

century.
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twenty-nine of these stories com
and one only from LlearsaY Tales
a selection. In 1868 when Ting
Kiangsu, prohibited the publication of licentious literature, Amazrtng Stories was among the books banned' It
is therefore likely that this collection was produced by
some publisher after the prohibition.
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the Strange 'l'ales Jrom Liao-chai

by Pu Sung-ling

(1640-1715)

22. IMIIATIONS OF CLASSICAL TALES IN
THE CHING DYNASTY

Most collections of Tang dynasty tales were lost by
the Ming dynasty, and though some were compiled in the
Tai-pittg Miscellany during the Sung dynasty this was

'never widely circulated. So when later

scholars

imitated certain classical tales, they aroused great interest and were considered highly original. At the beginning of the Ming dynasty, Chu Yu of Hangchow, who
was known as a poet, wrote New Anecdotes [Jnder the
Lamplight. IIe modelled the language and form of these
tales on those of the Tang dynasty; and though his style
was rather weak, since he dwelt on love and other romantic themes his stolies were popular aird many writers
followed his example. It took a government prohibition
to end this fashion. By the r.eign of Chia Ching, early in
the sixteenth century, Tang dynasty tales were published
and book-sellers often made new collections of slories
from the Tai-p,ing Mrscellany and other tales. Thus
genuine classical tales were mixed with later imitations.
These collections were so popular, however, that scholars
who had never tried their hand at fiction started writing
about unusual characters, swordsmen, slaves, tigers, dogs

or even insects, and included these tales in their works.
So by the end of the Ming dynasty it was the fashion to
write fiction and continued to be so in the new dynasty.
The most famous collection of tales was Pu Sungling's Strange Tales of Liao-chai. Pu Sung-ling (1630-
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rank of senior licentiate, but four years later he died'
His works include four volumes of essays, six of p'o€ms'
eight of tine Strange Tates of Ltao-chai, as well as dissertaiions on the calendar, commonly used words and agriculture. His 431 tales were sometimes divided into sixteen
volumes. He finished this collection when he was fifty'
and wrote a preface saying: "I have not the talent of
Kan Pao,2 but I like collecting tales of the supernatural;
and I share the tastes of Su Tung-po, who enioyed hearing ghost storiers. Each time I hear one I jot it down'
,.rd l.t"r write the material up into tales' For a long

Dream." If he did not make this clear, it was probably

those materials. This is nothi'ng but a legend, however'
like other colThough tine Strange
of the superlections of the period,
the
goblins
of fairi,es,
natural
-

-

Should be 1640-1715.
z a tsin dynasty writer of tales' See Chapter
1

5'

narratives are concise and meticulous in the tradition of
the Tang dynasty stories, so that all these strange events
appear very vivid. Sometimes the writer describes eccentrics, belonging not to the world of fantasy but to the
world of men; and minor incidents are so well recorded
that readers find them fresh and interesting. According to
one account, because the great scholar Wang Shih-chen
thought highly of this work and tried hard to purchase
a copy it became more famous and many copies were
made. Sti1l the collection was not printed in pu Sungling's time. It was published in yenchow only at the
end of Chien Lung's reign, and later annotated by Tan
Ming-Jun and Lu Chan-en.
The stories of marvels at the end of the Ming dynasty
are usually so brief and fantastic as to seem incredible.
The Strange Tales of Liao-chai, however, co,ntain such
detailed and realistic descriptions that even flower-spirits
and fox-fairies appear human and approachable; but just
as we forget that they are not human, the author introduces some strange happening to remind us that they are
supernatural after aII. For example, "The Fox's Joke,,
tells how a native of Pohsin named Wan Fu rnarries a
fox-fairy in Tsinan who is good at making jokes and
entertaining his friends. Later she leaves him as any
wife might do. In "The Chrysanthemum Fairy,,, Ma
Tzu-tsai marries a daughter of the Tao family named
Huang-ying who is realIy a chrysanthemum spirit. She
runs the house just like an ordinary woman titl her
younger brother gets drunk and changes into a flower.
Then strange things begin to happen.
One day they had a drinking party at which Wan
Fu was host. Sun and two other friends sat at the side
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while a couch was set for the fox at the bo'ttom of the
table. She said she could not drink but would join
in the conversation, and to this they agreed. After
the wine had gone round several times, they started
throwing dice and played some drinking game. When
one guest lost and it was his turn to drink he jokingly
sent the cup to the fox-fairy, saying:
"Mrs. Fox is very sober. Won't you drink this cup
foi: me?"
She answered with a smile: "No, I won't drink, but
I'11 tel1 you an amusing story."
. The guests warned her: "If you make fun of
us, you'Il be sorry!"
The fox laughed. "What if I make fun of a fox?"
"That's all right," they said, and cocked their ears

to listen.
The fox told them: "Once upon a time a high
official was sent as envoy to a foreign country. He
was wearing a fox-fur cap when the king gave him
audience. Intrigued by this cap, the king asked:
" 'What is that so thick and warm?'
"The envoy told- him it '"vas fox fur'
"The king said: I have never heard of the animal.
How do you write the word 'fox'?
"sketching the character in the air, the envoy reported: On my right this is a big 'melon,' on my left
a small 'dog.'"
AlI of them roared with iaughter.
A few months later she went back with Wan

Fu.

After: a year he returned to Tsinan on busi-

ness and his fox-wi{e accornpanj.ed him. One day
after she had been closeted for some time with several
callers, she toid her husband:

from Shensi, but because we were fated to
"I
meet I put up here for a long time. Now my brothers
are here and I must go back with them. I cannot stay
come

with you."

He tried to keep her, but she left no,ne the less.
("The Fox,s Joke,,)

. Her brother Tao was a good drinker who had
never been the worse for. liquor. One day Ma received a
visit from his friend Tseng, who had never found
anyone to match his capacity, and he urged Tseng to
compete with his brother-in-law. . They started
drinking early in the morning and went on all day and
all night till the fourth watch, each finishing a hundred pots of wine. Then Tseng, thoroughly drunk,
fell sound asleep, while Tao started to his bedroom.
Once out of the door he came to a bed of chrysanthemums. There he fell down, shed his clothes and
changed into a chrysanthemum as tall as a man, with
a dozen flowers as large as fists on it. In great alarm
Ma told his wife, who ran to the spot, pulled up the
flower and left it on the ground.
"How could he get so drunk?,, she exclaimed.
Having thrown some clothes over the flower, she
made her husband go away with her, warning him not

to look. When he went back the next morning, he
found his brother-in-Iaw lying there drunk. Then Ma
realized that they were chrysanthemum spirits, but
this only made him love and respect her the more.

After this Tao grew more careless and drank witb even
greater abandon. . At the Festival of Flowers,
Tseng came aglain with two servants carrying a vat
of wine in which herbs had been steeped to invite
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Ma's brother-in-law to drink with him'

Once

more Tseng became so drunk that he had to be carried
home. And once more Tao fell to the ground and
turned into a chrysanttremum. Not afraid this time,
Ma pulied the plant up as before and stayed at hand
to watch the transforrnation. But when he had waited
for some time the leaves began to wither, and in dismay he went to tell his wife.
She cried oub in horror: "You have ki1led my
brother !"
Rushing to the spot, she found the plant had withered.
Overcome with grief she plucked sorne sterns, planted
them in a pot and took it to her room, watering it every
day. Ma was filled with remorse and resentment towards Tseng. A few days later, when they heard that
Tseng had died of over-drinking, the flower in the pot
began to sprout. In the ninth month it produced a
small flower rvith white petals which reeked of wine,
which they named Drunken Tao, and when watered
Ma's wife
with wine this grew more luxuriant.
Huang-ying lived to a great old age but no other marvels occurred.
("The Chrysanthemum SPirit")

Pu Sung-Iing's descriptions of real life are neither exaggerated nor unnatural. His sto'ry "Ma Chieh-fu"
describes a shrewish daughter-in-law in the Yang family
who ill-treats her father-in-1aw, is rude to guests, and
makes the Yang brothers so afraid of her that they cannot even entertain friends without trembling.

. " Six months or so later, Ma, accompanied

by
the
Yang
brothers.
paid
visit
to
a
surprise
his servants,
Outside the door he found an old man basking in the

sun and catching lice. Taking him for a servant he
bade him announce him to his masters. When the
ragged old man had gone in, someone told Ma:
"That u,as the o1d gentleman.,,
Ma had not recovered from this shock when the
Yang brothers carne out to lead him politeiy inside
and they exchanged courtesies in the ha1l. Ma asked
permission to pay his respects to their father, but Wan_
shih declined, explaining that the old man was unwe1l
They sat and chatted pleasantly till evening; but though
Wan-shih remarked several times that a meal was
ready, it never came, and tjre two brothers went in
turn to investigate. Then a scrawny slave came out
with a pot of wine. They soon finished the wine and
waited again interminably while Wan-shih, sweating
with embarrassment, kept getting up to expedite mat_
ters. At last the slave brought out the foocl, but the
rice and dishes were so baclly cooked that they did
not enjoy the meal. After dinner Wan-shih left un_
ceremoniously, while Wan-chung brought out his bed_
ding to keep the guest company.

At the end of each volume pu Sung-ling often adds
brief anecdotes. Since these are much shorter than the
other stories, consisting of only a few lines each, they
bear some resemblance to the tales about the supernat_
ural of the Six Dynasties. There are another twenty_
seven stories in The Last Tates of Liaa-chaL said to be
compiled by later scholars, but none of these is up to a
high standard. They are either stories rejected by the
author himself or imitations written by others.
At the end of the reign of Chien Lung, yuan Meil
I 1716-1798.
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of Hangchow wrote Neus Tales in twenty-four books and
followed it up with a sequel in ten books. This collection was first named What the Master Did" Not Talk ot
until Yuan Mei found that a Yuan dynasty scholar had
writlen a book by the same title, whereupon he changed
the name. In his preface he said: "This is simply idle
gossip which I have jotted down and kept. It has no
other significance." These simple, unadorned tales appear relativeiy natural, but as they are carelessly told the
style is uneven. He was probably right in saying he
had "'uvritten f or fun." Many other scholars merely
imitated Pu Sung-Iing's style. One was Shen Chi-feng,
who wrote The Story-Teller's Clapper in ten books wifh
a preface dated 1791; but the Ianguage of this is trite
and the contents trivial. Ho Pang-eh, a Manchu scholar,
wrote Rqndom, Notes After Chattr,ng at Night in twelve
books with a preface also dated 1791. This work is not
entirely original., many of the tales being lifted from
other books, and the language is often coarse; but we
flnd good descriptions of the North China countryside
and town life. Then there is Strange Tales from the
Glota-Wortn Window by Hao-ko-tzu in twelve books,
apparently written during the reign of Chien Lung, with
a spurious four-book sequel produced by some bookshop.
There was also Kuan Shih-hao's Gossip About Shadotns
in four books with a preface dated 1801. Feng Chi-feng
wrote Tal,es of Hsi Liu in eight books during the reign
of Chia Ching. Considerably later there was Tales to
Quench Sorrotu by Tsou Tao-chih with a preface written in 1877. A11 these are tales of the supernatural in
the tradition of Pu Sung-Iing. A rather unusual book
is Miscellany Within and Without the Uniuerse, also
known as Crabbed lVotes, by Shu-yu-yi-sun in twenty

books, probably written

in the early part of Chia Ching,s

reign. The author strove for an original and erudite
style concealing moral teaching; and the ianguage is

unusual though the contents are quite superficial and
commonplace. According to Chin Wu-hsiang,1 the author
was Tu Shen of Kiangyin who also wrote anecdo,fes about
poetry. These anecdotes, which are relatively easy to
understand, do not all deal with strange happenings;
but the style is similar.
The Strange Tales oJ Liao-chae remained popular for
more than a hundred years and Pu Sung-Iing,s style was
widely imitated and praised. Only Chi yun criticized
this work. Thus Sheng Shih-yen, in a porstscript to Chi
Yun's Beh,eue lt or Not, quotes him as saying:
TIre Strange Tal.es oJ Liao-chai, is exceedingly
popular, but while this is the work of a talented man
it is not the way a serious scholar should write. Most
ancient tales from the Han dynasty down to the Tang
dynasty have been lost. Of those remaining there are
two types: tales like Liu Ching-shu's Gorden of Maruels
and Tao Chien's Seeluel to the Record.s of Spiriits, and,
biographical literature like ?he Priuate Life of Lad.y
-Swallow and The Story of Ying-ying. Because the
Tai,-ping Miscell,any contains different forms of fiction,
it could include both types but it is extraordinary today
to find two literary forms in one work. Tales which
record things men have heard or seen should be pure
narrative, not works of fantasy like plays on the stage.
. Now Pu Sung-Iing gives a vivid picture of the
smallest details down to amorous gestures and the secrets whispered between lovers. It would be unrea1

He wrote an account of the rnen of letters in Kiangyin County.
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to

that the writer experienced these
things himself; but if he was describing what happened to others, how could he have known so much?

sonable

assume

This is hard to explain.

Chi Yun was criticizing Pu Sung-ling for mixing the
detailed descriptions of the Tang dynasty prose romances
with the concise style of the tales of the Six Dynasties,
producing something which was not biography yet had
all its personal descriptions.
Chi Yun was a native of Hsien County in Chihli. His
father Chi Jung-shu was prefect of Yao-an. Chi Yun
was an intelligent youth who came flrst in the provincial
examination at the age of twenty-four but did no't pass
the final examination till he was thirty-one. He was
made a Compiler of the Imperial Academy, then a Reader;
he .uvas exiled to Urumchi on a charge of disclosing state
secrets, but recalled three years later and once more appointed Imperial Compiler. Three years later he was
promoted to the readership again and put in charge of
the compilation of the Imperial Manuscript Library. For
thirteen years he headed this bureau of compilation, and
since all his energy went to cataloguing and writing brief
introductions for the books, he teft very little other writing. Later he became Minister of the Board of Rites and
Lecturer. He was flve times Chief Examiner and three
times Mi.nister of Rites. In 1789 he went to Jehol to
edit some books in the Imperial Library. "When the
work of compilation was over and there was nothing to
do but watch the officers cataloguing the librarv," he
jetted rlown from memory various anecdotes he had heard
or events he had seen, and wrote Survtmer Notes Made
at Luanyang in six books. Two years later he wrote

atrother collection of anecdotes What I Hque Hearcl, the
year after, Miscellanies of Huaihsi, and the following year,
Belieue lt or Not, all in four books each. In the summer
of 1798, when he was seventy-five, he returned to Jel-iol
and wrote another sequel to the Summer.[Iotes Mctd,e qt
Luanyang in six books. Two years later his pupil Sheng
Shih-yen published these collections as one work entitled Notes oJ the Yueh-wei Hermitage. In 1805 Chi
Yun was transferred back to the Board of Rites and ap_
pointed Assistant Grand Secretary and Junior Guardian
of the Crown Prince, in charge of the Imperial College.
I{e died at his post on the fourteenth of the second *o.r1h
at the age of eighty-two, and was posthumously entitled
"Wen-ta" (Cultured and Intelligent).
Though the lales in the _ly'otes oJ the yueh-usei Hermit_
oge were written for pleasure, they followed strict lit_
erary rules. The author was for simplicity and against
embellishment, in the style of the early tales. Thus in
his preface he said: ,,Formerly writers like Wang Chungl
and Ying Shao quoted classical allusions and shqwed
erudition and profundity; others like Tao Chien, Liu
Ching-shu and l-iu yi-ching excelled in a concisr: style
and were iofty and natural. I dare not cornpar. ,rith
these scholars of old, but in ,;he main I try to follow our
traditional style and teachings.,,
Since this was his aim, he followed a different pa.th
lrom Pu Sung-ling who had imitated the Tang dynasty
plrose romances; but his anecdotes contained more
reason'ing than the tales of the Six Dynasties, for he was not
t:ontent to write pure entertainment but wanted his work
t,o serve a moral purpose. Therefore the spirit of his
1A first centur5, philosopher.
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writing was inevitably different. Later imitators of his
went a step further, turning out purely moralistic tales
about divine retribution.
Chi Yun was a good writer, however, who had read
extremely widely and had an enlightened, Iiberal outlook. FIe used his descriptions of supernatural beings,
fox-spirits and ghosts, to express his own ideas; and he
had a flne sense of humour; thus no writers after him
could surpass his style. He was not an author who became well known simply on account of his high olTicial
position. Here are three fair samples of his work:
When Judge Liu Yi-chai was a censor he rented
a house at Hsihoyen, where every night he heard men
beating the watchman's clapper and keeping up a din
When he looked there was no one to
ti1l dawn.
phantoms made such a noise that he
the
be seen, but
could not sleep a wink. Now Yi-chai was a bold man.
He wrote a denunciation of these ghosts in large letteTs, pasting it upon the wall to exorcize them, and
that same night he had peace' He exulted to think
that in this he resembled Han Yu who drove the
crocodiles away with an essay.
I told him: "Your scholarship and recLitude are probably not up to Han Yu's standard yet; but as you
are bold and have nevei'done anything to be asharned
of, you could afford not to be afraid of ghosts. Besid-^s,
you were short of money afler renting this house and
ir, ,o position to move: you had no alternative but
to tackle the ghosts. Since it was a flnal desperate
fling on your part, the ghosts were generous enough
to withdraw. . . .))

Yi-chai laughed and smote me on the back.
said. ,,But I see you know me.,,
(Summer Notes Made at Luanyang)

,,How

sarcastic you are!" he

Tien Pai-yen told me: ,.Once I was at a s6ance
with some friends when a spirit called the True Hermit
manifested itself, a gentlemanly recluse of the end of
the Sung dynasty. This spir.it was answering our questions pleasantly when two visitors were announced.

At once it stopped writing. At another s6ance when
this same spirit came back, we asked it why it had left
so suddenly. It wrote: ,One of those two gentlemen
is too polite and worldly, praising anyone he meets
to the skies. I am too free and easy to cope with
him, so it was better to avoid him. The other is too
scrupulous and exacting, with er pettifogger,,s mind,
who weighs every word you say most critically. Since
I am too easy-going to stand such niggling ways, I
made haste to escape."'When my father heard this he
said: "That spirit was rather narrow-minded.
should learn lolsr'snqs."
(Miscellanies

of

He

Huaihsi)

When Li Shang-yin wrote: ,,In vain the phantom
sings the song of Tzu-yeh,,, he "uvas using the Tsin
dynasty allusion to the Tzu-yeh songs.l When Li Ho2
wrote: "In the autumn graveyard the ghost chants
Pao Chao'ss poem," he was thinking of pao Chao,s
funeral dirge and enlarging on the iclea. And yet such
r

Tsin dynasty love songs, popularly believed to be sung

rllrosts at night.

I

A Tang dynasty poet
:iA fifth centur.y poet.

(?90-816).

by
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things do happen. According to Tien llsizrng-cirin,
he was studying in his lodge one night lvhen the wind
was hushed and the moon was bright and he heard

someone singing a kunc'ltrta air, clear, meiodious, tender

and ineffably moving. Listening carefully, he recognized the scene "La-menting Before the Painting" from
The Peony Pauihon.z He listened raptly to the end'
Then he thoLr.ght: "Beyond this wall is a ruqged shore
and wild bairl< where few people treacl. Who can be
singing?" When he opened the door and lcoked out,
there was nothir-rg outside but the autumn reeds.
(Belieue

lt or

Not)

According to Sheng Shih-yen's preface, Chi Yun was
"upright and unassuming, averse to displays of learning
and empty talk ahout the Mind and Nature." Naturally
tolerant, he opposed the strict conventions and pedantry
of the Sung dynasty Confucians. Indeed in his tvork,
just as in his short introductions to the classics, he often
criticized such scholars. FIe also challenged certain irrational conventio,ns which had blinded men, exposing
the fallacy of much conventional ethics. This is something we do no,t find in other works of fiction, but few
readers recognized this and his tales were praised for
their flne moral tone.
Wu Hui-shu told me this story. There was a doctor
who was an honest fe1low. One night an oId woman
came to him with a pair of golcl hair-pins lo buy some
medicine for an abortion. The doctor was horrified

I
\,

and refused abruptly" The next evening, \,hen she
brought him two rnore pearl trinkets, the doctor lvas
even more horrifled and drove her away. Six or seven
rnonths later he had a ciream in which he was haled
before the Jrld-ge of IIetl on a r:harge of manslaughter.
When he reached the court he saw a dishevelled woman

with a red scarf knotted ijghtly round her ireck,

whcr

wept as she accused hirn of wittrrholding medicine from
her.

The doctor retorteci: "I\{edicine is tn, save lifehow could I kill a chiid for the sake of gain? You
destroyed yourseif by cornmitting adultery. What has
that to do with me?"
The woman said: "\l/tren I begged you for the medicine the chiid in my rvornb was still unformed. Ifad
you helped to rid me of it I need not have died: you
r,vould have destroyed a senseLess clol. of bl-.od and
saved a wornan's life. Not having the medicir-re, I had
to give birth; whereupon the infant was cruelly -strangled to death and I 'urzas foi-ced to hang myself. So
instead of saving one life, you Cestroyed two. Whom
else -shouid I blarne but you?"
The judge sighed and said: "You are arguing according to e;<pediency, the doctor according to what is
considered right. Since the Sung clynasty many scholars have insisted on what is supposed to be right
without taking the circumstances into account. He
is not the oniy offender. Let the case be dismissed!"
As ihe judge banged on the tahle the doctor woke,
shuddering.

1A type of local opera popular in the late Ming and early Ching
dynasty.
2

A play by

T,ang Hsien-tsu.

(Wh"at I Haue Heard)
Through Tr-rngkuang County flc,rR g a river known
as Vy'angman or Husu. Dry in time of drought, it
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in the rainy season till it is difficult to foi d MY
uncle Ma told me the following anecdote. 'Iowards
the encl of Yung Cheng's reign a beggar rvoman attempted to ford this river', her infant son in one arln
and her aiiing mother-in-Iaw on the other. In midstream the eldel woman slumbled and Ieli. Then the
mother clropped lter son into the water and strained
cvelry nerve to save her mother-in-1itw.
Her mother-in-Iaw reproached her bji'terly: "I am
an old woman of three score years and ten: what can
my death matter to anyone? Why to save me did you
abandon the chilcl on whom generations of the Chang
family deper-rded for the continuance of their line?
You wicked creature to put an end to our ancestral
rises

sacrifices !"

Kneeling belore her mother-in-law, the woman wept
and dared make no retort. Two days later the oId
woman diecl, having relused food in her grief for her
lost grandson. The younger \ /omall sobbed bitterly,
ancl after rernaining there for some days like one in a
trance she died on the same sPot.
Some who heard this story colnmented: "A molherin-law should come before a child, but the family line
should come before a mother-in-1aw. Had the woman's
husbarrd or his brothers been alive, she would have
been right to abandon her son; but since both she and
her mother-in-Iaw were widows with only this one
chilcl to continue the line, the mother-in-law was right'
Though the woman died, she should be censured'"
My father said: "IIow those scholars do delight in
censuring others ! In that rushing current which swept
aI1 away so swiftly, she could not give the matter careful thought. As she was unable to save both and

abandoned her child Lo rescue her mother-in-law, she
was doing what rvas right according to natural justice
and human conventions. If her mother-in-law had
died and her son survived
would she not have
been accused of sacrificing her mother-in-law for the
child? In any case, the infant was so small that its
hold on life was uncertain. If she had let her motherin-Iaw drown and her son had died too, she would
have been even more wretched. What she did shows
rernarkable good sense. It was unfortunabe that her
mother-in-Iaw died and that this caused her death
this is sad enough. Yet critics must needs wag
too
- tongues, gloating over their own superior moral
their
understanding. This is enough to make even the dead
fume w-ith rage in the nether regio,ns. Sun Fu1 in his
Studies oJ Orthodorg in the Spring and Autumn Periad
{ound fault wilh everyone, praising not one single man
in those t',vo hundred and forty years, 'lvhile Ilu Chihtang in his .lVotes on History declared that there had
bcen no perfect gentleman since the Hsia, Shang and
Chou dynasties. These men may argue with eloquence,
but I am simply not interested in such taIk."
(Miscellanies of Huathsi)

The Sumrner Notes Made at Luanyang, published as
soon as completed, became as well known as the Strange
'tal.es oJ Liclo-chai.It was followed by What 1 Haue Heat'd
;rnd the others, which won even greater popularity. After
rrr:holars began to imitate Chi Yun's style, Pu Sung-ling's
intluence declined and subsequent literature contained
I cwer detailed descriptions, reverting rather to the style

IA

Sung dynasty Confucian scholar (992-1057).
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of the tales and anecdotes of the Sung and Ming
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d;rnas-

ties.

Exarnples of such works are Hearsay ?olas by Yueh
Chun in twelve books with a preface dated 1792, and iLs
sequel in eight books with a preface dated 1794; Strange
Tales by Hsu Chiu-cha in two books with a preface dated
7846; Collected Tq.les by Tang Yung-chung in eight books
with a preface dated 1t148. Later came Wang Tao's 14,'ild
TaLk written in 1862, his Random .ltlotes fronv Shanghai
written early in the reign of Kuang Hsu, and t;.is Sh,anghat
Miscellany with a preface dated 1887, all in twclve books.
There was also Hsuan Ting's Records oJ a Rainy Niglat
by the Autumn La'mp in .sixteen books with a preface
dated 1895. These later works were modelled on the
style of the Strange Tales of Liao-chat again and enjoyed
a certain popul:rrity, but they dealt less with fox-spir:its
and ghosts than with love and singsong girls.
Nineteenth century works similar to the lVotes oJ the
Yueh-uei, Hermitage were Hsu Yuan-chung's Pen Go.ssip
in four books with a preface dated 1827 and Yu Flungchien's Anecdotes aJ Yin,hsueh-hsuart in four books with
a preface dated 1845. The latter accorded high praise
to Chi Yun's works but regretted that he was so hard on
the Sung dynasty Confucians apparently Yu Hungchien held different viervs. In -the reigr-r of Kuang Hsu,
Yu Yueh wrote Anecdotes oJ Yutai Fairy Ladge in sixteen books, simply recording strange happenings without
drawing any moral. Under the pen-name Yar-rg-chuweng, he aiso wrote Hearsay ?sles in four books, claiming to have done thls purely for entertainment. We read
in his preface: "The 'uales may contain ideas of reward
and retribution, but in fact my purpose was to amuse

rather than to edify or warn my readers." This was
evidently in the tradition of Yuan Mei's tales, u,hile Yu

Yueh's concise and elegant siyle is reminiscent of the
Notes oJ Yueh-wei Hermitage, though the subject matter
is different, few of the stories dealing with ghosts. There
were in addition Chin peng-chang,s. Rand.om Notes oJ a
Trauell.er in four books with a preface dated 1796, Liang
Kung-chen's Anecd.otes of Chil-tshartg Hermitage in
twenty-four books with a preface dated 1g4g, and Hsu
Feng-en's Village Talk in ten books, also written during
Tao Kuang's reign. These works consist of strange tales
of the supernatural, but their purpose was to point a
moral ar-rd educate men and they are not really works of
fiction.

ffi
23. NOVELS OF SOCTAL SAT'II{E Ih] THE
CHING DYNASTY
The element of social satire in anecriotes of the Tsin
and Tang dynasties increased considerably during the
Ming dynasty, especially in the novels of mannels. rior,vever, the writers of such books usually slipped in descriptions of some low type of folly as a foil to the genius
of some brilliant scholar. Hence these characters are
seldom very true to 1ife, serving merely as a peg on which
to hang jokes. In certain of the better works, the characterization may be penetrating and the sarcasm sharper
than a razor's edge, yet with the exception of the Secluel
to the Pilgrimage to the Wesl., lhe marn object of satire
always seems to be one particular individual or family.

One suspects that the writer's bitterness springs from
some private grudge rather than from public-spirited indignation which made him use his pen to attack social
iniquities. The book which comes closest to criticizing society as a whole is Chung Kuei the Ghost Catcher, a story
in ten chapters probably written in the Ming dynasty.
The author takes aI1 sorts and conditions of men and compares them to ghosts, analysing their characters thoroughly one by one; but his blunt attacks verge on downright abuse, for he did not know the fine art of innuendo.
Wu Ching-tzu's The Scholars is the flrst novel in which
a wril.cr criticizes social abuses without any personal
malice, directing his attack mainly on the literati. The
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style is warm and humoro,us, gentle and ironical. This
must rank as China's fi.rst novel of social satire.
Wu Ching-tzu was a native of Chuanchiao County in
the province of Anhwei. A brilliant boy with a remarkable memory, he was elected to the government college.
He had a good knowledge of classical literature and could
toss off poems at a moment's notice; but his generosity
and poor business sense made him run through his property in a {ew years' time, reducing him to relative poverty. In 1735, Chao Kuo-Iin, governor of Anhwei, recomrnended him for the government examination for
scholars, but he did not take it. He moved to Nanking
and became the leader of the men of letters there. He
and his friends raised money to build a temple to, ancient sages at the Raining-Flowers Mount, where they
sacriflced to two hundred and thirty worthies starting
with Tai-pol of the Kingdom of Wu. When their funds
were exhausted Wu Ching-tzu sold his house, becoming
even poorer. In his later years he called himself Master
Wen-mu and went to Yangchow to lead a Bohemian life,
indulging in heavy drinking. There he died in 1754,
the nineteenth year of Chien Lung, aged fifty-four. His
works include some commentaries on the Book of Songs,
fi.ve volumes of Collected Writings, and seven of Poems.
None of these was widely known.
AII Wu Ching-tzu's works were said to have an odd
number of chapters. Thus The Scholars is in flfty-flve
chapters. This novel was probably written at the end
of the reign of Yung Cheng (1-723-L735), when the author
was staying in Nanking. Less than a century had passed
1An ancient prince who relinquished his right tc the throne in
favour of his brother.
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since the fall of the Ming dynasty and scholars stil1 retained many of the old ways: they studied nothing but
what was required for the examination essays, put on
moral airs and imilated past sages. These were the men
described by Wu Ching-tzu. Since he based his characters mainly on cases he had seen or heard of himself
and succeeded in bringing these fi.gures to life in his book,
it is like a candle lighting up the dark, Ieaving nol.hing
hidden. Officials, Iiterati, scholars, hermits, sometimes
humble townsfolk too, aIl sta,nd vividiy revealed in these
pages, while a panol'ama of the who,le count.ry is unfolded before the reader's eyes. The novel has no central
plot, however. Various characters are introduced in succession, their sto,ries starting with their appearance and
ending with their exit from the stage. So this long novel
is like a group of short stories or a patchwork quilt of
silk; though it lacks one great design, the rich and rare
episodes which run throug;h it make it entertaining and
worthy of serious attention. According to his bir:glapher, Cheng Chin-fang, Wu Ching-tzu took great pleasure in the company of genuine scholars arnd was most
eager to meet them; he despised those who wrote nothing
but examination essays, however', delesting those who
were proficient at nothing eise. Thus this novel makes
a strong attack on the cirril-service examination systern
and the scholars who gained office through the stereotyped examination essays. Let us look at lhe passage in
which a compiler of examination essa5rs, Ma Chun-shang,
expla-ins the importance of the paku essay:

Ever since ancient times all the best men have gone
in for the civil service. Confucius, for instance, lived
during the Spring and Autumn Period when men were
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selected as officials on the strength

of their words and
deeds. That is why Confucius said: "Make few false
statements and do little you may regret, then all wiII
be well." That was the civil service of Confucius'
time. By the Han dynasty, examinations were designed to select men for their akriiity, goodness and justice,
which expjains why rnen like Kungsun Hung and Tung
Chung-shu wele appointed to office. That was the
civil service or1 the }ian dynast5z. By the Tang dynasty,
scholars were chosen for their ability to write poetry.
Even if a man could talk like Confucius or Mencius
that 'would noi get him a post; so all the Tang scholars
Iearned to write poems. That was the civil service
of the Tang dynasLy. By the Sung dynasty it was
even bc.tter: all 1;he olTicials had to be philosophers.
That was why the Cheng brothers and Chu Hsi propagated Neo-Confucianism. That was the civil service
of the Sung dynasty. Nowadays, however, we use
essays to select schoiars, and this is the best criterion
of all. Even Confucius, if hc were alive today, would
he studying essays and preparing for the examinations
instead of sayinq, "I\l[ake few false staternents and do
iittle you rnay regret." Why? Because that kind of
talk would get him nowhcre: nokrody would give him
an nfficiai position. No, the o1d sage would lind it
impossible to realize his ideal.
(Chapter 13)
Practically a1l the character.s in T'h.e Scholars are based
,rn aciual men, and their names are often puns on or
rrllu.sions to their names in real life. By referring to
llrc rvril.ings of the reigns of Yung Cheng and Chien
l,ung. we can identify nearly all these scholars. (See
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unlike those literati who study merely to become officials. His views none the less express the prevalent
attitude to scholarship, and Lhoroughly expose the literati. Ma Chun-shang t:ehaves throughout like an honest
fellow. For example, during his trip to the West Lake,
we see that he has no sense of beauty, but his aimless
wandering and the snacks he eats are typical of an amiab1e pedant.

Ma Chun-shang set off alone through Chientang Gate,

a little money in his pocket. He drank a few bowls
of tea in a tavern, then sat before the lriumphal arch
overlooking the trake to, watch boat after boat of countrywomen on pilgrimages. The women were followed by their husbands. Once ashore, they made
their way to the various monasteries. Not finding much
of interest here, Ma Chun-shang got up and walked
nearly a mile further. The bank was lined with taverns. . tsut all these were beyond his means.
He walked into a noodle shop to have a bowl of
noodles for sixteen cash; then, stil1 hungry, went to
the tea-shop next door for a bowl of tea and two
cash's worth of dried hamboo shoots which he munched
with relish. This snack eaten, he seL out again.
After crossing the Six Bridges and rounding a bend,
he found himseif in fairly open country, where coffins
coated with mud rvere awaiting an auspicious day for
burial, He walked over half a mile yet sti11 these
coffins stretched ahead of him. Ma Chun-shang was

quite disgusted. On the point of turning back he met
a man.
"Is there anything worth seeing ahead?" he asked.
"The Mcnastery of Pure Compassion and Thunder
Peak Pagoda are just round the corner," was the reply.
"They're worth seeing, aren't l"hey?"
Ma Chun-shang walked on.
Passing Thunder
Peak Pagoda, he caught sight of many buildings with
glazed tiles in 1.he distance, some high, some low. He
pressed on to a huge gate on which was written in
letters of gold: "The l\llonastery of Pure Compassion,
founded by imperial decree." Beside this large gate
was a smaller one, through which he entered
Women from rich and noble families were strolling
here in small groups.
Ma Chun-shang was tall and
was wearing a high hat. With his swarthy face and
massive paunch, he barged about in his shabby, thicksoled shoes, pushing his way through the crowd. The
women did not glance at him, nor he at them. After
a hasty tour of this monastery, he went back to the
same tea-house and dra.nk another bowl of tea.
On the counter were plates of preserved oranges, sesame
sweets, dumplings, cakes, dried bamboo shoots, dried
dates and boiled chestnuts; and Ma Chun-shang bought
a few cash's worth of each to take the edge off his
appetite, without worrying about their taste. Then,
tired out, he limped back through Chingpo Gate to his
Iodgings, closed the door and went to bed. Stiff from
too much walking, he spent the next day in bed. The
day after, however, he got up to visit the Mountain
of the Guardian Deity. . .
(Chapter 14)
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When Wu Ching-tzu describes the poverty of Fan
Chin's family, its sudden affluence after his success in
the provincial examination, and his observance of the
proper mourning for his mother, without a single word
of censure Fan's hypocrisy is made clearly eviclent. This
is an excellent example of innuendo and a thoroughly
biting attack:
First Mr. Chang paid his respects, then Fan Chin
saluted his patron. The magistrate, having politely
declined their homage, invited them to sit down and
drink tea. After exchanging some remarks with Mr.
Chang he praised Fan Chin's essay and asked, "Why
did you not sit for the higher examination?"
"My mother has died," Fan Ctr-in explained. "I am
in mourning."
Magistrate Tang gave a start and hastily called for
a plain gown to change into, after which he bowed
them into an inner room. Wine was brought and the

table spread. . They took their places. The
cups and chopsticks were inlaid with silver and Farr
Chin hesitated to use them. The magistrate was puzzled until Mr. Chang told him with a laugh: "On account of his mourning, Mr. Fan is reluctant to use
these cups and chopsticks."
The magistrate instantly ordered them to be changed
for a porcelain cup and ivory chopsticks. StiII Fan

Chin would not eat.
"He does not use these either," said Mr. Chang.
I-inally plain bamboo chopsticks were produced, and
aII was well. Seeing tr'an Chin's strict observance of
the rules of mourning, Magistrate Tang was afraid he
would not eat lneat and there were no vegetable

-

prepared. But to his relief, he saw Fan Chin
pop a large shrimp ball from the dish of birds, nests
into his mouth.
dishes

(Chapter

4)

There are many other passages describing hypocrites
and braggarts and attacking conventional mo.rality. We
are told that Wang Yu-hui wa.s delighted when his daughter killed herself because her husband had died. But by
the time he went to the temple to set her shrine in its
place, he "was beginning to feel quite sick at heart.,,
Later he remarked, "My wife's coristant crying was more
than I could bear." (Chapter 48) I{ere penetrating insight is shown into the clash between hi,s conscience and
moral conventions. It is remar-l<able the extent to which
the author, who lived at the beginning of the Ching
dynasty and was limited by the Confucian moral codes
could revolt against them and express genuine feeling.
The novel contains some positive characters too. Tu
Shao-ching is a portrait of Wu Ching-tzu hirnself. Then
there are Tu Shen-ching (the author,s brother Chingian), Yu Yu-teh (Wu Meng-chuan) and Chuang Shaokuang (Cheng Mien-chuang). AII these are fine characters. The climax of the novel comes with the sacrifice
at Tai-po's temple. Some years later the scholars in
Nanking die out and the tenrple falls into disrepair, but
rer:narkable men appear among the townsfolk: a calligrapher, a vendor of spiI1s, the owner of a tea-house ancl a
lailor. Of these the tailor, Ching yuan, is the most
oLrtstar-lding. He lives in Three Mountains Street. After
llre day's work is over, he plays the lyre and writes poerns
lor his own amusement, occasionally calling on friends.
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One day when Ching Yuan had finished his meal and
He
was free, he walked to Chingliang Mountain'
the
at
lived
Yu,
who
named
there
frienri
had an oId.
back of the mountain. Yu did not study or trade but
owned a market garden worked by his sons'
When Ching Yuan arrived Ctd Yu said: "I haven't
seen you, brother, for some time. Have you been very
busy?"
"I have," replied Ching. "Today was my first chance

to get

,,I,v
He

while, Old Yu put Ching's lyre on a stone bench for
him. Ching sat on the ground and Old Yu sat beside
him. Ching siowly tuned his strings and began to
play. The clear notes woke the echoes all around,
and birds alighted on the boughs to listen. Soon he
turned to a tragic air expressing grief and longing, and
at the most moving passages the tears ran down Old
Yu's cheeks. After this the two friends were constantly together.

'

of tea. Do have some."

and Passed it to Ching, who

sat down.
"This tea looks, srnells and tastes delicious, uncle,"
said Ching. "'Where clo you get suctr good water?"
"Vy'e're better off than you folk in the south city'
We can drink from all the wells here in the west'"
"The ancients longed for a Peach Blossom Stream
where they could escape from the world' I don't think
any Peach Blossom Stream is needed. To live quietly
and contentedly in a green plot in the city, as you
do, uncle, is as good as being an immortal'"
"Yes, but there's nothing I can turn my hand to'
I wish I could play the lyre as you do, brother' That
wouLd help to pass the time. You must be more profi.cient than ever now. When uzill you let me hear
you?"
"That's easy," said Ching. "I'11 bring my lyre tomorrow."
After some more conversation he went home'
The next clay Ching Yuan tcok his lyre' O1d Yu
was r,r,zaiting for him r,vith a censer of fi'ne incense'
After they had greeted each other and chatted for a

(Chapter 55)
These men, however, do not care to mix with scholars
and realize that the literati will not make friends with
them either, for they belong to a diflerent class. Whether
good scholars appeared later or not, the author has not
said.

This novel first appeared in manuscript form. Later
was printed in Yangchow, and then different editions
came out. Sorneone listed aII the literati in this book,
saying that the famines and floods induced Emperor Wan
Li to seek for Heaven's blessing by honouring these
unknown worbhies. These scholars were therefore given
posthumous official titles and the officer in charge of rites
was sent to sacrifice to them at the imperial college, while
poetic phrases from the writings of Wu Ching-tzu were
patched together into an elegy, forming one additional
chapter. Thus one edition consists of fifty-six chapters.
Another writer added four more chapters, with unconvincing incidents written in an inferior styie, but this
sixty-chapter edition is also widely circulated.
No other Chinese novel of social satire has since corne
up to the level o,f T'he Sch.olar,s.

it

24" NOVELS OF MANNERS IN THE
CHING DYNASTY
Towards lhe middle of Chien I-ung's reign, in about
l'i65, a novel called the Tc;le oJ a Rock appeared in Peking and within five or six years became cxtremely popular; but a1I the copies were handwritten and cost several
dozen taels of silver apiece. There were eighty chapters
only. The novel starts inzith an explanalion of the origin
of the story, saying that when the goddess Nu-kua merrded the bloken vault of heaven she left one rock unused,
much to the rock's disappointment. Then a Buddhist
monk and a Taoist priest came by, who told it:
"You appear to be a precious object but wifh rro
practical use. We shall carve an inscription on yor'l
so that aII who see you will instantly know you for
something unique. 'Ihen we sha1l take you to some
prosperous and civilized country, to some cr-rltured and
noble family; in that land of romance and splendour,
in that hon'le of love and wealth, you may settle down
in pcace and happiness."
Thereupon they took the rock away'. When nrany
millenniums had passed, a Taoist pries'u named lilusion saw this rock" and at ttre rock's recluest copic.d
down the inscription. This priest through no,ttrinqness
apprehencled beauty, beauty gave birth to love; then
through the love of beauly he apprehended noi,hingness. So forthwith he changed his name to the Piiest
ef Love, and renamed the TqLe af a Rock t]ne Record,
Illustration from an edition af Dream af the
published

in

1791

Red, Chamber
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of the Priest of Lote. Later Kunet Hai-hsi called this
novel the Pre:ciotts Mircor of Romance. Later still
Tsao Hsueh-chin pored over this book for ten years in
his Flower-Lamenting Studio, edited it five times and
divided it into chapter,.s with separate headings, entitling the bo,ok Tu:elue Fair Women oJ Nanking. He
appended the foliowing stanza:
Page.s

of fantasy,

Tears of despair-,
Ar-r author mocked as mad,
None lays his rncaning bar.e.

(See Chapter 1 in the eighty-chapter
edition witl-r Chi-liao-sheng,s preface)

'Ihc' stoly is set in the town of Shihtou, which does
not necessarily refer to Nar-rking, in the house clf Chia.
ll"here are 1.wo dukes in this family, Duke Ning and Duke
Jung. The eldest grandson of Duke Ning, Chia tru,
riies young and the sec,ond granrlson, Cliia Ching, succeeds
to the tiLle; but since his heart is set on religion hrt r.eli.nquishes his title to his son, Llhia Chen, ancl devotes his
time tn religious s'r.udy. Chia Chen is a libertine. His
lrori, Chi;,r Jung, has a wife named Chin Ko-ching. Duke
.Iung's e dest grandson, Chia Sheh, has a son Chia
Lien, whose w.ife is Hsi-lerg; another son Chia

Cheng, antl a daughter Chia Min vrho marrie.s Lin Hai
hui dies early leaving a claughter Tai-yu. Chia Cheng
rtri;r'r'ies a girl oI 1;he Wang family and has a son Chia
Chu who dies y,,rung; then he has a daughter yuan-chun,
who lal.er becomes an imperial concubine. His third
t hild, a bov b<.ii.n with a piece of jade in his mouth,
i.r called Fao-yn (Precious Jade) and believed to be no
lllustration from an edition of Dream of the Red Ctt:ambe-r
publish'ed

in

1791
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ordinary child. I{is grandmother, in particular, dotes on
him. At seven or eight, Pao-yu is most precocious, but
he shows a preference for feminine company and often
says that women are made of water, men of mud, giving
the irnpression that he will grow up to be a philanderer.
His father disapproves of him and controls him strictly,
for he "d,o,es not understand the boy. . . . OnIy one who
has read many books, studied the nature of things and
grasped the mysterious Truth could understand him."
(Chapter 2)
The Chia household is a vast one. In addition to members of the c1an, there are many connections, by marriage, girls like Tai-yu and Pao-chai who come to live
there. There is also Hsiang-yun who visits them sometimes, and the nun Miao-yu who studies in an inner
courtyard. On the opposite page is a genealogical table
of the family. The twelve girls whose rrarrles are marked
with asterisks are those from whom this novel gained

its name.
The story begins after Mrs. Lin's death when her
delicate daughter Tai-yu comes to live with the Chia
family. She is eleven, the same age as pao,-yu. Mrs.
Chia's niece Pao-chai, a very pretty girl one year o1der,
also joins the household. Pao-yu in his inno,cent fashion
Ioves both girls equaIly, but whereas Pao-chai is unconscious of this Tai-yu sometimes grows jealous. One day
Pa,o-yu, taking a nap in the room of his nephew,s wife,
dreams that he is in fairyland where he meets a goddess
and reads the Ttoelue Fair Women oJ Narvking. He sees
pictures and poems which he cannot understand. The
goddess orders her maids to sing twelve songs, the last of
which, "Birds FIy Back to the Woods," runs as follows:

Duke Jung

Duke Ning

Chia Tai-shan

Dowager Lady
(wife of above)

Chia Tai-hua

Chia Chihg

Chia

Chia Ch^g

Sheh

Madame Hsueh

Chia Min

Hsueh Pao-chal*

Lin Tai-yu*

Lady Wang
(wife of above)

Chia Chen

Chia Hsi-chun»

Chia Ying-chun*

Chia Lien

Wang Hsi-feng*

LI Huan*

(relative of Mrs.

(widow of

Chia and wife of
above)

above)

Chia Yung

Chin Ko-ching*

(wife of above)

Chia Chu

Chiao-chieh*

Chia Yuan-chun*

Chia Tan-chun*

Chia Pao-yu

Shih Hsiang-yun*

Miao Yu*
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The high official's lortunes will decline;
The rich man's gold and silver will melt awa5r;
The kind of heart ."vi11 escape death;
The heartless rrill receive his due deseds;
I'Ie that takes life will pay with his own life;
He that causes tears vrill weep till his eyes are dry. . ,, .
One that sees through this rvorld will er-rter holy orders;
One enslaved by love will die a fruitless death.
Even so, when aII food is gone. birds fly to the woods,
Leaving nothing but bare, nal<ed earth behind.

(Chapter 5)

Pao-yu does not understand this either, and after another dream he wakes up. When his sister Yuan-chun
is rnade an imperial concubine the family grows even more
wealthy and powerful. Thev kruild the Takuan Garden
to entertain her when she cornes home for a visit, and
the whole family feasts together in great happines,s. As
Pao-yu grows older he has go,od friends like Chin Chr-rng
and Chiang Yu-han outside the family, while at home
he spends his time with his girl cousins and young maidChing-wen, Ping-erh, Tzu-chua.n. He
servants
is always-Hsi-jen,
eager to please. Because he is open-hearted
and sensitive, he is constantly being distressed.
One day, when Hsiang-yun was better, Pao-yu went

to call on Tai-yu. She was having a nap and he did
not like to disturb her, but he asked Tzu-ctruan, who
was sitting on the balustrade sewing:
"Was her coughing any better last night?"
"A little," answered the maid.
"Amida Buddhal" exclaimed Pao-yu. "I hope she
will soon be well!"
Tzu-chuan laughed. "So you invoke Buddha too
this is something newl"
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"fn a seL'ious illness a man turns to any physicia-n,"
quoted Pao-yu, smiling too, He noticed that under
a

dark brocade boclice the girl rvas wearing nothing but

a thinly padded grey silk jacket, anci fingering this
he said: "You are very lightly dressed to be sil-ting in
the wind. This e;rrly spring weather is most treacherous" If you fatl ill too, that will only makr: matters
worse."

"Talk to me if 1,611 1ike, but don't to,uch me,'2 protested Tzu-chuan. "You're growing up now. Il you
were seen it would make a bad impression, and you
know now people love to gossip. You're so careless,
you sti1I behave as if you were a child. This simply
won't do. Our young lady is always telling us not'to
joke with you. Can't you see that she is trying to keep
out of your way?" She slood up and flounced away,
taking her needlework with her.
Pao-yu felt as if icy water had doused over his heart.
IIe stood staring blankly at the bamhoo grove. When
Mrs. Chu cairre out to dig up some bamboo shoots
and prune the branches, he hurried aw,ay to a rock
where he sat down lost in thoug=ht. Tears welled from
his eyes without his knowing it; and he remained in a
brown study for some time, but could not think what
to do. When Hsueh-yeir passed by on her" way fro'm
she squatLady Wang's room with some ginseng
ted down beside him and asked with a srnile: "What
you d,oing' here?"
"Why are you speaking to me?" demanded Pao-yu.

are)

"Aren't you a girl too? Aren't you afraid of gossip?
If you're seen, there will be ta1k. You had better go
away."

Hsueh-yen thought Tai-yu must have been scolding
him, but when she went in Tai-yu was still usleep and
she handed the medicine to Tzu-chuan.
"The young mistress is still asleep,,, remarked
Hsueh-yen. "Who's been urpsetting pao-yu? He,s sitting
there, crying."
. . . Tzu-chuan hastily put down her needlework .
and went to find pao-yu. With a smile she told him:
"I was o,nly thinking of what,s best for everyone. Why
should you sulk and come to this chilty place to cry?
I suppose you want to fa1l ill to frighten me.,,
Pa,o-yu smiled back and answered; .,I wasn,t sulk_
ing. I can see the sense in what you said, and if you
feel like that others must too. That mean-s it r,von,t
be long before none of you will have anything t,o do
with me. That is what upset me.. ",,

(Chapter 57)
Despite the outward rnagnificence of the ducal household, "There are more and mo,re mouths to feed, more
and more tasks to be done. Not one of the many mas_
1;ers and servants who live in such ease and dignity will
exercise any forethought. They are so accustomed to
their style of living that they cannot practise economy.
Sc although outwardly the fabric is intact, the rot has
set in inside." (Chapter 2) As the rot sprea_ds more
troubles arise. Pao-yu living in 1uxury is familiar with
death: Chin Ko-ching hangs herself and Chin Chung
dies young; Pao-yu himself comes under an evil influence
iind is nearly killed; Chin-chuan drowns herself in a
w,ell: Second Sister Yu commits suicide by swallowing
gold; and his favourite maid Ching-wen dies so,on ali.er
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being dismissed. Tragedy over-shadows the family's

splendou., but Pao-yu is the only one consci'ous of this'
He took the two maids behincl a boulder and asked
them: "After I left, dicl Sister Hsi-jen send anyone to
look after Sister Ching-wen?"
One of them answered: "She sent Auntie Sung'"
"What did she say on her return?"
"She said Sister Ching-wen kept calting out all
through the night. This morning she closed her eyes'
her cries stopped, and she fainted away' And then she
breathed her 1ast."
Pao-yu dem,anded: "Whom was she calling all
night?"
The maid rePlied: "Her mother'"
Pao-yu wiped his eYes. "Who else?"
"I don't think there lvas anybody else'"
"Little fool, you can't have listened properly'"
IIe thought: "Though I co'uldn't see ller before she
died, I must pay my lespe'cts at her shrine as a token
of my love for her all thes'e years '" ' ' ' He went out
to tkre place he had visited that day, imagining that
the coffin might be there. However, the girl's cousin
and his wife had lost no time in reporting her
death in the hope of getting a few taels of silver for
the funeral. Lady Wang had, indeed, given them
ten taels with the instructions: "Take the bo'dy out
at once and have it burned, for she died of consumlF
tion and must on no account be left here'" Since they
had hired undertakers to take her coffin straight to
Pao-yu was unthe furnaces outside the city
After standing there for a long
able to find her.
time at a loss, he de'cided to go back to his own
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quarters; but unhappiness made him look f or Tai-yu

on the way. She was not in her room, however. . . While he was debating with himself what

to do, his mother's maid brought him a message: ,,The
master is back and asking for you. He has a good
subject for a poem. Go quickly!,,
Pao*yu had to follow her.
Chia Cheng was discussing the autumn scenery with
his secretaries. "As we 1eft, someone told me a charming anecdote that should be handed dorn,n to posterity,,,
he sai.d. "It deserves all the epithets ,romantic, beautiful, gallant and heroic.' It makes an excellent subject for a poem, and I want each of you to write a dirge
for this heroine."
They imrnediately begged him to repeat the stor.y.
He told them: "Prince Heng, the garrison com_
rnander of Chingchou, was devoted to feminine beauty
and gave all his leisure time to the arts of war. So he
chose a number of beautiful girls to whom every day
he gave military tr:aining. One of his concubines,
Lin, the fourth child of her family, was strikingly
beautiful and excelled in the military arts. She was
known as Fourlh Mistress Lin. Since she was the
prince's favourite, he set her in command over the
others and gave her the title .Sweet Warrior., ,,
"Wonderful !" exclaimed the secretarie,.s. ,,The
epithet 'sweet' befo,re ,warrior, is too romantic. It is
simply superb! This prince must be a most gatlant
man."
(Chapter TB)
Though the ending of the novel is hintecl at early in
Pao-yu's dream, by Chapter 80 there is merely a sug_
gestion of decline and the story is by no means finishecl,
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In

a printed edition with one hundred and twenty
chapters appeared, in which the name of the novel was
changed to Dream of the Red Chamber (Hung Lou Meng)
and there were other minor alterations' trn the preface
by Cheng \,Vei-yuan we read: "The original table of
contents mentions one hundred and twentv chapters.
I searched hard for the manuscript among bcok collectors
and wastepaper heaps, yet it took irre several years to
find twenty-odd chapters, but one day I chanced upon
another d,ozen or so on a bookstall which I bought at a
Since the manuscript was in very poor
high price.
condition, a friend and I rrrade careful emendation:s, cutting out rvhat was repetitious ai-rd filling in gaps before
having the whole recopied. We had this printed for
those who love the book, and so this novel is finally complete." The friend referred to was Kao Ngo, who wrote
another preface dated the day after the r,vinter solstjce
of 1791, one year before Cheng's preface was rvritten.
The last forty chapters, which mal<e up one third of
the whole novel, contain accounts of many catastrophes:
one character after another is ruined and d-ies. This is
consistent with the prophecy: "When all food is gone,
birds fly to the woods, leaving nothing but bare, naked
earth behind." At the end. however, their fortunets improve a little. Pao-yu loses his precious jade and goes
out of his mind. His father, appointed to some official
post elsewhere, wants to see his son married before he
leaves home; and since Tai-yu is too delicate, Pao-chai is
cho-sen as bride. Thi-s marriage is secletly arranged by
Hsi-feng; but when Tai-yu hears, of it she spits blood and
sinks into a rapid Cecline, dying on the day of the
wedding. Pao-,yu goes happily to the wedding, assuming
1792

that his bride rn ill be Tai-yu but when he finds himself
married to Pao-chai he starts pining away again. By
this time the imperial concubine has died and Chia Sheh
has been deprived of his rank for conspiring with provincial officials to take advantage of the weak. His properties are confiscated, and the house of Chia Cheng is
jnvo ved. The grandmother dies, the nun Miao-yu is
kidnapped. Hsi-feng loses, authority and dies an embittered woman. Pao-yu's illness grows steadily worse until
he is on the point of death, when a monk appears with the
Ltst jade. Pao-yu comes to himsetf, but faints away
again at sight of the monk, only regaining consciousnes,s
after a nightrnare. Then he changes his ways and determines to restore the fortunes of his house. The following
day hc takes the official examination, passing seventh on
the list. His wife becomes, pregnant, but he suddenly
leaves her. Chia Cheng, on his way back to Peking after
attending his mother's funeral in Nanking, puts up one
snowy night at Piling station. There he se,es a man with
a shaved head and bare feet, in a red woollen cape, who
i:ows to him. On closer inspection, he recognizes paoyu. Before he can speak to him, a Buddhist monk and
a. Taoist priest take Pao-yu away while someone chants
a song about returning to the wilderness. He runs after
them but they have vanished
all he can se.e is snowy
- story wrote fol-rr alines
waste. "A later reader of this
to
Iollow up the author's verse at the beginning of the novel:
This is a tale of sorrow,
Fantastic but sad;

Our life is but a dream,
Laugh not at mortals'

fo11y.,'

(Chapter

120)
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Though the events described in this novel are men's
usual sorrows and joys, meetings and partings, a break
has been made with the old conventions, so that this
book is quite different from earlier novels of manners.
As we read in the opening chapter:
So Illusion, the Taoist, said to the rock: "Brother
Rock, in this matter of your story
in the first
place, it seems to me, we have no means of hnowing
in which dynasty or year it took pJ.ace. In the second,
it records no deeds of virtuous or loyal men, no good
rules of conduct or policy. There are merely a few
unusual young women in it
some half crazed, some
- accomplishments but
in love, some possessing minor
lacking the virtues of the famous women of old. So
even if I copy out your tale, I doubt if anyone will
care to read it."
The rock laughed and retorted: "FIow'can you be
so dense, master? If this story belongs to no particular dynasty or year, can't you tag on some dynastic
names like Han or Tang? However, since aI1 past
'uvorks of fiction appear to follow that convention, it
would be more original not to use it. Let us content
ourselves with these incidents.
Most of the old
romances libel the sovereign or his ministers, slander
men's wives and daughters, or give accounts of lewclness and cruelty.
Then there are works about
talented scholars and beauties, a1l written according
to one pattern, which usually include erotic descriptions. These books contain nothing but britliant and
handsome scholars and beautiful young ladies.
In
fact, even the maids in them talk tike pedants on clas*
sical literature and philosophy; but if you look more
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closely, they are all self-contradictory and beyond the
bolrnds of reason. So it would be much better, it seems
to me, to describe those girls whom I saw with my
own eyers and heard with my own ears during my
short lifetime. Though I cannot claim that they are
superior to the heroines"of earlier works of literature,
at least their stories are of sufficient interest to banish
boredom.
As for the scenes of prosperity and
decline, joy and sorrow, separations and encounters,
these are all set down as they happened with no em_
bellishment or exaggeration to impress the credulous
and depart from truth
(Chapter 1)
It is because this novel keeps to the truth and is based
on personal experience that it is so fresh and original,
but past readers who failed to realize this tried to find
some hidden rneaning in it. Many theories were put for_
ward. We can dismiss those which are too fanfastic to
be worth refuting, such as the claims that this novel is
about Ho Shenl that it contains divine prophecies or that
i1. explains the Book of Change. Let us simply examine
those theories most widely held.
'First, the theory that the book deals
with the family
of Nalan Hsing-teh. Quite a few scholars held this view.
Chen Kang-chi in his anecdotes of peking scholars, writ_
ing about Chiang Chen-ying who got into trouble in the
oflicial examination in 1625, mentions the theory of his
leacher Hsu Shih-tung that ,The Hung Lou Meng d,eals
with the family of the former pr.ime minister Ming Chu.2
1,A,
t

powerful minister in the reign of Chien Lung, who

ondemned to death in
2

was

1?99"

A minister under Kang Hsi, dismissed from office in lij8g.
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The twelve fair women are the scholars under his son's
patronage, Pao-chai stands for Kao Tan-jen, Miao-yu
for Chiang Chen-ying. ." Now Ming Chu's son
was Nalan Hsing-teh, the poet. Chang Wei-ping1 in his
studies of the poets also says, "Pao-yu is Nalan Hsingteh. The novel describes incidents in his youth'" Yu
Yueh2 in his anecdotes comments that "Nalan Hsing-teh
passed the examination at the age of fifteen and this
coincides with the account of Pao-yu." Flowever, many
other inciclents fail to fit. Hu Shih in his researches on
this novel has pointed out many :-quch discrepancies. The
two most p,owerful arguments are: Chiang Chen-ying
wrote an elegy after Nalan Hsing-teh's death, for they
were greater friends than Miao-yu and Pao'-yu; and Nalan
Hsing-teh clied when only thirty-one, while the prime
minister, his father, was still in office.
Secondly, there is the theory that this book is' about
Emperor Shun Chih (1544-1661) and his Lady Tung'
Wang lVleng-yuan and Shen Ping-an propounded this
view, which is briefly as Jollows: "Old residents of the
capital maintain that this whole novel is concerned with
Emperor Shun Chih and his concubine Lady Tung, with
some other princes and remarkable women of that
time. ." They argue that Lady Tung was the famous
Nanking courlesan Tung Hsiao-wan who rnarried the
well-known scholar Mao Hsian$, then was taken north
by the Mancl-lu troops after their advance south, whereupon she became a favourite of the emperor and was
made an imperial concubine; when she died young, Emperor Shun Chih was so overcome with grief that he be1 1780-1859.
2 1821-1906.

name of the imperial house of Ming; the fact
that the
novel is set in 1\anking. the Ming capital; the resemblance

1

1867-1940. President

of peking University.
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fell to pieces. Hu Shih's mosi convincing argument
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is

that 'Isao Hsueh-chin belonged to a I{an family serving
under the l\{anchus and ttre novel is autobiographical.
This theory that the Dreart. of the Red Charnber -was
ar..ltobiographical, as stated at the beginning of the book,
actually appeared very earIy though it has n'ot been
proved uni.il recently. At the start of Chia Ching's
reign, the poet Yuan lvtei pointe'd out: "During the reign
of Kang IIsi, Tsao Yin was in char:ge of the Siik
His :son T'qao Hsueh-chin
Bureau in Nanking.
wrote the Dream o! the Red. Charnber, a novel describing
the prosp,erous, romantic life of those days. His garden
was based on my garden 'suiyuan'' " The last remark is
sheer boasting. There were other minor inconsistencies:
for instance, Tsao Yin's name was written wrongly, and
Tsao Hsueh-chin was not his son but his grandson. Stitr1
it was quite clear that this statement was based on personal knowledge and that Tsao Hsueh-'chin was the
author. Not many peopie at the time believed this, however. Then Wang Kuo-wei1 r'aised doubts, saying: "When
the other saicl this book was based on actual happenings,
he may have meant someone else's experiences, not
necessarily his own." But Hu Shih's researches have
cleared up this question conclusively. Now we know
that Tsao Hsueh-chin was born into a rich family which
later declined, that his life resembled certain episodes
in this novel, that the book was written in the western
suburb of Peking and left uncompleted at his death. The
full version that a-pp,eared later was completed by

Kao Ngo.
rl}77-7927. A historian and authority on the history of dratrra

Tsao Hsueh-chin's family were Hans, some of whom
served in the Manchu army. Itris grandfather Tsao yin
was in charge of the Nanking SiIk Bureau in the reign
of Kang Hsi. The emperor stayed five times in Tsao,s
official residence during his inspection tours in the
Yangtse Valley, and Tsao Yin was present during the
last four visits. Tsao Yin was fond of literature and won
himself a name as a scholar by having more than ten
ancient texts printed. He left some original writing too,
including five volumes of poems, one of tzu lyrics and
two plays. His son Tsao Fu, Tsao Hsueh-chin,s father,
also had charge of the Silk Bureau; and Tsao Hsueh-chin
was born in Nanking at the end of Kang Hsi,s reign. In
1728 Tsao's father was dismissed from his post and Tsao
Hsueh-chin, then aged ten, accompanied him to peking.
The Tsao family suffered great reverses, the reasons for
rvhich are nnknown. In Tsao l{sueh-chin,s later years
he lived in poverty in the west suburb of peking, not
always with enough to eat. Still he remained a proud
scholar, who often drank heavily and composed poems.
It was dr-rring this period that he wrote t}re Dream, of tlte
Red Clmmber. In 77G2 his son died and he fell ill of
grief, dying on New Year,s Eve in his early forties. He
lived from 1719(?) to 1763, and left no more than eighty
chapters of his unfinished novel.
were written by Kao Ngo
anecdote: "One of Wang
ed to his friend Kao Ngo.
of the romance of the Red
Chamber.' A note explains that all the chapters after
th.e eightieth were written by Kao Ngo. It is quite clear
lhat this novel was not by one single author. After the
reign of Chien Lung, five-word verses were required in

3t4

ttre official examinations, and in this novel
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writing poetry

in an examination is mentioned, proving that the later
chapters were adcieC by Kao." However, all Kao Ngo
writes in his preface is: "My friend Cheng Wei-yuan
came and showecl me the novel he had bought, saying:

'I have been to a great deal of trouble all these years
to collect this manuscript, and I mean to have it printed
for those who like it. As you are at leisure nsqr, won't
your help.me edit it?' Since the book . . did not appear to flout the rules of morality . . . I consented."
Apparently he did not want to disclose his authorship of
the later chapters, but some of his friends knew the truth.
Kao Ngo came from a Han family which served in the
Manchu army. After passing the provincial cxamination
in 1788 and the palace examination in 1795, he entered
the Hanlin Academy and became a Reader. In 1801 he
was made Assistant Examiner of the Metropolitan
Examination. He wrole the last forty chapters of the
novel in 1791 or thereabouts, before he had passed the
final examination. The fact that he was at leisure and
slightly bored made him sympathize with Tsao I{suehchin's loneliness. However, he had not given up hope,
unlike the author of Chapter 1, "beset bv poverty and
iliness in his o1d age and sinking into decline." So although the sequel breathes an atmosphere of melancholy,
the Chia family finally recovers its lost fortune instead
of being teft with nothing "but the bare naked earth."
Kao Ngo was not the only one to write a sequel to the
eighty chapters. Yu Ping-po, studying the marginal
notes in one of the first eighty-chapter editions, discovered that there was an earlier sequel of thirty chapters which apparently described how the Chia family
broke up, Pao-yu becane very poor and finally turned

monk. We have no means of discovering more details.
Then Chiang Jui-tsao in his studies on Chinesc. fiction
says: "Tai Cheng-fu once sarn, another old version in
which the sequel to the first eighty chapters was quite
different. After the dukes' property was confiscated,
the Chia family went downhill; pao-chai died early,
Pao-yu had no means of support and became a nightwatchman; Hsiang-yun became a beggar and married
Pao-yu in the end.
Such a version was said to be in
the possession of Governor Wu yun-sheng,s family.,,

Though these two sequels may not accord entirely with
the author's intention, they both provide a gloomy, hopeiess ending which agrees with the hints given early in
the novel.
'Ilrere have been ffrany later sequels: Hou-hung-lou_
n'LenE, Hung-low-hau-n1.eng, Hsu-hung-lou-meng, Hung_
lou-fu-meng, ITung-lou-meng-pu, Hute,g-lou-pu-meng,
IIun g -lou-chung -meng, Hung -lou- c'ltia-meng, Hung -lou_
huan-meng, Hung-Lou-.Auan-meng, Cheng-pu-hw,ng-lou,
Kuei-ltung-lau, Httng-lou-meng-ying and, so forth. Most
of these resemble Kao Ngo's sequel in trying to bring
about a more satisfactory ending; some, viewing alI the
chief characters as bad examples, find fault and make
harsh strictures. Actually, according to the original novel,
the author was merely relating true incidents and no
sarcasm was intended, only regret over his misspent life.
That is why readers like this novel, and why it is still
so highly regarded and popular. On the other hand, this
is rather unusual when viewed from the conventional
stand; that is why some felt the conclusion was unsatisfactory and tried to give the book a happy ending. This
shows the difference in men's understanding and Tsao
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Hsueh-chin's greatness. Let me quote another passage
in conclusion:

. . The author says: After a certain dream, I
the true circumstances and borrowed the
legend of the rnagic rock to write this novel.
I
have wasted my life in vain pursuits, and at the end
co,ncealed

of a windy and dusty road have found myself a complete failure. But when I think of all the women I
have known and compared their qualities with mine,
I realize their superiority in behaviour and understanding. I, with all my dignity of manhood, canno,t
measure up to those girls! Thoroughly ashamed as I
am, regret is useless
there is nothing I can do. So
- world of my iniquities how
now I mean to te1I the
thanks to my sovereign's kindness and my ancestors'
virtue I dressed in silk and fed on the fat of the land,
but failing to profit from my elders' instructions and
my friend's advice I squandered half a lifetime in
riotous living without accomplishing anything. Though
my wickedness is undeniable, there are many worthy
characters in the women's quarters who must not remain obscure and unknown to conceal my own short-'
comings. I live in a thatched and rudely furnished
hut now; but neither the morning wind and evening
dew, nor the willows and the flowers can check my
imagination or stay my pen. Ignorant though I am
and unskilled in writing, I can tell my story in simple
colloouial speech to record the doings of these girls
and to banish boredom. .
(Chapter

1)

25. NOVELS CF ER.UDITION IN THE
CHING DYNASTY

The earliest example of the Ching dynasty novels
written to display erudition and literary talent, com_

parable to the moralistic tales but having a d.ifferent pur_
A Rustic's ldle Talk. Though this appeared at

pose, was

the begrnning of the reign of Kuang Hsu (1875_1908),
according to the preface its author \vas a certain Hsia
of Kiangyin in the time of Kang FIsi (7662-1722). ,,A
brilliant scholar who met with indifferent success in the
government examinations, he consented to serve as a
secretary to high officials, and in the process saw the
whole of North China.
He travelled through Szechuan, Kweichow and Hunan to the yangtse River be_
fore returning home. His rich experience gave an added
distinction to his writing
but as by this time his
hair was turning white, he abandoned all hope of prom_
inence in the official world to concentrate on writing.',
He wroie this novel in twenty books for his friends, not
for publication, and the work when 1ater published was

incomplete. There is one complete edition which is
probably finished by ano,ther hand, but neither edition
bears any author's name. According to Chin Wu-hsiang
of Kiangyin, the author was Hsia Ching-chu. The County
fl.ecords of Kiangyiru published in the reign of Kuang
Ifsu describes him as follows: ',Hsia Ching-chu was a
county scholar, brilliant, learned and well-versecl in his_
lory and the Confucian classics as well as the hundred
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schools of thought, ceremony, music, military science,
Iaw and punishment, astronomy and mathematics'
He travelled virtually all over China and made friends
with famous and able men. ." Mention is made of
other books by him on Conlucianism and history, as well
as poems and essays. This accords with the statement in
the preface to the novel; but since Hsia is listed after
Chao Flsi-ming, a scholar, under Chien Lung, he must
still have been alive in Chien Lung's reign.
A Rusti,c's ldle Talk is a large work in 154 chapters.
It is divided into twenty books, each bearing one word
from the following pronouncement: "A truly remarkable work breathing the spirit of Confucianism by a
gentleman peerless in the arts of war and peace." This
was the author's own estimate. The work includes many
topics, as listed at the beginning: "Narratives, philosophical dissertations, discussions of the classics and history, exhortations to loyalty and filial piety, teachings
on policy and strategy, military science, prosody, medicine and mathematics, descriptions of the human emotions, advocacy of Confucian morality and attacks on
heterodoxy." The hero Wen Po is:
A man of steel, prodigious genir.s, magnificent poet
and profound scholar. He seeks no official post but
possesses astounding

political acumen, is no philanderer

but a great lover. In his style he brooks comparison
with the ancient masters, in military science he equals
the finest strategists. He unites phenomenal physical
strength with a gentle, frail appearance, combines extreme boldness with the utmost caution. As an
astronomer and mathematician, he surpasses all other
learned men; while in medicine, which to him is sim-

ply a hobby, he ranks with'the best ph).sicians. He
is the most loyral cf friends, a champion of Confucian
morality; indeed he is the most sincere Confucian, a
scholar of absolute integrity. The chief concern ot
his life has been to uphold orthodoxy and refute
unorthodox views. With his unsurpassed intelligence
he can solve problem.s which baffle other men and
make pronouncements that no other can make.
(Chapter 1)
Because a sagacious sovereign is on the throne, Wen
fuitils all his ambitions, wins rapid and high advance_
ment and finds all his wishes granted. He exorcizes evil
spirits and destroys monsters; barbarians are awed by
his might and his family enjoys every blessing. H;
achieves tremendous feats in time of peace as well as in
war till the emperor honours him with the sptenclid title
of "The Patriarch." Furthermore, he possesses magic
powelrs, is able to change his form and is adept in the
art of love; thus he has many concubines, twenty_four
sons, and a hundred grandsons with sons of their own.
f

a hu-ndred,
n of seventy
er birthday,
lted titie of
"Grand Dame Who Pacifies the State and Defencls the
Confucian Faith." (Chapter 144) Every conceivable
honour which a subject could desire is here the one
- author
thing he dare not aspire to is the throne. The
lays special stress on attacking heterodox beliefs ancl
comes down heavily on Taoists as well as Buddhists,
leaving behind him shattered altars arrd ruined temples
and pagodas while the Patriarch,s family enjoys every
happiness and is uni.rersally respected.
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A Rustic's ldle TctUrc was written because the
"had great ambitions but could not attain official
author'

eminence or put any of his great schemes into practice."
Clearly the main purpose of the work was to make a
parade of learning and express the desire to be both
saintly and powerful. Though this may differ somewhat
from the lWing dynasty novels about gods and demons or
talented young scholars and beauties, at bottom they are
the same. Only Hsia substitutes heterodox doctrines fol
demons and a saint for a brilliant young man. This boo'k
with its boasts and its insipid language should not really
rank as literature; but from it rn'e can learn a good deal
about the psychology of Confucian scholars at the time'
At the end of Yung Cheng's reign, when Yang Ming-shih
of Kiangyin Count5r was the governor of Yunnan, his
fellow-provincial Hsia Tsung-lan studied the Bo'ok of
Change under him. Since Yang Ming-shih had been Li
Kuang-ti's pupil, Hsia Tsung-lan too was influenced by
Li Kuang-ti1 and held even stranger views. At the be-

ginning of the Chien Luug era, Yang Ming-shih was
appointed Minister of Ceremony and Hsia Tsung-}an was
recommended for the post of Assistant Tutor of the Imperial College and other academic posts. IIe consistently
followed the teachings of Yang Ming-shih. Later ort
Hsia Tsu-hsiung, "another scholar steeped in the classics, especially in Confucian philosopliy, ciecided that
Yang Ming-shih and Hsia Tsung-lan were unduly lax in
their views and attempted to introduce certain modifications." (County Records of Kiangyin) Evidently Yang
Ming-shih had a considerable influence on the local
scholars, and because Hsia Tsung-Ian learned from him

this tradition was handed down in the Hsia farnily. The
ideas of these men conformed more or less to the
dominant views of that time: the champi.snship of the
Neo-Ccnfucianism of Chu Hsi and the Cheng brothers
against the theories of Lu Chiu-yuan and Wang yangming.1 It was considered the proper thing to attack
Taoism and Buddhism. So the sentiments and actions
of the hero of the novel were not the ideals of the author
alone. It has been suggested that. Wen po represents
the author himself, and that the senior statesman in the
book stands for Yang Ming-shih. Because the author
admired the tradition of Hsia Tsung-Ian, this novel has
been wrongly attributed to Hsia.
A novel designed to reveal its author,s virtuosity was
The Booktuorm by Tu Shen in twenty books. Tu Shen
(1744-1801) came from a peasant family in Kiangyin and
lost his father when a child. He was intelligent and
passed the district examination at thirteen, the palace
examination at twenty; then he vvas appointed ml.gistrate
of Shihtsung County in the pr.ovince of yunnan. Subsequently he became sub-prefect of Ifsuntien. He was
an examiner five times and passed a number of good
scholars. Finally he served as sub-prefect of Canton.
In 1801 he was waiting for a new appointment in peking
when he died of a sudden illness at the age of fi{ty_eight.
Tu Shen was a gallant eccentric, a great admirer of the
Ming dynasty dramatis
ct official,
but a man with many
in a style
archaic and bizarre, w
s obscure.
This is true both of his tales and notes on poetry. The
I

L

L642-l7lB. A Confucian schclar and high official.

Lu was a Sung and Wang a Ming scholar, both being in_
fluenced in their thought by Buddhist phr.losophy.
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IJookruortn is a full-length novel. The author's name is
given as Lei-l<o-shan-fang, bui according to another
Kiangyin scholar Chin Wu-hsiang, this was Tu Shen.
The hero of the novel, Sang Chu-sheng, is the author's
portrait of himself. He was born in the same cyclic year
as Tu Shen. At the beginning of the novel the writer
says: "While serving as an official in Canton after my
fiftieth year', I made a trip along the coast and had certein interesting experiences. Now I am putting in one
book the strange things I heard and saw." Thus since
lhe plot of the novel centres mainly on the conquest of
the Miao people by tr'u Nai in 1795, the book could not
have been written earlier than 1796 and must have been
finished within the next few years; for there is a preface
by Hsiao-ting-tao-jen written in 1801, and Tu Shen died
sooir after that.
The novel opens'with a descriplion of Sang Chu-sheng,
a Fukienese who is shipwrecked and drifts to the bay
of Chiatzushih. He is rescued by fishermen who tahe
him to GeneraL Kan Ting. Since this general has just
received orders to build a fortress against invasion and
is looking for a good site, he is delighted to see Sang. I{e
builds at Chiatzushih, according to Sang's plans, a magic
fortress which no enerny can invade. In a cave they
find three cases of ci.ivioe oracles, and u,henever they
need guidance they opcn these and pray. Then a certain
Kuang Tien-lung starts a rebellion, styling himself king
of Canton. Ife is assisted by a magician, Lou Wan-chih.
Kan Ting attacks the rebels and, aided by the dragon
king's daughter, captures l(uang Tien-lung; but Lou
Wan-chih escapes. In recognition of his services, I{an
Ting is promoted to be a military governor. He sails
against pirates and defeats marauders from Annam; but

Lou Wan-chih remains in Annam defying capture. Then
Kan Ting is appointed commander-in-chief and sent to
fight the Miao tribes in South China. He has many
strange adventures but wins ali battles. Here is one

example:

. . The Miao troops shouted: ,,Are the Han
officers cravens who will not fight?,, Chi-sun was
leading five hundred men in a flanking movement
when two of his flags pitched down and six cocks dripping with blood flew out of the ground to crow before
him. At the same time six flame-coloured dogs appeared. uttering howis like hyenas. The soldiers
turned deathly pale and stood stockstill, leaning on
their weap,ons. As Chu-erh let f1y with his pestles
and broke the six heads, Mu-lan loosed his lizard and
made it bite one cock which expired with gaping beak.
At once the five other co,cks cowered and ceasecl their
crowing. Then they saw that these were drawings
of cocks and dogs on potsherds scattered on the
ground.

They proceeded to Marshal Chin,s camp, where they
found six scabby oxen and six jaded horses, all suf_
fering from mange. The troops gored and trampled
by these beasts had died. One ox bit Marshal Chih,s
foot, sinking its teeth into his bone, and when Chu_erh
swung two axes to chop off its head the teeth remained
fastened in his foot. Mu-lan ordered the tiger_head
god to hack them off, but the marshal,s foot was
crushed and men were ordered to carry him back to
headquarters, No one could cr:rb the stampeding oxer:
and horses till Mu-lan hurled his fish-scaIe kerchief
at them. From each scale sprouted a sword which
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Iunged at the beasts, but Ilames four or five feet in
Iength spurted from their jaws and consumed the fishscale swords. As the conflagration spread, the beasts
bellowed in glee. But then a monkey plunged for'ward. Raising one paw it launched a thunderbolt,
whereat a sudden downpour extinguished the fire, and
water rising more than ten feet from the ground
drowned all the oxen and horses. In lively gratitude
Mu-lan exclaimed: "I knew the prince would flnd
means to extii-:.guish the fire."
When the flood abated, no oxen or horses could be
seen, but only porcelain shards from a rvall inscribed
with the word;; "Ox" and "Ilorse," which the monster
had conjured up'
(chapter 9)

Lou Wan-chih is aiso among the Miao tribesmen.
When he learns that, there will be trouhle in Annam, he
makes his way back there by stealth. Kan Ting cornes
to Canton and joins forces with General Ou Hsing to
advance on Annam. Acting on wise advice, Ou Hsing
storms the capital and captures the king, at which the
Annamites surrender. Meanwhile Kan Ting goes by
boat to deploy his forces north of the river.

Lou Wan-chih pitted his wizardry against
Li transformed himself into a
Long-L,egged Li. .
golden well, and into this trap Lou fell. Then an
.

iron spike thrust out, breaking the frame of the well.
The boy led Ching-hsi thither, pulled out a white silk
scarf and cast it over the spike, which disappeared
with a crash, Li regained his original form and
searched for Lott, whom he found crouching among
the pebbles by the bridge. EIe conjured up a white

pot and held it over Lou's head, chanting an incantation.
Then with his hand he fashioned a thunderboit. Lou's spirit was carried away. He leaped into
the water, hoping to escape down the river to the sea,
but Mu-Ian bade a hr-rndred sea-warriors give chase,
who raised a tumult wherever they found hirn. Lou
was forceC to change into a tiny crab and crept into
an empty shell for refuge. A crab-catcher in Annam
was overjoyed to find this shell the size of a winnowing fan, and he was endeavouring to prize the meat
out when lo and behold this hidden creature emerged!
It fell to the gro,und, grew larger and took a human
forrn,, changing inl.o a blind monk! The crab-catcher
asked his name, but received no answer.
'I'hen up came a butcher with a chopper, who exclaimed at the sight: "FIow ludicrous that a monk or
{airy should hide in the belly of a crab! There is no
place here for this monster. If I do not kill hinr, endIess calamities will descend on Annam." He struck
off Lou's head.
By this time I(an Ting had entered bhe city. He
was taking counsel with Ou about their return rvhen
troops brought in the head of the blind monk and reported the incident to the two generals.
At this Sang, the secretary, advanced and said: "This
must be Lou Wan-chih's head. In the second picture
in the oracle books I remember seeing a large crab
floating in the ocean, and it was written that the evildoer would perish. I foresaw that Lou Wan-chih
would -soon bc kilted, and now that has come to pass."
Then Long-Legged Li came to bid farewell and
laughed to see the head. "This rascal rn'orked black
magic," he declared. "Nov/ he has perished Iike a pig
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or dog by the butcher's knife, not by the sword. How
could he be an imrnortal?"
(Chapter 20)
When all Annam is pacified Sang goes back to }-ukien
while Kan Ting re"signs from his post to be a hermit in
the mountains.
This novel seems a most unltsual one, yet if rve study
it we find it rooted in the l,radition of the Ming dynasty
novels of gods and demons. The pornographic passages
are due in part to the author's interest in the subject, in
part to the Ming tradition. By coining strange, exotic
terrns and copying from ancient works, Tu Shen created
an archaic style which helped to disguise the flatness
and vulgarity of the book. Hung Liang-chi1 compared
Tu Shen's poetry to a crimson peony in a pot or goldfish
in a pool, while Wang Chuan commented: ,,These poems
which seem deep and abstruse are actually empty of content.
But his style is pleasantly bizarre.,, In other
words, his writings are full of purple passages but lack
all natural charm, being fantastic without being pro_
found. This is equally true of this noveI" The st5,1e
alone is original, for a form not previously atternpied
was used.
Then an endeavour was made to write a novel in the
euphuistic style, consisting of a string of parallelisms.
This was Chen Chiu's A To,l,e of yenshan in eight books.
Chen Chiu \ 7as a licentiate of Hsiushui, a poor man whose
profession was painting. Since he had the knack of
writing euphuistic prose and liked romances, he wrote
t.his novel. He claimed: ',This is the first attempt at
I 1746-1809.

A well-known scholar and

poet"

a narrative in the euphuistic sty1e. Such a venture is
merely fiction, I
:..
iven."
had never read
e Fair
Chapter B) ancl

doing

The novel was

marr:y the daughter of an official in Tzuchuan, and he
Ieaves Ai-ku. Deceived by a merchant from Nanking,
she becomes a prostitute till gallant Ma Lin enables her
to go back to Tou as his concubine; but Tou,s wife is such
a jealous shrew that the situation becomes unbearable
and Tou and Ai-ku run alvay. During the rebellion of
Tang Sai-erh the lovers are separated. By the time Tou
returns to his family, all his property has gone and his
wife leaves him. But Ai-ku suddenly comes back, hav_
ing hidden ail this time in a nunnery. Tou passes the
examination and becomes an official, then is promoted
to the governorship of Shantung. Ai-ku is esco,rted to
his official residence as a nobtre lady. They have a son,
and the nurse they hire turns out to be Tou,s first wife,
reduced to poverty since her second husband and son
have died. Though Tou treats her well she piots to kill
Ma Lin, and Tou is involved in her crime. In the end,
however, he is cleared and his official rank restored,
after which he and Ai-ku become immortais.

?to
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This insipid and commonpla.ce story follows the usual
pattern of tales about talented scholars and beautiful
women. The author no doubt chose this plot because
its complexity enabled him to display his skill as a writer.
'Ihe endless parallelisms hold up the action, and the
d.escriptions of events and feelings are lifeless. The style
not only falls far short of the euphuistic prose of the
Six Dynasties, but Lacks Chang Tsu's wit and liveliness.
As an example, let us quote this description of how Tou
is forced by his father to desert Ai-ku:

. . The father,
haves outwardly

concerned at heart for his son, bein an overbearing manner. One who

strikes at a rat does not care if a vessel is broken; one
who chases a duck may frighten love-birds as wel1.
The pig is driven back to its sty, ihe dog is ordered
home. The sheep has gone astray and its pen must be
mended; the tiger is locked up rnhere it cannot escape;
the rampant dragon is chained to an iron pillar; the
agile monkey is humbled by a straw whip. The maiden
knits sad brows by the rose trellis and pines away
by the ivy-covered wa1l, for who can fathom her sorrow? The thoughts of her heart are known to her
alone. Bitter are the lotus seeds; well-nigh dried the
6amboo's tears; like a fall of snow the senseless wiltow
catkins; like hanging thread the helpless cherry bloss6m. Spring has passed and summer is half gone. In
vain she waits, their vows of love are ended. He enters her dreams and sorrovr reigns in her breast. How
can she forget her wrongs, how shake off her woe?
When will her lyre's broken strings be mended? When
wil1 her lover return to her pavilion? He has left her
far. far behind; she is waiting 1qng, long in vain. Once

they were separated in the same district; now rnountains and rivers come between. In her fancy, he has
departed for many years; she longs for him as for one
in a distant land'
(chapter 2)
An abridged version of this novel annotated by Fu
Sheng-ku of Yungchia appeared in 1879.
After the reigns of Yung Cheng and Chien Lung,
scholars in the Yangtse Valtey were so cowed by persecufion that they avoided any reference to history and turned.
to textual criticism of ancient philosophical works and
philology, or to the minor arts. They concentrated o,n
factual details and were opposed to empty talk; thus
erudition was the vogue. Later these men of letters assumed learned airs; and since fiction was considered
trivial and unimportant, being based on hearsay and
gossip, they would not stoop to it. However one scholar,
Li Ju-chen, wrote the Flowers in th,e Mirror. Li was a
native of Tahsing County in Chihli, born in 1763 or
thereabouts. He showed intelligence at an early age
and looked down on tl-re fashionable paku essay. In 1782
he accompanied his brother to Haichow where he had
Lin Ting-kan1 as his tutor, and in addition to literature
he studied phonology. According to him, he learned a
great deal from Lin. He was then about twenty years
old. Many of his friends were interested in phonology,
and Li himself became most proficient in this science.
Although he also distinguished himself in divinaticn,
astrology, calligraphy and chess, he never rose to prominence and ended his life as a licentiate. Towards the
1 1755-1809.
phonology,

A histortan and authority on ancient music and
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end, an impecunious, disappointed scholar, he wrote this
novel for his own amusement, taking more than ten years
over it. In 1828 a printed edition appeared, two years

before he died in his early sixties. His work on
phonology, The lVlirror oJ Sounds, lays stress on the
practical value of the science and on modern pronunciation, showing that he had the courage to challenge old
conventions. Because he r,vas an authority who dared to
break the old rules, his erudition did not prevent him
from writing fiction. In his novel, however, he devotes
too much space to discussing the arts and the classics,
spinning out these dissertations interminably. Thus his
great learning proved a handicap too.
Flowers in tl"te Mirror has one hundred chapters. The
story, briefly, is as follows: Empress Wu, wanting to
enjoy flowers in winter, gives orders for the hundred
flowers to blossom. The flower goddesses dare not
disobey, but they are punished by being sent down to
earth as a hundred mortal wornen. The scholar Tang
Ao, who has passed the highest examination, is accused
of being in league with certain rebels and demoted. He
longs to become an immortal and goes with his brotherin-law, Merchant Lin, on a voyage. They visit strange
lands, meet strange people and see many curious customs

and remarkable rnonsters. Tang is lucky enough to find
a magic herb which makes him immortal, and goes into
the mountains never to return. His daughter Hsiaoshan sets out in search of her father, but visits strange
places and has many dangerous adventures without finding him. ,Flowever, from a woodcutter in the mountains
she receives a letter from her father in which he renames
her Kuei-chen and prornises that after she has passed
the examination lhey will meet again. She goes on to
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a deserted grave called Flowers-in-the-Mirror, therrce to
Moon-in-the-Water Vi1lage, and finaily to LamentingFallen-Flowels Pavilion. Here there is a stone tabtet
with a hundred names on it, the first of which is Shih
Yu-tan and the last Pi Chuan-chen. I{er own name is
eleventh on the 1is1,. Here is the comment which follows
this list of names:
The Master of the Pavilion comments: Shih Yu-tan
(History-obscure-search) and Ai Tsui-fang (Lament-allflowers) head the list because the Master has searched
through the obscurities of history and found much
interesting rnatter. He laments that all such flowers
remain unknown and therefore records these stories.
The list ends wil,h the names Hua Tsai-fang
(Flower-again-blossom) and Pi Chuan-chen (Completing
a1l-viriue), because these flowers once unknown wiII
gain immortality thanks to this story, which is as if
they had blossomed again. Because these hundred
maids were rare iewels, in this way all virtues are
made complete.
(Chapter 48)

- Then Tang Kuei-chen

abandons her search and goes
home. She passes an examination set by Eirrpress Wu
for talented women. The successful candidates are the
hundred giris listed on the tablet. who meet and feast
together for some days, playing the J5rre, composing
poems, amusing themselves with chess and ar.chery or

other garnes, and discussing )iterature, prosody and the
Book oJ Songs. Two other women arr.ive, claiming to be
scholars, who are in ferct the wind and moon goddesses.
A quarrel ensues and the star of literary genius comes
with another fairy to intercede. After this they write
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poems containing prophecies about these girls' future
lives, and though some of these are very sad the feast
ends happily. The final section of the novel deals wilh
an attempt to restore the Tang dynasty, in which some
of these women scholars join the army and some are
killed. Empress Wu's forces are eventually defeated
and Empei:or Chung Tsung ascends the throne, but the
empress is still held in great honour. She decrees
another examination the next year for talented women,
and all the women scholars are invited to a feast. At
this point the story ends. This seems, however, to be
only half of the rvhole story, for the author had indicated'
that more was to follow, but he never completed the
work.
The purpose of the novel is explained by the Master
of the Pavilion in the passage quoted above. Believing
it would be a pity if these women were lost in oblivio,n,
he wrote this novel to record their deeds. Since many
views on women are expressed in this work, Hu Shih
says: "This novel deals with the woman problem. The
author believes that men and women should have equal
o,pportunities, equal education, equal political rights."
The author also introduces many episodes to express his
criticisms of society, but since he was limited by his age
he held certain conventional views too. Thus he praises
conditions in the Land of Cour";esy, though it seems sheer
hypocrisy to quarrel out of politeness
that would be
a troublesome place in which to live. -Taken as fiction,
such descriptions are quite entertaining:
By now they had come to the busy market-place
where they saw a serving-man fingering some wares.
"Brother," he said to the vendor, "how can I buy
such excellent goods for so little? Ycu must raise the

price before I can agree. If not, I shall know you don't
really want to se11."
Then they heard the shopman r'eply: "I appreciate
your concern, but though I am blushing to have asked
so much, you shame me further by calling it too litt1e.
It is not as if ray goods have a fixed price that leaves
no margin for profit. As the proverb says: 'The
price asked is as high as heaven, that offered as low
as the earth.' Yet instead of lowering it you want to
raise it. If you refuse to show any consideration, I
shail have to ask you to carry your custom elsewhere
._ I really cannot agree."
"With us it is always the customer who says 'The
price is as high as heaven,'" Tang pointed out. "That
applies to the other saying too. But here the shop-

man quotes them-how amusing!"
Then the servingl-man went on: "It's hardtry honest,
is it, brother, to ask a low price for such good wares
yet accuse rne of being inconsiderate? Honesty is the
best policy, and everyone has a sense of value. You
can't make a fool of me."
Though they bargained for some time, the shopman
refused to raise his plice. Then the otLrer sulkily paid
what was asked but took only half of the goods. As he
turned to go, however, the shopman barred his way,
saying he had paid too much and taken too little. Trvo
old men who came by acted as arbiters, and made the
customer take four-fifths of the goods at the price
agreed on. So a compromise was reached and the
serving-man ieft.
"The transactions we have seen certainly give a picture of gentlemanly conduct," observed Tang. "No
further inquiries are needed. But let us stroll on a
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little.
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This is such a beautiful country, we nlay as well
of its fine scenet'y. ."
(Chapter 11)

see more

The novel sets fo,rth much classical lore and describes
various arts and games. The travels of Tang Ao and his
daughter and the feasting of the hundred girls make up
nearly seven-tenths of the whole book. The author delights above all in quotations from ancient books and a
display of his knowledge of various arts, running on in
this way for whole chapters at a time. Thus he makes
Lin comment on his work:'

"This book is written during the reign of a peaceful
and sagacious sovereign, by a scholar of our celestial
empire, a writer descended from Lao Tzu who wro,te
of mysteries in T/r.e Way and lts Power. The work is
an entertainment yet contains moral lessons for men.
In it we find the hundred schools of thought, men,
flowers and birds, calligraphy, painting, lyre-playing,
chess, medicine, fortune-telling, astrolo,gy, phonology
and mathematics; there are also all manner of riddles
and drinking-games, as well as games of dice and cards,
ball games and shooting. These serve to banish boredom and to rouse laughter."
(Chapter 23)
The author obviously considered this book a storehouse
of knowledge and art, but in this sense it is more like an
encyclopaedia than a novel. Since he handled his materials adroitly, however, although a slave to classical lore
he sornetimes writes quite lively passages like the followrng one:

"If you are hungry, Brother Lin, there's something
here you can eat," suggested To, plucking a dark plant
growing in the green grass.
Lin took the plant which tapered like a Ieek, with
green flowers on a tender stem. He put it in his mouth
and nodded his approval "Very fragrant and tasty.

What is iL? ;'
"I once read that in Magpie Mountain across the
ocean grows a dark green flower like a Ieek, which
serves as a food. This must be it," said Tang.
To nodded several times and they went on.
The next moment Tang plucked a green plant from the
roadside. It had a leaf like a pine-needle but was
emeral.d green, and on it was a seed the size of a grain
of mustard.
Removing this seed and pointing at the 1eaf, he said:
"As you have just eaten one plant, brother, let me eat
this to keep you company."
With that he swallow-ed the 1eaf, iaid the seed in his
palm and blew on it. At once there sprouted another
green leaf like a pine-needle, about one foot in height.
Ife ble'uv again and it grew another foot. He blew
three times tiII it was three feet high, whereupon he
ate it.
"If you go on munching at this rate, brother, you,11
soon have eaten all the plants here!" laughed Lin. ,,How
does this seed change into a plant like that?"
"This is the herb called Soaring, otherwise known
as Mustard-in-the-Palm," was To's answer. "When
you hold the seed in your palm and blow on it, it
grows a foot each time until it is three feet long.
Anyone who eats it can soar aloft, hence its name."
"If it can do that, let me eat some too!" cried Lin.
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"Then when I go home and thieves clirnb the roof of

my house, I can soar through the air to catch them.
Very useful, to be sure !"
But though they searched high and low they could
find no more.
"It's no use your looking, Brother Lin," rejoined old

'Io. "This plant only

grows when blown on, and who
is there on this bare rnounta,inside to do that? What
Brother Tang ate just now was probably some stray
seed blown on by a bird in search of food, which fell
to earth and took root. it is not a common herb you can't possibly hope to find it. In all rrty years of
travel overseas this is the first time I've seen it, and if
our friend here hadn't blorvn on it I shouldn't have
known that this was Soaring."
(Chapter 9)
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Illustratlon from an edition of Liues of Shanghai
Singsong Girls pub).ished in 1892

26. NOVELS ABOUT PROSTI]'UTION IN THE
CHING DYNASTY

During the Tang dynasty, to celebrate passing tlue gov_
ernment examinations scholars usually visited singsong
girls or courtesans, and as this was handed down as a
romantic tradition there is frequent reference to singsong
girls in literature. We still have two such works from

singsong girls in Yangchow, Soochow, Canton and Shang_
hai, and by degrees descriptions of actors were included

in this category. These were miscellaneous anecdotes
presented without any system, written as light reading
'while
to
ar,vay the time. The first long novel of this
sort was A Mirror of Theatrical LiJe which comprised
dozens of chapters though the characters in it were ac_
tors, not prostitute.
There wer.e quaLrters of ill fame in the Ming dynasty,
but scholars were forbidden to frequent them or to hire
singsong girls, although they could hire actors. In order,
lherefore, to keep within the law, officials and scholars
often invited actors to their feasts, enjoying their singing, dancing and co,nversation. Once famous scholar.s
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had written in praise of this the thing became fashionable, growing more and more popular. At the beginning
of the Ching dynasty this craze died down a }itt1e, to
be revived later in a more licentious lorm with the actors known as t'he-women" or "male prostitutes'" A
Mirror of Theatricat I'iJe, printed in 1852, deals with
Peking actors after the reign of Chien Lung, and a number of passages in it are obscene. The author apparently
believed that some actors were respectable, some disrepi-rtab1e, just as their patrons might be cultured or vulgar'
So he brought the different types together in this novel
with a moral purpose, much as in certain novels of manners of the Ming dynasty. His aim was to give a picture
of romance, culture and elegance; but since he could not
shake off the tradition of the many rornantic novels of
the past, the finest characters in his book, idealized flgures
like Mei Tztt-yu and Tu Chin-yen, still belong to the
school of "talented scholars and beauties," the actors
being the "beauties" and their patrons the "scholars'"
The whole novel is fllled with tender and romantic sentiments, the only difference being that the "beauties" are
young men. Flere is a passage describing how the famous actor Tu Chin-yen called on his patron Mei Tzu-

yu who was i1L
Tu went to Mei's house in considerable apprehension, certain that he would be humiliated' But to his
surprise Mrs. Mei instead of reproaching him seemed
to pity him and urged him to go in and cheer her
husband up. With mixed feelings of joy and sorrolv, he wondered horv serious Tzu-yu's illness could
be and how best to comfort him. But doing as he was
tolcl, he went boIdly to Mei's roolar. He found the cur-

tains drawn, the desk coverecl with dust, and light
gauze curlains hanging round a single hardwood bed.
The maid parted the curtains and called:
"Here is 1\{r. Tu, sir!"
Mei muttered something in his sleep. 'l'hen Tu sat
on the edge of the bed and saw hor,v lean and haggard
his friend had grown. He bent over the pillow and
called out in a low voice, his tears falling ceaselessly
on the scholar's face.
Then Mei laughed in his sleep and chanted:"On the
seventh day of the seventh month in the Palace of
Eternal Youth, we spoke in secret at midnight when
no one else was near."
After chanting these lines he laughed again deliriously. Tu's heart contracted with pain and he shook
him gently. He could not speak loudly, however, as
Mrs. Mei was outside and he had to address his beIoved friend formaliy. Mei was in fact dreaming of
Tu in his longing to see him again on the Double
Seventh to pour out his heart in Su-lan's house. So
obsessed was he by this idea that he had chanted these
two lines of Tang poetry. It seemed that nothing
. could wake him. Deep in his dreams, he laughed
once more and declaimed: "I thought never to see
him again in heaven or in hell
StiII fast asleep,
he turned his face to the wall. Tu's eyes were brimn-ring with tears but a1l he could do was to look on
helplessly, not daring to call out.
(chapter

29)

Most of the characters in A Mirror oJ Theatrical Li,Je
were based on real. persons, and can be identified from
their names and idiosyncrasies. But the central figures,
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Mei and Tu, were fictitious. for the author could find
no living men to use as models for tl-rese perfect lovers.
The author himself appears in the novel to,o. He was
Chen Shen-shu, a citizen of Changchow who lived in
Peking during the reign of Tao Kuang and enjoyed the
company of actors. He wrote thirty chapters from actual knowledge, then stopped and left the capital. In
1849 he returned to Peking from Kwangsi and completed
the novel by adding another thirty chapters. Many
copies were made by his friends, and three years later
the book was printed.
The iast chapter has an idealized ending, when all the
talented scholars and famous exponents of women's roles
gather in Nine Fragrance Garden. The actors are made
Llp as flower-fairies and their patrons write poems to
their beauty. Then the actors write complimentary lines
for the scholars which are inscribed on stone in Nine
Fragrance Pavilion. Since the actors have now given
up their profession, they publicly burn their trinkets
and wonaen's clothes. But before the fire dies down, "A
fragrant breeze sprang up and the ashes soared to the
sky, glittering in the sunlight like thousands of petals
and butter'flies. Higher and higher they whirled, giving
off a heady, inboxicating scent until they became mere
dots of gold and vanished."
This novel was followed by The Flnonner and the Moon
in sixteen books or flfty-two chapters by 1\{ien-ho-chujen. There is a preface dated 1858, but the novel did
not become known till the reign of I(uang Hsu (18751908). This book is not devoted entirely to prostitutes,
but since it deals with them at some length, as well as
w,ith scholars, it belongs to the same category. Wei Chihchu and Han Ho-sheng are talented scholars in Shansi
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who become good fr:iends. They visit the singsong girls,
quarter together and each has his favourite there. Wei,s
girl is Chiu-hen, Han's is Tsai-chiu. Although Wei is
extremely able and his literary talent is well known,
he has no luck and. lives in straitened circumstances.
Dearly as Chiu-hen loves him, they cannot get married.
'Ihen Wei's wife dies, Wei dies soon afterwards, and
Chiu-hen follows him to the grave. Han Ho-sheng, however, is -secretary to a high official and advises his employer on affairs of state. For the part he plays in suppressing a rebellion, he is appointed to the Ministry of
War; and because he disl.inguishes himself in a campaign
he is ennobled. Tsai-chiu, who has already married him,
becomes a lady too; and when he returns in triumph,
covered with honours, he gives feasts for three days at
which his officers and rnen reioice. Wei on the other
hand leaves only a son who takes his coffin back to their
home in the south. The plot aims at bringing out the
contrast between the two men, and the tone is mainly
sentimental. From time to tinae there are melancholy
scenes, so that even moments of joy are tinged with sorrow. The novel is interspersed with poems and 1etters, and purple passages tend to obscure the story. Thr_rs
Fu Chao-lun commented: "The auihor was a talented
poet buf a novice in the writing of fiction. Ifis most
moving passages stem fr"om his appreciation of poetry,
and these are melancholy and beauLiful. .,' Though
such praise is no1, entireiy warranted, Fu has iaid his
finger on the main fault of the novel. The enciing, in
rvhich the author describes the military achievements
of Han Ho-sheng anrl introduces supernatural beings, is
like a ghcst story tacked on to a rorrance totally incongruous and irrelevant.

.
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Tsai-chiu said:

".

Miao-yu claims to have no wor ldly fetters while Pao-yu ca1ls himself r,vorldly. Miaoyu lives in the Green Nurinery, Pao-yu in the Red
Courtyard. . The novel describes i\{iao-yu's purity
while Pao-yu considers himself vuigar; but finaliy the
one who is high-minded and pure comes to a shocking
end and the one who is worldly and vulgar to a lofty
end."
Wei sighed and chanted these lines: "One single
slip brings eternal regret, and lcoking back your who,1e
life has passed away." FIe continued: "When you
examine the hidden meaning of the riorrre;S of the
characters in the book, you can see that Pao-chai and
Tai-yu are both reflections of Pao-yu. That is why
you find the first character of his name in 'Pao-chai'
and the second in 'Tai-yu.' In fact, these girls have no
separate existence. But Miao-yu is presented in direct
contrast to Pao-yu. Whereas he becomes a monk, she
becomes a nun. Don't you agree that a contrast is sug.

gested ?"

Tsai-chiu admitted that it was.
Then Wei went on: "The form is no,n-existence. and
non-existense is the form." Beating the table he
ctranted:
The melody of a harp, the fragrance of incense
Must arouse sensations of tenderness and sadness.
Even though I knorv that a1I is vanity,
I long for angels to dance and scatter flowers.
I divined your heart in the lotus-gatherer's song;
Now I see you again when cassia is in bloom.
Why should I raise my whip and ride away?
My heart has been here with you for the last ten years,

Before Wei had flnished chanting, IIan lar_rghed and
said: "Stop it! Let's drink."
They chatted and laughed ti1I dawn. After breakfast Wei left flrst in Tsai-chiu's carriage, and at noon
he received the following note from his friend:
"Just now I saw Chiu-hen, who wept when she spoke
to me. I was very moved. I did my best to comfort
her and urged patience. When I was leaving she begged me to advise you to rest well. She will flnd some
way to express her feeling for you. As I know you are
eager to hear of her, I am telling you this. I also
enclose four short poems, and hope you will write some
too."
Having read this, Wei started writing verses with the
same rhyme:
Unhappily the flowers have faded fast;
Snapped twigs and falling petals are a sad sight.
I long for a clean end for all these blossoms,
Sorry the blustering wind has not blown them away.
The years slip by, the sun is sinking low.
For twenty years I have drifted past lakes and seas.

As he was writing, his bald servant announced:
"The Li house in Vegetable Market Sfreet has sent a
man to ask you to go over. He says Miss Chiu-hen
is i1I."
In alarm, Wei took the carriage to the house. He
found Chiu-hen with a silk handkerchief tied round
her head sitting up in bed with a few books beside
her, Iost in thought. She smiled at the sight of him
and said in a low voice: "I knew you could not keep
away for ten days. But what is the use?,,
"The;, told me you were ill," said Wei. "How could
I stay away?"
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Chiu-hen sighed and answered: "Now that you have
come when asked, there will be all sorts of complications""
Wi'uh a smile Wei retorted: "Let the futur:e take care

of itself."

So he started seeing her again. That night he completed his poems. Tr,vo lines in 'the last stanza have
become rvell known:
To win my beauty gladly I court death,

For she alone knows my worth.
(Chapi;er 25)
Hsieh Chang-ting, a scholar of Changlo, wrote three
poems on the writings of Wei Tzu-art, and one of the
works he mentions is The Flower and th.e Moon. So we
know that the author's real name was Wei Tzu-ar,. From
the same source we know that Wei was a native of Houkuan in Fukien. Though a precocious boy, he did not
pass the local examination till he was tr,venty-eight; he
took the provincial examination in 1846, but never had
any success with the metropolitan examinations. He
went to Shansi, Shensi and Szechuan, holding the post
of dean of Fuyung College in Chengtu. When a locaI
rebellion broke out he fled home and died in 7874 at the
age of flfty-six. Of his many works, the only one widely
known was The Fl'ouer clnd the Moon. While in Shansi
he was tutor to the son of Prefect Pao Mien-chin of
Taiyuan; since he had a go,od salary and plenty of spare
time, he wrote this novel making Wei Chih-chu a portrait
of himself. The prefect was impressed by the story and
encouraged him to finish it. Another anecdote connected
with this book is that a singsong girl in Taiyuan was
attracted to Wei and wanted to marry him; but her owner
demanded too high a price for her and she pined away'

Chiu-hen is probably based on this girI. Wei and Han
are both reflections of the author himself. He imagined
himself in prosperity and poverty, ancl split his own
character to make the two scholars Han and Wei.
Another novel in sixty-four chapters about singsong
girls is the Dream of the Green ClLamber. eccoraing
to the preface the author was yu yin-hsiang, whose penl
name was Mu-chen-shan-jen. A native of Soochow, he
used to frequent the brothels and could not tear himself
away. He died of a stroke in 1C84. His writings include
anecdotes, notes on ancient relics and pcems. This novel
was written in 1878 and the characters are based on
prostitules in Soochow. In it yu attempted to portray
an ideal man: an ideal patron of singsong girls wht

Yi-hsiang of Soochow. He shows liter.ary ability when
young, and is intelligent and hanclsome, but does not
rnanry because he wants to flnd a tl,ue lover. But ,,Where
in'all the worid can such a one be found? The poor scholar
is frustrated, for al1 his talent. Not one high official
recognizes his worth. OnIy the singsong girls some_
times have the inteiligence to recognize a great rnan be_
fore he achieves success.,, So Chin is a respected and
popular flgure in the singsong gir1s, quarter, and he
orders the girls about as if he were a king.
When they reached the pavilion and 1ooked round,
they saw marks of ex'cellent taste. Outside were rare
and beautiful flowers, plants and tr.ees, r.,",hile in the
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pavilion itself a feast was spread. Yueh-su ar:ranged
the seating. The three patrons sat in the places of
honour and the charming girls took their respective
seats. The first girl was Chu Ai-fang, Mistress of the
HalI of Love-Birds; the second was Wang Hsiang-yun,
Recluse of Misty Willows; the third was Yuan Chiaoyun, the Iron-Flute Fairy; the fourth was Chu Suching, Lover of Fledgelings; the flfth was Lu Li-chun,
Herald of Spring Flowers; the sixth was Cheng Suching, Seeker of PIum Blossom; the seventh was Lu
Wen-ching, Bather of Flowers . the eleventh was
FIo Yueh-chuan, PIum and Snow Beauty. When the
Protector of Flowers herself had taken the last seat,
four pairs of maids poured the wine. The beauties
passed round the cups and were very merry.
Chin said to Huei-chiung: "At such a fine gathering
we should have a set of drinking rules so that a good
occasion will not be wasted."
"You are right," agreed Yueh-su. "Please give the
order."
"The hostess should make the rules," protested
Chin.

"Oh, no," said Yueh-su. "You must be the one."
Ch.in was forced to agree to this, and the girls insisted: "You must drink a round flrst before drawing up the rules."
Each of the twelve beauties filled a cup and passed
it to Chin, who drained each in turn. Then he announced: "These drinking rules are stricter than martiai 1aw. Anyone who disobeys will be fined three big
cups of wine."
A11 the girls assented. . ,
(Chapter 5)

This man Chin is most considerate too, and nurses the
girls when they are iI1.
One day at Liu Hsiang Pavilion Chin found Ai-chin
eat. He was most concerned,
and remembering that he had four volumes of Kuo
Ching-tien's work on medicine on his shelves with
many prescriptions in it, he rvent home to fetch it.
He found Hsiang-yu powder suitable for her complaint.
Having sent the maid to buy the ingredients, he attended to the preparation himself by the stove, giving
up his tu.toring for several days in order to nurse the
patient day and night. Ai-chin was very touched and
wrote a poem to express her gratitude.
(Chapter 21)
indisposed and unable to

Later on, Chin passes high in the examinations and
makes flve singsong girls his wife and concubines. In
order to look after his parents, he takes a post in Yuhang
and is prorno,ted to a prefectship. Then his parents
become immortals and fly from his yamen to heaven,
after which Chin decides to go to the mountains to devote
himself to religion.

'

IIe reflected: "I must not let them know that i
am going to leave the dusty world. I shall have to
keep it a secret and simply walk out."
The next day he wrote three letters to Pai-Iin, Menghsien and Chung-ying to bid them farewell, asking
Pai-lin to help to arrange Yin-mei's marriage. A few
days later he took some dozen taels of silver and bought
a priest's go\Mn, a straw hat and sandals. Leaving
these purchases outside, he went back to Plum Blossom
Pavilion. Luckily all five of his womenfolk were
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there, and finding them in high spirits, qi.rite unaware
of his intentions, he felt a twinge of compunction- tsut
after a little thought he said with a sigh: "Since I
have seen through love, why should I care?,,
(Chapter 60)
So he goes away and becomes an immortal in Tientai
Mountain. Finally he comes home to make his wife and
concubines irnmortals, so that two gener.ations of thc
Chin family may all go r-rp to heaven. (Chapter 61) By
this time Chin's son has passed high in the examinations, and his old friends thanks to his help have become
immortals too. Moreover, one by one, the thir.ty-six
singsong girls he has known rejoin the ranks of the
fairies; for they tvere goddesses in charge of different
flowers, who fell from heaven because they longed for
the world. Now that their time on earth is over, they
become fairies again. (Chapter 64)
Soon after the Dream oj the Red Chamber was printed many sequels to the novel appeared, aI1 with a happy
ending. This interest persisted for a long time; indeed
it r,vas not til1 the end of the Tao Kuang period that
such books ceased. to be written. And even then the
influence of the Dream oJ the Red Chqmber rernained
widespread. Since ordinary families had not so many
members or such adventures and could not therefore be
described in the style of the great novel, Iater writers
wrote of prostitutes and brothels instead. While the three
ncvels just mentioned differ in their treatment and artistic quality, their underlying spirit is the same: a[ hescribe handsome men and beautiful women in romantic
situations, only the new characters and scenes were taken
from the prostitutes'quarters, because readers were tired

1

I

of meeting characters like Precious Clasp and Black Jade
again and again in settings like the Takuan Garden.
However, Liues of Shanghai Singsong Girls gives a realistic picture of brothels and exposes their iniquities; the
author wanted to "teach a moral lesson based on his
own experience," so that readers might "explore the
secrets of the courtesans' quarters and understand its
nature, thereby realizing that those who behave so admirably in his presence are worse than devils behind his
back. Though today they seem dearer than wives, tomorr-ow they may spit poison more deadly than the venom
of snakes and scorpions." (Chapter 1) Evidently the
purpose of the book is dilferent from that of earlier
novels, and this marks the end of the romantic tradition
in the literature dealing with singsong gir1s.
Liues of Sh,anghai, Stngsong Girls has sixty-four chapters. According to some scholars the author, whose penname is Hua-yeh-1ien-nung, was Han Tzu-yun of Sungchiang. A good chess-player and an opium addict, Han
spent rnany years in Shanghai, where he edited a newspaper. Since he squandered all his money on prostitutes
and knew them we1I, he saw through all their tricks,
'This novel appeared in 1892, two chapters being published each week, and it was most popular. The chief
character, Chao Pu-chai, comes to Shanghai at the age
of seventeen to visit his uncle Hung Shan-ching. He
goes to brothels and, owing to his inexperience, becomes
rnore and more involved till Hung sends him home. He
slips back to Shanghai, however, and goes from bad to
worse, ending up as a rickshaw boy. The novel in its
original form ended here. The twenty-eighth chapter
was the last to appear in serial form. Though Chao is
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the main character, the stories about him do not amount
to much: his adventures introduce us to other characters
like the merchants in foreign concessions or other dissolute young men. There are many descriptions of
brotheis of every class. The construction is reminiscent
of The Scholars, for a number of tenuously related stories
are put Logether to form a novel. When the author describes the heartlessness of singsong girls
not that one
would expect prostitutes to take love seriously
the
- So
descriptions are realistic with little exaggeration.
the writer was sincere when he said that his aim was
to give a truthful picture as vivid as life. Here is a
passage describing how Chao Pu-chai went with his
friend Chang Hsiao-chun to a brothel just after his ar-

rival in Shanghai:
When Wang saw Hsiao-chun she rushed at him,
crying: "Well! S,o you lied to me! You said you
were going home for a couple of months, but this is
the first time you've shown up since then. Is this a
couple of months or a couple of years?. ."
Hsiao-chun smiled sheepishly and coaxed her: "Don't
be angry. Let me expIain." He whispered something
to her.
He had not had time to say much, however, when
Wang leaped to her feet and said grimly: "IIow clever
you are! You want to throw the wet blanket on
someone else so that you can get away, isn't that it?"
"No, no!" protested Hsiao-chun frantically. "That's
not true. Let me finish explaining."
The girl curled up on his knees to listen, and he
spoke to her in a low voice. Presently he jerked his
chin towards Chao, and Wang turned to give the young
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man an appraising look while Hsiao-chun went on
speaking.

"Then what. about you?" she asked.
"The same as before."
Not till then did she forgive him. She stood up
and trimmed the lamp. Then she asked Chao his name
and Iooked him over carefully. Chao turned his face
' a\ 7ay pretending to be reading a notice. At this point
a middle-aged maid came upstairs carrying a kettle in
. one hand and two cases of opium in the other.
Having put the opium on the tray, lit the opium lamp
and made 'uea, she left with the kettle.
Leaning against Hsiao-chun, Wang started baking
the opium. When she noticed Chao sitting all alone,
she said: "Come and lie on the bed."
Chao, who had been hoping for this invitation, went
over at once and lay on the other side. He watched
the girl prepare the opium, flll the pipe and pass it
to Hsiao-chun, who smoked it all in one breath
When the third pipe was ready Hsiao-chun said; "I've
had enough."
Then Wang turned round and offered the pipe to
Chao. Since the young man was inexperienced, the
pipe went out before he had smoked half. As the girl
speared the opium with the needle to put it back on
the lamp, Chao seized the chance to squeeze her wrist.
She reached out and pinched his Ieg hard, sending a
' thriil of pain and pleasure through him. When Chao
finished smoking he glanced at Hsiao-chun, who was
lying with half-closed eyes between sleeping and waking. Chao called him twice in a low voice, but his
friend si;nply waved one hand and would not answer.
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"He's drunk with opium. Don't disturb him," said
the gir1.
Then Chao desisted.
(Chapter 2)

By 7894, sixty chapters of the novel had appeared.
In the later half IJung happens to see his nephew pulling
a rickshaw and writes to Chao's mother about it. Mrs.
Chao does not know what to do, but her clever daughter
Erh-pao comes with her to Shanghai to look for Chao.
After finding him, they stay on. Though Hung urqes
them to go home they ignore his advice until he washes
his hands of them. Before very long Mrs. Chao comes
to the end of her money and the family cannot return
home. Then Erh-pao becomes a celebrated prostitute
and meets Third Master Shih who is very rich and takes
a great fancy to her. She spends a summer in his house
and he promises to rnarry her on his return from Nanking. Accordingly Erh-pao dismisses her other lovers and
borrows a large surn of rnoney to buy clothes and iewels
for her wedding. Shih never comes back, however. and
when Chao is sent to Nanking to make inquiries, he finds
that Shih has just arranged another marriage and gone
to Yangchow to fetch his bride. Erh-pao faints away
upo4 hearing this news. She is in debt to the tune of
three or four thousand dollars and the only way out is
to go back to her profession. So she becomes a prostitute again. The novel ends with a nightmare she has.
According to the postscript, the author meant to write
more but never did so. The second half of the book
contains detailed but not too accurate descriptions of
Shanghai celebrities, but the sections describing how men
chased girls, frittered away their money and cheated each
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other are just as well done as in the flrst thirty chapters.
The lollowing passage, in which Mr. Lai runs after an
actress, gives an excellent idea of the current fashion.
Wen-chun put on her costume and made her entry
on the stage. One of Lai's men, hoping to please h*
patron, was the flrst to shout "Bravo!" At once many
others joined in, shouting and cheering till the theatre
was in utter confusion. . Only Mr. Lai was shaking with laughter, thoroughly pleased. In the middle of
the performance he ordered his servant to distribute
largesse. The man fllled a basket with silver dollars
and brought this for Lai to inspect, after which he
scattered the money on the stage. With a clatter the
glittering dollars rolled in all directions, while the
theatre resounded with the cheers of Lai's men. Wenehun's heart sank when she knew that Lai was after
her, but soon hitting on a plan she was able to concentrate on her singing til1 it was time for her exit.
She came to the feast with a smile. Without warning, Lai seized her and pulled her oh to his knees,
Wen-chun promptly pushed away his hands and stood
Llp, making a show of anger. Rut caressing his shoul.' der she whispered a few words to him, at which La.i
nodded several times.
"All right," he said. "I know. ."
(Chapter 44)
Though most of the characters in this novel were based
on real people, only in the case of Chao Pu-chai is the
true name used. It is said that Chao was a good friend
of the author who often borrowed money from him; but
when Chao stopped helping him FIan wrote this book to
blackmail him, not stopping till trventy-eight chapters
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had been printed and Chao gave him a large sum. The
chapters published were so popular, however, that after
Chao's death Han went on with the book for flnancial
considerations, even making Chao's sister a prostitute.
As a matter of fact, he must have planned this from the
start; for when Chao meets his uncle, ITung asks him:
Is she engaged yet?,,
"Haven't you a younger sister?
And he answers: "Not yet. She is just fifteen this
year." This was obviously parring the way for some
later development. At the beginning of this century
there were many such novels in Shanghai, which usually
stopped after the publication of a few chapters when the
blackmailer had succeecled" Similar novels vzere wi:itten
not for purposes of blackmail but simply to expose the
evils of prostitution. Ilowever, most of thcse exaggerate
and introduce shocking or sensatlonal incidents. Nonq
of them has ;he subtlciy and natut.al style of Liues of
Shtmghai Singsong Girls.

II

27. NOVELS OF ADVENTURE AND DETECTION
IN THE CHING DYNr'.STY
By the end of the Ming dynasty, Romance of the Three
Kingdoms, Shui IIU Chuan, llne Pilgrintage to the West
and Chin Ping Mei were considered the "Four Great
Novels." In the reign of Chien Lung during the Ching
dynasty Lhe Dream oJ the Red Chamber came to supersede the Romance of the Three l{ingdoms in the estimation of scho,lars, although the general public continued to

prefer the latter and Shui Hu Chuan Men's tastes
change with the times, and as readers grew tired of old
books new trends developed. These new adventure
stories, it is ture, had their origin in the early novels,
but the spirit of these later books is completely different:
they praise heroic deeds and acts of rough justice oniy if
these accord with the feudal concepts of loyalty and right.
When the literati lost interest in the Dreum oJ the Red
Chamber, a new type of novel appeared represented by
Th,e Gal'l,ant Maid; and when people could no longer understand the spirit of Shui Hu Chuan, books llke Three
Iferoes and Ftue G&llclnts won favour.
The Gallsnt Maid originally had fifty-three chapters,
only forty of which are left today. The writer described himself as "a man of leisure in Northern Yen." According to a preface by Ma Tsung-shan, he was Wen
Kang, a Manchu of the Tao Kuang period (1821-1850)
rn hose Manchu surname was Feimo and whose second
nerne was Tieh-hsien. He was the second grandson of
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Chancellor Leh Pao. "He bought the rank of secretary
in the House of Dependencies and was subsequently appointed to the governorship of a province and promoted
to the intendancy of a circuit. After resigning on account of his parent's death, he was appointed commissioner in Tibet; but illness prevented him from going to
this post and he died at home." He came of a noble
and wealthy family, but because his sons proved worth-.
less their fortunes declined until they were in difficulties. In his old age he lived alone rvith only pen and
ink for company and wrote this novel to amuse himself.
Since he had known both riches and poverty, "He had a
good understanding of changing fa.shions and human relationships." (These quotations come from the preface to
the novel.) His positio,n was not unlike that of Tsao
Hsueh-chin, for the mood of this bo,ok is melancholy as
a result of the decline in his fortunes. But whereas
Tsao described real happenings and the Dreant of the
Red Ch,umber is partly autobiographical, the incidents in
The Gallqnt Maid are imaginary and deal with quite different types of people. As the two authors led different
Iives, their writings differ accordingly. Th.e Gallant
ll4qid has a preface by Kuan-chien-rvo-chai, dated 1734,
rvhich claims that this is a serious work to correct the
evil trends of novels like the Pil,grinwge to the West
which deals with the supernatural. Another preface by
Wu-liao-weng, d.ated 1794, says that he found this manuscript by an unknown author in the Peking market
and after reading it through several times, "seeking its
hidden meaning," discovered that it was based on real
events. He therefore edited it. making certain emendations, and wrote this preface. In fact, both prefaces are
by the author. At the start of the novel he sarzs: "This

was first entitled Gold and Jade. Because it
with
events in the capital it was also called \4/hot
dealt
th,e Sun. Though the main message of
\Jnder
ls Neul

book.

a bo,ok is not what makes

it

good literature, at least this

novel is free from obscenity and licence and does not
deviat'e from what is right. It is therefore also called
l-r,fty-three Chaplers oJ Holy Latn though it is not a
Buddhist sutra. Later Wu-Iiao-weng re-edited the work,
renaming it The Ga,llant Maid. ." By using these
different names, Wen Kang was simply trying to ima tradition started by the Drearn of
press his readers
the Red Chamber.
According to the author, this novel was based on true
happenings in Peking. The plot is as follows: Ho Yufeng or Jacle-Phoenix comes of a family of scholars but
is remarkably intelligent and fearless. After her father
has been killed by an enemy, she goes with her mother
to live in the hiils, waiting for a chance to avenge him.
Since the enemy, Chi Hsien-tang, is a powerful official,
she finds it hard to carry out her plan; but calling herself Thirteenth Sister she mixes with townsfolk and conceals her identity. During her travels she meets a young
man named An Chi who is in trouble, and having saved
his life becomes his friend. When her enemy is conriemned to death by the court and her father's wrong is
avenged, she wants to leave the world and beco'me a
nun. However, she is persuaded to marry An Chi instead. An Chi has another wife named Chang Chin-feng
or Golden-Phoenix, who has also been rescued by this
gailant maid. The two women become good friends and
that is why this novel is also entitled Gold and Jade.
Many characters in this novel were based on contemporary flgures or men from the previous century. Thus
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Chi Hsien-tang was Nien Keng-yao,l according to Chiang
Jui-tsao, and Nien's story certainly does coincide with
the description of Chi. The young scholar An Chi is
generaliy assumed to be either the author or the reverse
of his unsatisfactory sons. Thirteenth Sister is no doubt
a fictitious character. Because the author set out to, combine heroism and the traditional feminine virtues in her
person, the result is somewhat fantastic. In fact the gallant maid talks and behaves in an artificial way whenever
she appears. For instance, when An Chi first meets her
in a hostel, to stop her from entering his room he tells
men to barricade his door with a stone r.o1ler. When
the men cannot lift the stone, the girl carries it for
them.

She said: "What is all this commotion about

a

stone?"

Chang San, pickaxe in hand, glanced at her and
retorted: "A11 this commotion, eh? Take a look at
it. Is there any other way to move it? This is no

joke."
The girl walked over to look at the stone . . which
weighed at least two hundred and fifty catties. It was
a roller with a hole drilled at one end. . . She rolled
up her sleeves. . . laid the roller on the ground, and
revolved it with her right hand ti1l she found the hole.
Then she hooked tw,o fingers into the hole and swung
the whole thing up with one hand.
"Don't just stand gaping!', she cried to Chang and
Li. "Come and wipe the mud off.,,
I Governor of Szechuan and Shensi early in
the eighteenth
century, he was ordered by tbe emperor to kill himself in 1728.

Hastily assenting, they wiped the rol1er c1ean. .,It,s
right now," they told her.
Then the girl turned with a brilliant smile to An,
"Where would you like me to put it, sir?,,
An flushed up to his ears and with eyes downcast
mumbled: "Sorry tc trouble you. Just inside the
room."
Carrying the roller in one hand, the girl patterecl up
the stairs on her tiny feet, lifted the door curtain and
stepped inside. Having set the stone lightly down in
one corner of the room, she turned round
not out of
breath or even faintly flushed. The spectators
outside
who had craned their necks to watch were, aI1 amazed.
(Chapter 4)
Later An Chi passes the highest examination, is appointed head of the Imperial College and promoted to
be commissioner in Mongolia, though he does not go to
this post. Eventually he becomes a provincial examiner
and takes up this position without clelay. ,,He solved.
some difficult cases of considerable importance and was
commended for his ability, rising to,be a very high official
need not go into that now.,, Sorneone else wrote
a sequel of thirty-two chapters, poor and unpolished both
as regards language and contents, which was probably
followed by yet another sequel. The name of the author of the sequel some Peking bookseller is not
given in the preface- which dates from about 1gg4.
Three Heroes and Fiue Gallants appeared in 1g?g.
First called A Romqnce oJ Logat q.nd" Gallant Men, it had
one hundred and twenty chapters. The author was Shih
Yu-kun, and according to the preface the manuscript
'vas in the possession of \d,/s6-chu-chu-jen and edited by
a1l
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Ju-mi-tao-jen; but neither of these rnen are known.
T'here were many stories of this type about brave and
gallant men in towns or villages who championed the
good, k-illed tyrants and achieved great deeds for the
state. These gallants invariably worked for sorne outstanding official. In this case it vras Pao Cheng, whose
life is recorded in the Sung Dynasty Hi,story. Pao was
a government scholar, later appointed vice-minister of
the Ministry of Ceremony, who also served as adviser
of Tienchang Pavilion, doctor of Lungtu Pavilion and
prefect of Kaifeng. Strict, incorruptible and uncompromising, he was compared to the King of IIelI. Many
supernatural tales, however, crept into the legends which
grew up about this popular judge. By the Yuan dynasty
we already Iind such plays as Restoring the Empress
Douager and Th,e Ghost zn the Black Pot. By the Ming
dynasty there were ten volumes recording Prefect Pao's
cases including sixty-three cases of detection, omens or
riddles revealed in dreams and disclosures made by
ghosts. These books were written in crude language,
apparently by barely literate men. Later they were
combined into a long novel with a better p1ot, and this
was the origin of Three Heroes qnd Fiue Gqllants.
When this novel opens, Emperor Chen Tsung (9987022) of the Sung dynasty has no son; but two of his concubines become pregnant and he decides that the one
who gives him a son shall be made empress. Lady Liu
plots with the eunuch Kuo I{uai and when Lady Li has
a son they take him away, leaving a skinned cat in his
place and accusing her of giving birth to a monster. A
maid is told to strangle the infant prince and throw
him into the river. But instead she entrusts the child
to Chen Lin, who hides it in the mansion of the Eighth
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it off as his third son. So the child,s
life is spared. By means of slander Lady Liu procures
Prince, passing

Lady Li's dismissal and loyal officials are either banished

or killed. Since Emperor Chen Tsung dies without an
heir, the third son of the Eighth Prince succeeds as Emperor Jen Tsung (1023-1063). At this point we are in'

troduced to Prefect Pao, told of his marriage, his official
career, and the difficult cases he has solved. Many of
these stories are based on legends of other famous historical figures. When Pao becomes prefect of Kaifeng,
he meets Lady Li and clears up the old case of the cat
substituted for the prince. The emperor learns who his
mother is and invites her back to the palace. Prefect
Pao's Ioyalty and honesty impress many gallant men,
and at that time there are numerous brave outlaws in
the country like the Three Heroes: the Southern Hero
Chan Chao, thc Northern I{ero Ouyang Chun, and the
Twin Heroes Ting Chao-Ian and Ting Chao-hui. There
are also the Five Rats: the Sky Rat Lu Irang, the Earth
Rat IIan Chang, the L{ountain Rat Hsu Ching, the River
Rat Chiang Ping and the Bright-Fur Rat Pai Yu-tang.
Sometimes these men go to the capital to rob the palace
.for sport, and no one can stop them. But impressed
by Prefect Pao they accept posts under him and help
him to fight against evil-doers, britrging peace to the
people. Later the Prince of Hsiangyang plots rebellion
and a document signed by aII the conspirators js hidden
in his Chunghsiao Pavilion. The Five Rats go with
Inspector Yen Cha-san to make an investigation, and Pai
Yu-tang attempts to steal the document, only to perish
in a copper-wire trap. Here the novel ends. As the
only historical characters are Prefect Pao, the Eighth
Prince and a few others, the story is mainly fictitious.
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The Five Rats are mentioned in the Ming dynasty Cose.s
Pq,o and the novel Vogage to the \rtrestern
Ocean, but there they are supernatural beings while here
they are gallant men. Since no prince in the reign of
Emperor Jen Tsung plotted rebellion, this episode was
based on the rebellion plotted by Prince Ningl in the
Ming dynasty. Though some of the incidents are rather
naive, the gallant outlaws are vividly presented and the
descriptions of town life and jests with which the book
is interspersed add to the interest. Because men were
bored with tales of the supernatr-rral and with love
stories, this picaresque story enjoyed an outstanding suc-

rather heated by now. Winecup in hand, he stood
up and protested: "Brother! You are usually bolder
than ail the rest of us: what makes you so soft today?
You got this title Imperial Cat from His Majesty
horv can you change it? Never mind what sort of rat
this is, he had better keep out of my way or I'I1 swallow him at one gulp to work off my feelings !"
Chan Chao hastily signed to him to be quiet, saying: "Hush! Someone may be listening outside the

CESS.

window."

of Pretect

Ma Han said: "Never mind about the wine. What
sort of fellow is this tsright-Fur Rat?"
Chan Chao told them about the men at Hsienkung
Island and how they came by their names. At this,
Kungsun Tseh suddenly saw light. "This fellow is
looking for you to pick a quarrel," he exclaimed.
"There has never been any bad blood between us,,,
said Chan. "Why should he pick a quarrel?"
Kungsun said: "IJse your head, brother. These
fellows call themselves the Five Rats and now you
are called the Imperial Cat. Cats catch rats, don,t they?
It's quite clear that your title annoys them: that's why
he wants to pick a quarre1."
"There is something in what you say,,, rejoined
Chan. "But my title was given me by the emperor: I
didn't call myself the Cat in order to bully these Rats.
If this is really the reason why he's come, I don,t mind
1

In

1519.

humouring him

I'11 stop

using the name. This isn't

serious."
Chao IJu, who had been drinking

heartily

was

At the same moment something flew in with

a

crash, smashing to pieces the cup that Chao was holding. He gave a start and the others were seized with
panic. Chan leaped from his seat, banged the door shut
and turned to blow out the lamp, pulling off his gown
under which he was wearing a close-fitting jacket. He

quietly picked up his sword and made as if to open
the door again: at that something else crashed against
it. Then he flung wide the door and in the same
instant leaped through it. He felt a rush of cold air
as some weap,on slashed at him, but he warded off the
blow with the flat of his sword. As he intercepted
one blow after another, staring intently through the
darkness lit only by stars he saw a man in a black,
close-fitting jerkin who was very quick and light on
his feet. It looked like the fello,uv he had met at Miao
Market. The combatants said not a word: the clash
of steei was the only sound. Content simply to defend himself, Chan observed that his assailant was
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attacking harder and harder with the most skilful and
miraculous thrusts. He marvelled at ttris but thought:
"What insolence! Here am I on the defensive so as
not to hurt you
why should you press so hard? Do
you really think- I am afraid of you?" Then he decided: "I must at least give him a taste of my mettle."
He held his sword level and as the next blow descended
he made the cut known as "The stork sings through the
sky," using ail his strength. Clang! His opponent's
sword was broken in two. 'Ihe stranger dared not close
with him but vaulted in one bound to the top of the
wail. With a great leap Chan followed.
(Chapter 39)

When Yu Yueh was in Soochow, Pan Tsu-yin. just
home from Peking, showed him this novel. At first he
thought it a commonplace tale but aiter reading it
through was struck by "the remarkable plot and the
romantic imagination revealed. The characters are drawn
with a wealth of detail while the descriplions are apt and
vivid. They remind one of Pock-Marked Liu Chingting'sl description of ho;ur Wu Sung came to the deserted
inn and with one shout set ali the ernpty wine jars echoing. By deft and natural touches the writer has written
a spirited novel." (Yu Yueh's preface to the novel) But
Yu Yueh disliked the opening of the story on the score
that the episode of the substituted cat was unhistor.ica.l;
he therefore rewro,te the flrst chapter to conform to history instead of to popular legend. He also contended
that the Southern Hero, the Northern Hero and the Twin
Heroes made four instead of three, while if the young
1

A celebrated story-teiler at the end of the Ming dynasty.
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I{ero Ai IIu was added that made five. Moreover the
Iist should include Chih IIua the Black Fox and Shen
Chung-yuan the Wise Man, the forrner being the Young
Hero's teacher and the laiter "a gallant man who loved
a jest." Accordingly he renamed the novel Seuen Heroes
and, FLue Gallants, wrote a preface in 1BB9 and had it
published. Both the new and the old edition were
popular, particularly in the Yangtse Va1ley.
In the fifth month of that year a sequel, Fiue Younger
Gallants, appeared in Peking, follou,ed by another sequel
in the tenth month. These sequels had a hundred and
twenty-four chapters each and according to their prefaces were also by Shih Yu-l<un, whose pupil had preserved the manuscripts. The novel "in its original form
consisted of more thrari three thousand episodes divided
into three parts and called Tlte Romance of Loyal and
Gallant Men. Since the first part of the story dealt with
five gallants it was known as the Fi.ue Elder Gallants,
while the latter part dealing with a second generation was
known as the Fi,ue Younger Gallants." The sequel starts
with Pai Yu-tang's attempt to steal the evidence of the
prince's plot, repeating the last twenty chapters of the
first book. It goes on to describe the Prince of Hsiangyang's conspii'acy which the gallants try to expose. By
now Pai Yu-tang is dead and his comrades-in-arms are
growing old, but a younger generation appears to follow
in their steps. Lu Fang's son Lu Cheng, Han Chang,s
son Han Tien-chin, Hsu Ching's son Hsu Liang and pai
Yu-tang's nephew Pai Yun-sheng all meet by chance
during a jou-rney, and when the Young Hero Ai IIu has
joined them they became sworn brothers. In the course
of their travels they kill some wicl<ed men, then gather
together at Wuchang and determine to thwart the prince's
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schemes; but the book ends before they can do this. The
second sequel continues the story: the copper-wire trap
is destroyed and the prince flees, after which the gallants
deal with various evil characters in the countryside. Then
the- Prince of Hsiangyang is captured, the emperor dis-

tributes rewards and all the gallants receive their due
deserts. So the whole story ends. Though the preface
claims that both sequels were by Shih yu-kun, the style
of the first sequel is greatly inferior to that of thri
original work though the second sequel is somewhat better. It seems likely that both sequels might be by the
same author but edited by different hands, resulting in

this discrepancy in style.

Now Hsu Ching had such a .tepnper that he would
never stop to think carefully. If anything crossed him
he flar:ed up at once. So he pushed over the table with
a crash, breaking all the dishes on it. Even if Chung
Ilsiung had been a thick-headed dotrt, he must have
taken offence.
"You are in my hands, yet I have treated you.well
and given you wine," he protested. ,,What clo you

mean by this?" No wonder he was angry! Wag_
ging a finger at Hsu Ching he demanded: ,,What do
you think you are doing?',
"Treating you better than you deserve,,, said Hsu.
"What do I deserve, then?,,
"To be beaten up !"
With this, Hsu dealt Chung a blow. But Chung
jerked a finger under his ribs and Hsu fell to the
ground. Chung had used a method of stopping the
circulation so that though Hsu was conscious he could
not move. Chung kicked him and orderecl his men to
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truss him up. After the kick Hsu found he could move
again, but he was bound hand and fooit. Then Chan
Chao put his hands behind his back and said: "You
can tie me too." The guards hesitated, but they had
no choice. When Chung ordered their heads to be
cut off at Red Phoenix Bridge, a shout was heard from
the crowd; "Spare them!"
(Chapter 17 of the Fiue Younger Gallonts)

Chih Hua the Black Fox and Shen Chung-yuan the
Wise Man wanted to distinguish themselves by stealing the secret document froirr the prince's palace.
Crouching on the narrow Iedge, he saw by the light
of his torch a square box below . . . ? hardwood box
with gold handles. He reached out, grasped the handles and pu11ed it towards him. Crash! A crescentshaped chopper came hurtling down! Chih Hua shut
his eyes, not daring to move a step either forward or
back, and the blade came down on his waist. He was
certain that he must be cut in two. Slowly opening
his eyes, he found that he was in no pain but was completely paralysed. Do 5,s11 know the reason, reader?
It was because the sword was crescent-shaped. Had
it been an ordinary chopper, he would have been cut
in half. The blade was curved, however, and since
Chih Hua was slender and had removed his wallet his
stomach was flat, while the leather sheath and sword
on his back had protected his spine.
In short, Chih Hua was fated not to die there, but
Shen Chung-yuan was frightened out of his wits.
(Chapter I of Sequel to the
Fiue Youruger Gallants)
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After these sequels were published, a combined edition
in two parts came out, with fifteen books or sixty chapters and a preface written by l{siu-ku-chu-ssu in 1892"
This edition cut out a certain amount o,f repetition and
condensed the two novels into fifty-two chapters, adding
another eight chapters describing the narrow escape of
the Prince of Hsiangyang when he raised another army
in Red Net Mountain, and his final death. This addition.
is actually quite superfluous. And though this version is
clearer and more concise, by dispensing with many
descriptive details it has lost some of the spirit of the
o,riginal.

Prefect Pao and Inspector Yen were not the only
legendary figures in detection. In 1838 appeared ?he
Cases of Lord Shih., a novel in eight books divided into
ninety-seven chapters, also known as A Hundred Miraculous Ceses. The hero is Shih Shih-Iun, prefect of Taichow and commissioner of Grain Transport in the reign
of Kang Hsi. The story is poorly written, reminiscent
of the Ming dynasty Cases of Prefect Paobut with a more
highty developed pJ.ot: one case mav fill several chapters,
and there are other adventures apart from detection. So
this was a precursor to the stories of gallant men. In
1891 appeared The Cases o'J Lord Peng in twenty-four
books or a hundred chapters by Tan-meng-tao-jen. This
deals with Peng Peng, magistrate of Sanho in lhe reign
of Kang Hsi and later governor of Honan, who went to
the capital and investigated important cases in Tatung
and elsewhere. It is the sarne old story of a good official
travelling incognito and gallant men stealing treasures,
but written in atrocious, barely grammatical Chinese.
This is only one of many similar novels, perhaps rhe
most popular being The Reign of Eternal Peace in ninety-
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seven chapters by Chang Kuang-jui of Luho, based on
a iale told by Ha tr'u-yuan. The story is about Emperor
Kang Hsi's travels in disguise, and the suppression of
"evil cults and bandits." There was also a sequel in a
hundred chapters by Tan-meng-tao-jen. The Euergreen
Prosperous Reign in eight bo,oks divided into seventy-six
chapters by an unknown writer des,cribes how Emperor
Chien Lung entrusted the affairs of state to his ministers
while he travelled down the Yangl.se Valley, and contains stories of bad men and loyal, gallant subjects. The
many other picaresque novels include The Eight Elder
Gallants, The Eight Junior Gallants, Seuen Swordsmen
and Thirteen Gallants and Seuen Stuord,smen and. Eighteen Gallants. Most of these appeared round about 18g4.
They were followed by The Cases of Lord Liu, Th.e Cases
of Lord Li, ten sequels to The Cases of Lord Shih and
seventeen to The Cases of Lord Peng, as well as no fewer
than twenty-for.rr sequels to Seuen Heroes and Fi,ue Ga,llaruts. These stories are repetitious and often written
in abominable language, and one character may change
completely in the course of the b,o,ok. This was because
these works were written by many hands and the editing
lvas carelessly done, resulting in numerous inconsistencies.
Three Heroes qnd Fiue Gallq,nts and its two sequels
preserve the story-teller's style in their descriptive passages, as does The Gallqnt Maid. In Kuo Kuang-jui's
preface Lo The Reign oJ ELernal, Peqce he says: "In my
young days I travelled widely and often went to hear the
story The Reign of Eternal Peace .
which has circuLated since the beginning of this dynasty. During the
Hsien Feng period (1851-1861) a well-known story-teller
named Mr. Chiang Chen-ming used to te1l this ta1e, but
no script was published at the time. Later I heard Mr.
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Ha Fu-yuan tell it and learned it by heart. Then in my
spare time I wrote it down in four volumes. .,, The
preface to The Fiue Younger Gollants also says that the
book was based on a script by Shih yu*kun like the novel
Three Heroes and Fit:e GaU"ants, and that the manuscript
was kept by Shih's pupil. So probably Shih yu-kun
was a story-teller of the Hsien Feng period like Chiang
Chen-ming, each of them specializing in one stor"y. The.
author of The Galle.nt Maid., Wen Kang, was fond of
listening to story-tellers too and imitated their style:
Ttrris is why his novel has the same flavour. So the Ching
dynasty novels about gallant men were clirectly descended
from the Sung dynasty story-tellers, tradition: they were
popular literature revived after.more than seven hundred
years. But since there w-ere too many imitations and
sequels, most of them badly written, this tradition declined again.
At the beginning of the Ching dynasty .,bandits,, were
suppressed, but the people did not forget the previous
dynasty and longed for gallant outlaws who would fight
for the imperial house of Ming. Thus Chen Chen wrote
a sequel to Shui Hu Chua.rL in rvhich Li Chun le{t China
and became King of Siam. (Chapter 15) During the
hundred and thirty-odd years from the reign of Kang
Hsi to the reign of Chien Lung, the new state authority
established itself and men submitted to it: the scholars
also became loyal to the new masters. This expl.ains
why when Yu Vr/an-chun in the reign of Tao Kuang wrote
a sequel to Shui Hu Chuan, he killed off alt the one hun_
dred and eight outlaws. (Chap1,er 15) Ho'trzever, this was
l.he viewpoint of a mandarin. Three lleroes a.nd Fiue
Gallants expresses the views of ordinary torn,nsfolk, but
thougir it appears to follow the tradition of_ Shui Hu
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Chuan the similarity is a superficial one. A long time
had elapsed since the fall of the l\{ting dynasty, and the
story is set in the capital. Prior to this, s,everal rebellions
had been suppressed and rough soldiers who won some
honour in the army rvould go home to boast to their
friends and enjoy the respect of the villagers. So the
heroes of such novels, though rough and gallant like the
earlier outlaws, had to serve under some important official
and considered it honourable to do so. This ,could happen
only in an age when the people were completely subdued
and subservient. Yet at that time men believed that
"I{ere good citizens are rewarded and the wicked
punished, the evil come to a bad end, br.lt the righteous
are biessed by Heaven. When these novels show this
divine retribution clear aird unerring, the readers clap
their hands and applaud, instead of putting down the
bo,ol< with a sigh."
By this time Western powers were beginning to invade
Ch'ina too.

28. NOVELS OF EXPOSURE AT THE END
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After 1900 there was a rich crop of novels of exposure.
During the nineteenth century, though many internal

t€l

ment,1 a result of the peoptre,s complete 1oss of faith in
the government. The trend in {iction ,was to expose so_
cial abuses and lash out at contemporary politics, some_
times at social conventions as rnell. Though this attack
on abuses has something in common with the novels of

selves. The most famous exponents of this school were
Li Pao-chia and Wu Wo-yao.
1

An anti-irnperialist uprising in North

China.

illustration from an edition of Erposure ol the Official
I4/orld published

in

1906
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Li Pao-chia, who wrote under the pen-name Nanting-ting-chang, was a native of Wuchin County in
I{iangsu. He showed a flair for the paku essays and for
writing poems while still a boy, and passed first in the
county examination; but failjng in all subsequent
examinations he went to Shanghai to, start a paper The
Guide. He gave this up to launch another called Ftr,n,
for which he wrote in a facetious, satirical vein. Later
he sold this paper to a merchant and lorought out the
popular ShanEhai Sights which carried news of actors
and singsong girls, as well as poems and stories. His
works include Ballud oJ the Greqt lncident in 19A0,
Sharughai Impressions in six books, Li Lien-ying, A Dream
oJ Splendo'ur and Liuing Hell. His novel Modern Times,
published in serial form in the journal lllustrated Stories,
was a well-known work of social criticism" In 1900 the
government was so corrupt that men were in despair and
evervone r.vanted to know the root of the tro;r,rbIe and
who was responsible. Li Pao-chia was commissioned by
a publisher for a novel called Erposu.re of the Offici,al
Worl.d. He planned to write this in ten books of twelve
chapters each. Between 1901 and 1903 he completed
three books and during the next two years another two;
but in March 1906 he died of illness at the age of forty,
his work unfinished. He had no son, and the actor Sun
Chu-hsien attended to his funeral in gratitude for
favourable notices in Li's papers. Li Pao-chia was generally respected because although recommended for a
government post he declined the appointment. He was
a skiltred seal-engraver and published a book about sealengraving.

The Erposure oJ the OfJicial World has sixty chapters
on1y. The third book was published in 1903 with a pref-
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ace by the author saying:
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"I have seen officials

whose

sole work is to ',velcome visitors and see them off, whose
sole ability is polite talk. They put up with hunger and
thirst, with cold and heat, going to court or to, caII on

their superiors at the crack of dawn and not returning
till dusk. But they cannot te1l you the purpose of these
calls." In a year of famine when relief is granted, "They
simply follow past precedents to win rewards; thus rnore.
and more of these bureaucrats appear and there is never

any end." When the government decides on a retrenchment of staff, "They carry on as usual, concealing the
true state of affairs from above and below, while the
worst of them employ bad men to get them off by bribery.
Thus the evil, instead of being checked, goes from bad
to v/orse." The officials grind down the poor till they
are desperate, yet no one dares remonstrate, and this
makes the bureaucrats even more high-handed. "The
author has wit and is thoroughly conversant with the
filth and squalor of the official rvorld, its ignorance and
folly. By indirect means, keeping an open mind, he
thoroughly reveals its secrets.
He has spent months
a.nd years, sparing no pains, to write this Erposure of
the OJficial World. . . This novel contains all manner
of dark mysteries -which Yu1 could not reoold on his
bronze tripo,ds nor Wen Chiao2 bring to light by burning
the rhinoceros horn." Li Pao-chia tells of flattery,
toadyism, cheating, exploitation and quarrelling among
I There is a legend that Yu, the pacifier of floods, macle nine
bronze tripods on which he depicted all manner of monsters.
2,A' Tsin dynasty scholar reputed to have used a rhinoceros
horn as a torch and by its light to have seen many marvels in the
rrver.

the officials; he shows the eagerness of scholars to obtain
some government post, and discloses the secrets of offi-

cials' wives and concubines. There are many different
episodes and characters, and each anecdote usually deals
with a different individual. Thus the book as a whole
consists of a number of loosely connected stories like Wu
Ching-tzu's The Scholars. But many scenes are completely imaginary, not all is true to life, and there is far
Iess innuendo than the author claims; hence the novel
is not up to, the standard of The Scholqrs. Moreover the
tales collected were current gossip about official circles
strung together into a novel, but without much variety.
It was only the general interest in the subject at the
time that made this novel famous overnight. It was
followed by many imitations like the Erpostne of tLrc
Merchants' World, Erposure of the Teaching Wodd" and
Erposure of the Women's World. Let me quote a passage from the Erposrne oJ the Official Wodd as an examp1e of this type of writing.
When it was nearly time to go to court, Chia rehearsed
the ceremony in the ministry and aII went
.
according to the rules: but enough of this. On the
appointed day he rose at midnight and rirove into the
city.
He waited tiII eight when some officer
ushered him into the palace. When he and the others
reached a certain co,urt, the officer flapped his sleeve
and they all fell to their knees at the steps, about
twenty feet from the throne. It dawned on him that

the man sitting there was the emperor!

Since

he was a recommended scholar, he was ordered to wait

for a summons the following day. . .

.
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Though Chia came from an official family, this was
his first audience with the empero,r, and despite the
fact that he had asked advice on every side he stiIl felt
unsure of himself. So his first act on his return was

to call on Minister Hua who had accepted ten thousand
taels worth of curios from him, and naturally the
minister talked with him cordially and showed friendly
concern.

Chia said: "Torllorrow at court, in view of the fact
that my father is Minister of Justice, should I kowtow
to His Majesty or not?"
The minister was not listening carefully and caught
only the word "kowtow." He promptly replied: "Koiwtow a lo,t and say little: that is the way to be promoted."
Chia made haste to explain: "If the emperor asks
after my father, of course I shal1 kowtow; but if he
doesn't, should I kowtow or not?"
Minister Hua said: "If the emperor doesn't ask you
anything, don't speak out of turn. But when it is
right to kowtow, be sure to do so. Even kowtowing
when it isn't strictly necessary will do no harm."
This advice left Chia more confused than ever. But
before he could ask further questions, the minister
rose to see him off and he had to leave. He decided
not to trouble Minister Hua any more but to call on
who might be able to enWar Minister Huang
Iighten him.
But when Chia had explained the purpose of his
cal1, Minister Huang asked: "Have you seen Minister
Hua? What did he say?"
Chia told him.
The war minister said: "Minister Hua is experienced. If he told you to kowtow many times and

say little, this is the advice of an experiencerl man,
absolutely correct. ."
Still at a loss, Chia called on Minister Hsu. This
minister, who was elderly and rather deaf, sometimes
pretended to be deafer than he was. He believed in
peace at any price, and his mottoes were: "Take it
easy!" and "Don't wo.rryl"
A11 his colleagues
had seen through him and called him "The Crystal
Egg."
So today when they had greeted each
other and Chia brought up this problem, Minister Hsu
said: "Of course to kowtow a lot is the best, however,
it is not absolutely necessary. After aII, you should
kowtow when kowtowing is cailed for, not otherwise."
When Chia told him what the others had said, Minister Hsu rejoined: "They are both right: you had better take their advice." He talked at length without
committing himself to anything definite, till Chia had
to take his leave. Later he found a minor official in
the Ministry of War who happened to be a good friend
of his father, and only then did he get a clear explanation of the ceremony. The next day when he was
summoned by the emperor all went smoothly.
(Chapter 26)
Wu Wo-yao (1866-1910), whose pen-name was Wo-foshan-jen, was a native of Nanhai in Kwangtung. IIe
went to Shanghai in his twenties and started writing
articles for newspapers. In 1g02 Liang Chi-chao published a monthly magazine entitled Neus Fiction in yokohama, and the following year Wu started writing novels
for this magazine: Strange Tales oJ Electricity, A Crirrue
Inuoluing Nine Liues and Strange Euents of the Last
TuentE Years. He gradually won a considerable rep-
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utation, and his last novel was highly praised. Ile
stayed in Shantung for a time before going to Japan, but
not meeting with any success there he returned to
Shanghai. In 1906 he became the chief editor of Fictton
Monthl,g, for which he wrote After the Disaster, The Way
to Get Rich and Gli,Tnpses of Shanghaa. He wrote A Neus
Dreunr of the Red Chamber for Tlte Guide. The next
year he was appointed principal of Kuangchih Primary
School and devoted most of his tirne to educational work,
writing less. In 1909 he completed twenty chapters of
Strange Euents of the Last Ten Yeclrs and died in
September 1910 at the age of forty-five. Two of his
novels, A Sea of Woe and Hu Pao-Eu, were printed not
in serial form but as books. A merchant paid him three
hundred dollars to write The Return of the SouI, advertising a drug, and he was criticized for this novel which
is no longer extant. He was not particularly successful
with his anecdotes and table-taIk, but after he became
famous several collections were made of his anecdotes,
tales and jokes.
Strange Eoents oJ the Last Twentu Years was first
published in serial form in Neus Fi.ction, and ended when
that rnagazine stopped publication. In 1907 four volumes
of this novel were published as a book, and in 1909 another four votrumes came out, making one hundred and
eight chapters in all. The central flgure, "The man who
barely escaped death," appears throughout the book and
describes all the startling events he has seen in the last
twenty years, starting from his childhood. He has collected a great deal of gossip, much in the style of the Erposure af the Official Worli. But since Wu Wo-yao had
a richer experience of life than Li Pao-chia, he draws
more types of people, including officials, teachers, scholars
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and merchants. Apart from stories current at the time,
he also includes old tates from collections like Chung
Kuei the Catcher gJ Glttosts. He says in the fi.rst chapter
that "Thinking back over twenty years' experience of
the world, he has met three types only: insects, beasts
and goblins." From this we can teil the sort of people
he describes. Wu is said to have been proud and honest,
unwilling to submit to authority; therefore he remained
poor all his life and was a cynic. But as he wrote hastily,
often exaggerated and cared Iittle for realism, his
works fail to make a strong appeal, merely presenting
some gossip as material for idle talk. Here is a passage

describing how the hero's fellow-lodger ill-treats his
grandfather.

That evening when the household had retii.ed, lying

in bed I thought I heard shouting in the east courtyard.
The noise subsided only to start again, and
though I could not hear what was happening I was too
disturbed to sleep soundly. . Not titl three had
struck did I manage to drop off. It was well after nine
when I woke, got up, dressed quickly and left my
'sitting-room. Outside I found Wu and Li talking in
Iow voices with two of the boys, the cook and a couple
of servants. I asked what they were discussing.
Li said: "Let Wang San telt the story. Then we
needn't repeat it."
Wang said: "We were talking about what happened
in Mr. Fu's family in the east courtyard. Last night
I got up at midnight because I heard quarrelling lhere.
. . . I groped my way to the back. and peeped.
inside. I saw Mr. Fu and his wife in the seats of
honour with 'uhe old beggar who came here sitting
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below them. They were swearing at the o1d fellow,
who just hung his head and wept without a word.
"Mrs. Fu said something very strange indeed. She
said: 'When a man has lived to fifty or sixty, it is time
for him to die. Yet here you are over eighty and still
hanging on!'
"1\1[r. Fu went on:'If you refuse to die, all right;
but be satisfied with what you have, whether it's rice
or porridge. Here you are complaining about your
rice one day and about your porridge the next. Don't
you know that a man must make himself useful if he
wants to eat and dress weil?'
"The old man said: 'Don't be hard on me! I'm not
asking for good food, just for some salted vegetables.'
"When Mr. Fu heard this he jumped up and cried:
'Today you want salted vegetables, tomorrow you witl
be asking for salted pork, the next day for chicken,
goose, duck and flsh, and after that for bird's nest and
shark's fin. I am just a poor official in the capital
without a post in the country. How can I supply a1t
these things?' He banged the tab1e, kicked the benches
and cursed .
. After he had sworn at the o1d man
Ior some time, a maid brought in wine and food and
put them on the round table in the middie of the room.
Flusband and wife sat opposite each other drinking,
laughing and chatting, while the old man sat there
sobbing. Mr. Fu went on cursing over his wine, while
his wife and h.er pet dog played with some bones. When
the wretched old man muttered something, Mr. Fu
lost his temper: he pushed over the table so that all
the dishes crashed to the ground. Then he shouted:
"'AII right! Now eat!'
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"The old man was lost to shame. He took Mr. Fu
at his word and got down on his hands and knees to
find some scraps. Without warning Mr. Fu stood up,
picked up the stool he had been sitting on, and hurled
it at the old man. Luckily the maid was near enough
to jump forward and try to catch it. Though she
didn't succeed, at least she broke its force. The stool
just grazed the old man's forehead. If not for her,
the o1d fellow's head would have been broken!"
When I heard this I started sweating with horror
and in silence reached a decision. During breakfast
I told Li to lose no time in finding us some other
Iodgings: we couldn't stay here

.

(Chapter 74)
Three only of Wu's novels, Seo of Woe, AJter the Disaster and Strange Tales oJ Electricitg, the latter adapted
from some foreign novel, were what he called "romantic
tales." A1l the rest were novels of exposure, though the
degree of censure in them varied; this is because he made
a living with his pen, so "his attitude had to be different
in different places and at different times," but his main
purpose was to "advocate a revival of the old moI'ality."
The Trauels of Mr. Derelict is a novel in twenty chapters by Liu Ngo (circa 1850-1910), who used the pen-name
Hung-tu-pai-Iien-sheng. It has a preface by the author
written in the autumn of 1906 in Shanghai. Some say
that the last few chapters were written by his son. Liu
Ngo or Liu Tieh-yun was a native of Tantu in Kiangsu.
He was a good mathematician as a youth, and well-read,
but too much of a liberal to observe the usual conventions. Later he regretted his display of eccentricity and
stayed at home to study for more than a year, after which
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he became a physician in Shanghai. Then he gave up
medicine and went into business, only to lose all his capital. In 1888 the Yellow River flooded its banks at
Chengchow and Liu Ngo, working under Wu Ta-cheng,l
was successful in curbing the flood. He won a name for
himself and was appointed to a prefectship. During his
two years' stay in the capital he presented a memorial
urging the building of railways and the opening of mines'
in Shansi, for which he was much abused and even called
a traitor. At the time of the Yi Ho Tuan Movement
he bought cheap grain from a state granary from the
foreign troops occupying Peking, and with this he relieved the destitute, thereby saving many lives; but a few
years later he was impeached for the purchase of government grain and exiled to Sinkiang where he died. His
novel describes the travels, views and adventures of Tiehying or Mr. Derelict. The descriptions of scenery and
incidents are often well-written. The author expresses
his own views too, and in many places attacks bureaucracy. One episode concerns an official, Kang Pi, who
believes that a man named Wei and his daughter are
responsible for the death of thirteen people. Wei's servant tries to save them by offering Kang Pi a bribe, but
the latter considers this a proof of their guilt. This story
aims to show that a strict official could be worse than
a corrupt one. This was an original approach and the
author prided himself on it. "A11 men know that corrupt
officials are bad, but few know that strict officials are
even worse. tr'or whereas a corrupt official knows his
own faults and dares not play the tyrant openly, a strict
official imagines that since he never takes bribes he is
r 1835-1902. A high official and collector of ancient inscriptions.

free to do as he likes. Then self-confidence and personal
prejudice may lead him to kill the innocent or even endanger the state. I have seen many such officials with
my own eyes; Hsu Tung and Li Ping-heng are notable
examples.
Earlier novels of censure had exposed
the faults of corrupt officials: this is the first to reveal
the damage done by strict officials."
The runners dragged in Wei and his daughter, already

half dead. They kneeled down before the judge and
Kang Pi took from his pocket the bank order for a
thousand taels of silver and the note of hand for flve
tho,usand five hundred taels.
These he ordered
the runners to show them. When they denied any
knowledge of this .
he laughed sarcastically.
you
u-nderstand?
Let me tell you! Yesdon't
"So
terday a scholar named Hu came to call on me anci
presented me with a thousand taels of silver, promising
to pay me more if I let you off. . . . If you are not
guilty of these murders, why should your family offer
me bribes of several thousand taels of silver? That
is my first piece of evidence against you. . I told
_ Hu: 'If one life is reckoned as worth five hundred taels,
you o,ught to pay me six thousand five hundred.' If
you were not guilty yout' agent would surely have said:
'They had nothing to do with these murders. If you
will help us, we don't mind paying you seven or eight
thousand, but we can't pay six thousand flve hundred.'
Instead of this, ttrough, he agreed to my estimate. That
is my seco,nd piece of evidence against you. So take

my advice: since you will have to admit your guilt
sooner or 1a1;er, you had better spare yourselves the
agony of torture."
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Father and daughter kowtowed again and again,
pleading: "Your Honour, we are innocent! Indeed we
are !"

Kang Pi banged the table and bellowed: "So you
still won't confess, even after what I have said? Give
them the flnger-screws again."
Like a clap of thunder the runners shouted assent
. and were just about to torture the prisoners when.
Kang Pi cried: "Wait! Come here, warders, and listen
to me. . . . I know all your tricks. First you decide
whether the case is serious or not. If your palms are
greased, you apply the torture lightly so that the culprits do not suffer too much. But if a case is too serious to be pardoned and the prisoner has given you
money, you kil1 him on the spot with sudden torture
so that he need not have his head cut off and I shall
be punished for killing men during questioning. I know
your ways. Torture the girl first today, but don't 1et
her lose consciousness. When she is fainting ease off,
and tighten the screws again when she has recovered.
We shall torture them slowly for ten whole days and
see that they confess, however stubborn they think
they are. ."
(Chapter 16)

A Flower in an Ocean oJ Stn was first published in the
magazine Forest of Fr,ctton in 1907. It was described as
a historical novel "told by One-Who-Loves-Freedom and
recorded by the Sick-Man-of-Eastern-Asia." In fact it
was the work of Tseng Pu, a scholar of Changshu. The
flrst chapter serves as a prelude, and it is said that sixty
more will follow. The story starts with a scholar named
Chin Chun who comes first in the palace examination,
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- and goes on to describe the tast thirty years
of the Ching
dynasty; it was probably intended to end r-rith the
Revolution but was left unfinished after twenty chapters.
This scholar Chin is really Hung Chun of Soochorv who
was appointed chief examiner in Kiangsi. He p5ssed
through Shanghai on his way home because of one parent's death, and made the celebrated courtesan Fu Tsai_
yun his concubine. Later he was appointed ambassadot
to England, and there was much gossip because he took
her with him. After Hung,s death in peking. his concubine went back to Shanghai and returned to her old
trade, changing her name to Tsao Meng-lan. Later still
she went to Tientsin and took the name Golden F1ower.
During the Yi Ho T'uan Movement she was the mistress
of Count Waldersee, commander of the allied armies,l
and exercised considerable influence. This novel with
its satirical approach to the scholar and his concubine
gives excellent descriptions of the high officials and men
of letters of the time. True, it often exaggerates like other
novels of exposure; nevertheless it has the merits of a
compact and well-conceived plot and an elegant style.
VirtualJy all the characters are based on real persons.
The scholar Li Chun-keh in the boo,k has been shown to
be the author's tutor Li Tzu-ming. Since this was a n)an
whom he knew intimately, one would expect the characterization to be convincing; yet even here we flnd occasional exaggerations and episodes which appear unnat_
ural. It was the fashion at that time to use hyperbole
and not to be content with simple touches. Here is an
example:

l Which occupied peking

in

1900,
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Wearing civilian dress, Hsiao-yen hired a light carriage and ordered the driver to take him to Paoanssu
Street in the south of the city. The autumn air was
fresh, the horse raised a light dust; in no time at aII
he reached the gate and his carriage drew up in the
shade of two great elms. The servant was about to
announce him when he waved him aside, saying: "No.
need!" He jumped lightly down and walked in. On the
pJate was a new couplet written in an elegant yet flowing hand on two pink strips of paper:
This house holds a collection of a hundred
thousand books,

And an official without a post staying idle for

a

thousand years.

Hsiao-yen smiled at this. Inside the gate was a
spirit-screen, turning east he saw three roroms on the
north corridor, and passing down this he came to a
leaf-shaped gate. Beyond lay a small court and wistaria dark with foliage. Hibiscus was in bloom there,
its brilliant red blossoms fulI-blown. From the three
quiet chambers with their bamboo curtains no sound
at all could be heard. A vagrant breeze brought Hsiaoyen the faint scent of herbs being brewed wiihin, and
Iifting the curtain he stepped inside. A boy with his
hair in a knot, a tattered fan in one hand, was watching
the medicine by the east wall of the hall. He stood
up at the sight of Hsiao-yen. Just then from the inner
room a voice chanted:
"Wearing a cap of silk under the lamp,
I practise calligraphy in {aint ink.
In the Iight breeze, as bells tinkle,
Comes the lady of my dreams,,,

Hsiao-yen walked in, asking with a laugh: ,,Who is
this lady of Srqur dreams?" He found Li Chun-keh in
a shabby silk gown and straw sandals, tugging cheerfully at his short beard as he sat reading on his old

bamboo couch. When Li saw him, however, he
promptly lay down and breathed hard over his dogeared volume, saying in a voice that quavered: ,,I am
sorry I can't get up to welcome you
I sm not well.,,
,,Ifow is
"When did you fall i11?" asked Hsiao-yen.
it that I never heard of this?"
"It started on that day when you all decided to
celebrate my birthday. I didn't deserve such honour
from you all. I'm afraid I shan't be able to join your
party in Reclining-Cloud Garden today.',
"I expect you just caught a slight chi1l. You should
be all right when you have had some medicine. We
still hope you will come, sir, and shall be most disappointed if you fail us." As Hsiao-yen was speaking he
glanced round and saw a sheet of writing paper half
under the pillow with many names o,n it; but strange
to say none had proper titles attached, only the words
' "Silly fool." Hsiao-yen, pvzzled, wanted to have a
closer look when he heard two people coming in through
the small gate. They were speaking in low voices and
treading lightly. Before Li could speak, the bamboo
curtain swished. But if you want to know who these
visitors were, you will have to read the uext chapter.
(Chapter 19)
There were sequels to this novel by other hands, such
as The Martg'rs' Blood and Sequel to a FLawer in, an
acean oJ Sin, but these were inferior works.

JOO

Numerous other books of this type dealt with social
but most of them were poor imitations of those
we have described. There was a great deal of criticism
of society but little genuine literature; the majority of
these novels were hastily written and unfinished. There
were also libellous works attacking private individuals,
and some authors proved ingenious in writing invective
but weak in narrative. Gradually this type of literature
degenerated into mere material for gossip-columns.
abuses,

PO5'rSCRlPr
'

The flrst flfteen of the twenty-eight chapters of this
Historg of Chinese Fiction were printed in October
Iast year. From Chu Yi-tsun's Collectecl poems oJ the
Ming Dynasty, Volume 80, I subsequently found the name
of the author of the Sequel to Shui Hu Chuart, while
much additional material on this man appears in Hu
Shih's preface to the novel. Again, from the first section of Hsieh Wu-liang's Tuso Great Masters oJ popwlar
Literature, I learned that one old edition of the Roma.nce
of the Tang DEna.stE gives Lo Kuan-chung as the author
and that the novel Fen Ch"uqng Lou is also attributed to
him. Unfortunately these discoveries came too late to
be included in this work. The manuscript of Chapters 16
to 28 were on my desk for many months and I made
certain corrections from time to time. But my ability is
very limited and my reading by no means extensive.
There are still many gaps in the section dealing with
Ming and Ching dynasty novels, while I did not even
have time to make a careful study o,f such recent writers
as Wei Tzu-an or Han Tzu-yun. When a novel was first
printed, there was usually a preface or postscript giving
its date and lhe author's name; but old editions are rare,
and I possess only later editions in which the careless
printers have generally omitted aII but the text itself. I
fear the insufficient material at my disposal may have
led me into mistakes: only by frequent corrections can
I enable this book to pass muster. However, as time is
Bri.eJ

t
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pressing and this work is needed, I am letting it be printed with all its defects, for I have long wanted to help
those attending my lectures and to save the copyists
trouble.

Written on March 3, 1924,
after reading the Proofs

ApprxorcEs

THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPIUENT

OF

CHINESE FICTION
The followi:ng is a seri.es of Lectures delioered bg Lu
Hsun in 7924 at a Si,an sumrner school to which he uas
i.nui.ted bg the Northwest (Jni,uersi,tg anil the Shensz
Bureau of Ed,ucation. Thegt taere not generallg knoun
or includ,ed in The Works of Lu Hsun, f or they came
to li.ght a few years ago only.

As they uere giuen just aJter the publi,cati,on oJ his
Brief History of Chinese Fiction, these lectures may be
considered a synopsis oJ that book. Certain uieus and.
arguments are actually erpanded here, making this
oaluable material for students of our classical li,terature and of the historg of Chin.ese fiction.
Many historians have told us that the histo'ry of mankind is evolutional, and China naturally should be no
exoeption. But when we look at the evolution of China
we are struck by two peculiarities. One is that the old
makes a come-back long after the new has appeared
in
other words, retrogression. The other is that the- old
remains l,ong after the new has appeared
in other
words, amalgamatio,n. This does not mean -there is no
evolution, however. Only it is c,omparatively slow, s,o
that hotheads like myself feel that ,,one day is like three
autumns." The same appiies to literature, including
fiction. For instance, today we still flnd dregs of the
Tang and Sung dynasties in modern writing, or even the
ideas and behaviour of primitive man. In my talk I
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mean to ignore these dregs

popular as they still are *
- development
and try to flnd the trend of
in our regres_
sive and chaotic literature.

I
FROM MYTH TO

LEGEI\ID

The expression /zsiao-shuo was first used by Chuang
Tzu, who spoke of ,,winning honour and renown by
means of hsiao-shuo.,' But by this he simply
trivial talk with no moral significance, something ^"rrrt
quite
different from the modern meaning of the word-. For
Chuang Tzu considered the various schools of thought
of
confucius, Yang chu, Mo Ti and the others as ,,trivial
talk." And the other philosophers no doubt considererl
Chuang Tzu's writing in the same way. When we
come
to the section on literature and art in the Hen Dynastg
HistorE, hsiao-shuo means ,,the gossip of the streets,;
which is closer to what is called hction today. Still, it
was simply a collection of the talk of the cornmon people
made by the emperor,s officers so that they could
study
popular sentiment and custom,.s. It is not the
same as

modern fiction.

How did flction flrst come to be written? Acc,ording
to the bibliographical section of the IIan Dynastu History, "fiction writers were the successors of the officers
whose iob it had been to collect popular talk.,,
Whether
such an official function existed or not is another ques_
tion. But even if it did, this can only explain the origin

of such writing, not the origin of story_teIling. NowadJvs
most students of the history of literature believe

th"at
story-telling grew out of mythology. When primi_
tive men living jn caves or jn the wilderness wer.e puz_

zled by such ever-changing phenomena of nature as wind,
rain and earthquakes, which they could not account for,
they attributed these things to supernatural beings, and

made stories about the iife and behaviour of the gods,
as in the account of the creation of heaven and earth
in Chinese mythology. So myths'started. When these
myths developed and became more human, demigods appeared
ancient heroes who achieved great deeds by
- superhuman attributes given them by the gods.
means of
Examples of these are Chien Ti, who ate a swallow egg
and gave birth to Shang, and King Yao, who ordered Yi
to shoob down the ten suns in the sky. These tales, which
show the difference between demigods and ordinary men,
are today called legends. Then these stories evolved
further, and truthful accounts became history while other
anecdotes became flction.
It seems to me that poetry must have preceded prose
stories. Poetry started with labour and religion. For
men at work sang to forget their hardships and, beginning with monotonous chants, ended by expressing their
feelings with a natural rhythm. Another origin of poetry
was primitive man's fear of and subsequent respect for
-the gods, which made him sing their might and praise
their achievements. As for story-teIling, I suspect it
originated during times of rest. Just as men tried to
forget their troubles by singing while they were working, when at rest they told stories to while away the time.
This is how fiction started. So poetry and song grew out
of labour, and prose stories out of leisure.
In ancient times, however, poetry and story-telling alike
were based on mythology. This was so in ancient India,
Egypt and Greece, as well as in China. But in China we
have no great mythological rryorks, while even the few
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myths we have are not yet compiled in books; we have
to search for them in the ancient classics. One of our

lng:

The Jade Mountain is where the eueen Mother of
the West lives. She has a human appearance, the tail
of a leopard and the teeth of a tiger. She can shriek,
her hair is shaggy, and she wears trinkets. She rules
over the avenging spirits and the flve monsters of

heaven.

In the flrst place, rife was too hard. The earriest chilived in the yellow River Val1ey where conditions

nese

to the growth of literature, it does so only under certain

conditions. The work must not be too exhausting.
Where you have toil and rest, or hard work but not too
much of it, there songs and poetry will spring up and
in leisure hours there will be story-telling. But too
much labour and too little rest mean a man is constantly
tired, and when he is short of food and sleep he will
not think of literature.
In the second p1ace, men's memories are short. In ancient times stories of gods, ghosts and men were often
intermingled, so that primitive beliefs survived in the old
legends. But as time went on these legends died out.
For example, as Shen-tu and Yu-lei were famous deities
who are supposed to have taken straw ropes to capture
tigers and defend men against evil spirits, the ancients
made door-gods of them. Afterwards, however, the two
generals Chin Chiung and Yuchih Ching-teh became the
door-gods, as we see from many historical accounts. So
Iater generations forgot even the names of Shen-tu and
Yu-Iei, to say nothing of the stories about them. And
there were many such cases.
As there are no full-length myths in China, let us have
d look at the hsiao-shuo mentioned in the Han DgnastE
Htstory. Not one of all those listed there is left. OnIy
fragments have survived. For example, the Records oJ
Rztes preserved by the Elder Tai quotes the following
passage from Ching Shih, Tzu:

In ancient times, a boy would move to lodgings outside his home at the age of eight to learn the lesser
ar'ts and practise the lesser etiquette. When he bound
his hair and undertook more advanced studies, he
would learn the greater arts a4d pragtisq the greater
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etiquette. At home he would study ceremony and
literature, abroad his jade pendants would iinkle, and
when riding in his carriage he would hear harmonious
bells. Thus no improper ideas could enter his heart.
Now Ching Shih, Tzu was classified as hsiao-shuo, but
judging by this quotation it seems to have been the same
as the rest of the Records of Ri,tes. It is hard to see
why such a book was called hsiao-shuo. Perhaps because
it contained many ideas alien to, Confucian philosophy.
Of the surviving hsiao-shuo said to date from the Han
dynasty, the Book of Deities and MqrueZs and the Accounts of th,e Ten Conttnents are attributed to Tungfang
Shuo. The ?oZes ol Emperor Wu Ti and the Priuate Lif e
oJ Emperor Wu Ti, are attributed to Pan Ku. We also have
Penetrating the Mysteri,es by Kuo Hsien, and the Western
Capital Mi.scellany by Liu Hsin. The Book of Dei.ties and
Maruels is written in the same style as The Book o$
Mountains and Seas, and gives accounts of miraculous
phenomena. Here is an example:
The Lying Beast lives in the mountains o,f the Southwest Wilderness. In appearance like a rabbit with a
human face, it can speak like a human being. It often
cheats men, saying east when it should be v,zest and
bad when it should be good. Its flesh is delicious, but
eating it makes a man tell lies.
The Accounts of the Ten Continents contains what Emperor Wu is alleged to have heard from the Queen Mother
of the West about these lands, and is also modelled on
Th,e Book of Mountatns and Seos, although it is slightly
more restrained in style. Both the Tales o,f Em,peror Wu
T'i and tLre Priuate LiJe of Emperor Wu Ti describe inci.,
dents fror-n the birth to the death of that monarch. Pene-
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trati.ng the Mysteries deals with holy men, magic and
prodigies in distant lands; while the Western Capital MiscellanE records happenings in the world of men. The
Book of Deiti.es and Maroels and the Accounts oJ the Ten
Continents are not mentioned in the Han DynastE HistorE, however, and cannot therefore have been written
by Tungfang Shuo, but must be later works. The two
accounts of Emperor Wu must also be by a later hand,
for the style is not that of Pan Ku and they contain Buddhist ideas, although Buddhism was not widespread in
China in the Early Han dynasty and the men of that time
would not have used Buddhist concepts. As for Penetrati,ng the Mysteries and tl:re Western CapLtaL Miscellany,
these have been proved to date from the Six Dynasties
period. Thus all these six hsiao-shuo attr:ibuted to Han
dynasty writers are spurious. Only Liu Hsiang's Account
of the Sqints is genuine. Ko Hung of the Tsin dynasty
also wrote about saints and fairies, and there were more
such tales during the Tang and Sung dynasties which had
a great influence on later ideas and flction. When Liu
Hsiang wrote, however, he was not aware that he was
writing fiction, but thought he was recording facts. It is
we who regard his work as fiction. The fragmentary
legends in these books are stil1 used as reading material
for children today. As many people have asked whether
they are suitable for boys and girIs, I shall mention my
view in passing. Some say that to teach children these
legends will only make them superstitious and do much
harm; but others argue that these fairy tales are suited
to childish natures and will interest without injuring them.
It seems to me that the whole question hinges on the
state of education in this country. If children can receive
a good education, they will study science and know the
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truth and not be superstitious. In that case no harm
will be done. But if young folk can have no better education and make no further mental progress, they will
always believe the legends they heard when children,
and tiris may be bad for them.

n
TALES OF MEN AND OF' I'HE SUPERNATUBAL
DURING THE SIX DYNASTIES PERIOD

We can now go on to consider the hsiua-shuo of the
fourth to the sixth centuries. The ancient Chinese believed in ghosts and deities who lived apart from men,
and in order to cornmunicate with them they had shamans
or wizards. Later', these shamans split into two groups:
priests and alchemists. The priests talked about spirits,
the alchemists about making gold and attaining immortality. This was the fashion from the Chin and Han
dynasties right down to the Six Dynasties. There was
therefore much writing about the supernatural. Take
this example from tlne Record.s oJ Stronge Things:
Prince Tan of the state of yen went as a hostage to
the state of Chin.
When he asked the king,s per_
mission to return home the king would not hear of it
and saifl jokingly: ,'You may go when the crow,s head
turns white and the horse grows horns.,, prince Tan
looked up and sighed, whereupon the crow turned
white. IIe lowered his head and 1amented, whereupon
'uhe horse grew horns. So the king of Chin was forced
to send him back.
Tales like this show the influence of the alchemists of
the time. Or take this anecdote from the Garden oJ
Maruels by Liu Ching-shu:

During the Yi Hsi period (405-418), a serving-maid
named Lan in the Hsu family of Tunghai turned unaccountably pale and wan, yet paid more attention to
her appearance than usual. When the family kept a
secret watch on her, they saw the broom go from its
cornerto the maid's bed. Then they burned the broom
and the serving-maid recovered.
Evidently the men of that time believed al1 things had

life. This was shamanism or animism. Such ideas still
exist today. For example, we often see trees hung with
placards announcing that all prayers wili be granted.
This shows that men of our generation stiIl consider trees
as gods, and are just as superstitious as the people of the
Six Dynasties. As a matter of fact, in ancient times the
men of all lands had similar ideas, only later they discarded them by degrees. But in China they are still
prevalent.
In addition to the two books just mentioned, two more
accounts of the supernatural during the Six Dynasties
period are Records oJ Spirtts by Kan Pao and its sequel
by Tao Chien. Most of the former book is 1ost, however,
what we have today being half genuine and half forged,
with quotations from the original collected from various
sources by Ming dynasty scholars to,gether with other
accounts. The sequel also deals with the supernatural;
but as Tao Chien was an enlightened and intelligent man,
he can hardly have written this. Some other writer
probably made use of his name.
Another factor which encouraged the development of
such taies was the ooming of Indian thought. During the
Tsin, Sung, Chi and Liang dynasties, Buddhism was extremely popular. Many Buddhist sutras were translated, -
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and numerous tales were told about god.s and ghosts, in
which both Chinese and Indian supernatural beings
figured. One example is this tale of the goose cage:

Travelling through the Suian hills, Hsu yen of
Yanghsien came upon a scholar . . . lying by the road_
side, explained that his feet hurt and asked for a lift
in the goose cage which Hsu was carrying. At first
Hsu thought he was joking. But the scholar got into
the cage
and sat down quietly beside the two
geese and they appeared not to mind. Hsu picked up
the cage again, but found it no heavier. tr'urther on
he stopped to rest under a tree and the scholar, coming o,ut of the cage, offered to treat him to a meal.
When Hsu accepted with pleasure, the scholar took
from his mouth a copper tray laid with all manner of
delicacies. . After several cups of wine the scholar
to,Id Hsu: "I have a girl with me. May I ask her to
join us?"
Then from his mouth the scholar pro_
duced a girl .
who sat down and feasted with them.
Presently, slightly tipsy, the scholar went to 1ie
down.
The girl confided. to Hsu, ,,I have brought
my lover with me and shall call him out.,,
Then
the girl produced from her mouth an intelligent and
charrning man in his early twenties.
Such stories were not of Chinese but Indian origin.
Thus we can see the Indian influence in the tales of the
supernatural of that period. We should bear in mind,
however, that when writers of that time recorded super_
natural happenings, they did so just as we record the
daily news today. They were not deliberately writing

. fiction.
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After dealing briefly with tales of the supernatural, let
us turn to tales about men. During that period these
tales were very simple too, rather reminiscent of the
ghost stories. Here are two quotations from Social Talk
by Liu Yi-ching of the kingdom of Sung:
When Yuan Yu was in Yen he had a fine carriage
which he never refused to lend. A man wanted to
borrow this carriage to bury his moither, but dared not
ask for it. Yuan hearing of this sighed and said:
"Though I harze a carriage men dare not borrow it.
Why should I keep it?" He had the carriage burned.
Liu Ling was often drunk and behaved wildly, sornetimes throwing off his clothes to stay naked in his
roorn. When someone saw this and laughed, Liu Ling
retorted: "Heaven and earth are my home and these
rooms are my breeches. Why should o'ther gentlemen
step into my breeches?"
That was how men behaved in the Tsin dynasty. From
our modern point of view, the burning of the carriage
and Liu Ling's abandoned ways seem rather peculiar,
but they were not considered so then because the men
of that time admired eccentric behaviour and philosophical talk. This phiiosophical talk started with the
free discussion of the Han dynasty. As political life towards the end of the Han dynasty was corrupt, eminent
scholars frequently discussed affairs of state. At first
l;heir views were widely influential; but later they offended the rulers and were persecuted. Men like Kung
Yung and Mi Heng, for instance, were plotted against
and killed by Tsao Tsao. So the scholars of the Tsin
dynasty dared not discuss political affairs but talked of
metaphysical subjects instead, and this became purely
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talk.

Such scholars still had a great influenee,
though. Moreover, a man who could not discuss metaphysics was hardly considered a scholar, and therefore
Social ?alk was looked upon almost as a texfbook by the

abstract

literati.
Before Soci,al Talk other books had appeared tike the
Forest of Sagings and Kuo Tzu; buL these are now lost.
Sociq.l TaLk was compiled from material dating from the
Later Han to the East Tsin dynasties. Later Liu Hsiaopiao wrote a commentary for it, in which he referred to
more than four hundred ancient works, most of which
are also lost. This enhanced the value of the book for
Iater generations, and it is still very well known today.
The Forest of Jokes by Hantan Chun of the kingdom
of Wei also preceded Social Talk. Written in a simpler
style, this book has disappeared too, though we can find
quotations from it in Tang and Sung dynasty works. Here
is one example:

A man whose parents were living went to study in
another district for three years. When he came back
after that time his uncle asked what he had learned
and observed that for long he had not seen his father.
"Yes, I was more distressed than Duke Kang of Chin
at Weiyang," said the youth. (Both Duke Kang,s
parents died.) His father reproved him, saying: ,,What
good has your study done you?" "IJnlike the son of
Confucius," he replied, "in my youth I received no
instruction from my father. That is why I

have

Iearned nothing."

Evidently this book consisted mainly of jokes.
The two types of writing represented by the Forest oJ
Jokes and Social Talk did not exert an important in-

fluence because, though later writers imitated them, thele
was no further development of either genre. For
instance, the popular collection o,f jokes A Whole Forest
of Jokes is of course modelled on the Forest oJ Jokes;
but whereas the bulk of the jokes in the earlier work are
intellectual, those in the latter show a streak of vulgarity
and are often concerned with men's appearance. This
is a lower type of humour. There were even rnore imitations of Social Talk,like the Sequel to Sociql Talk by Liu
Hsiao-piao, mentioned in the Tang Dynasty Historg,
Contemporary Sayrngs by Wang Cho of the Ching dynasty
and JVer.u Sayings by Yi Tsung-kuei in our own time.
But as social conditions in the Tsin dynasty were completely unlike those of modern times, it is rather ridiculous to imitate that writing today. We kno,w that between the Han dynasty and the Six Dynasties there was
much fighting and social unresb. As men had a gloomy
view of life, Buddhism and Taoism were popular and
many escapist ideas were generally accepted. Under
their influence, some men of the Tsin dynasty searched
for means of becoming immortal and took drugs. Others
tried to be intoxicated all the time in order to forget the
troubles of this world, and drank a great deal of wine.
It is known that one of the drugs commonly taken in
those days consisted of five different minerals, which
made men feel hot, parched and inflamed, so that they
Iiked to wear old clothes, for new clothes chafed their
skin. Because they seldom took baths most of them
were Iousy, and that is why they "chatted while catching
Iice." They also drank in a quite uninhibited manner,
forgetting life and death. Those were the social conditions of that time, but since our way of Iife today is cgmpletelv different, it would be the height of fo1ly to try
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to imitate writing produced under such dissimilar circumstances.

As I have already pointed out, the scholars of the Six
Dynasties did not consider their tales as fiction, for they
believed those ghost stories and anecdotes. Hence the
bibliographical section in the Tang Dynasty History d,oes
not classify writing about the supernatural as hsiao-shuo,
but as histo,ry or biography. Not until the time of
Ouyang Flsiu of the Sung dynasty was such literature
considered as fiction. But anecdotes about real men
were held to be more important than accounts of the
supernatural, for they were closely bound up with achieving fame. If country scholars in those days wanted to
become famous, they had to pay court to prominent men.
In the Tsin dynasty they had to make up to statesmen
like Wang Tao and Hsieh An. This is why the poet Li
Po said: "Once a fish climbs past the Dragon Gate, its
value increases tenfold." But to talk with such celebrities, suitable topics had to be found, and this meant reading books like Sociol Talk or the Forest of SoEings. Thus
when Yuan Hsiu went to see Marshal Wang Yen, the
marshal asked him what was the difference between the
teachings of Lao Tzu and Chuang Tzu. Yuan answered:
"Chr,ang-ruu-tung." (Might-not-same.) This impressed
the marshal, who made him an official, and he was known
as the Thre'e-Word Secretary. But what does "chiang11111-tung" mean? Some interpret it as "They might not
be the same," others as "Mightn't they be the same?"
At aII events, it was an ambiguous answer. If you wanted
to learn this kind of verbal fencing, you had to read
Social TaLk.
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III
THE PEOSE ROMANCES OF THE TANG DYNASTY

In the Tang dynasty fiction underwent a great change.

Whereas during the Six Dynasties period brief tales about
real men and ghosts were recorded as facts, Tang scholars

began to write fiction consciously. So this was a great
step forward in the history of Chinese fiction. These
stories were a good length and contained much detailed
description, unlike the earlier concise anecdotes. This
was therefore a great advance in writing too. But the
men who wrote in the old style disapproved, and called
such writing "chuan clLL"
a name meant to be deroga- are lost now, but
tory. Many of these stories
in the Taipi,ng MiscellanE cornpiled at the beginning of the Sung
dynasty we can still find some of them. (Incidentally,
this book is a large collection of stories from the Six
Dynasties period to the beginning of the Sung dynasty.)
Wang Tu's The Anceent Mirror, written early in the Tang
dynasty, tells about the miraculous adventures of an old
mirror. Though fairly long, it consists of many strange
incidents strung together, rather like the earlier ta1es.
Theh there is The White Monkey by an unknown author,
about a general of the Liang dynasty named Ouyang Heh,
who went to Changlo and penetrated into the mountains.
His wife was carried off by a white monkey, but later he
rescued her and she gave birth to a son who Iooked like
a monkey. Ouyang Heh was killed by the first emperor
of the Chen dynasty. His son Ouyang Hsun was prominent at the beginning of the Tang dynasty, but because
he looked like a monkey his enemies made up this tale.
So apparently as far back as the Tang dynasty men had
started attacking each other by fictitious writing.
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During the reign of Empress Wu. Chang Tsu wrote ?he
Fairies' Cauern describing a journey to the northwest
from Changan, during which he stopped to rest one evening at a house where he met two young women with
whom he drank and amused himself. The plot is rather
simple, but the tale is written in a euphuistic style not
used previously for stories, and this makes it an exceptional. piece of work. The Ching dynasty scholar, Chen
Chiu, who wrote A Tqle. of Yenshan in the euphuistic
style, though he was doing so,mething new; bu1 actually
the innovator was Chang Tsu. The Fa,irles' Cavern, which
was lost in China, can still be found in Japan. Chang
Tsu enjoyed such literary fame and foreign travellers to
China paid so much for his writing that it is quite conceivable that this tale was taken to Japan during his lifetime. As a matter of fact, his writing is rather flippant
and not of the highest order, but he has a lively style.
Towards the middle of the eighth century the fashion
changed, and there were many writers of fiction. Even
those who despised short stories now started to write
them. This was connected with certain developments in
the civil service of that time. The candidates for the
government examinations were in the habit of giving a
sample of their writing to influential figures at court
when first they reached the capital. If these compositions
usually their best poems were praised, they
- a better chance of
would- be highly regarded and have
passing the examinations. So this sample-writing was
of great importance. The men of the later eighth century grew rather tired of poetry, and some scholars who
used stories instead won fame through them. Then even
those who disapproved of fiction felt constrained to write
it, and short stories were al1 the rage. The Storg of the
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Pill.otn, written by Shen Chi-chi during the Ta l,i era,
was very widely known. The plot is briefly as follows:
A man naned Lu who was travelling to Hantan Iamented
his bad luck. Then he met an old man named Lti who
gave him a pi1low, and when he slept on this he dreamed
that he married a girl of the Tsui family in Chingho. (As
this was then a most illustrious family, such a maich
was a great honour.) He passed the government examinations and after repeated promotion became a minister
and a censor, but other jealous officials had him demoted
and banished to Tuanchow. A few years later he was
appointed palace secretary with the title of Duke of yen.
Then he grew old and died after a long illness. At this
point he woke up, and found that not enough time had
passed to cook a pan of rice. This story was a warning
against undue ambition and setting too much store by
officialdom, wealth and fame. In the Ming dynasty
Tang Hsien-tsu wrote l'he Dream oJ Hantan, and in the
Ching dynasty Pu Sung-ling wrote A Sequel to the Dream
which was included in the Stramge Tales of Liuo-chai.
Both of these were based on Shen Chi-chi's story.
Another eminent writer of that time was Chen Hung,
who with his friend Pai Chu-yi witnessed the rebellion
of An Lu-shan during rvhich the emperor's favourite,
Lady Yang, died. They were so moved by this tragedy
that Pai Chu-yi wrote The. Eternal Grief and Chen Hung
a tale to accompany this poem. His story had a great
influence later, and in the Ching dynasty Hung Sheng
based his drama The Palace of Eternal Yauth on it" pai
Chu-yi's brother Pai Hsing-chien was also a famous
writer. His Story of a Singsong Girl tells how the son
of a noted Yingyang family went to, the capital and led
a life of dissipation. When he had spent all his money
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he had to earn his living as a professional mourner, help-

ing to carry coffins and sing dirges. Later, a girl named
rescued him and made it possible for him to study,
so that he passed the examinations and became a staff
officer. Pai Hsing-chien has an excell.ent style, and teI1s
a moving story. This tale also exerted a considerable
influence on subsequent literature, inspiring the Yuan
drama Chucliang PooZ and the Ming drama the Embroi,dered Jqcket by Hsueh Chin-yen.
The Tang scholars did not write much about the supernatural, and made it take second place. There are, of
course, some collections of short ghost stories which were
still infiuenced by earlier writings. Examples of 'rhese
are Accounts oJ Mysteries and Monsters by Niu Shengju, the YuEang Miscellany by Tuan Cheng-shih, More
About MEsteries qnd Monsters by Li Fu-yen, Records of
a Palace Chamber by Chang Tu, the TuyanE Mi.scellany
by Su Ngo, and Strange Tales by Pei Hsing. But these
Tang dynasty tales have more elaborate plots and are
better written than their Six Dynasties counterparts.
Apart from those already mentioned, two other Tang
story-writers deserve special at.tention because they did
much to shape the course of later literature. One is Yuan
Chen, who wrote little but carried great weight and was
well known. The other is Li Kung-tso, who wrote more
and had a great influence too, but later enjoyed less fame.
Now let us consider these two men separately.
Yuan Chen, or Yuan Wei-chih, was a famous poet and
a contemporary of Pai Chu-yi. His only tale The Story
oJ Ying-ying deals with a young man named Chang and
a girl called Ying-ying and is so well known that we
need not recapitulate it here. Yuan Chen's poetry and
prose were greatly admired, but this story is not impres-
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sive, and at the end of it he makes Chang abandon Yingying, saying: ". . As his virtue was not sufficient to
withstand this wanton's blandishments, he had to break
with her." In fact he excused Chang's heartlessness,
writing a virtual essay of apology. Yet many later works
were based on this story. Among them are the chantefahle The West Chamber by a scholar named Tung in the
Golden Tartar period, which was sung to an accompaniment of stringed instruments; the drama Th.e West Chamber by Wang Shih-fu of the Yuan dynasty; the sequel to
The \Yest Ch.amber by Kuan llan-ching, and Th.e West
Chumber of the Southern School by Li Jih-hua and Lu
Tsai of the Ming dvnasty. Many plays were based on
this story. But in these later versions the plot is slightly
different: there is a happy ending to the romance. This
change was made because the Chinese Iike a happy endi.rg. I suppose we in China know that life is not perfect,
but v,ze do not like to admit it; for if you admit it openly,
the problem arises: "IIow to remedy it?" Then men
begin to worry and think of reforms, and that leads to
trouble. As the Chinese do not like trouble and worry,
readers are annoyed when a story describes the trials of
Iife. So unhappy cndings in history are generally changed
into happy endings in fiction: all debts are repaid, and
we deceive each othei'. This is one of the problems of
our national character.
As for Li Kung-tso, Iitt1e is known of him, and though
he wrote many stories, only four are left today. The
Gouernor oJ the Southern Tributary State is his most
famous work. It te1ls of a man named Chunyu Fen, who
had a large ash tree south of his house. One day after
drinking he feII asleep in his eastern chamber, and
dreamed that two men dressed in purple invited him to
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the Great Kingdom of Ashendon. There he married bhe
king's daughter and served as governor of the Southern
Tributary State. He did well and was promoted; but
Iater he was defeated when he 1ed an army against the
kingdom of Sandalvine, and after his wife died he was
sent home. He woke up to find that this was all a dream
and that very little time had actually passed, thor.rgh he
seemed to have lived through a lifetime. When he went
to look at the large ash tree, he found an ant-hill there
and a swarm of ants, and these were the Great Kingdom
of Ashendon and the Southern Tributary State. The
moral of this story is much the same as that of Thrc Story
oJ the Ptl"low, but the excellent ending and the speIl cast
on the reader are far superior. Tang Hsien-tsu of the
Ming dynasty based his drama The Southern Tributary
State on this story.
Li Kung-tso's Story of Hsieh Hsiat'o-ngo tells about a
girl whose father and husband, both travelling merchants,
were killed by brigands. She dreamed that her father
told her that his mutderer's name was "Monkey in a carriage, grass at the east gate." And her husband to d her
that his murderer's name was "Walk among the grain,
a man for a day." No one could solve this puzzle; but
the writer explained that the first man was ca1led Shen
Lan, and the second Shen Chun. When the rnurderers
were caught, this proved to be the case. Though this
rather simple tale just used Chinese characters as a puzzle
to catch murderers, it had a great influence on later
fiction. For instance, in Li Fu-yen's More About Mysterles and Monsters there is a similar taLe, The Nun
Catted. Mian-chi. In the Ming dynasty a story on the
same theme was written in the vernacular, and there were
others
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The third story, Li Tang, is about a prefect of Chuchow
who heard from some fishermen that there was a great
iron chain in the river at the foot of Tortoise Mountain.
When he made his men pull o,ut the chain with the help
of oxen, a great storm sprang up and a monster like a
monkey with white fangs and golden claws rushed up
the bank, terrifying all who saw it. Then the monster
disappeared again into the water with the iron chain.
Li Kung-tso explained that this was the river-go'd Wuchih-chi which "was stronger than nine elephants when
it attacked, and cotild Ieap great heights and gailop like
the wind." King Yu ordered I{eng Chen to capture it,
had it bound with a strong chain, and removed it to the
foot of a hitl at Huaiyin so that the River Huai could flow
peacefully. This story also influenced much later writing. I suspect that Monkey Sun Wu-kung in the popular
romance Pitgrlmage to the ld/'est is rnodelled on Wu-chihchi. Flowever, Professor Hu Shih of Peking University
says that Monkey comes from Indian mythology, and a
Russian professor, Baron A. Von Stadl-Holstein, also observes that there is a similar story in India. But I doubt
Professor Hu Shih's theory for several reasons. l-irst,
Wu Cheng-en, the author of the Chinese romance, did
not study the Buddhist canons; secondly, there is no such
story in any Buddhist scripture translated into Chinese;
thirdly, Wu was familiar with Tang stories, as his
Pilgnmage to the W'est shows very clearly. Therefore I
still believe that Monkey was derived from Wu-chihchi. At all events, I still cannot agree with Mr. Hu
Shih that Li Kung-tso was also influenced by Indian
legends.
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As the fourth story, Old Woman Feng of Luchtang, is
very simple and of little Iiterary value, we need not go
into it here.
Many Tang stories were later made into dramas. This
was the case with the story of the girl with a red whisk,
the man rvith the curly beard, and the girl named Red
Thread. In this way these tales became widely known
and they are still very popular today. However, ch.uan
chi or prose romances as a genre died out at the end of
the Tang dynasty.
IV
SUNG STORIES AND THEIR INFI,UENCE

I said last time that the chuan chi or prose romances
died out at the end of the Tang dynasty, for though tales
in this genre were written in the Sung dynasty they were
quite different. Whereas the Tang scholars had for the
most part described contemporary affairs, the Sung
writers spoke mainly of the past. The Tang stories conl.ained very little moral teaching, the Sung stories a great
deal. Probalily there was more freedom of speech in
the Tang dynasty and writers did not get into trouble
for discussing current events; but in the Sung dynasty
there were more and more taboos, and in an attempt to
avoid these the men of letters spoke of ancient things
instead. Furthermore, because Ne,o-Confucianism was
in such vogue during the Sung dynasty, even fiction acquired a Confucian flavour and stories without morals
were thought rather worthless. But literature is not
literatule by virtue of its moral teaching. In fact if stories
are made into te xtbooks for ethics, they cannot be 1itera-

ture. This is what I

meant when I said that t]ne chuan
chi died out, although Sung writers did continue to produce some such stories.
The best thing the Sung scholars did was to compile the
Tai-ping NIiscellanE. These flve hundred volumes of
fiction from the Han to the beginning of the Sung dynasty
are a veritable treasure-house of stories. The scholars
did not do this on their own initiative, however, but by
order of the government. For at the beginning of the
Sung dynasty, when the empire was united and at peace,
scholars were summoned from all parts of the country,
offered good salaries, and ordered to compile books. Then
they produced Choice Biossoms from the Garden of
Literature, Toi-ping lmperial Encyclopaedio, and the Taiping Miscellany. The government's aim was simply to
gather the mosl prominent scholars together by this
means, so that they would not turn against the state
it was not really interested in literature. But incidenta1ly they left us a wealth of old stories. As far as
original writing was concerned, the Sung scholars did
not achieve much. But at that time another kind of
story-telling arose among the people and took the place
of the earlier tales. These stories were differerrt in fornr
as well as in language, for they used the vernacular
atremendous change in the history of Chinese fiction.
Though most of the literati of that time were interested
in Neo-Confucian philosophy and despised fiction, the
people still wanted their pleasure. It is therefore not
strange that these popular stories appeared.
After Kaifeng bccame the capital, the country prospered and many di'fferent kinds of entertainment appeared. The townsfolk had a type of variety show
which included story-telling. This was divided into
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four categories: "history," "Buddhist teaching for laymen," "story-te11ing," and skits or puns called ho-sheng.
The "history" meant narrating episodes from history or
the lives of famous men, and this later developed into
historical romances. The "Buddhist teaching" was done
in the vernacular too. The "story-te1ling" generally
consisted of short taIes. The ho-sheng usually started
with an ambiguous couplet, after which a few more verses
explained the meaning, and they were often satire against
contemporary figures. Of these four categories, only
the naruating of history and the story-telling had any
bearing on the subsequent development of Chinese fiction.
The professional story-tellers had their own organizaticns
which were known as "Orators' Clubs." They also had
certain prompt-books to help them, which were called hua
pen (story-texts). At the beginning of the Southern Sung
dynasty such prompt-books were still popular; but when
the Sung dynasty fell and the Mongols conquered China
these variety shows declined and most prorrpt-books were
lost. Though there were still story-tellers during the Ming
dynasty, some of them as well known as Liu Ching-ting,
they were no longer the same. They were not attached to
variety shows and had no organizations of their own. So
now we know very little about the story-tellers of the Sung
dynasty and their prompt-books. Luckily a few reprints
have recently been made which serve as specimens.
One of these is PoTrular Tales ctf the Fiue Dynasties.
This is a historical narrative, a type of recital which
usually starts with the beginning of history and goes
down to the period concerned. It begins with a verse,
then follows the account itself, and it concludes with
more verse. It is divided into sections, which ar.e split
up by verses. Unfortunately there is too much empty

balk and too

little on history itself. To my mind, the

use of the verse shows the influence of the Tang dynasty,

for the Tang people had great respect for versification,
and writing poetry was considered cultured. In imitation of this, the story-tellers usually interspersed their
stories with verses, and indeed this is still done by many
present-day novelists. Another feature of the later- historical romances is that each chapter u-.ually ends with
the same phrase: "If you want to know what happened
afterwards, you will find the answer in the next chapter." I think this fashion also started with the storyte1lers, because if they wanted the customers to come
again it was necessary to leave some dramatic episode
half-told in order to hold their interest. As for the fact
that this is still done by modern novelists, that is just an
anachronism'like the human appendix
it serves no purpose today.

-

The other reprint is the Popular Stories of t'h,e Capital.
This text is incomplete, only about ten stories being left.
These hsiao-sltuo are not novels. Very short, they often
deal with contemporary affails. They start with a sort
of introduction, a long verse or an anecdote, witich u.as
call'ed tlre "Triumphant Beginning" (teh-sheng-tou-huei)
and was by way of a preamble to invoke good luck. The
story itself follows, but this is hardly longer than the
introduction, and could be told fairly quickly. So the
Sung dynasty hsiao-shu,o were actually short stories. And
though the Popular Stories of the Capttal is incomplete,
from it we can see what these stories were 1ike"
In addition to these two works, we have Tales of the
Hsuan Ho Perr,od. This story starts and ends with verses,
and is interspersed with them like the historical narratives, though it is not in the vernacular'. It also resembles
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the story-tellers' prornpt-books in some respects, though
not so short and concise. Since it tel1s of the oir.rtlaws of
Liangshan, it is a precursor of the novel Shui Hu Chuan,
a fact worth noting. Another recently discovered text
is Tri,pttakds Seurch for Buddhist Sutras, a chantefable.
Long lost in China, this work came to light in Japan.
This kind of chantefable is also a form of fiction punctuated by verses. Though it is a forerunner of the
Pilgrinzage to th.e West, the story is slightly different" For
instance, in the chapter of the novel, "Stealing the Fruit
of Immortality," Monkey wants to steal the fruit but the
monk will not let him. In this early version the fruit
is a fairy peach, and Tripitaka orders Monkey to steal it.
This shows not so much a difference in age as a difference
in the writers' ideas. For the author of the novel was
a scholarly gentleman, while the writer of this chantefable was a common townsman. As the strict scholar
felt a monk should not s'ueal fruit, he put the blame on
Monkey. The townsman was not so strict and did not
mind if the monk stole a fevr fairy peaches; he carne out
with the facts quite bluntly, not troubling to hide them.
In short, the influence of these Sung story-tellers was
very great, for most later fiction was ba-sed on their work.
Certain stories of later ages like those in Strange Tales
New and OId were modelled on them, while some long
romances like the Romatzce oJ the Three Kingdctms were
based on Sung historical narratives. This second category was the more influential, and ever since the Ming
dynasty the history of earlier times has all been told in
romances.

A famous writer of historical romances was Lo Kuanchung, or Lo Pen. He was a native of Hangchow, who
probably iived at the end of the Yuan and the beginning
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of the Ming dynasty. He wrote a number of novels, but
unfortunately only four of them are left, and these have
been so much changed by later editors that they are no
longer authentic. (I suppose it is because the Chinese
have always considered works of fiction trivial, unlike
the Confucian classics, that they cannot resist making
alterations.) Of I-io Kuan-chung's life we know nothing.
Some say that because he wro,te Shui Hu Ch,uan for three
generations his descendants were deaf and dumb, but of
course this is pure slander. His four works are: The
Rornance of the Three Kingdoms, Sl"lui Hu Chuan, Ron'Lclnce oJ the Sui and Tang History and The Sorcerer's
Reuolt and lts Suppression by the Three Suis. The last
novel describes how Wang Tse, a citizen of Peichow,
started a rebellion by magic means but was finally vanquished by three men, all o-E whom had the character
"srll" in their names. So the complete title is The
Sorcerer's Reuolt and lts Suppression bE th.e Three Sur.s.
T}re Romance of the Sui and Tang History relates historical incidents from the Sui dynasty to the reign of
Emperor Ming Huang of the Tang dynasty. As neither
the plot nor language of either these romances is outstanding, they are not very popular. The most widely
read and influential works are the Romance of th,e Three
Ringdoms and Shui Hu Chuan.
I. The Romance of the Three Kr,ngdoms. Lo Kuanchung was not ttre first to te11 the story of the Three
Kingdoms. In the Sung dynasty some village storytellers specialized in tales about the Three Kingdoms
period, and it was about this time that Su Tung-po wrote:
"Wang Peng used to describe to me how children in the
streets would sit down to listen tc old stories, including ones about the Three Kingdoms. When they
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heard of Liu Pei's defeat, they would fret and even shed
tears. When they heard of Tsao Tsao's defeat, they
would brighten up and applaud. This shows that even
after a hundred generations good and bad men leave
their mark." From this account we know that before
Lo Kua-n-chung's time there were already stories Iike
that of tt,e Romartce of the Three Ktngdoms. This is
because the history of that period was not so confused
as that of the Five Dynasties, nor so simple as that of
the war between Chu and Han. It was exactly right for
the subject of a romance. Besides, the heroes of that
day were clever and brave and had most dramatic adventures; so men liked to use them as material for romances. Pei Sung-chih's very detailed commentary on
the History of the Three Kingdoms also helped to interest
readers in that period. Of course we cannot leap to
hasty conclusions on the question of whether this romance was Lo Kuan-chung's o'wn work or an adaptation
frorn some earlier tale. In the Chia Ching edition of
the novel we find this statement: "Lo Pen of the Ming
dynasty compiled this romance from material in the history by Chen Shou, Marquis of Pingyang, of the Tsin
dynasty." So it seems to have been based directly on
Lhe History of the Three KLngdoms. The romance as we
know it toda-y, however, has been altered so many times
by later writers that it must be very different from the
original. Critics think it has the following three defects:
(1) It is easy to mistake it for actual history. About
seven-tenths of the episodes described are true, and threetenths fictitious. Since there is more fact than fiction,
it is easy for readers to believe the fictitious parts are
real. For example, Wang Yu-yang, a well-known poet
and scholar of the seventeenth qenturv, wrote a poem
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called "Lamenting Pang Tung at Phoenix-Falling Slope."
Phoenix-Falling Slope appears only in the novel and
has no basis in fact, yet Wang took it to be a real place.
(2) The characters are too black and white. A good
character is described with no faults, while a bad man
has no good qualities at all. Actually this is not true to
life, for a man cannot be entirely good or entirely bad.
Thus Tsao Tsao, from the political standpoint, has his
virtues; while Liu Pei and Kuan Yu cannot be said to
have had no shortcomings. But as the author did not
trouble about this and made subjective judgements, his
characters often appear unnatural.
(3) The flnished result is not what the writer intended. In other words, what Lo Kuan-chung actually expressed is not what he imagined. For instance, he
wanted to show Tsao Tsao's craftiness, but instead he
gives us a picture of Tsao Tsao's wisdom and chivalry.
He wanted to bring out Chuke Liang's wisdom, but the
impression made is more one of craftiness. There is also
some fine characterization, however, as in the dramatic
and colourful passages which describe how Kuan Yu
killed General Hua Hsiung and how he let Tsao Tsao
here he gives a lifelike
escape on the Huajung Path
picture of courage and justice.- Many historical romances
were written later, on the origin of the wor1d, on the
FIan, Tsin, Tang, Sung and Ching dynasties; but none
of these can compare with tl:re Romance oJ the Three
KinEdoms. Everyone likes this book, and it will remain
highly valued in future too.
II. Shui Hu Chuan. This novel deals with the adventures of Sung Chiang and others. Lo Kuan-chung
was not the first to tell this story either, for Sung Chiang
was a historical figure, an outlaw whose exploik had
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been popular legends since the Southern Sung dynasty.
During the Sung and Yuan dynasties, Kao Ju, Li Sung
and others wrote about him. After the fall of the Sung
dynasty Kung Sheng-yu wrote in praise of the thirty-six
men headed by Sung Chiang. In the Tales of the Hsuan
Ho Period it was already recorded that Sung Chiang captured the outlaw Fang La and was made a military governor. Thus such legends were already widespread, and
some simple texts probably existed. Lo Kuan-chung
collected the different versions of this story and rewrote
them into a Iong novel. The original book is now lost,
however, and we are left rvith two popular editions, one
with seventy chapters onIy, the other with more. The
Iatter starts with a Marshal Hung who accidentally let
Ioose some evil spirits; then a hundred and eight men
ga'thered at Liangshan and attacked landlords in the
vicinity. Later they surrendered to the government and
achieved great deeds by defeating the Khitans, putting
down the rebellion of Tien Hu and Wang Ching, and
capturing Fang La. But as the government did not trust
them, Sung Chiang finally took poison and died, after
which he became a god. This story of Sung Chiang,s
surrender reflects the ideas at the end o,f the Sung
dynasty, when the country was in a turmoil and government troops were riding roughshod over the people.
Those who kept the peace had to bear a heavy yoke,
while those who were not so submissive were driven to
revolt. The outlaws fought and defeated the government
troops, and preyed on the people too. But when foreign
troops attacked and the government was unable to resist, the people preferred to fight the invaders with the
outlaws, who were stronger than the government forces.
Thus outlaws became popular heroes. The accor.rnt of
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Sung Chiang's death by poison was added at the beginning

of the Ming dynasty. After the first emperor of Ming
united the country, he was suspicious of his supporters
and had many of them kilIed. Few of his followers died
a natural death. Since the people sympathized with these
men, they made up this story of Sung Chiang's death and

deification. This was the otd tradition of Chinese fiction
change a sad ending into a happy one.
- Shih Nai-an
is often spoken of as the author of Shui
Hu Chuan, because there were two editions with more
than seventy chapters, and the one which contains additional episodes bears his name. In my opinion, however,
Shih Nai-an may have lived after Lo Kuan-chung and
written the longer version. When later readers saw his
name to this, they assumed that the shorter version was
an abridged text and that Shih had lived earlier than Lo.
Chin Sheng-tan at the beginning of the Ching dynasty
said that this novel was good down to the surrender of
the outlaws, after which it deteriorated. He claimed to
have found an old text which proved that the first part
was written by Shih Nai-an, and the end added by Lo
Kuan-chung. As he condemned the latter part he cut it
out, leaving only the first seventy chapters
the popular

edition which we have today. I doubt, however,
whether
he had any earlier version, and suspect that he made
the abridgement to suit himself, justifying himself by
this talk of an older text. It is true that there are certain
discrepancies in the text, as he pointed out. Still, we
have already noted that this novel was written by combining many Iegends and short accounts. Naturally it
could not be consistent throughout. Besides, what happened Lo the rebels after their success would be more
difficult to describe than their life as outlaws, and it is
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quite common for a long novel to have a weak ending.
One cannot use this as evidence to prove that the end was
added by Lo Kuan-chung. As for Chin Sheng-tan's reasons for cutting the latter part, I fancy they were due
to the social conditions of his time. Mr. Hu Shih has said:
"Chin Sheng-tan lived during an age when bandits were
rising everywhere. He witnessed the depredations of

brigands like Chang Hsien-chung and Li Tzu-cheng, and
felt they should not be encouraged but condemned in
literature." Because Chin Sheng-tan was unwilling to
rely on outlaws to repel foreign invaders, he did not like
the legend of Sung Chiang's valour.
After the fall of the Ming dynasty, however, when the
foreign invaders became masters, those loyaI to the fallen
dynasty mourned in secret and forgot the suff erings
caused by the outlaws, feeling a new sympathy for them.
Fqr instance, one such scholar, Chen Chen, under the
pen-name of "Woodcutter in Yentang Mountain" wrote a
sequel to the novel. In this he made the outlaws who
survived Sung Chiang fight against the Go1den Tartars.
When they were defeated, Li Tsun took them across the
sea and became king of Siam. This shows that Chen's
sympathy for the outlaws was due to the conquest of
China by foreign foes. Later, when circumstances
changed again and men forgot their patriotism, during
the Tao Kuang era Yu Wan-chun wrote another secluel
to the novel, ir-r which all the outlaws, including Sung
Chiang, were wiped out by government troops. His
style is spirited and he paints a vivid picture, but his
ideas are rather depressing.

v
THE TWO MAIN TRENDS IN MING NOVELS

Though the Yuan dynasty was a sptendid age for
dlama, there was iittle written in the way of fiction; we
shatr1 therefore pass on to the novels of the Ming dynasty.
In the middie of this dynasty, during the first half of the
sixteenth century, a number of novels appeared. These
show two main trends: they deal either with wars between gods and demons, or else with human affairs. Let
us examine them one by one.
Clashes between gods and demons became a common
topic owing to the influence of religion and alchemy
at that time. During the Hsuan FIo era of the Sung
dynasty there was much Taoist worship; in the yuan
dynasty both Buddhism and Taoism flourished and
alchemists were highly influential. In the Ming dynasty
these religions began to lose ground, but during the
Cheng Hua era they gained strength again and we read
of the celebrated alchemist Li Tzu and the Buddhist
monk Chi Hsiao, whiie in the Cheng Teh era there was
the foreign priest Yu Yung. As ali these men became
officials, thanks to their religion or magic arts, there
was an upsurge of superstition, the influence of which
can be seen in literature. Thro,ugh the ages the struggle
between the three main religions of China
Confucian- resolved.
ism, Taoisrn and Buddhi
has never been
In general, however, they compromised and tolerated
each other, until finally they were considered to stem
from "one origin." When a new religion arose, it ',vas
regarded as heterodox and there would be arguments.
But once it was looked upon as coming from the same
origin, all persecution ceased. Not till the next new
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school appeared would those who prided themselves on

being orthodox attack the unorthodox heretics again.
Religious conceptions were very vague, and what was
described as orthodox or unorthodox in fiction did not
mean Confucianism versus Buddhism, Taoism versus
Buddhism, or Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism versus

the White Lotus CuIt. It simply meant a struggle bel,ween two beliefs not clearly deflned. So I give it the
general description of story about gods and demons.
Let us take three novels to illustrate this trend: The
Pilgrimage to the West, the Canonizatton of th.e Gods
and the Erpedition to the Western Ocean.
I. The Pilgri,mage to the West" tr'or a iong time this
book was wrongly attributed to a Yuan dynasty priest,
Chiu Chu-chi; but Chiu's Pilgrimage to the West in
three volumes is a travel account which can still be
found in collections of Taoist canons. This confusion
arose because the two books have the same name, and
the novel was printed at the beginning of the Ching
dynasty with the preface of Chiu Chu-chi's book.
In fact the author of the novel was Wu Cheng-en of
Shanyang County, Kiangsu. This was stated ,in the
Reconrds of Huainan Prefecture compiled in the Ming
dynasty, buL the Ching dynasty edition of these records
omitted this fact. The novel as we have it now consists
of a hundred chapters. First it tells how Monkey Sun
Wu-kung reached sainthood, why the monk Tripitaka
set out to look for Buddhist canons, how they passed
through eighty-one perils and flnally returned to China.
This novel was not entirely Wu's creation, for earlier
we have referred to the chantefable dealing with Tripitaka's search for Buddhist canons, which already contained such characters as Monkey and the river-god and
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accounts of various strange incidents. Some Yuan
dynasty dramas also used material from this stor';r, and
in the early Ming dynasty there was another brief version of it. tr'rom this we can see that the story of Tripitaka's journey to the west in search of Buddhist canons
grew by degrees into a legend between the end of the
Tang and the Yuan dynasties, and was often written in
simple story form. In the Ming dynasty, Wu Cheng-en
gathered these legends together and wrote this long
novel. Wu Cheng-en was an adept at humorous sketches,
and he made the monsters in this story so human
that everyone enjoys reading about them. This is his
art. He also, makes readers accept Lhe story lightheartedly instead of feeling overjoyed or wretched, as
they do when reading the Romctnce oJ the Three Kingdoms about the victories and defeats of Liu Pei. For
in this novel all the characters are monsters, the entire
thing is amusing, and no personal feelings obtrude to
mar our enjoyment. That is another virtue of the book.
As for the purpose of the novel, some say it is meant
io encourage men to str-rdy, others that it is Buddhist,
yet others that it is Taoist. There are manv vielvs on
the subject, but to my mind the book was written solely
to give pleasure. Because the author was influenced
by China's three religions, he put in a little of them aII:
Buddha, Kuanyin, the Taoist supreme deity, Nature and
so on and so f orth. Thus Confucians, Buddhists or
Taoists could read what they wanted into it. If we
insist that the novel has a moral, the explanation given
by the lMing dynasty scholar Hsieh Chao-chih is quite
adequate: "Monkey represents the mind, and Pigsy the
will. At flrst N{onkey ran wild, ascending to heaven
or descending to the earth just as he pleased. Then
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one incantation controlled him, and made him obedient
and steadfast. This is simply a parable of the control
of the mind." Later there were several sequels to this
novel, but they were merely imitations. 'Iung yueh,s
More About the Pilgrintage is really a satire, belo rging
to a different genre.
III. Tllre Canoniza.tion oJ the Gods is another. popular
novel. Nothirrg is known of its author. Some say that
he was a poor man, who wrote this book to provide his
daughter with a dowry; but this story has no foundation.
The ideas in the book seem to be vaguely influenced.
by the concept of three religions arising from one origin.
According to the novel, Chou-hsin, the last king of the
Shang dynasty, went to sacrifice to the goddess Nu-kua
and wrote a poem which offended her. The goddess
sent three vampires to iead him astray, and helped the
Chous to overthrow him. There .vr/ere many batiles
between gods and Buddhist saints. On the Chou side
were the orthodox deities, while the Shangs were helped
by the unorthodox ones. At all events, this book reveals the combined influence of the three religions,
which represent the side of the gods, opposed to whom

are the demons.
III. The Etpedition to the Western Ocean. This novel,
written during the Wan Li era, is seldom seen nowadays.
It tells how the eunuch Cheng Ho 1ed an expedition to
the western ocean during the yung Lo era and pacified
thirty-nine foreign states, making them send tribute to
China. According to the story, a monk named pi Feng
helped Cheng Ho to transport his expedition across the
ocean and conqu.er other countries by means of magic
art, so that he returned in triumph. This story belongs
bo the same category, for though it deals with wars be-
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tween different states, China stands for orthodoxy and
the gods, while the foreign iands stand for heresy and
the demons. And this novel reflects something of the
political situation of the time. Because Cheng Ho had
great fame in the Ming dynasty and was a legendary
flgure, after the Chia Ching era, when Japanese pirates
pillaged China's so,utheast coast and the empire was
weak, the people naturally remembered the good old days.
That is why this novel was written. A eunuch was made
the hero instead of a general and magic relied on instead of military strength owing to the influence of traditional thought, and because eunuchs in the Ming dynasty
often controlled the army and had great authority. This
idea of defeating foreigners with magic was handed down
to the Ching dynasty, and widely believed in. Indeed,
the Yi I{o Tuan (Boxers) made such an experiment.
The second type of novel, which dealt with human
affairs, was also written during the heyday of the novels
describing wars between gods and demons. These books
also grew out of the social conditions of the time, and
some of them, like the first type, were closely connected
with the ideas of the alchemists. Such books usually
deicribe love and wanton 1us1., and in the episodes depicting happy encounters and sad partings considerable
psychological insight is revealed. The most famous book
of this kind is Chin Ping Mei. Hsi.men Ching, a character who appeared in Shui Llu Chuan, is the hero, and
the novel describes his adventures. This man had one
wife and three concubines. Then he fell in love with
Pan Chin-Iien or Golden Lotus, poisoned her husband
Wu the Elder, and made her his concubine. Next he had
an affair with her maid, Chun-mei (Spring PIum), and another affair with a woman named Ping-erh (Vase), whom
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he made his concubine too. Then Ping-erh and Hsimeh
Ching d'ied, Go1den Lotus was killed by her first husband's brother Wu Sung, and Spring Plum died after
excessive debauchery. When the Golden Tartars invaded
Chingho, Hsimen's wife took his son to Tsinan. A monk
meeting them on the way escorted them to Yungfu N{onastery and converted the boy, who joined the order
and took the name of Ming Wu. Because Chin-lien, Pingerh and Chun-mei were the chief characters in the book,
it was called Ch.in Ping Mer, (Gold-Vase-Plum). Most
Ming p,ornographic novels were aimed at contemporary
figures, for this was the writers' way of working off a
grudge. So Hsimen Ching was probably a man whom
the author hated, but we have no means of identifying
him. We do not even know who the author was. Some
say that Wang Shih-chen wrote this book to avenge his
father, Wang Yu, who was ki1led by Yen Sung. Yen
Sung's son Yen Shih-fan was all-powerful and suppressed
all memorials to the throne w.hich might injure his father.
Wang Shih-chen is supposed to have found out that Yen
Shih-fan was fond of novels, and to have written this
so that he would forget all business while reading it; for
then criticisms of Yen Sung co,uld reach the court. That
is why the early Ching editions had as preface an essay
on fliial piety. But this is simply a legend. The novel
was attributed to Wang Shih-chen because it is well written and he was the foremost scholar of his day. Later
editors adopted this view and inserted the essay on fl1ial
piety in order to forestall criticism of the pornographic
nature of the book. There is no real evidence of the
author's identity.
Another novel, more pornographic than Chin Ping Meq
was Yu Chiso Li, (Jade-Charming-Prune). This was lost,
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however, by the beginning of the Ching dynasty, and
what we have today is not the original. A sequel to Chin
Ping Mei, by Ting Yao-kang of Chucheng County, Shan-

tung, is different from the earlier book. It

preaches

transmigration, aiming to show that evil will be repaid
in the next 1ife. T.he story describes how in a later existence Wu the Elder becomes the amorous lover, while
Golden Lotus becomes insatiable in lust and is killed in the
end. Hsimen Ching becomes a fool and a cuckold, who lets
his wife and concubines have lovers. A11 later ,such
novels contained sermons. Stories like this about what
happened to people in their different existences might
go on for generations and never end. This is a strange
and interesting phenomenon, but there were similar tales
in ancient India, the AngulimalycL Sutr{L being one
example.
We see, then, that stories about human affairs could

into moral talk about retribution. There was

turn

another

kind: the "ladies and gentlemen" type. Examples of this
are Ping Shan Leng Yen, Hao Chiu Chuan and Yu-ChiaoLi (Jade-Charming-Pear). These titles are usually made
up of names of different characters in the book, as in the
case of Chin Ping Mei. Stories of this type deal not
with amorous lovers and wanton women, but with talented young scholars and beautiful young ladies. The
"talented" scholars can usually write poetry, which
generally serves to bring the young people together. This
seems counter to tradition and the idea that matches
should be arranged by go-betweens according to the
wishes of the parents. But as the flnal union usually
takes place at the command of the emperor, the authors
find a higher authority for this licence. None of these
novels are well written, but some of them are weII known
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abroad; for Yu-Chiao-Li and Ping Shan Leng Yen w.ere
translated into French, and IJoo Chi,u Chuan into both
French and German. Thus all foreign students of Chinese
literature know them, and include them in their histories
of Chinese literature. Another reason is that in countries
where monogamy is the rule, if several girls fa11 in love
with one man lhere will be trouble; but in these novels
it does not matter they can all get married. From the
- this is most exotic and interesting.
Western point of view,
VI
FOUR SCHOOLS OF FICTION IN TIIE CHING DYNASTY
AND TIIEIR, LATEE DEVELOPMENT
We flnd more variety and greater changes in the Ching
dynasty than in the Ming dynasty fiction; but since time
is short I shall simply deal with it very briefly, dividing
it into four schools: "classical," satirical, romantic and
adventurous.
I. By "classical" I mean works modeiled on the
tales of the Six Dynasties or the Tang dynasty. As nearly
all the Tang stories not in the large collections had been
lost by the Ming dynasty, the occasional imitations appeared as great novelties. At the beginning of the Ming
dynasty, a Hangchow scholar named Chu Yu wrote a
number of pseudo-Tang stories entitled Neu Tales Under
the Lampligltt. Thanks to his erotic descriptions, these
tales were popular though poorly written. He had many
imitators until the government prohibited this type of
writing and the fashion changed. But towards the middle
of the sixteenth century the Tang stories became popular
again and there were more imitations. Indeed most
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scholars wrote a few stories of this sort. The most
famous collection is Strange Tales oJ Liao-chai by Pu
Sung-Iing, a native of Chihchuan in Shantung. It is said
that before writing this book he had tea and tobacco ready
at his gate every day, and asked passers-by to stop and
tel1 him stories as material for his book. Most of these
tales, however, he heard from friends or adapted from
ancient books, especially from Tang stories like The
Scholar of FenEyang and A Seqwel to the Drea.m. That
is why I place this book among the imitations of classical
tales. Most of his stories are about spirits, fox-fairies,
ghosts and other supernatural beings, like many other
tales written in that period. Their superiority lies in
the detailed descriptions, dramatic developments, fluent
language, and the lact that the supernaturaL beings are
depicted like men with a deep knowledge of the world,
which makes them charming instead of frightening. The
defect is that the author uses so many classical allusions
that ordinary readers find the language rather difficult.
The Strong e Tal"es oJ Liao-chai enjoyed tremendous popularity for a whole century, and were much praised and
imitated. But towards the end of Chien Lung's reign a
scholar named Chi Yun of Hsien County, Chihli, pointed
out that this book had two serious faults. In the first
p1ace, he said, the language was too mixed. He objected
to finding a medley of different styles in one book; some
of the longer tales were imitations of Tang stories, while
some of the shorter ones were modelled on the writing
of the Six Dynasties. In the second pLace, there were
too many detailed descriptions. Most of these sto,ries
were told in the third person, but there were a number
of details which only the individual concerned could
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know, and rnany of which he would not disclose. How,
then, could the author know them?
In order to avoid these shortcomings, Chi Yun modelled
his lVofes oJ the Yueh-wet Hermitage entirely on Six
Dynasties tales. His plots were simple, his language concise and classical, unlike the Tang style. He made up
most of his stories himself, using fox-fairies and ghosts
to criticize the society of his time. To my mind, he did
not believe in the supernatural but felt this was the best
way to educate ignorant people. There is something very
admirable about this man, who lived under the repressive
rule of Chien Lung yet dared to write, attacking ridiculous
conventions and social customs. He had great courage.
His imitators, however, did not realize that his purpose
was to criticize social conrrentions, and they simply aped
his moralizing vein, until books of this type became

virtually

sermons.

Later imitators of classical tales took these two books
as models. Even today in Shanghai, for instance, some
so-called scholars are copying their styles. But far from
achieving anything good, they have merely preserved the
dregs. In fact, this school of fiction has been trampled
to death by these discipies.
II. -r Satirical stories were written even before the Tang
dynasty, and many of the Ming novels about human
affairs were satires. In the Ching dynasty, however, we
find very few satirical novels. The most famous and
practically the only one is The Scholars by Wu ChingLzu of Chuanchiao, Anhwei. As this author had a rich
experience of life and was skilled in expressing his ideas,
the different iharacters he draws are extremely.lifelike.
He portrays aII sorts of scholars, including many strange
types, in considerable detail. This novel was written

within a century of the fall of the Ming dynasty, when
the literati still retained some of the old characteristics:
they studied nothing but the examination essays, and
were good for nothing else. As a scholar himself who
was familiar with this group, Wu could give very detailed
exposures of their ludicrous ways. Though this novel
is made up of different episodes which are not sufficiently

well integrated, it offers us infinite variety and holds
our interest. So it is the best satirical novel in China"
At the end of the Ching dynasty, when China was at
the mercy of fo,reign powers, men wanted to find out why
the country was declining. Novelists, too, tried to discover the reason. Li Pao-chia blamed bureaucracy, and
under the pen-name oI Nan-ting-ting-chang wrote his
Erposure oJ the OfJicial World. This novel was very popular at the time, but as literature it is much inferior to
The Scholars. Besides, as the author was not too wellacquainted with the official world, certain passages are
not entirely realistic. After him Wu Wo-yao of Nanhai,
Kwangtung, laid the blame for China's decline on the
disappearance of the traditional morality. Using the
pen-name Wo-fo-shan-jen, he wrote Strange Euents sJ
the Last Tuenty Years. Though this book also enjoyed
great popularity, his descriptions of social evils are often
exaggerated and superficial, for he wrote to giVe vent
to his own indignation. He shared the faults of I-i Paochia. Both these novels consist of separate episodes with
no strong connecting thread or chief characters. In this
sense they resemble The Scholclrs, but as writing they
rank far below it. The most obvious difference is that
The Scholars is a genuine satire, while these two books
approach downright abr.rse.
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Innuendo and subtlety are essential in satirical writing.
If the author exaggerates or puts the case too bluntly, his
work loses its literary value. But later noveLists did not
pay enough attention to this. rvith the result that after
The Scholars we can say there was no real satire.
III. Romance. This type of fiction is best represented
by the famous Dream of the Red Chamber or Humg Lou
Meng. This novel was first entitled Tale of a Rock,
had eighty chapters, and appeared in Peking during the
reign of Chien Lung. The first copies were all handwritten. In 7792 the first printed edition lvas published
by Cheng Wei-yuan with an additional forty chaptersmaking a hundred and twenty in all, and the name was
changed to the Dream oJ the Red Ch,amber. Acccrding
to Cheng, he collected various manuscripts from different
families and street-vendors to obtain the complete novel.
The early copies are hard to find today. A lithograpl-ric
print exists, but we do not know whether it was made
from the original or not. The novel is about the Chia
family in Shihtou City, which may or may not be Nanking. Chia Cheng has a son named Pao-yu, who is vely
intelligent and fond of female company. There are many
beautiful women in the household: the ladies and servants o,f the house, numerous relatives, and young guests
like Tai-yu ancl Pao-chai; another girl, Hsiang-yun,
also often visits them. Pao-yu loves Tai-yu best, but
his father chooses Pao-chai to be his wife. When
Tai-yu hears of this she coughs blood and dies, and
Pao-yu fa1ls ill of unhappiness. Later, 'Chia Cheng's
brother is demoted, his property is confiscated, and Chia
Cheng is involved. So the family fortunes decline. Pao-yu
becomes deranged for a time, then recovers and p,asses the
government examinaticln; but soon after that he dis-
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appears. When Chia Cheng passes Piling to bury his
mo'cher, a man with a shaved head and bare feet bows
to him, and he recognizes Pao,-yu. Before he can talk
to his son, however, a Buddhist monk and a Taoist priest
take the youth away, and he is left alone in the wild
country.
We know that the author of this book is Tsao Hsuehchin, for his name appears in the novel; but we have little
information about him. Thanks to Professor Hu Shih's
researches, some material is now available. Tsao Hsuehchin was otherwise known as Tsao Chan or Tsao Chin-pu.
Some of his ancestors served in the Manchu army. His
grandfather, Tsao Yin, was in charge of the Silk Bureau
in Nanking during the reign of Kans Hsi, and when the
emperor travelled south he put up in this bureau. The
author's father, Tsao Fu, held the same post. We know,
then, that the novelist came from a wealthy family, was
born in Nanking, and went to Peking at the age of ten
with his father. Then for some reason the family suffered
such a reversal that in his thirties he was reduced to
Iiving in the west suburb of Peking, not always with
enough to eat. Still he continued to amuse himself with
poetry and wine, and during this period he wrote the
Dteam of th,e Red" Chctmber. Unfortunately his son died
young, and he himself died of grief in his early forties,
having written eighty chapters only of his novel. Though
Cheng Wei-yuan claimed to have compiled his edition of
a hundred and twenty chapters from various manuscripts,
it was actually completed by his friend Kao Ngo.
There has been much speculation about the purpose of
ttiis novel. Here are some of the chief theories.
(1) Some thinl< this book refers to the Manchu poet,
Nalan Flsing-teh, and the twclve beautiful girls in the
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novel stand for his friends. For Nalan Hsing-teh was a
poet who passed the government examination at an early
age, whose family property was later conflscated. He
therefore had much in common with Pao=yu-' But the Chia
property vras conflscated during Pao-yu's lifetime, while
in Na1an's case it was after his death. There are many
other discrepancies, and not actually much similarity.
(2) Another theory is that the novel tells the story of
Emperor Shun Chih and his concubine Tung. According
to one tradition, Tung Hsiao-wan, a famous Nanking courtesan, was captured by the Manchu forces when they went
south, and taken to Peking. She became the emperor's
favourite and was made an imperial concubine; and at
her deaLh the emperor was so overcome with grief that he
went to Wutai Mountain and became a monk. As Pao-yu
also becomes a monk in the end, this might refer to the
emperor's romance. But we know that the imperial concubine Tung was a Manchu girl, not the famous courtesan;
and when the Manchus took the Yangtse Valley, Tung
Hsiao-wan was twenty-eight while Emperor Shun Chih
was only fourteen. As he could not have made her his
concubine, that disposes of this theory.
(3) Another hypothesis is that this was a political allegory about Kang Hsi's reign, to lament the fall of the
Ming dynasty and expose the corruption of Manchu rule.
For example, the word "h'ung" (red) in Hung Lou Meng
was a substitute for "chu" (red). Shihtou City meant
Nanking. The name "Clfi&" means "false," and this was
an attack on the Manchu regime. The twelve beautiful
women in the novel represented the famous scholars
who surrendered to the Manchus. This theory is too
fantastic to be tenable. Besides, as we now know that
the author's family joined the Manchu side fro'm the start,

it is unlikely that he would regret the fall of the

Ming

dynasty.
(4) Others believe that the work is based on the author's
own life. This was the earliest theory to be put forward,
but it found little support in the past. Recently, however,

more and more people are coming round to this view,
for what we have now learned of the author's life seems
to flt the incidents in the novel very well. His grandfather and father were in charge of the SiIk Bureau in
like
Nanking, and the family was a very wealthy one
the Chia household in the book. Tsao Hsueh-chin -in his
youth was handsome and intelligent, rather like Pao-yu.
their propAnd his family fortunes suddenly declined
- seem ).ikely
erty may have been conflscated. So it does
that the Dream oJ the Red Chamber is largely autobiographical.
As for the novel itself, it is one of the gems of Chinese
literature. The author's greatest virtue is that he dares
to describe life realistically without subterfuge or concealment, unlike earlier writers who made their characters either black or white. Hence all the people in this
book are real. The most significant thing about this
work is that it put an end to the traditional view of novels
and how to write them, the beauty of the language is
only of secondary importance. It has many opponents,
though, who think it a bad influence for the young. This
is because when the Chinese read a book they cannot
enjoy it as a work of art, but must identify themselves
with the characters in it. Boys and girls imagine they
are Pao-yu or Tai-yu. w,hile their elders put themselves in the place of Chia Cheng, who has to contro'I his
son. Such limited views prevent them from seeing any
more in the novel.
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Many sequels were written to this novel, all designed
to continue the love story and give it a happy ending.
This went on ti1I the Tao Kuang era (1821-1850), when
readers tired of the subject. But as love stories set in
ordinary families could not introduce so many attractive
girls and romantic incidents, novelists started writing in
the style of the Dreum of the Red Chamber abo'ut actors
and prostitutes; and so this type of novel underwent a
change. Let us consider the two novels: Tlne Dream of
the Green Chamber and A Mirror oJ Theatrical Life. The
latter is about actors in Peking after Chien Lung's reign.
Though the characters have a very difterent social status
from thos:e in the Dream of the Red' Chumber, they are aII
most romantic too, and the young actors and their lovers
or patrons are described in the same way as the earlier
scholars and young ladies. Tine Dream of the Green
Chamber is a rather idealized story about prostitutes,
which fails to carry conviction. The writer felt that singsong girls were the only people who could truly appreciate scholars, and after certain adventures a happy
ending was reached. This was like the "scholar and beautiful gir1" type of writing at the end of the Ming dynasty.
Towards the middle of Kuang Hsu's reign (1875-1908),
Lr.ues of Shanghai Singsong Girls appeared. The girls
in this book are not so idealized as those in the Dream
oJ the Green Chamber. Some are good and some are
bad, which is more realistic. At the end of the nineteenth
century novels like ?he Nine-Tailed Tortoise were written. These are different again, as all the prostitutes are
bad characters and aII their patrons are rogues. So there
have been three approaches to prostitutes: flrst there was
undue praise, then a more realistic attitude was adopted,
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and finally the writers became hypercritical, using deliberate exaggeration and abuse, which sometimes amounted to slander and blackmail. It really is amazing how
this type of novel evolved.
IV. Adventure. An example of this type of novel is
Three Heroes and Fi,ue Gallants. A scholar heard this
tale from some story-teller in a tea-house, and wrote it
down; then it became well known. I suppose readers
were tired of novels like the Dream of the Red Chamber
which concentrated on love, or the Pi,lgrimage to the
W'est which dealt entirely wi1"h supernatural beings. This
novel about swordsmen and adventurers struck a fresh
note, and therefore had immediate popularity. Pan Tsuyin took the book from Peking to Soochow to show it to
Yu Chu-yuan, who was greatly taken with it. But its hcr
felt it rvas unhistorical, he r-ewrote the flrst chapter. And
because there were realJ.y four chief characters
-"the
Southern Hero, the Northern Hero and the Twin Heroes
-- the title Three Heroes was inaccurate. Accordingly
he added two characters, Ai IIU and Shen Chung-yuan,
and changed the title to Seuen Heroes und Fiue Gallants.
This revised edition is popular today south of the Yangtse. But this novel was not made up by one story-teIler.
Pao Cheng, the Sung dynasty prefec1", was a strict and
just official whose life is recorded in the Sung DEnasty
History. Many legends about his miraculous adventures
were popular in the Yuan dynasty and were written up
as stories in the Ming dynasty to form the collection
The Cases of PreJect Pao. Then further improvements
were made in the plot and a big book was written, on
which Three Heroes and Fiue Gallants was based. After
this novel proved such a success, many similar books
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appeared: Fiue Younger Gallants, A Sequel to Fiue young-

er Gqllants, Eight Elder Gallqnts, Eight Juni:or Gallants,
Seuen Swordsm.en and Th?rteen Gall,ants, Seuen Stuordsmen and Eighteen Gallants. Most of these novels dealt
with swordsmen and adventurers who killed bandits and
rebels and were usually under the command of high officials. The Cases of Lord Shih and The Cases oJ Lord,
Peng were both widely read. The heroes of these books
are for the most part adventurers, rather like the characters in Sh,ui Hu Chuan. So though these stories developed fu:om The Cases of Prefect Pao, we can also
trace their origin back to the great classic. But the
heroes in Shui Hu Chuq,n were rebels, while the characters in these books help the government. Presumably
this big divergence in outlook was caused by different
social conditions. For most of these books were written
in the 1870s and 'B0s after several wars in China. The
Taiping Rebellion had been suppressed; so had the Nien
Rebellion and the rebellions of various religio.us sects.
Many rough country fellows and rogues had joined the
army, distinguished themselves and received offlcial honours. Since these men and their "exploits" for the authorities were much talked about, the story-tellers in the
tea-houses catered for the demand. There are already
twenty-four sequels to Seuen Heroes qrud Fiue Gallants,
ten sequels to T'he Cases oJ Lord Shih and seventeen sequels to Th,e Cases of Lord Peng. These books are so
repetitious and badly written that we need not comment
on them except to wonder how authors and readers can
waste so much time on such trash.
These four types of fiction are still very popular today.
There are other minor types, but I have nq time to go
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into them now. As for the new fiction written since the
republic was founded, this is still in its infancy and no
really important works have yet appeared. I shall not,
therefore, speak of this either.

.
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that of the popular edition, proves beyond doubt that
this novel could not have been written by Wang Shihchen who was from Kiangsu, since the dialogue is in
PREFACE TO THE JAPANESE EDITION

The news that a Japanese translation of my Brtef History of Chinese Fiction is to be published is extremely
gratifying, but it makes me very conscious o,f my decline.
When I think back, it must be four or five years ago

now that Mr. Wataru Masuda r-rsed to come nearly every
day to my home to discuss this book, and occasionally
we had pleasant chats about the world of letters at that
time. In those days I still had enough leisure and ambition to study, but time speeds by: now even my wife and
son are a burden to me, to say nothing of collecting books.
So I shall probably never have a chance to revise this
Bri,eJ Hi.storA aJ Chinese Fiction. Doubtless my satisfaction is like that of some o d man who has laid down
his pen when he sees his complete works published.
But old habits are hard to forget, and sometimes my
attention is still caught by the history of Chinese fiction.
To speak merely of the more important discoveries: last
year the late Professor Ma Lien's publication of the incomplete text of the Stories of Chi.ng-p.ng Hermitage
enriched our material on the Sung vernacular tales. Then
Professor Cheng Chen-to's demonstration that the Pilgrimage to th,e West in the Four Pilgrimnges was a condensation of Wu Cheng-en's novel and not a forerunner
corrects the views I expressed in Chapter 16. His excellent paper on this appears in his cotrlection Chu Lou
Chi. Again, the discovery of the original version of Chtn
Ping Mei in Peking, though the language is rougher than

the Shantung dialect.
I have made no revisions, though. I have done nothing, despite all the book's shortcomings. I am merely
delighted by the publication of this Japanese edition and
hope there will be time in future to make amends for
my sloth.
This book, naturally, is one fated to have few readers,
yet Mr. Wataru Masuda has braved all difficulties to
translate it, while Mr. Otokichi Mikame, the director
of the Sairosha Press, is willing to have it published. To
them I am truly grateful, just as I am grateful to those
readers who will take this dry book into their studies.
Written by lamplight, June 9,

f,u

Hsun

1935
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(Continued from front flop)

A kind of folk literoture
Chinese iction hos never
f

I

t,

been considered worthy of ottention by the feudql ruling
closs. With the lounching of
the Moy 4 Movement in 1919
the feudol forces in the reolm
of Chinese culture were utterly
overthrown ond the study of
fiction begon to mqke heodwoy. Among those who went
in for the study of the
history of Chinese fiction Lu
Hsun should be mentioned in
porticulor for his outstonding
ochievements. This book, the
result of his reseorches in this
field of literory endeovour,
wos the eqrliest one omong
histories of Chinese fiction
written by Chinese outhors
ond its influence hos olso
been the greotest.
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